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PREFACE

When I was writing my Thesis for Ph.D. under Prof. Dr.

F. Otto Schrader at Kiel in 1929-31 1 came to realise the impor-

tance of the Brahrnasutra for the history of Indian Philosophy.

My earlier study of the Bhasyas, particularly that of the Sahkara

Bhasya on the Brahrnasutra, under Pandit Achyutji and Pandit

Chinnuswami, and Prof. Schrader’s guidance enabled me to dis-

cover the meaning of the Sutras, while my study of the Tibetan

translation of the Buddhacarita and the textual criticism on it

under Prof. Schrader helped me in making put the Text of the

Brahrnasutra. I could discover much more than I needed then

and Prof. Schrader encouraged me to devote myself to the study

of the Brahrnasutra after my return to India.

In course of time I contributed several Papers and prepared

a work on ( a substantial part of ) the Brahrnasutra to be called
“ A Critique of the Brahrnasutra ”. Scholars like Wcarya A. B.

Dhruva, Prof. S. N. Dasgupta, Prof. M. Hiriyanna, Dr. Ganga
Nath Jha and Prof. R. D. Ranade jvhom I consulted, asked me
to prepare a separate book about tUe “ System ” of BadarayaQa

from the book which was ready for the Press and which they

advised me to publish as “Part I : Interpretation of the Sutras”.

This is bow I came to write the present volume, which gives in

a nutshell the results of Part I both as regards BadarS.yaipta’8

System and the critical method of interpretation as applied to

his work.

It is hardly possible to give a briefer account of Badara-

yaQa’s System than the one given in the Introduction and in

Chapter 13. I may mention here only what appears to me
to be the most striking feature of his Doctrine. According to

him Brahman has two aspects, a-puriisauidha and purusavidha,

like the same two aspects of the Rgvedic deities, according to

TSska. They are both of equal status. He calls them “Avyakta”

and “Purusa.’* Each has its own attributes {gtinas). The Srutis
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discassed in Bra.Sa.I.l are those of the Avyakta while the

Srutis considered in Bra.Sri.I.‘2 and 3 belong to the Purusa and

“optionally to the Avyakta”, because “the Scripture describes

each aspect of the Supreme One with the attributes of the other”

and, thus, in the Scripture itself we have an “Interchange of

the attributes” of the two aspects of the Reality (Bra.8u.III.

3.11 and 37-39).

The most important portion of the Brahmasutra is Bra.Su.

III.3, called Gu^opasamhara Fada which must mean, like the

Padaof the same name in the Jaiminisutra ( II.4 ), a “collected

statement of the miiior items ( of the meditation on

Brahman). About the history of the earlier Vedanta thought

we know from the sixtysix Sutras of this Pada much more than

from any other existing work. Bra.Su.III.o is the Key to Bada-

rayaVa’s work (Bra.Su.I.1-3) and System.

The present study has enabled the author to make a number

of major and minor discoveries; only some of which are men-

tioned here, (a) Jnana is an “Act to be performed” (aniistheya).

(b) BadarSya^a believes in the Grace of God. (c) Upanisads

were interpreted differently ip the days of Badarayaija. (d) There

were many Oppositional Vedanta Schools besides those of the

sages named by Badarayaija, based upon different Upanisads.

(e) The correct tradition of the visayavalcyas of Bra.Su.III and

IV was not known even to Sankara, (f) The Text of the Brahma-

sutra, came to <^ankara in a mutilated condition, (g) Ample

Internal Evidence for the recovery of the Meaning as well as

the Text of Uie Brahmasutra is available, (h) Strict adherence

to the context in filling up the ellipses of the Sutras leads to

wonderful results as regards the meaning of the Sutras. ( i

)

Sankara’s Method in this respect is not satisfactory,

details and illustrations of all these points will be found in the

Introduction and in the book proper under various chapters.

B3.darSyii9a has worked out his System sticking to

the very ^word of the Upanisadio Srutis. He rarely twists their

sense. He knows the literal and straightforward sense and in-

terpretation of the Oldest Prose Upanisads, the Earlier Metrical
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Upanijads and the Bbagavadgita. He refutes several Vedantio

Purvapaksas based upon the latter two and seems to establish

boldly a Siddhanta supported by the Chandogya and the Bfha-

dara^yaka Upa. and more on the former than on the latter. He
rejects from the Upanisads what be finds unsuitable to his System

and re-interprets in the light of the Upanisads the non-Upanisadic

principles and views of the Gita as far as possible; otherwise he

openly rejects them also. He has saved the Vedanta School from

being a purely theistic doctrine or a dualistic one with one lower

and one higher aspect of Brahman itself, as in the KathaUpani*

sad and the Gita. He was the first to establish a Vedenta School in

place of the many schools of the many Upanisads. His Brahman

is simultaneously both Monistic (believing in tbe Avyakta) and

Monotheistic (believing in the Purusa), like a serpent«which is

simultaneously both ahi (serpent as such) and kuftdala (the

coiled serpent).

I have taken Safikara, with whose Bbasya I happen to be

quite familiar, as an Interpreter of tbe Brahmasutra. I believe,

w^e have reached a stage in Oriental Scientific Research, when

we can and should distinguish, appreciate and evaluate distinctly

and duly the roll of an XcSrya as an Interpreter of the Scripture

frbm bis other roll as the Leader of tbe Religious and Philoso-

phical Thought of bis Age. The constructive side of the

modern scholarship lies in tbe search after tbe possible non-

sectarian meaning of a Text, arrived at through Several means

and helps, one of which only is naturally a comparison of tbe

fresh interpretation with that of an Xcarya and a critical study

of the latter.

While I offer a fresh interpretation and an account of the

System of a substantial part of tbe Brahmasutra, I must confess

that I myself do not as yet fully understand some Sutras,

as has been admitted by me in my Notes in Part I. There are

other handicaps also, one of which is my ignorance*^ of tbe

Jaiminisutras. I am still in search of a better meaning of some
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of the Sutras, I have interpreted. I offer my conclusions as only

tentative.

I may hear draw the attention of the reader tosomie Pap^rat

on various problems of the Brahmasutra, already published in

Eesearcb Journals, which deal with portions of BadarSya^a’s

book (Bra.Su. 1 and II), and thus at least partly remove the

incompleteness of my work on these Sutras. I have planned and

partly finished one more volume on the BrahmasCitra which

contains only a fresh running interpretation of all the Sutras

without the back-ground of a Bhasya.

I feel very grateful to Prof. Dr. T. M. P. Mahadevan, M. a.,

PH. D., Professor and Head of the Department of Philosophy,

University of Madras, who h.as kindly contributed the Foreword

to the present volume. His blessings have immensely euhen-

ced the worth of my work.

I respectfully remember on this occasion Pandit Acbyutji and

Pandit ( now Mahamahop&dhyaya ) Chinnuswami Shastri who

taught me the -Sankara Bhasya, line by line and word by word, at

B. H.U., Banaras, 1921-1923. I also remember with humble and

respectful homage Scharya A. B. Druva who initiated mein In-

dian Philosophy (both at t^e Gujarat College, Ahmedabad, and at

B. H.U., Banaras) and under whom I prepared the whole of Part

I and the first draft of Part II. Prof. Dr. P. Otto Schrader,

f A list of the author's Papers on the Brahmasutra, published in

Journals :

—

(1) Problem of the Tad uktam Sutras in the BrahmasQtra. Indian Histori-

cal Quarterly, Calcutta, Vol. XIII, 1937, FF. 514-520.

(2) B&dar3.yana’s Conception of Brahman ( A Fresh Interpretation of Bra.

Su. 1.2 ), Journal of the University of Bombay, Volume XXIII, Part 2,

September 1954.

(3) BSdar&yaUa’s Conception of Brahman ( A Fresh Interpretation of Bra.

Su. 1.3 ); Journal of B. B. B. A. Society, Yol. 29.

(4) Meaning of “ Smrti ” in the Brahmasutra, Indian Historical
Quarterly, Vol. XII, No. 4, 1936.

(5) The Scheme of BrahamasOtra 1. 1-3 : A Bapprochement.
The Journal of the University of Bombay, (Vol. IV, Fart III) 1935.

(6) Prc-S'&nkara Mutilation of the Text of the BrahmasQtra: Some
suggestions for its correction. Frooeedings of All India Oriental
Conference Baroda, 1933.
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Kiel University, who taught me the application of the modern

critical method as regards both the Interpretation and the Text

of our Scriptures in general and the Brahmastitra in particular,

comes to ray mind and I get overcome with feelings of gratitude

love and respect. He has also inspired me with a living faith in

the modern scientific approach. I also acknowledge thankfully

my indebtedness to Prof. S. N, Dasgupta and Prof. M. Hiriyanna,

who encSuraged me in my viewpoint re: the Brahmasutra.

I have also derived great benefit from the works on the

Bra.Su. by Tbibaut, Deussen, Teliwala, Prof. M. G. Sastri, Dr.

Ghate and specially Dr. S. K. Belvalkar (Poona).

It is the close personal touch with Prof. Dr. B. D. Ranade
at Nimbal that has made me look to our Scriptures, particularly

the Brahmasutra, with a view to understand and to try to adopt

in my life the doctrine of the Vedanta which I have been conti-

nuously for several years studying from these works. I always

remember with loving respect for this saintly Professor the

question by which he made me, not & pandit, but if I may be

allowed to put the word, a muni. The question which he once

asked me was this :
—

“Well, Modi, ^ou have told me how you

understand the conception of Brahman according to Badaraya^a

and .Sankara, according to the Upanisads and the GItS; now, tell

me your own idea about Brahman!” I cannot adeqately describe

the effect of this question of Dr. Ranade on my study and on me
ever since. This happened when I saw him and sangbt his advice

with reference to my study of the Brahmasutra in 1942. 1 cannot

but remember him and pay my homage to this sage-saint here.

The author acknowledges his indebtedness to the Univer-

sity of Bombay for the grant-in-aid received by him from the

University towards the cost of publication of this work. I am
also under deep obligation to Sbree B. G.. Mehta the Ex-Chief

Minister, Bbavnagar State, during the Popular Government, 1948,

and to Shree J. E. Modi, the present Minister for Education,

Saurashtra State, who respectively sanctioned and paid a solid

grant for this publication of mine, from the Bbavnagar Darbar
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Granthottejan Fund. Both these learned gentlemen are great

lovers of scholarship and I owe a great deal to them for my
publications as well as in many other matters.

The Preface by Dr. B. L. Atreya is really an Appreciation

from one who is a great scholar and at the same time a loving

friend of mine, intimately knowing both myself and my work,

since my College days in 1921-23. I owe a great deal to him.

Besides these there are a few good sincere friends of mine,

my own colleagues both in the College and in my studies, whom
I may call my sahahramacarins^ who have helped me in the

preparation of this volume. I always remember them with deep

love and gratitude.

I thank sincerely also Shree K. V. Marathe, B. A., the learned

proprietor of the Bam Vijay Printing I’resa, Baroda, who helped

me a great deal in bringing out this volume.

Lastly, I earnestly crave indulgence of the learned reader for

the mistakes which could have been avoided, but which have

remained here due to my inability to rectify them.

Farimals,

Waghawadi Boad,

BHAVNAQAR.
7 th May, 1943.

> P, M. Modi.



FOREWORD
Dr. P. M. Modi requires no introduction to the world of

Yedantic scholarship. The books that he has already published

have acliieved for him a high place among the interpreters of

Yedantic texts.

In Part I of the present work, printed in 1946, Dr. Modi

gave us his interpretation of the Brahmasutra^ III.2.1 1'-IY. In

the preface to that Part be promised to present “The System

of the Sutrakara” in Part II. It is that promise that is being

fulfilled now. Dr. Modi summarises here the conclusions he

has arrived at as a result of his interpretation of the sutraa

considered in Part I. There is no particular reason why the

sutras, III.2.11-IY should have been chosen, and not the earlier

sUtras. As Dr. Modi has made it clear, the choice is a matter

of accident, Begarding the the importance of Brahmasutra III.3,

however, he is very definite. According to him, it provides the

key to the entire work of BadarAyapa.

The method of study adopted by llr. Modi is what has come
to be called the bistorico'-critica) method. He himself styles it

as the historico-critioal-cum-philological method. The orienta-

lists of the West have, in general, favoured this method; and
Dr. Modi’s early training under Dr'. Schrader in Germany has

evidently set the model for him. The application of this method
to ancient Indian philosophical classics has certainly yielded

rich results. What Dr. Modi attempts here is to use this method
for reconstructing BAdarAya^a’s system of philosophy from the

words of the sUtras themselves, without relying on any of the

commentaries.

Any construction has to be through some criticism. Dr.

Modi selects for criticism <^ankara’s BrahmasHtra-hhSsyay for,

as he says, he is most acquainted with it, and probably because
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it is the most outstanding of all the classical commentaries.

The classical commentators assume that, the three prasth^fias

of VedSnta, viz., the Upanisads, the Bhagavad-gUd^ and the

BrahmasUtra, teach the same philosophy, although each of them

has his own view as to what that philosophy is. In other words,

so the modern critical scholar thinks, each bhdsyakdra starts with

a system of his own, and seeks to fit in every statement made in

the prasthdnas with that system. This has led him to a great

deal of text-torturing, and tortuous interpretation of express

statements whose plain meaning is inconvenient.

The critical scholar claims to go to the text without any

initial hias for a system. He seeks to understand the mind of

the author or authors of the text from the structure of the state-

ments made, the type of the words used, the context, etc. To

study even the Upanisads ox the BhagavadgUd with the help of

the critical method is a difficult task. Just as the traditional

commentators have differed among themselves regarding the

interpretation of these texts, e^en so the critical scholars disagree

on the meanings they assign to passages in these prasthdnas.

The difficulty of interpreting the Brakmasdtra is all the greater

because the aphorisms, arepcryptic, often consisting of two or

three words. Probably, they were designed to serve as memory-

aids to those who had actually listened to discourses bearing on

the topics. Even in regard to certain verses of Sure^vara’s

BThaddf’aP’yakopanisad-bhdsya-vdrtika, for instance, comment-

ators are not sure whether they express the prima facie view

(purvpaksa) or the final position (siddhdnta). It is no wonder,

therefore, that there should be similar uncertainties with regard

to the sdtras. The merit of Dr. Mpdi’s work is that, for the

first time, he has employed the critical, apparatus, to a study,

in detail, of the Brahrhasuira. The true scholar that he is,

he is candid enough to say that his conclusions are not final. Also,

his criticism of Sankara’s interpretation does not mean any dis-

respeofc to the Xcarya or belittling the greatnes of his bhdsya.

This is in the true spirit of even the traditional Indian scholar-

ship. Suresvara, one of Sankara’s most beloved disciples, differs
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from his Master in certain contexts, while interpreting the

BThadciranyaTta for example; but he differs respectfully. So, Dr.

Modi’s procedure is perfectly legitimate; and he is right in

following the lead of his own light. Everyone has to do this if

he is to be honest with himself. And, Dr. Modi is also aware

that he may not expect everyone to agree with him in every

respect. That is the mark of a great mind and a good scholar.

The problem with which Dr. Modi is concerned is to recons-

truct the text of the BrahmasHtra and to understand from the

text what should have been the doctrines taught by B3.dar3.ya9a.

As a result of his investigation he finds that Sankara has not

always interpreted the text correctly. It is only fair to point out

that there is another problem which does not come under the

purview of Dr. Modi's present work. That problem relates to

the soundness or otherwise of .Sankara’s philosophy taken by

itself. Q-reat as he was as a commentator, Safikara was even

greater as a constructive and original thinker. His independent

contribution to the philosophy of India still remains to be pro-

perly assessed. But Dr. Modi’s task which is different has been
well performed. The amount of work he has put in is prodigous.

He writes clearly, and always gives r|asons for what he writes.

His work is a significant contrbution to our understanding of

the Brahmasiitra.

T. M. P. Mahadbvan.
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INTRODUCTION

In the Preface I have stated how this volume came to be written. I

would now say a few words about the System and the Text of the Brahma-

sutra, setting aside the technicalities in the chapters of Parts I and II.

I. BADARAYANA’S SYSTEM.

I would present here in bare outlines a few salient points of Badara-

yanas System^a) which, I think, I have rediscovered for the first time :

—

( i ) Brahman has two aspects, the piirn^avidha (rupavat^ or sdkdra) and

the a-ptini^.avidha (a-rupavat^ or nirdkCLra)^

,

They are both of equal status

and a complete option of choice between the two is given by the Sutrakara

to the seeker because both lead directly to the same Mokfa***.

( ii ) Both these aspect of the Supreme One have their own attributes.

(See (i) under Sec. II of this Introduction).

(iii

)

The Sutrakara rejects the negative attributes of the Aksara, viz.,

a-sthidam, ananii, a-hrasvam, a-Jirgham, adohitam, etc., etc. (emphasised

too much by S'ankara), as not useful for meditation on Brahman**, He
also rejects the priyasirastvadi attributes of| Brahman^.

(iv) The apuru^MVidha aspect is the fundamental ( PradhUna, miikhya )

aspect^. The Sutrakara explains the relation between the apru^.avidha and

the piirti^avidha aspects by saying that the Supreme One is like both ahi

(the serpent as such) and kiindala (the coiled serpent)®.

(v) The Sutrakara calls the apurtdavidha aspect by the name of the

Avyakta^ and the puru^avidha by the name of the Puru§a'^.

(a) For all references to the Sutras and for their interpretations by the

auther, see the corresponding portions of Part II and also Part I for details on

the latter.

1. Bra.Su.III.2.14. ( ).

2. Bra.Sri.III.3.28 29,30, and III.3.45 (^iT^

3. Bra.Su.III.3.14 see also Bra.Su.III.3.33

4. Bra.Su.III.3.12. 5. Vide 1 supra.

6. Bra.SU.III.2.27

7. Bra.Su.III.2.23 ( If ).

8. Bra.Su.llI.3.24 (
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(vi) The Prajapatiloka is the pw^avidha aspect of the Supreme
Reality. It is an aspect of Karana Brahman; it is not Karya Brahman*.

Sankara does not seem to be right in adding ‘Prajapatiloka^ to the

S'utrakara’s list of the worlds, and as situated above the Varunaloka'®.

(vii) The Sutrakara mentions three kinds of meditations on Brah-

man, two of which lead directly to Moksa, while the third consists of

the Mwya of Brahman One of the former two is a medita-

tion on Brahman not conceived as consisting of ahgas {limbs or parts),

e. g. Bhuman, Akfara, etc. while in the other Brahman is meditated upon
# ,

as consisting qfangas^'^, e. g.,.the Vaiswanara conceived as possessing

limbs.

(viii) It is here discovered for the first time that several Sutras

deal with the meditation on the Pranava the only symbol of Brahman^*.

(ix) The Sutrakara discusses parinama,
'

change vrddhi, increment,

and hrusa, decrement, three out of the six states of an entity {s.adbhdva-

vikardh) mentioned by Yaska, with reference to Brahman. He says

that the kdrya or krti, the effect, of Brahman is Brahman Itself.

Brahman appears to grow, to increase or to evolve, and to decrease or

decay, according as Brahman conceals Itself in Its effect-forms respec-

tively to a lesser and a greater degree'*,

(x) In the above consideration and in taking purti^avidha and aptiruSa-

vidha as the two aspects of t||;e Supreme One Badarayana seems to be

influenced by Yaska, the author of the Nirukta.

(xi) The Sutrakara mentions the Grace ( anugraha ) of Brahman (as

piiruiavidha or as a-puru^avidha ) on two occasions'®. He also seems to

mean that the Lord Himself gives the fruit of Moksa out of His Grace'®.

(xii) The fruit in the form of liberation comes to the seeker from the

Supreme One; and that fruit is nothing else but the Supreme One Itself”.

(xiii) The JSana ( the act of the knowing ) of Brahman is something to

be performed {anu^theya). and there is a Vidhi (Injunction) laying down

9. Bra.Su.IV.3.7-16. 10. Vida S'd. Bhasya Bra.Su.IV.3.3.

11. Bra.Su.lll.3.60

12. Bra.Su.lll.3.56 (3TSfr^5r«Rg ^

13. Bra.Su.lII.3.25-27, IV.1.4-5, IV.3.16.

Bra.su.lll.2.20 (lf«9T?lW^f5rJTf^l»fr«IIci:. )

15. Bra.SQ.III.4.38 IV.2.17

16. Bra.Su.III.2.38

17. Bra.Su.III.2.41 g
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the Jnana*®. The meditation on Brahman produces an effect called

ApDrva, (the extra-ordinary Principle)^*. The identity of the Injunction

[fiodand) etc. in all the Vedantas proves that all of them teach the same
Brahman.

(xiv) There is Scriptural Unanimity { ehavdkyata ) of the Karniakancja

and the Juanakanc^a of the S'ruti in so for as both Karman and Juana are

anustheya, “ to be permormed both are laid down by the respective

Injunctions^ \ and both produce their respective Apurvas.

(xv) Brahman is not the topic of the knowledge in the Purvakaiicja;

only the Upanisads teach Brahman^

(xvi) In achieving Moksa Karman co-operates^® with Jfiana which is

the primary means of Moksa, says Badarayana. Jaimini holds the reverse

view. Both of them hold that all other means of Mok§;a stated in the

Upanisads are subsidiary (to Karman, acc. to Jaimini and to Juana, acc.

to Badarayana The S^utrakara rejects or rather refutes the Disintere-

sted Action (Yoga) which the Gita declares to be the means to Moksa®^,

(xvii) A seeker {tnumuHn) may belong to any stage of life^^’. The
two sets of actions (l) yajna^dana^tapas and (2) the duties of one’s

dsrama must be performed by every seeker. But a# householder-seeker

must also perform a third set of actions as helpful to the jSana, such

as silence, {:mauna\ etc. The grhastha-miimnk^,u must also perform his

worldly duties, not as a help to jnanai but “in order that there be

no obstruction to what has been already begun by him'* [aprastuta-

pratibandheY’^

.

(xviii) A mimiiksu may have performed both Jfiana (which the

Sutrakara understands to be '^anu^theyd"" and Karman in this very

birth, but even so there is no fixed rule that he would surely get the fruit

18. Bra.Su.III.4. 18-20 Bra.Su.lII.4.19).

19. Bra.Su.III,3.18 (

20. Bra.Su.III.3.1 )•

21. Bra.Su.III.4.24 (^^^r

22. Bra.Su.III.3.20-23, and 34.

23 Bra.Su.III.4.33

24. Bra.Su.III.4.1-2 Bra.Su.III.4.2)

25. Bra.Su.II.1.3

26. Bra.SuIII.4. (f»c^5T<7r4Pq K :—Bra.Su.III.4.48.)

27. Bra.Su.III.4.47-51, Bra. SU.III.4.39-46. (
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of Mukti immediately on leaving the body or at a particular period

after he has performed Jfiana and Karman prescribed for Mukti.

Hence the Sutrakara describes the movements, the residence, the work,

and the functions, of an advanced seeker who has carried out all the

means of Moksa, but has not yet got perfection, but goes on reincarnating

on this earth in the state of an almost liberated seeker, matured in

spiritual progress.^®

(xix' There is no Jivan-mukti because there can be no Mukti unless

the jvianin reaches {upasampadyate) the Supreme One

(xx) Only those who seek jMokSa (and not the istadikcirins and the

ignorant) persue and proceed on the Devayana Path, and, from the mo-

ment they start persuing this Path (dsrtynpakramdt), everytime they leave

the gross body they do so after the components of the subtle body unite

together in a regular order® ^
The Sutrakara explains the SVuti saying “His prdnas do not depart”,

by interpreting it in a very strange way.®* The subtle body of the

jfianin who reaches Brahman seems then to unite with the Supreme
Light and to be dissolved there, because only the soul of the mukta
becomes manifest after his union with and merger into Brahman.'*®

(xxi) The reachqig [upasampatti) of Brahman by the jfianin is explained

by the Sutrakara as "non-separation {qvibhaga) of the Mukta Atman from

the Supreme One.®^ Thus he enjoys all objects in company of Brahman
which even then appears to the mukta soul to be two-fold, viz,, puru^avidha

and also at the same time a-piir\{^avidha; and the mukta eternally enjoys in

Its company, either with a body or without a body

^

When the Sutrakara

gives option as regards the mukta possessing a body or not, he seems to

imply that when the mukta feels the presence of the Purufa and enjoys

in His company, he does so with a body; and when he feels the presence

of the Avyakta and enjoys in Its company, he does so without a body.

He compares the Enjoyment in company with the puru^avidha aspect with
^

28. Bra.Sn.III.4.52 (^•4 ).

29. Bra.S.lV.1.1-12.

30. Bra.Su.IV. 1.13-19.

31. Bra Sri.lV.2.1-7,8-11, 15-21.

32 Bra.sn.lV.2.12 ( ); 13, 14. He interprets ^
aiuir: in the ligiit of if sfiorr which is the reading

ij> anotiior S akha and wliich he construes to mean that fTfiTs do not go out

of him but tliey go along with him,

33 Br^.Su.IV.4.

34. Bra.Su.IV.4.4.

36. Bra.Su.IV.4.10, 13-14. 36. Bra.Su.IV.4.13-14.
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the enjoyment in the waking state and the Enjoyment in company with

apurtt^avidha aspect of the Supreme Being with that in the dream state.*®

(xxii) The form of the liberated one is free from all entanglements of

worldly transactions and relations, such as the relationship of father and

son, sinner and sinless, criminal and righteous, the caste-system, the

airama-system, the different religions and schools of philosophy, even the

followers of the Vedas and the non-followers, etc®^. One of the arguments

for this statement is that the form of the liberated one is beyond any

modification (vikaravartin) because the SVuti mentions the permanence

of that form’*. Another argument is that the only common characteristic

between the mukta-state and'.the state in this jagat is that of enjoyment*''.

In one Sutra the author of the Brahmasutra refutes the "lokdpatti'' do^a on

Brahman even though ( Enjoyment ) is a characteristic common
{samanya ) to It and to our world^“. Also, it appears, as I have already

noticed above in (vi) that acc. to Badarayana the Prajapatiloka is an

aspect of the Karana Brahman, i.e., it is the piiruSavidha Brahman. S'ankara

is not right in asking us to add Prajapatiloka to the list of lokas and

as situated above the Varunaloka^*.

In the above I have summed up in a somewhat popular way the more

important points in the System of the author of the Brahmasutra redis-

covered by me. There are many more found out and stated by me in the

respective chapters of this book and in the notes in Part l. The respective

interpretations of the Sutras from which t?ie above information has been

gathered have been fully given in Part I along with the relevant arguments,

and have been summarised in detail in the chapters of this Part in their

proper place-

II. BADARAYANA’S INTERPRETATION OF THE UPANISADS.

The above discovery of the System of the Brahmasutra throws light

on Badarayana’s interpretation of a number of Upanisadic S^rutis. I have

collected them from Part I and also stated their meanings as they appear

to me to have been understood by Badarayana, in chapter ^ of this book.

37. Bra.Su.IV.4.17 ( )•

38. Bra.Su.IV.4.19 ^ mPhTTf).

39. Bra.Su.IV.4.21 which must refer to the between

(IV.4.2) and (IV.4.17).

40. Bra.SU.III.3.51

41. Vide (vi.) supra.
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I shall here very briefly present only some of them just to illustrate the

importance of the problem.

(l) The most important point for the history of the Vedanta Philo-

sophy, noteworthy as discovered from the Brahmasutra, is the fact that

Bsdarayana interprets only a few SVutis, viz, the S'rutis discussed by him

in Bra.Su.I.l, as S'rutis dealing with only the a-piin^^avidha aspect,^ ^

while, the S^rutis and the thoughts ( on Brahman ) discussed by him in

Bra.Su.1.2 and 3 deal, according to him, with both the apuru^avidha and the

pnru?avidha aspects simultaneously. “These S'rutis distinguish the

apurn^avidha with attributes of the purn^avidlia and the puru^avidha with

those of the apuru^avidha; and hence there is an “interchange ofthe attributes"

of the two aspects in the Scripture”^*. In Bra.Su.1.2 and 3 he has -inter-

preted the S'rutis under consideration as those of the PuruSa, but in Bra.

Su III.3.38-39 he says that the same S'rutis may also be taken as the S'rutis

of the Avyakta, the impersonal aspect of Brahman.*

(ii) The S'rutis of cogita oppositorum, e.g. apanipddo javano grahita, sa

pasyaly acak^yUh sa srunoty akarnah* ® and similar Smrtis, e.g., sarvendriyaguna-

bhdsatn sarvendriyavivarjitamf^ are understood by B^arayana as proving that

Brahman is simultaneously both ptiru^avidha and a-purti^avidha,*'^ that Brah-

man has to aspects, but there are not two Brahmans (higher and lower)*®,

that both the aspects are of equal status®, and also that the liberated

soul is in the state of nonseparation with Brahman having thesetwo aspects-’"''

( iii ) According to Badarayana the S'rutis mentioning the negative

thoughts known as the “thoughts of the Akgara”, e.g., asthulam, ananu,

ahrasvam, adirgham, alohitam, etc. ( emphasised too much by S'ankara

)

deny only the rupa or akara of Brahman. He says that these thoughts of

the Aksara are not to be collected (avarodha) because they are not useful

for meditation on Brahman®*.

42. Bra.Su.III.3.11

43. Bra.Su.III.3-37

44. Bra.Su.III.3.38-39. -a =ar?raiTri^vq:)

45. S've.Upa. 46. Bha.Gt.XIII.

47. Bra.Su.III.2.13 and Bra.Su.III.2.17.

48. Bra.SuIII.2.36 (?r*nsrqJTf^vng[).

49. Bra.Su.III.2.27 (

50. See Bra.Su.IV.4.4,10-12 and 13-14.

51. Bra.Su.III.3.13 and 14 (Hp:«rrilP4 ); Bra,Su.

III.3.33
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(iv ) The Katha Upani^ad S'ruti which mentions the Puru^a as higher

than the Avyakta, i e., the fniru^avidha aspect as “higher” than the

a-puru^avidha aspect of Brahman and which was so interpreted by an

Opponent is set aside by Badarayana

(v) The Mandfikya Upani^ad was interpreted by an Opponent as holding

that Brahman is pnru^avidha in Its states (sthdnas) of waking and dreaming

{jcigarttasthcina and svapnasthdna ), while It is apuruiavidha in Its state of

dreamless sleep and in the fourth state ( sidiupta-sthdna and turiydvasthd ).

The Opponent also interpreted other S^rutis mentioning the Purufa and

His attributes as dealing with the Supreme One {para, i. e.. Brahman

Itself) in Its waking and dreaming states {sth~ind) and S'rutis mentioning

the Avyakta and Its attributes as dealing with the Supreme One in Its

state of dreamless sleep and in the ttirtyavastha. The Opponent taking the

Mandukya Upa. as his authority thus explained the two-fold attributes and

S'rutis (of rupavat and arupavat aspects) of the Supreme One ‘by referring

them to Its four states’ {sthdnatah).

The S'utrakara rejects this view with the help of the Chandogya Upani§ad

which he interprets rightly as meaning that Brahman is both Avyakta and

Purusa {nirdkdra and sdkdra) in all states because Prajapati teaches Indra

that Brahman is the same in all the states'^^.

( vi ) Badarayana interprets the sukld and kr^nd gatis of the Bhagavad-

gita as dealing with Brahmajuanins who ai»e yogins and rejects them as

being smarta only. It may also be noted here that Badarayana rejects the

Yoga of the Gita as means to Mok§a®*, because he identifies the Prakrti

of the Gll5 with Brahman Itself*®; and the Yoga of the Gita traces all

actions to the Prakrti and asks man to return them to Prakrti. This

identity of the Prakrti with Brahman leads to Smrtyanavakcts'a^ ® (no scope

for the GitaSmrti); and hence naturally the Yoga, (Disinterested Action) of

the Gita, has to be rejected. I have already shown elsewhere that the

Smrti Pada of the Brahmasutra gives Badarayana’s interpretation of those

52. Bra.Su.III.2.31-37.

63. Bra.Su,III.2.1.1 ( Jf sEsiTiinrsrq fl ), and Bra.Su.Iir.2.12

54. Bra.Su.II.1.3 (t^iT qw
55. Bra.Su.I.4.23 ( 1.4.24-27. This Adhikarana

means ; "And Prakrti of the S'va.Upa. and the Gita is Brahmlin Itself

because
’’

56. Bra.Su,II.l.l is closely connected with Bra Su.I.4.23-27.
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principles and views of the Gita which are not found in the Principal

Upanisads

Kdarayana’s interpretations of other S'rutis, discovered by me, ate

collected in Chapter ^ of this book,

III. VEDANTA SCHOOLS KNOWN TO BADARAYANA.
It will be easily imagined that those who differed front Badarayana as

regards the interpretation of the several S'rutis and Smrtis had their own
views as to the nature of Brahman, the two aspects of the Supreme One,
their characteristics, the means to Mok^a, and other problems of the

Vedanta Philosophy. There is no doubt that among the Opponents of

Badarayana in his own days there were many philosophical schools and

many philosophers besides those whose names ( Kar^najini, Badari,

Kas'akrtsna, Jaimini, etc. ) are mentioned by Badarayana. Their names

are not stated in the Bra.SQ., but their views are certainly mentioned and

refuted by Badarayana. Some of these we have already mentioned above

in presenting the Purvapaksa-interpretation of several SVutis. We shall

here add only some of the more important Purvapaksas.

( i

)

One School of Opponents objected to bringing all the Vedantas

under ONE System, viz., that of Badarayana. It held that every^ Vedanta

or Upanisad was self-sufficient. In fact it argued that there were as a many
independent Vedanta ( or rather philosophical ) schools, as there were

Upanifads (Bra.Su.III. 3 . 1 -5).

,
t

(ii) One S rauta Vedanta School wanted to interpret the Purvaksnda
• • •

( Samhita and Brahmana ) in the light of the Uttarakanda by extending

the Apurva of the latter to the former also, simply on the ground that the

two Kandas are linked up together {sambandhai). Badarayana admitted the

connection of the two Kandas, but emphasised the speciality {viie^a) of

each Kan4a and said that he would not collect in his Brahmasutra even

such attributes given in the Piirvakanda, as clearly belong to Brahman,

e.g., samhhrti and dyuvydpti^^. He also argued that the Purvakanda did not

mention such other attributes ( other than sambhrli and dyuvydpti ) as are

mentioned in the Purusa Vidya of the Upanisads.

(iii) Jaimini was the leader of the Opposition which sought to inter-

pret the Uttarakancia in such a manner that it was subordinate to

the Purvakanda. According to him the knowledge of Brahman was
merely qf the nature of a thought {pardmaria, dfSti only ); the greatness of

Brahman was mere stuti “mere praise", and the stories and dialogues about

67. Vide my Paper on "Smrti” in the Brahmasutra in JHQ, 1936.

68 Bra.SuIII.3.20-23. =^ni:)
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Brahman were meant for the sacrificial ceremony called Pariplava.

Badariyana has refuted all these arguments and established his view that

the knowledge of Brahman is ‘an act to be performed' 'anu^theya' and that

there is Vidhi in the Uttarakanda for Brahman only,®® and that the

knowledge of Brahman produces its own Apurva.

(iv) Jaimini also held that the knowledge of Brahman was subordi-

nate to Action ( Karmasesa ). Badarayana held that Mok^a ( Purufartha )

would result from the Jfiana of Brahman helped by Karmaii co-operating

with that Jfiana.

(v) There were three Vedantin Oppositions, all of which have been

refuted by Badarayana. One held (a) that Puru^a is different from the

Avyakta, on account of sahda, prakarana and Badarayana

admitted a difference between the two only on the ground of “two different

names of the same Brahman,®' Avyakta and Puru?a, which

are like the two names of the same serpent viz., ahi (the serpent as

such) and kundala (the coiled serpent).*®
• *

Probably this very Purvapaksa argued that the Puru^a is higher than

the Avyakta.®* All the arguments are from the Katha Upanigad. \Vc

have already noticed this above (II. iv.) According to Badarayana as

"Purufa” and “Avyakta” are only two names of the same Brahman,

neither the Purufa nor the Avyakta can be higher than the other.**

He also gives other arguments.

(vi) Another Oppositional Vedanta School, probably, the Mandukya
Upanifad is important specially in so far as it takes the ultimate reality

to be Purusa (or sdkard) only (Vide II. v above).

(vii) The third Purvapaksa did not admit the Purusa at all. It said

that the Purusa was a mere mental image projected on the Avyakta and

that its conception was subject to lokapatti do^.a. Perhaps Badari might

have been the leader of this view. He took the PuruSa or Prajapati as a

Karya of the Para*®. Bfidarayana has refuted this view and said that the

PuruSa Vidya is Brahma Vidya; that it is taught in the S'ruti which is

the strongest proof; that there is no lokapatti even though bhoga is a feature

common to the attainment of the Purusa and that of the lokas. Thus, an

option {vikalpa) of a choice between the Purusa and the Avyakta was

59. Bra.Su.III.4.18-26. 60. Bia.Su.III.3.6-8. 61. Bra Su.III.3.9-lO.

62. Bra.SQ.III.3.8 which refers to Bra.Su.III.2.27-30.
,

63. Bra.Su.III.2.26 and III.3.31.

64. Bra.SU.III.2.27.30 and III.2.21-37. 65. Bra.Sa.IV.3.7
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asserted and maintained by Badarayana even though he said that (l)

the Avyakta or a-purViavidha is “stronger ( has a stronger claim to

recognition ) than the Purufa, “because a majority of the S^rutis mention

the a-pnru^avidha,^* and (b) that Brahman is a-rupavat only in the sense

that it is "fundamentally ariipavat''^'’

.

*

(viii) The view that the of the Brahmajnanin do not depart

from the body is a Purvapaksa in the Brahmasutra, as already noted.®*

These are some of the very important Purvapaksas discovered in my
study of the Brahmasutra (Vide chapter l). We may also note that there

was no Opposition on many occassions which would have been serious

enough in the days as S'ahkara and other Acaryas. Thus, Badarayana

does not mention any opposition (a) when he sets aside the “thoughts

or attributes of Aksara iasthulam, ananu, etc.)”, saying that they are

“not useful ’for meditation”,®* (c) when he teaches his view regarding

the interpretation of the S^ruti, viz., that there is an Interchange of the

Attributes of the two aspects of Brahman, in these STutis”’® and (c)

when he rejects priy'siarastvadi on a logical ground.*' Perhaps in the

days of Badarayana the correct interpretations of the Upani^ads and the

Gita and the exact knowledge of the difference of doctrines among (a)

the Oldest Prose Upanisads, particularly the Chandogya and the Brhada-

ranyaka Upa. and (b) the Earlier Metrical Upani?ads, particularly the

the Katha and the -Mandukya Upanisads and (c) the Bhagavadglta, were

not yet forgotten by the philosophers.

IV, IMPORTANCE OF BRAHMASUTRA III. 3.

The most important part out of Bra Su III.2. 1 1 - IV from which all

the above information re. the Brahmasutra has been derived is in my
opinion Brahmasutra III.3 .

(a) S"ankara’s own remarks in this Bhasya on this Pada (111-3).

(b) the strange topics of some Sutra* of this Pada as interpreted by

S'ankara, (c) S'aAkara’s free additions of words not warranted by the words

of the Sutras, all these make us doubt the accuracy of this portion of the

S'adkara Bhasya. The application of the critical method has amply

shown that S'ankara had the correct tradition neither of the Meaning nor

of the Text of this Pada. This Pada as interpreted by me contains the

66. Bia.Su.ni.3.44-62.

67. Bva.Su.III.2.14. 68. Bra.Su.IV.2.12-13.

69, Bra.Su.III.3.33 which refers to Bra.SQ.III.3.l2-16

70. Bra.Su.irL3.37, 38-89. 71. Bra.Su.III.3.12.
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most important statements re. the Vedanta Doctrine established by

Badarayana. Ample illustrations of alt this have been given by us in

Chapter*®.

Above all, the regular sequence of the topics of the sixtysix Sutras

of this Pada (III. 3) as per the interpretation offered by me will speak for

itself. This Pada gives a continuous account of the tneditation on Brahman,

item by item, in its sixtysix Sutras, the total number of such items being

eighteen. I have shown this by comparing the interpretation suggested

by me, Sutra by Sutra, with that of S'ankaracarya (chapter 9). Bra.su.III.3

is called Gunopasamhara Pada, and, like the Pada of the Jaiminisutra

bearing the same name, it must contain a “collection of Minor Details

(gunas)” (about the meditation on Brahman) and not “the mutual transfer

of the attributes of the Vidyas in two oi more Upanisads’’ as under-

stood by the Acaryas.

V. THE CRITICAL APPROACH.

The above conclusions regarding the System of Badarayana and the

Interpretation of S^rutis and the Importance of Bra.Su.III.3, have all been

discovered by us by studying a substantial part of the Brahmasutra

( III.2.I1-IV ) according to what has now come to be known as the

modern historical, critical, comparative, scientific method of interpreta-

tion. I shall here say a few Words regarding its application to the

Brahmasutra and regarding the method of S'ankaracarya.

(A) By studying the nature of the relation between a Sutra and its

visayavCLkya wherever such a visayavokya exists, a number of the correct

visayavakyas in the case of the Sutras of Bra. Su. Ill and IV have been

discovered. An effort has been made to find out whether the Sutrakara

refers in the Brahmasutra to the Brahmasutra itself. It is found out that

tad uktam Sutras always refer to some preceding Sutras, and not to the

Upanisads, the Jaiminisutras, the Puranas, etc., as taken by some of the

Acaryas. It is also found that the bahuvrihi compounds, (Inandddayh

( III.3.11 ), sotyadayah, dyatanddibhyah { Bra.Su.III. 3-38-39 ) refer to Bra. Su.

l.\, 1 .2 , znd l.i respectively, &\so some other bahuvrihi compounds do.

Similarly, a comparison of important words ( pradhdna, sthdna, etc ), a

study of synonyms ( pradhdna and mukhya; arupavat, avyakta, and suk^ma;

etc. ), a comparison of expressions ( e. g. ekasydm in III.3.2 and s'dkhdsti

in III.3 55. etc.), a contrast of terms ( e. g. arupavat in III.2.14 and riipa in

1.2.23 )> a study of the exact context of words (like atah, pUrva, thd, asya,

anya, anyatra, anyathd, itara, ime, etc. ), the use of api-9.\\ these have been

very helpful in recovering what may be called the Lost Meaning of a
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numbsr of the Sutras. Above all, the context must be strictly adhered

to. Ample illustrations of these and several other “rules” of critical

interpretation will be found in Chapter

(B) The above critical method has been applied also to the Text of

the Brahmasutra to reconstruct its Sutra Patha and Adhikara^a Patha.
• * •

In fixing the Text a study of the particles hi, tathahi, tu and ca, has
proved very useful. A Sutra with hi as giving an argument in support

of a preceding statement can be an independent Sutra .and can begin an
Adhikarana only if it has in it a “ statement ’’

( Pratijna ); otherwise it

must belong to the same Ahikarana to which the preceding Sutra

belongs. Thus a number of Sutras with hi, which are the first Sutras or

the only Sutra of an Adhikarana in the S'aiikara Patha, become the last

Sutra of the preceding Adhikaratu. “ Tti“ signifies the rejection of a

Purvapak^a stated or implied in a preceding Sutra in which the lu

occurs. It has been found out that several Sutras with tu which are the

first or only Sutras of an Adhikarana in the S'ankara Patha, belong to the

preceding Adhikarana. As the use of ca is more frequent than that of

hi and tu, the help derived from the study of the interpretation and the

textual significance of is numerically the greatest. It is found out that

several Sutras with ca, which S'ankara takes as beginning a new
Adhikarana, do not really do so, that there are several cases where a Sutra

with ca is, in the S'ankara P^itha, followed by a Sutra without ca which
also belongs to the same Adhikarana, that the latter must begin a new
Adhikarana. There are some other rules about the significance of ca
in settling the Text of the Brahmasutra,

Among other tests for fixing the Adhikarana Patha I may mention
what should be called hetusutras, which are like the Sutras with hi or

tathahi. Thus when a Sutra gives only an argument {hetu) in the abla-

tive, it cannot be taken as beginning a new Adhikarana. By a reverse

process 1 have, tried to fix the nature of a Sutra which would begin a
new Adhikarana. I have thus differed from S’ankara’s view in several

cases.

While trying to fix the Adhikarana Patha I had twelve occasions to

suggest a change in the very reading in the Sutra Patha (vide Bra.SD III.

2.34,
35;III 3-38,39.42,43.44.45.62,63;IV.i. 17, 18), in about 227 Sutras. I have

stated the reasons for these changes in their proper places.

If We apply these tests for the readings of the Sutras and for their

groupings into Adhikaranas we have the same number of Sutras (vlz.,227)

as S'afikara in Bra Su.III.2.11 to rV.4.22; but the number of Adhikarana



Chapteb. 1.

CONCEPTION OF BRAHMAN
AND

MEDITATION ON IT

Before we begin the subject proper, it will not be out of

place to draw our attention to the position of Badarayana

in the history of the Vedanta philosophy. From the days

of S'ankaracarya, or perhaps even of his predecessors, whose

views he quotes, the Brahmasutra has been regarded as

one of the three Canons (Prasthanas) of the Vedanta School and

as such it has been commented upon by the various Acaryas

who have tried to make out from it a system consistent with the

principal Upanisads and the Bhagavadgita and, one may add,

with their own individual sects of the Vedanta School. But, in

the light of modern scholarship, it is not now necessary to prove

that Badarayana should be looked upon as an Acarya of the

Vedanta School, and his work as a record of the doctrine of his

sect of the Vedanta School. It was the aim of Badarayana to

interpret the Scripture consisting of certain Upanisads and the

Bhagavadgita which he refers to as authority and to evolve out

of the same a system of Vedanta as conceived by him. The

subsequent Acaryas also have each of them tried not only to

offer a system founded upon the Upanisads and the Bhagavadgita

but they have also tried to support it by interpreting the Bra-

hmasutra in their own way. Though Badarayana has not writ-

ten a hhasya on any Vedantasutra, he should be regarded only

as an Acarya because his Sutras were originally meant to be only

a bhasya on the Upanisads and the Bhagavadgita, which were

the only Canons known to him. It should have been possible

and permissible for Sahkaraefirya and the succeeding Acaryas to
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differ openly from and even reject the views of BSdarayana,^

while professing to base their system only upon the Upanisads

and the Bhagavadgita as did Badartya^a; but instead of availing

themselves of this freedom they preferred to revere Badarayania

by raising his work to the status of a Prasthana. This reverence

must have been due to two facts : (1) Badaraya^a was the first

known Acarya of the Vedanta School and therefore every subse-

quent Acarya must, in the opinion of the followers of the Vedanta

School, follow' (or profess to follow) BadarayaHa, and (2) secondly,

when the exact meaning of each Sutra and the very doctrine of

Badarayana’s work were forgotten, it was easy for each subse-

quent Acarya to interpret Badaraya^a’s work in his own way

and thereby to assert his allegiance to the first AcSrya of the

Vedanta School. It is likely that Gaudapada did not profess to

follow Badarayana but rather criticised his views.* All this

points to the fact that we should study Badarayapia’s Brahma-

sutra as embodying Badaraya^a’s system, which was the first

Vedanta system, rather than as interpreted by Sankara or any

other Acarya.

Here we shall state in brief the Sutrakara’s conception

of Brahman as it can be recovered from the Sutras discussed in

this work.® As this discussion includes the Sutrakara’s Scheme*

(1) This tho Acaryas have actually sometimes done. Cf. S'ahkava’s bha^ya

on Bra. SU. 1.1.19; 111.4, 11;III.3.12.

(2) Of. Gau(japada Karika IV. 12. Gaui^ap^a here seems to criticise

'tadananyatvam arambkaVaiabdadibhyah (Bra. SO. 11.1.141. Gau<Jap5da also

criticises the illustration of the seed and its plant given by S ankara to explain

Bra. SQ. 11.1.35 ( Vide Gau^apada Karika IV. 20 ). Vide the author’s Paper

on Gau(japada and Badariyana in the Proceedings of the Lahore Sessjon of the

All India Oriental Conference.

(3) Only Bra. SO. III.2.11-IV are discussed in this work. Their de-

tailed explanations will be found in Part I.

(4) We believe, SOtras 1II.3.11 and III 3.38-39 reveal the SOtrakara’s

Scheme of the division of the S'rutis selected and grouped for discussion

in the first three Padas of the first AdhySya. Vide our Notes on these SOtras.
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of the discussion of the Sriitis chosen for consideration in Bra.

Su. I. 1-3 our statement will not suffer from being seriously

incomplete.

The most striking characteristic of the conception of Bra-

hman in BadarayaDa’s System is that of its two aspects. It is

this characteristic of the doctrine, which stands at the bottom

of the three groups of Srutis in the first three padas of the first

Adhyaya and which is also discussed in detail in Bra. Su. Ill,

2 and 3.

With BadarayaDa the two aspects of Brahman are

at'Upavat or nirdhdra and rupavat or sakara. As each of these

aspects has its peculiar attributes,® neither of them, not even

the nirSkdraf is nirguna and therefore the arupavat and the

rupavat do not correspond to the nirgiiua and saguna aspects of

the Sankara School.

The rUpa or form of Brahman meant by the Sutrakara

is that of the Purusa given in the Mu^daka Upanisad, the

Sruti referred to by Bra. Su. I. 2. 23.® In that Adhikarana

(Bra. Su. I. 2. 21-23) it is decided that the topic of Mu. Upa.

I. 1. 6-6 is the Purusa, ‘because the rilpa is introduced in . the

Upanisad.’ Again, in Bra. Su, III. 2. 14’ BadarayaDa says that

“ Brahman or the Para is arupavat only because the arupavat

aspect is the chief aspect of Brahman”. We must consider

these two Sutras (rupopayiydsdoca arupavad eva hi tatpra—

dhdnatvdt) together, because then only we can get the exact

sense of ^pradhdna* in tatpradhdnatvdt (Bra. Su. HI. 2. 14,®

(5) Bra. SU. III. 3. 37*42 deal with the gunas of both these aspects.

(6) The Muni^aka Upauifad S^ruti runs as follows :

—

” fr^r: i

sTr^rt qifqf m •• Mu.Upa. II. 1. 4.

The Sutra in question is :— I Bra. SQ. I. 2. 23.

(7) I? affWrJTc^ra: • Bra. SU. III. 2. 14.

(8) S^aiikara explains tatpradhanatvat by saying

( Br. Upa. III. 8. 8 ), • CKatha Upa. III. 15 )
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If these two Sutras are thus considered, they hardly leave

any doubt about the nature of the two aspects of Brahman

according to BadarSyaiia. He admits both these aspects, but

believes that “the arupavat aspect is the chief ipradhuna) of the

two and that, therefore. Brahman may be said to be only at'Upa-

vat". That the Sutrakara takes the artipavat aspect as the chief

aspect of Brahman is clear not only from the Sutra mentioning

expressly the rUpavat aspect { Bra. Su. I. 2. 28 ) but also from

the word pradhdna or its synonyms in other Sutras besides

Bra. Su. III. 2. 14 (tatpradhdnatvdt). Bra. Su, III. ,3. 11 says

that “the attributes dnanda and those that follow it belong

to the pradhdna or ardpavat aspect of Brahman.® Elsewhere^®

we have shown that Bra. Su. III. 3. 43 which is traditionally

read as praddnavad eva tad uhtam should have been originally

pradhdnavad eva tad uhtam and should then mean that the

meditation on the rdpavad aspect or the Purusa should be

practised by the method of dtmagThtti, the same method as that

for the meditation on the Pradhana or arupavat aspect. The

word mtihhya in param Jaiminir muhhyatvdt (Bra. Su. IV. 3. 12)

is a synonym of the word pradhdna used three times in Bra. Su.

as just shown.

Another synonym of ^arupavat' is the word 'suhsmam' in

Bra. Su. I. 4. 2,'* which, in our opinion, means that the prin-

ciple called avyakta in Katha Upa. III. 10-11 and VI. 7-8 is not

(9) Of. SMIil in l (Bra. Su. III. 2. 14) with in

3?IsTHrK*i: i (Bra. SQ III. 3. 11) and in the proposed read-

ing for Bra. SU. III. 3. 43.

(10) Vide the author’s Paper on Pre-Sa6kara Mutilation of the Text

of the BrahmasUtra, p. 433, Proceedings of the Seventh All India Oriental

Conference,

«.

(11) For a further discussion of this SOtra (III. 3. 43) vide Notes on it.

(12) ggiT g I (Bra. Su. I. 4. 2).
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the smdrta avyahta but it is the suJcsma or aritpavat (formless or

subtle) aspect of Brahman^* in the Sutrakara’s S3"stem.

We have shown above^* that by the rupa of Brahman

the Sutrakara means the riipa mentioned in Mu. Upa. II. 1. 4,

i. e., the riipa of the Purusa, which consists of 'head, eyes, ears,

speech, breath, heart and feet. This riipavat aspect is appro-

priately called by the SutrakSra the Purusavidha aspect, e. g., in

Bra. Su, I. 2. 26.^* The Adhikarainia ( Bra. Su. I. 2. 24-32 ) to

which this Sutra belongs follows immediately the Adhikarana

(Bra. Su. I. 2. 21-23) about the Purusa Sruti of the Muridaka

Upanisad and discusses the Vai^vanara Sruti of the Chandogya

Upanisad which also mentions the head, the eyes, the breath,

the body, the bladder, the feet, the chest, the hair on the body,

the heart, etc. A comparision of the two Adhikara^as and the

two visaya vdhyas^^ would leave no doubt that according to

(13) The Purusa higher than the avyakta in the S^’uti (Katha Upa.

III.lO-ll) would be the riipavat aspect and the higherness of the Purusa is,

like the higherness of the objects which are higher than the senses, duo to the

fact that the Purusa is dependent {adliina) on the ariipavat. Of. l

'Bra. Su. 1. 4. 3). For a detailed discussion of Eatba Upa. III. 10-11 vide our

Notes on Bra. Su. HI. 2. 23-30, 31, 37.

(14) Vide (6) supra

(15) S ankara reads the part of the Sutra in question as

but she himself notices in his commentary that some of his predecessors read

the part of the^ as which is perfectly in agreement with the

quoted by S'ankara, viz., u u
3^'^^ 3^S??T: JjRifeci I ” (S a’tapatha Bra. X. 6. 1. 11).

(16) The one Adhikarana (Sutras I. 2. 21-23) emphasises the riipa of the

Purusa in deciding the topic of Mu. Upa. 1. 1. 5-6, while the other Adhikarana

(Sutra I. 2. 24) stresses the word in the corresponding text of another

S'dkha of the same Veda. The visayavdkyas of the two Adhikaranas are

respectively :

—

qg: «r?r«rf ^ ii (Mu. Upa. II. 1. 4);

and f qr Wjrr ^q qm: 3q»qfqRqT qj^r

qfei^ qiftfr qq qftir^ qitqeql i^rqq arr^qqffq^rq: i

(OhS. Upa. V. 18. 2).
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the Sutrakara the rupavat is the same as the Purusavidha aspect

and that he is really emphasising these points in order to decide

that the topic of the Srutis in question ( Mn. Upa. I. 1. 6-6 and

Cha. Upa. V. 11. 1, 6 )
is the Piirusa the personal ( or we may

call it super-personal) aspect of Brahman,^ and not the imper-

sonal one.

Bra. Su. III. 3. 24^® uses the word punisavidyd to dis-

tinguish the puruSavidlia aspect from the Pradhana or the aru-

pavat aspect. This Sutra, as we have shown/® belongs to an

Adhikjiraiia ( Bra. Su.III.3.20-24 ), the purpose of which is

the extension of the rule of the Extra-ordinary Principle (called

Apurvam-Bra. Su. III. 3. 18) established in the case of the

Jnaukanda or the Upauisads, to theTIarmakanda or the Mantra

and Brahma^ia portion of the Sruti.“® The Sutrakara says that

safhhhTti and dyuvydpti mentioned in the Banayaniya Kbila of

the Samaveda are attributes of the Pradhana and yet he has not

collected them in Bra. Su. I, because they occur in the portion

of the Sruti which is not called Vedantas or the Upanisads.

Similarly, another reason for separating the discussions of the

KarmakSnda and the Jnanakanda and not extending to the

Karmakaijda the principle called Apurvam ( established in the

case of the Upanisads) is that the Karinakanda does not men-

tion (andmndndt) the gunas other than safhhhfti and dyuvydpti

{-itaresdm, i. e., the gunas belonging properly to the Purusa only)

as are mentioned in the Purusavidya, the Science of the Purusa

(17) S'ankara, who in bis bhasya on the Mu. Upa. explains Mu. Upa

1. 1. 5-6 as dealing with the nirguna Brahman, has to interpret the same in

the BrabmasUtra (I. 2. 21-23) as pertaining to the saguna Brahrpan. About

this and similar other inconsistencies of S afikara’s bha^yas, vide Chapter X.

(18) 3^f^«rr2iif^ I Bra. Su. III. 3. 24.

(19) Vide our Notes on RflR and in Sutra III. 3. 19 and 20

respectively.

(20) About the relation of the two Ka^das of the S rnti according to

Badarayana vide infra
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or the super-personal aspect of Brahman taught in the

Upauisads {purusavidydydmiva)*^ We believe, the word

purusavidyd in the Sutra in question has the same importance

as the word ^puri/savidhd’ in Bra. Su. I. 2. 26.

Not less emphatic than the use of the word ‘purusa' as

distinguished from that of ^pradhdna' is a series of arguments in

Bra. Su. 1. 3, which all mean that the topic of the Sruti, which
forms the visayavdltya of the particular Adhikaraiiar is the

Piirusa or the rupavat {sdkdra) aspect of Brahman, because the

PuruSa is mentioned expressly in the ^riiti in question^^. Tlius,

to give a few illustrations : (1) In Bra. Su. I. 3. 2 the Sutrakara

says that the topic of Mu. Upa. II. 2. 5 is the Purusa aspect of

Brahman because that topic “is called muhtopasrpyu or Purnsa’

-

an argument which refers to Mu. Upa. III. 2. 8. **. (2) In Bra.

Su.1 3.13 the Sutrakara seems to argue that the jivaghana

Bra/iwaZoAa (a doubtful term in the Upanisadic literature and,

therefore, requiring to be explained) of Pra. Upa. V. 6 is Purusa

because the jtvaghana Brahmaloka is called thsatiharma or

puruSa.” **
(3) The topic of Katha Upa. IV. 13 is declared by

(21) This is the interpretation of BrabmasUtra III. 3. 24 proposed
by us.

(22) Vide the author’s Paper on the Scheme of BrahmasUtra 1. 1-3:

A Reapproachement, Bombay University Journal Vol. IV, Pt. Ill, November,

1935.

(23) The Adhikarana (Sutras I. 3. 1-7) discusses Mu. Upa. II. 2. 5, viz.,

5iTq«r I

Sutra 1. 3. 2 reads and refers to ?T«n vrmf

35^5^1^ (Mu. Upa. III.2.8). ’ means

because 'the One to be reached by the released in the S ruti is g^. It would

be wrong to explain ‘gwqH^sqq^'^’ as g^q^qfqsqq^qi as done by S ankara.

(24) The Sutra reads : (Bra. SU.I.3.13) and refers

to N tc?Rni^Tq^icqrrfqr jf^qr^r (Pra. Upa. V. 5). The one who is the

object of iksati (seeing) is the Purusa. Here also S ankara seems to us to miss

the exact point of argument, (which is to emphasise the fact that the topic of

the S ruti is called purusa and therefore it is Purusa), because he explains

<«jfli«^«rqTqr as »Rq a?i9t«n5T5qq*r 3153^ sqq^^r

sqq^: ” is different from “Cw%K»Nq|qr:”.
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the Subrakara in Bra. Su. 1.3.24 to be the Purusa aspect “be-

cause the very terra pimtsa occurs in that S'ruti.” It seems

to us that all these hetus, viuhtopasrpyavyadeia, tksatikarma-

vyapade^a and iahda have only one meaning, viz., purnsa and

nob pmdhdna or arupavat aspect.

We believe that the above study of the Sutras with the words

arupavat, rupopanydsa, pradhdna, and its synonyms miikhya,

suTiSma, and or and words like muhtopasrpya,

etc. which are coined to mean purusa and at the same time to

refer to the Srnti in question, will not be insufficient to bring

home to us the Sutrakara’s view about the two aspects of

Brahman. But, if further evidence for this twofold doctrine of

Badarayaija is required, it is nob wanting. There are several

Sutras in his work, which throw ample light on the nature and

relation of these two aspects of Brahman in his System. We
have fully discussed and explained these Sutras in Part I. We
will here give briefly the information that can be culled out

from them.

In Bra. Su. IIL2.23-30 the Sutrakara seems to us to

distinguish between the arupavat and rupavat aspects of Brah-

man.®’ In Bra. Su. III.'^!. 23®® he declares that Brahman is

the TJnmanifest {avyakta) because the Sruti says so.^® In Sutra

(25) The Sutra roads srfiTS : ‘(Bra. Su, I, 3. 24) and refers to

: 5^'?) (Katha Upa. IV.13). The ^abda is the term

in the S ruti.

(26) As to how the other Sutras of Bra. SU. I. 3 decide that the topic

of the respective S rati is the FuruSa, vide fnfra.

(27) We have proposed to take Sutras III. 2. 23-30 as forming one

AdhikaraUa. According to S ankara Sutra III.2.23 is closely connected with

Sutra III. 2. 22.

(28) f? I (Bra. Su. III.2.23).

(29) In Notes on Bra. Su. III. 2. 23 we have shown that generally

all the Sutras with siIV Tf refer to a S^ruti which invariably contains the parti-

cular WQrd in the Sutra. Thus, we take Sutra 23 as referring to in

ui vn »rm: n

(Eatfaa Upa. III. 11). S'aAkara does not quote any S'ruti with the word ersqvi).
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III. 2. 26 an Oppoiifiut argnes^tbat “From this Uumanifest

the knower of Brahman is united with the Infinite”. This Sutra,

as we have fehown, refers to Katha Upa. VI. 8^^ which sa5^s that

‘higher than the Unuianifest there is Purusa, the Omni'present

One’. The Purvapaksa implies that the Unmanifest is not the

Omnipresent one but the«Purusa is Omnipresent and that from

the Unmanifest a knower of Brahman unites with {ekatdm

gacchati - Sankara’s bhdsija ) the Omnipresent One, i. e., the

Purusa. In Sutra III. 2.27 the Siddhantin refers to two names

{ubJiaijavyapadeS'i) and these two names are (1) the Unmanifest

[avyakta) and (2) the Super-person (imrusa). This also shows

that Sutra III. 2 26 refers to a Sruti with two names, and justi-

fies our visayavdkya. The Sutrakara replies to the Purvapaksa

of Sutra III. 2. 26 by sayingt hat “because Brahman has both the

names, viz., avyakta and pnrtisa, it is like ahi and kiiiidalci, a

serpent and its coil” (Bra. Su. III. 2. 27) or “It is like the light

and its resort”, e. g., the light (of the Sun) and the solar orb in

which that light rests (dsraya, Bra. Su. III. 2. 28).®® These

similes illustrate how one and the same principle has tivo

aspects one of which is arupavat and the other rupavat. The
words ahi and kundala are both used as names of a serpent, but

ahi is used without any reference to the form of the serpent

while ^kundala' is used only in the sense of the coiled form of

the serpent. Similarly, pi'akdsa will be a common name for all

(30) . We have taken Sutra III.2. 26as a Purvapaksa Sutra, because

Sutra III. 2. 27 has ‘5’ which moans the refutation of a PiirvapakSa.

(31) sitincRiS^IF v.^ ^ t ( Katha Upa. VI. 8 ). Here

corresponds tp in the Sutra. We have shown that Sutra III. 2. 31

refers to the Katha Upa. (III. 10-11, VI. 8) and that in Sutra III.

2. 37 is a refutation of the of 5^ only in Sutra III. 2. 26. is the

same as The Purvapaksa in Sutra III. 2. 26, implies that the is

not but is because such is the sense of Katha Upa. VI. 8. This

part of the PUrvapak^a’s implication is refuted in Sutra III. 2. 37.

(32) < (Bra. Su. HI. 2. 27), and i

( Bra. S5. III. 2. 28 ). For the latter simile and the argument

vide infra..

2
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luminous objects and would ffefer to no form of a particular

object but prahdidirayas denoted by such words as the Sun, the

Moon, the lamp, would undoubtedly refer to the particular forms

of those objects. It is in this sense that Brahman is ariipavat

and also rupavat or punisavidha {as already explained above) and

is respectively called avyahta and purusa. The arupavat aspect

may be described as apunisavidha because rupa means tbe rupa

of puriiSa. We have shown that these two names, avyahta and

pnrusa, are meant by safhjne sathjndiah) in Sutra III. 3. 8

and that tad uhtam^* in that Sutra refers to Bra. Su. III. 2. 27.

We have also suggested that ime in Bra. Su. III. 3. 10 refers

to this form fdve) sawjne' in Bra. Su. III. 3. 8. Bra. Su III. 3.

8 appears to us to mean that an Opponent asserted a difference

about the principle ^Brahman' (arthabheda) based upon the two

names of Brahman and that the Sutrakara accepted that

difference and said that he had already stated it in Bra Su III.

2. 27. Sutra III. 3. 10 makes it clear that the Sutrakara W'ould

treat these two names or aspects of Brahman as distinct from

each other ** Thus, according to the Sutrakara, the difference

between the two aspects of Brahman, arupavat and rupavat or,;

avyahta and purusa, is the difference beiiveen the two names of

one and the same object, as between ahi and hundala or prahdsa

(33) We have taken Bia. SU. III. 3. 6-9 as one Adhikarana. in

Bra. SU- III. 3. 8 coiTOsponcIs to vyapadesa in Bra. SU. HI. 2. 27 and tad

uktam in the former refers to the statement in the latter.

(34) Wo holievo that tad uhtavi in all the Sutras where it occurs refers

to some Sutra pi-eceding the particular Sutra in which it occurs.

(36) According to our suggestion in Sutra III. 3. 8, is a

PUrvapak^a against the wpasam/i^ra proposed by the Sutrakara in Bra. SU. HI.
3. 5 and means that "Even though the S«trakara accepts this difference,

the upsamhdra stands (3if^?r).”

(36) (Bra. Su. HI. 3. 10). means because

should mean Vide onr Notes in Part I. How the has
treated these two aspects as different from each other will be clear also from our

interpretation of the Sutras that follow Bra. Su. HI. 3. 10.
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and its dsraya. Bralnyan is called in the Sruti by two (sets of)

names and these two names imply a difference; therefore, the

SutrakSra admits two aspects of Brahman.

There are several Sutras which greatly help to under-

stand tho^wmsa otrupavat aspect of Brahman according to the

Sutrakara. Particularly, we will here notice Bra. Su. III. 8.

45-49 and Bra. Su. IV. 3. 7-15. We have given our argum-

ments for our interpretation of these Sutras in Part I. We will

here make a statement embodying only the result of these

arguments.

In Bra. Su. III. 3. 45-46®’ an ()pponent says that Purusa

or the rupavat aspect may be taken as only a projection {kriyd)

on Brahman which is only arupavat. This projection is like a

mentation (mdnasavat) known in the Purvaiuimam.sa.®® The
discussion hero seems to us to bo based upon tho Mu^idaka

Upanisad.*® When the Sruti says, it means

one should “know Aksara or the impersonal Brahman as Purusa

(by projecting the latter idea on Brahman)”.*® This Opponent

advanced two arguments, vi>^., (1) the Context*^ shows that the

topic is only the impersonal Brahman, because we have only

the impersonal mentioned in Mu. Upa. I. 1. 5-6; and (2) we have

(37) We read as part of Sutra III. 3. 44 and Sutra III. 3. 45

as Jnsresf?!;. For the transference of to Sutra III. 3. 44

vide Note on Sutra III. 3. 45.

(38) There are several »TT^?r acts in the ’jqJTl'itei. Tho Opponent does not

accept the 3^ as an aspect of Brahman; but he takes it only as a Ot-qi, a

projection on Brahman 'which is, in his opinion, only impersonal.

(39) Vide Note onW III.3.46.

(40) i

^ rit II (Mu. Upa. 1.2.13).

(41) sr^^oiici; Jn qjf III.3.45 refers to TO I

II (Mu. Upa, I. 1. 6-6).
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an (Bra. Su. I1I.3. 46; vide Notes^jn which the nature of

3^ is transferred to ( according to the Purvapaksa’s inter-

pretation of that Sruti ). On account of these two arguments the

Purusa taught in the Upauisads, e. g., in Mu. Upa. I. 2. ll*'"*

is only ( projection of an idea ) on the Aksara. To these

arguments of the Opponent the Sutrakara replies by saying, “jBwi

( the teaching about ) the Purusa is Vidya, i. e., Bralimavidyd

only, and not a The Sutrakara’s arguments are (1) that

in the Upanisad** we have an assertion that the knotoledge of

is Brahmavidya, and (2) that we hud Bra. Su.

III.3.48) that the Upanisad calls its teaching “(this) Brahmavi-

dya”.'*® Though the fact of Brahman having two aspects one

of which is and the other which (fact) the Sutm-

kara disproves the Opponent’s contention that the Purusa is

only a 1^ on the Aksara-involves an apparent contradiction (W:

in Sutra III.3.49); really there is no such self-contradiction

because the Sruti and S^mrii are stronger than Perception and

Inference.*® Thus, Brahman is not to be regarded only as

iippersonal or and g^ as merely a projection on it, as the

Opponent here thinks it to be. The ^I'T^or the Purusa partakes

of the nature of Brahmavidya as much as the or

(42) R (Mu. Upa. 1.2.11).

(43) Fm 3 H«rk'»rici: I (Bra. SU. III.3.47).

(44) This refers to in M ^[50=5 at I

(Mu. Upa. 1.2.13). If one wore asked by the S^ruti to meditate on argr as g^,
it would he a and not but here a seeker is asked to know

the immutable gsfV (aspect) and that knowledge is called Brahmavidya. ‘2{5t’ &

show the referred to in the QJT.

(46) This refers to I

(Mu. Upa. III. 2. 10).

(46) Jf I (Bra. Su. III. 3. 49).

About* the other argument ot the SStrakara in SUtra III. 3. 50 vide our

interpretation of the Sutra in Part I.
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Avyakta.*^ The Purusa is not inferior to the Av3'akta so far

as the attainment of Moksa is concerned.

In the second group of the Sutras, which we propose to

examine with regard to the nature of the pimisa aspect of Bra-

hman, we have two Purvapaksa vie*ws from which we learn that

both Badari and Jaimini hold that the Purusa or the rujmvai

aspect (here the Prajapatiloka) is a karya ‘an effect of Brahman’.

The Sutrakara holds that what Badari and Jaimini regard to be

Kclrya of Brahman is nothing but the Karana ‘the Cause’, viz..

Brahman. Thus the Purusa or the rupavai aspect is an aspect

of Brahman the Cause, the Para. The Sutrakara emphasises

the difference between the two aspects as stated in Pra. Upa.

V. 5.^” To us the Sutrakara seems to correct both Badari and

Jaimini inasmuch as he looks upon the PuruSa or and the

or the as aspects of the Cause itself.

(47) This avyakta aspect is the topic in Bra. Su. Ill, 3. 43 and 44. The

masculine form of fs: in (Sutra III. 3. 50) should bo taken as a

sure indication that tho subject of in Sutra III. 3. 45 is 3^7, not

(48) Those Sutras are Bra. Su. IV. 3. 7—15. Vide our interpretation.

Wo have drawn attention to tho fact that tho question here is "How
far can the conductor take the knower of Brahman ?” The question is not

whether Brahman is an object to be reached by going to it. We take 3T??r in

(Bra. SU. IV. 3. 7) as referring to the^^rT men-

tioned in IV. 3. 6 and »lfrr as S ankara seems to be wrong in taking

as and as

(49) ^ (Bra. Su. IV.3.16) refers to Pra. Upa. V. 6, viz.,

e ^ I
in this section

of the Pra. Uj)a., we have four goals, viz., (1) (2) (3) sfNqq-

and (4) The first two cannot bo regarded as

Brahman; therefore, the 3^ would be and siMC SRRC. would be

the (Vide our Notes), “irqfq” in Sutra IV.3.16 refers also to

in Pra. Upa. V.5. and are of but and

Trun 3^ are both the i, e., two aspects of Brahman the Cause.

(60) For our interpretation of as the Impersonal Brahman, vide our

Notes on Sutras IV.3.15-16.
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means Brahman which is a mass of life (jwaghana

being a word like prajndnaghatia) and Purusa means the Super-

person, i. e., the personal (or aspect of Brahman. In our

explanation of these Sutras (Bra. Su. IV.3.7-16) we have

drawn attention to several facts, all of which cannot he repro-

duced here. The most important of these is that in Bra.

Su. IV. 3. 7 refers to the and that the problem with

Badari. Jaimini and Badarayania was to decide “How far can

the Conductor go?” All of them believed that

Brahman was an object to be attained by the knower of Brahman

by going to It. We have also shown that Badari and Jaimini

regarded the Prajapatiloka as Karya and Brahman (neu.) as

Kara^a, while Badarayana looked upon both these as aspects of

the Kara^a only; and that therefore the Sutrakara discusses the

Prajapatiloka in Sutras IV.3.7-16 and drops mentioning it in a

Sutra after Bra. Su. IV.3.3.®^ Asa result of this interpreta-

tion we conclude that Sankara is not right in asking us to add

the Prajapatiloka after the Varu9aloka.®“ We have also shown

that (in Su. IV.3.10)” proves that the means the

Prajapatiloka. Moreover, according to our interpretation the

word “srTra” refers only to the one Symbol of Brahman, viz.,

the Pravava, and the expression (meaning

‘the Conductor leads those who do not resort to the Symbol Om')

refers to Pra. Upa. V. 6 which says that those who meditate on

the syllable *Om’ are led by the Sdinans (not by the Conductors).

All these and other very essential points involved in our inter-

pretation of these Sutras must be read from Part I, because

want of space prevents us from repeating them here. Thus, we

conclude that according to BadarSya^a the Purusa or the

aspect of Brahman is not to be counted as Effect or Karya of

Brahman, but it is only the Cause itself, i. e., an aspect of

(61) I (Bra. SQ. IV.3.3.)

(62) *Cf. (giir*ri«sr on Bra. Su.

IV.3.8).
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Brahman, the Cause. The Conductor does carry those

who know Brahman by other means than the Praliava,

to Brahman the Cause itself and these seekers are those who

meditate either on the or aspect of Brahman. The

Purusa i.s an aspect of the Cause and, therefore, it is not an

Effect of Brahman; and a Conductor takes the knower of

Brahman to it as also to the aspect.

We have above stated that the is the para

Brahman and the Purusa is the apara Brahman referred to in

Pra. Upa. V. 2, We mean to convey the same idea when we

say that the is the aspect and the Purusa is

the In this connection we shall now state what wo think

to be the Sutrakara’s statements about the relation of these two

aspects. We have already stated that the Sutrakara takes

in Katha Upa. III.lO-ll and VL8 as the aspect and

in the same text as the aspect of Brahman and that

according to him the Purusa is said to be higher than the Avya-

kta because the former is dependent (ai^ftjr) on the latter just as

the objects of sense ( aJ’Ti:
) are declared to be higher than the

senses because the objects depend upon the senses for being

perceived®®. This same Sruti of the Katha Upanisad seems,to

us to have been discussed, merely from the stand-point of the

relation of these two aspects, once again in Bra. Su. 1II.2.31-36.

We have shown that in the Sutra (Bra. Su. III.2.31) refers

to in Bra. Su. III.2.23 and that the Opponent here is one

who bases his view on the Katha Upanisad which says that “the

Purusa is higher than the Unmanifest”.®® We have also proved

that the four arguments of (1) (2) (3)

and (4) refer respectively to (1) Katha Upa. III.2,"®,

(53) I (Brft. Su. 1.4,3).

(54) 3?5q^c3?q: qr: I (Katha Upa. III.lO-ll)

(66) aiT*3Icq^iJ. I

qit qiWI ll (Katha Upa. III.2)

Here the is called “bridge”, therefore, the Supreme One should be

beyond that bridge. Thus, gw is declared to be beyond the
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(2jKatha Upa. IV.12-13,®® (3) Katha Upa. IV.4®' and (4)

Katha Upa, Ill.ll®®. To these arguments of the Opponent the
Sutrakara replies that (1 ) the designation of a bridge is cowmon
to both the and the (suTF^RlrBra. Su. III.2.32) and,

therefore, the fact that in the Katha Upa* the is called a
bridge cannot prove that there is a higher (aspect of) Brahman
than the (2) that the is called g'5'? because in

meditation the meditator has to form a notion (31%) of the

as “a person of the size of a thumb’’®®,
(3) that the as8oaafio?i

of the soul with the mentioned in Katha Upa. IV.4 should

be taken as that which takes place when the soul is in the

deep-sleep state Sutra 111.2.34)*^ and
(4 ) that the state-

(56) 3i|t5qi5r: 3# 1

pnm aai Katha Upa. IV.12-13)

The Opponent seems to argue that the is and is lower

than the Puru§a who is declared to be the s’OT? 3^ in Katha Upa. VI. 1.

refers to

(57) ^1?^ =^4) ^igq5?qi% |

«rUl si || (Katha Upa. IV.4).

The Opponent seems to argue that in this S'ruti the is declared to bo

that by which (^si) the individual soul sees or experiences both the states of

dream and of waking. Thus, the soul is declared to be connected with the

(in these two states). Because there is already a connection between the

and the individual soul, the Supreme Being with which the soul seeks to bo

united in liberation is higher than this

(68) JTIrf: q^: |

pqra qt I%1^1^ qu 11 ( Katha Upa. III.ll).

This S'ruti mentions and 3^ as different from each other. There are

several other S rutis in which the difference between the ampavat and the
rupavat, the Avyakta and the Purufa, is mentioned e, g., Mu. Upa. II.1.1.-2

(sTtjUcqrfi: vt:); Mu. Upa. III.l (stwIt ^ 1), Pra.

Upa. V. 6. Vide Note (13) on Qjl III.2.31.

(59)

^
Vide Note (16) on qjr III.2.32.

(60) Vide Note (19) on qjr III.2.33,

(61) Vide Note (23) on qjr III.2.34, We have proposed a change in the
readings of g?r III.2.34 & 36. Vide Note (22) on SStra III.2.34.
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ment about the difference between the Avyakta and the Purusa

can be explained like the between a serpent and its coil or

light and its resort, as already mentioned in Sutras 111,2.27-29®^.

The Sutrakara, thus, refutes the four arguments of the Purva-

paksa and then adds one more argument in his own favour®*.

He says that the S'rutis deny ‘a principle other than Brahman’

or ‘a second principle along with Brahman’ and that therefore

there can be no other principle higher than Brahman.

Thus, the Sutrakara’s aim in Bra. Su. Ilf.2.31-36 is to prove

that the PuruSa is not higher than the Avyakta. The is

not higher than and other than the These two are two

aspects of equal status because the 3^^ or the is also not

lower than the aspect.

Another Sutra about the relative importance of the

and aspects of Brahman is Bra. Su. 111,3.44.®* The

Sutrakara tells us in Sutra 111.3.43®* that “The meditation on

the Purusa is to be practised according to the method of

(“I am the Purusa”,) exactly as in the case of the meditation on

the Pradhana or the aspect; this has been stated in Bra.

Su. Ill 3.16.”®® In the Sutra in question (Bra. Su._ IIL3.44)

he gives an argument (“i^”-iu Sutra III 3,44) for his statement

in Bra. Su. Ill 3.33 and says that as there is a majority of

Sruti texts for the or aspect of Brahman, that aspect

is stronger than the one and that therefore it is that the

meditation on the Purusa should bo practised by the

(62) Vide Note (24) on ^ III.2.3d. Vide Note supra.

(63) I (Bra. SU. III.2.36). This seems to refer to S^rutia like

Jcer sn'qls^is% Jjrr4is%rs% JTfii ^ffTrs?rs% i

(Br. Upa. III.7.23). Also see Br. Upa. 111.8,11 & Br. Upa. IV.3.30-3L

Vide Note (28) on Bra. Su. IIL2.36.

(64) Of. I in Sutra III.3.44 which we have proposed to

read as I

(66) We read this ^ as 1 Vide Note on the ^ in Part I.

(66) (Bra. Su, III.3.16). Vide infra and our ’Notes

on Bra. SU. Ill 3.43.

3

732^3
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method, the method prescribed for the meditation on the iwi't

Now, the fact that the is stronger (i. e., supported

by a greater number of Sruti texts) may lead to an assumption

that the meditation on . the Purusa may not give the same

result as that on the Pradhana. This assumption is refuted by

the SutrakSra by saying that in spite of the greater authorita-

tiveness of the Pradhana, the option of choice out of

the, two aspects of Brahman for the attainment of (direct)

liberation already stated by the Sutrakara in Bra. Su. IIL3.

28-30 stands.*^ In Bra. Su. III.3.28 the Sutrakara says that

“A seeker may, according to his wish, choose one of the two

aspects of Brahman, viz., the and the because

neither of the two is inconsistent with the Scripture, i.e., both

the aspects are sanctioned by the Scripture.”®® “Moksa would

be fulfilled (i.e., achieved) in both the ways. If we do not

accept this view, we contradict the Scripture.”** This option

( 1^^ ) is quite appropriate and reasonable^® because we find in

the Scripture ( ) an object with such characteristics, i.e..

Brahman with and aspects, the meditation on either

of which gives Moksa;y««f as world one can reach the

same destination by going to it from either of two opposite or

contradictory directions.

Thus, according to the Brahmasubra, Brahman has two

aspects and the Sutrakara gives an option of choice to a seeker

from these two. He sticks to this option of choice, even though

he says that the aspect which he calls “Pradhana” is

stronger than the one named “Purusa”. Therefore, both

(67) in III.3.44 is, as we have shown, a reference to Bra* SU.

III. 3. 28-30.

(68) (Bra. Su. III.3.28). We have proposed to take this

and the two lollowing q^rs as forming one Vide Note on Bra. SU.

III.3.28.

(69)

*^ f^^r: (Bra. SQ. III.3.29).

(70) As an option is given in Bra. SQ. 1II.3.28, we take “f^^T:” as under-

stood in Bra. Su. I1I.3.30.
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these aspects are equally important so far as the attamment of

Moksa is concerned, though a kind of greater importance

attaches to the because it is mentioned in a greater

number of Srutis than the

We have already noticed Bra. Su. 111.2.14^^, which says that

“Brahman is only, because, It is chiefly that (i. e.,

and also Bra. Su. 1.4.3''“* where the Sutrakara seems to us to

mean that the Avyakta of Katha Upa. III.lO-ll and Vl.Sis the

subtle (Qj¥*T-Bra. Su. 1.4.2), i. e., the 9!^^ aspect of Brahman
because the Purusa or the aspect which is said to be higher

than It, is dependent upon It just as the objects of sense which

are said to be higher than the senses are dependent upon the

senses (Bra. Su. 1.4.3). As we will see later on, by saying that

Brahman is chiefly the Sutrakara implies that It

is not chiefly and that therefore It is the same in all the

three states, viz., waking, dreaming and deep-sleep. The use of

the word for the aspect does not mean that the

meditation on the aspect is not a direct means to Moksa.

The dependence of the upon the aspect (Bra. Su. 1.4.3)

is probably to be explained like the dependence of the form of

coil (hufydala) upon the serpent (alii) itself or the dependence of

the substratum of light, viz., the Solar orb, the lunar orb and the

lamp upon the light itself (of the Sun, the Moon, the lamp, etc.).

We can have no coil of a serpent, if we have no serpent at all.

Similarly, we cannot talk of the various substrata of light, the

Solar orb, the lamp, etc., if we have no light at all. The depen-

dence of the various substrata of light upon light itself does not

make them two independent entities, though, at the same time,

we have a distinct idea of either of them. The dependence of

the aspect of the serpent or of the light upon the serpent

or the light itself which are themselves not referred to as having

a form does not deprive the aspect of its importance and

(71) (I I (Bra. su. ITI.2.14) ••
.

(72) I (Bra. Su. 1.4.3)
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efficacy. Thus, the statements of Bra. Su. III.2.14 (Brahman

is chiefly and, therefore, only and Bra. Su. 1.4.3

(the aspect or PuruSa depends upon the or formless

aspect) do not in the least aim at lessening the importance of

the aspect as a means of Moksa. (Bra. Su. III.3.28-30).

Both are aspects of the Cause Itself.

We have already stated that the and the aspects

have each of them their gunas or attributes and that therefore

these two aspects do not correspond to the nirguna and saguna

aspects of Brahman in the Vedanta School of Sankara.

We will now say what appears to us, according to the

Sutrakara, to bo the attributes of each of these aspects. Bra.

Su. III.3.11-16, 31-33, 37-42, themselves seem to ns to throw

light on this question.

Bra. Su. III.3. 11-16 give the attributes of the aspect or

the Pradhana which is mentioned in Bra. Su. III.2.14’*. We
have shown that means “a group of attributes of which

is the first” and that this group means the attributes of

Brahman mentioned in Bra. Su. I.l because refers to Bra.

Su. 1.1.2 which discusses Tai. Upa. 111.6^* and “others”

would be a reference to (1) (Bra. Su. 1.1.12), (2)

(Bra. Su. 1.1.20), (3);^^^ (Bra. Su. 1.1.22), (4) sw (Bra. Su.

I.l 23;, (6) (Bra. Su. I. 1.24) and (6) 5iT'»r (Bra. Su.I.2.28)'*.

(73) I (Bra. Su. III.3.11) and 15 cTcSWFTc^l^ (

(Bra. Su. III.2.14). Sankara makes a now Adhikarana out of Sutras

III. 3.14-15; but we have given our reasons in our Notes for taking

these two Sutras with Su. III.3.13.

(74) 5ir?n^

8n*TS^ I
(Tai. Upa. III.6).

(76) We have not mentioned (Bra. Su. 1.1.6) as referred to by

because the purpose of the reference to the faj®! S ruti (i.e., Ch5. Upa. VI.

2.1-3) in this context is, we tliink, to defend the statement in Bra. SQ. 1.1.2

and therefore that S'ruti cannot form an independent nor can that

(1.1.6) go to form a new
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We will later on give further reasons for oar suggestion that

means the attributes of Brahman collected by the

Sutrakara in Bra. Su. I.l, when we shall discuss the mean-

ing of and in Bra. Su. III.3.38 and 39

respectively. In Bra. Su. 111.3.12'^® the Sutrakara says that

the attributes and others are not accepted

in the tlpr) as attributes of the aspect or the PradbSna,

because the increment and decrement of bliss expressed by the

words f5*r, in these attributes are possible if there

be a difference of degrees of bliss (in the Supreme Being

Itself). We have proposed that in Bra. Su. III.3.13 refers

to the attributes like etc. which are the

attributes of the Aksara and that araim should be taken as impli-

ed in III.3.13 on the strength of its being mentioned in the

preceding Thus, 111,3.13 means that the Sutrakara

does not accept (ainirTH:--taken as implied) the other attributes

like ‘not gross’, ‘uot subtle’, ‘not short’,

‘not long’, etc.’® as the attributes of the Pradhana, because

these attributes have a common meaning or aim (3l4RW1?*T-Bra.

Su. III.3.13), viz., that of denying of Brahman all things that

we know of in this world, because they are not useful for

meditation on Brahman or, rather, the Pradhana,®® and because

the word aiiNi'I which occurs in such Srutis with ai^rg, ai5^W*(^etc.

(76) 15 n? i (Bra. Su. 111.3.12)

(77) refers to rT??T »Tt^I «T8y: I gm:

q^; I 3TNII1 | NH 3^ I (Tai. Upa. II.6).

(78) S'aAkara takes SffK as and adds to the qiq "uf ulq I"

Vide S a. bha. on Bra. SU. III.3.14. We have stated in our Notes on that ^
our reasons for differing from S aftkara.

(79) (Br Upa. Ill 8.8); 3T5I»Tqmq^^T«'^qq;.

(Katha Up. III. 16).

(80) For meditation some positive attributes would be usefiil, but 3T»fg etc.,

are negative attributes. These latter may be useful for understandittg the

PradhSaa but not for meditation on it. armHiq qql3rqrqrq?«C • (Bra. Su. III.3.14).

This^ is taken by S’aAkara as discussing Katha Upa. IIL lO-ll. We differ.
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indicates that Brahman is 31^3, etc., as well as the indi-

vidual soul who is also Whatever may be the inter-

pretation of this last tjsr ( III. 3. 16 ), there is no doubt that ^^s

III. 3. 11-15 describe the attributes of the aspect of Bra-

hman and that the three groups of attributes,

and |fH(i.e., or thoughts on the Aksara, e.g., in Br. Upa.

in.8.8), are discussed here with reference to the Pradhana, out

of which only the first group is, in the opinion of the Sutrakara,

useful for meditation on the Pradhana.

Bra. Su. II]. 3. 31-33 seem to us to discuss how many of the

thoughts®® of the Pradhana should be compulsorily meditated

upon by a seeker meditating on the aspect ( i. e., on the

Pradhana ). III.3.31 ®® says that there is no rule that all the

attributes or thoughts of the Pradhana (mentioned in the Sruti)

should be meditated upon by such a seeker (srl^w: though

there is no objection from the Sruti and Srnrti if a meditator medi-

tates on all of them, (because all of them are mentioned in Sruti and

Srnrti). The attributes of the Pradhana which are connected with

official duties such as are described, e.g,. in Cha.

Upa. 1.11.6,*“ should be meditated upon by a seeker of Brahman,

(81) Our interpretation of 3TI?S’5l*T in III.3. 15 depends upon ciyr^ in SQ.

III.3.33. Vide Notes on III.3.15 and 111.3.33. means that these

attributes 3T5=(g, etc. already belong to the individual soul just as they are

declared to belong to Brahman and as the soul cannot start to meditate upon

Brahman without realizing himself as etc., he has not to meditate on

Brahman as etc.

(82) The feminine of RSflgra; is to he connected with the feminine of in

III. 3. 33, while the masculine of in Bra. Su. III.3. 32 should

be explained by taking a masculine synonym of 'fl as under stood. Vide Note

on Bra. SO. III.3.31.

(83) I (Bra. Su. III. 3.31).

(84) i (Bra. Su. III. 3. 32). Of.

with arif^rRiif in ST »Tcr5Jigjn5TRrT!|t»IIflL l (Bra. Su. III.4. 41), where

means official duties of a priest for instance. Vide Note on Bra.

SU. IIJ. 4. 41.

(86) «qi'15r f finf5r g;ctT^ snonnfgferc^

(Ch*. Upa. 1.11.6).
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as long as his official duties last Thus, only as long

as a seeker of Brahman performs some official duties, he should

meditate on the attributes of Brahman connected with his official

duties, as a part of his meditation on Brahman. But the

thoughts on the Aksara,e.g., ansi, etc., are banned

(3?^0r:) because they all have a common meaning or aira,®^ and

because the individual soul is already tvhat those attributes are

.*® In the opinion of the Sutrakara, the attributes of the

Aksara do- belong to the Pradhana ( Bra. Sn. III. 3. 13-16 ), but

they are not to be used in the meditation on It (Bra. Su. III.3.33).

The most essential information about the attributes of the

and the aspects of Brahman seems to us to have

been given by the Sutrakara in Bra. Su. III. 3. 37-42.®*

Before we state the interpretation of these li^Ts, we must

explain how we understand the two groups of attributes viz.,

and 3nq?Ri^: in III.3.39®*. We have already said

that in Bra. Su. III.3.11 means the attributes of

Brahman stated in Bra. Su, LI; here we have to add that

(86) According to tlie Sutrakara a seeker of Brahman is allowed to perform

his official duties, o. g., those of a priest. Vide our interpretation of Bra. Su.

III. 4. 41-46.

(87) in Su. III.3.33 is the same as in Sutra III.3.13. Vide

Note on Bra. SU. III.3.13.

(88) ' ( Bra. Su. III.3.33 ). Wo
have shown that should be taken as referring to Bra. SU. III. 3. 13-16,

Vide our interpretation of the same. The example of is not clear to us.

Sutra III. 3. 33 is a repetition of Bra. Su. III. 3. 13-15 in a different context,

because Sutras III. 3. 11-15 discuss what are the attributes of the Pradh&na,

while Sutras 31-33 tell us how many of those same attributes should be medi-

tated upon by a seeker.

(89) We read^ 38 as and transfer from that ^ to ^ 39

which we ?ead as I i. e., wo have also changed

of the traditional «U3 to ( we have shortened the if ).

Vide our Notes on 38-39. •

(90) We read U?r III.3.39 as 'Rc’4TT?r: asf =^T<nfJlIl^v!r: i Vide Note

(89) supra.
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and refer respectively to the attributes collected

by the Sutrakara in Bra. Su 1.2. and 1.3. We give below a

brief summary of our reasons for this conclusion about these

three groups of attributes. If this conclusion of ours be true,

we have here a statement by the Sutrakara himself about his

scheme of the three divisions of the Srutis selected for discussion

into the three Padas of Adhyaya I. We may at once say that

(1) the Sutrakara has discussed in Bra. Su. 1,1 those Srutis

which according to him deal with the aspect of Brahman

or the Pradhana and which he also accepts as dealing with the

same; (2) he has discussed in Bra. Su. 1.2 those Srutis, which

in his opinion, expressly refer to the aspect of Brahman

but which he takes as dealing with the ^?T^or the Purnsa and

(3) that Bra. Su. 1.3 deals with those Srutis which he believes

to be directly referring to the aspect and which he also

accepts as such.

Our reasons for the identification of the three groups of attri-

butes with those mentioned respectively in Bra. Su. 1.1,2 and 3

are briefly as follows :

—

1. The ancient commentators and the modern interpreters

of the ^l?fs have not, within our knowledge, been .able to point

out anywhere the existence of three lists corresponding to the

requirements of these three compounds.

2 (a). As stated above, would mean (1) (Bra. Su.

1.1.2 which refers to Tai. Upa. 11.6^, (Bra Su. 1.1.12),

(3) (Bra. Su. 1.1.20), (4) (Bra. Su 1.1.22), (6) in«i

(Bra. Su. 1.1.23), (6) (Bra. Su. 1.1.24), and (7) sn<n (Bra.

Su. 1.1.28).

(b). The list of the second compound, seems to

have been made up of the ‘thoughts’ («rts-in Bra. Su. III.3 33)

mentioned in the second of I, of which the first

is as fojlow3:-»T5il»?*r: etc. (Cha:. Upa.

III.14.2). The word in seems to stand for in

the first So, would imply the attributes of the
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Supreme Being as collected in Pada 2, viz., (1) etc., (Bra.

Su.I.2.1), (2) (Bra. Su.I.2.9), 13) 35i (Bra. 8u.I.2.11),

(4/ apriT: (Bra. Sri.I.2.13), (6) (sra. Su.L2.18), (6)

tgiT^^UBra. Su.L2,21), (7) Iwv (Bra. Su.I.2.24).

(c). The list of the third compound, 3IWcr*n^«I;, seems to

bo made up of (L) in the in the third 'n3[ of

I and of the other attributes collected by the Sutrakara

in the same Pada, viz., (2) HJTJI. (Bra Sq.I.3.8), (3)

(Bra. Su. 1.3.10), (4) (Bra. Su. 1.3.13), (5) ^ (Bra. Su.

1314), (6) 8Tf355flT5r (Bra. Su. 1.3.24), (7) (Bra.. Su.I.3.39),

(8) ^4ir%: (Bra. Su.I.3.40 , (9) (Bra. Sri.I.3.41), (10)

(Bra. Su. 1.3.42) and (11) 11% (Bra. Su.I.3.43).

As the very words siHs? and occur respectively in the

of Bra. Su. 1.1.2 and in Bra* Su. 1.3.1, the words and

aiRciH in and can be well identified with the

same occurring in the of Bra. Su. 1.1.2 and Bra. Su. 1.3.1.

respectively, and consequently and would

imply the attributes or thoughts (ih the Srutis) collected in »n?s

1 and 3. The word Rc?r in however, does not occur in

lj5r 1.2.1, but it occurs as a member of the compound word

in the Sruti referred to by that Thus, to our mind,

there will be no difficulty in identifying with on

the analogy of being identified with The wfififf

compound seems to have been derived from the

word “*asi?if5q” in the Sruti referred to. Moreover, even by the

rule of elimination (qif^^) the identification of the j(irs^ and the

lists (aiH5?i^; in ^ III.3.11 and in III.3 39)

with those of the thoughts in Bra. Su. I.l and 1.3 itself helps

to identify the second list (ur^IT^s in Bra. Su. 1.3.38-39) with

that of the thoughts in Bra. Su. 1.2.

3. Though we have not offered in this work a detailed inter-

pretation of Bra. Su. I. 1-3 (Vide Appendix), we may be allpwed

(91) • (Bra. 8Q. 1.3.1).

4
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here to write a few lines about what seems to us to be the nature

of the SutrakSra’s arguments and of the contents of the

in these three ’H^s, as this will give further evidence to streng-

then our suggestion about the interpretation of

and

In <11^ 1, the Sutrakara’s chief argument is that the ^^RPRs

mention only that characteristic (^4 or l%ir) of Brahman, which

is stated in Bra. Sii.I.1.2; and we find that the of

that (except that of Bra. Su. 1.1.12),* are such as mention

one or two or all out of the three functions of Brahman, viz.,

the creation, continuation and dissolution of Beings, though

instead of the word ‘Brahman’ words like 3?^: g¥l, siw,

(Cha, Upa. 1.11.4-5 and also Kau. Upa. III.2.4) and are

used in them. In 1 there are no arguments about the ^ of

Brahman or those attributes which can properly belong only to

the aspect of Brahman.

The main argument of the Sutrakara in the second **1^ is the

mention of the ^ or 3"rs or (of the Purusa) in the

and in one case he even points to the fact that the anting

of the is called gw (or gwf^) in a certain Branch of

the Veda (Bra. Su. 1.2.26). If we look to the t^wiws them-

selves, we find that each of them contains clear unambiguous

words like instead of words like an^Rr, sr, wtf^; as in

I which do not primarily signify the Supreme Being, but

the word ‘gw* does not occur in those f^^wiws.

In the third ’W the Sutrakara often argues that the

Sruti calls the topic of the Sruti “gw”. Thus, we have already

shown that (Bra. Su» I.3.2.), (Bra. Su.

1.3.13) and (Bra. Su 1.3.24) refer to the word “gw” in

the respective Sruti; and, lastly, in Bra. Su. 1.3.43

shows that the Sutrakara emphasises the use of the word

4^?,,etc. in the Srutis, which are synonyms of “gw” and not

(92) We believe, the SWi is discussed in Bra. SQ. 1.1.12, because
the 3?Ri^ Strati is discussed in Bra. BQ. 1.1.2.
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of the aspect of the Supreme Being. This ’ll? also

discusses some' Srutis which mention some attributes like

sr^riRST, which can only belong to the personal aspect of the

Supreme Being.
ft

Thus, generally speaking, the main point of argument in each

of the three ’?T?s is respectively (1) the statement about the

creation, continuation or dissolution of beings from and into the

Supreme One in the (2) the mention of 3^s or of the

Purusa in the ^^’T^OTs, and (3) the occurrence of the word "p?”

or some of His exclusive attributes in the The
Srutis in the three ’Ii^s are respectively (1) such as mention a

word other than or (2) such as mention a word

other than g?? (i.e., a word like and (3) such as

mention the very word "g^” or one of His exclusive attributes

in case a word expressive of the aiw^^is also mentioned in the

Sruti. In our opinion, the three lines of argument as adopted

by the Sutrakara and the contents of the in the first

three "R^s of the first show that these ii?3 are aimed at

discussing (1) only the (2) expressively chiefly the

and partly and (3) the expressively chiefly ^<1?^ though

partly the aspects of Brahman.

We do admit that one may find it difficult to explain some of

the Sutras and the of Bra. Su. 1.1-3 in the light of the

above analysis of the general trend of arguments and of the

nature of the selected Srutis, but broadly speaking, inspite of

such difficulties the analysis seems to us to be more correct and

we, therefore, venture to offer it for consideration to the

students of the subject.®*

(93) We have used expressively “^<Tsra;” with reference to the occurrence

of the word like Furufa or His exclusive attribute in the This will

also indicate what we mean by "expressively
^

(94) It will be out of place to notice briefly the views of the AeSryas

regarding the SQtrakSra's scheme of selection and arrangement of the

in the first three ’iTTs of the first ana’ll?.
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The above conclusion regarding the identification of the three

sets of attributes, and mentioned in Bra.

Su. III.S.ll, 38-39 and arrived at as a result of (1) the absence

of any three lists according to the requirements of the *r|^

compound, in the interpretations so far available to us, (2j an

examination of the first and subsequent attributes in each of the

three Padas and (3) a general analysis of the nature of the

Sutrakara’s arguments and of the contents of the in

Bra. Su. 1.1-3, will, we hope, be further corroborated by the

interpretation of Bra, Su. 111.3.11,37-42 offered by us in Part I.

We have already offered above a summary of our interpreta-

tion of Bra. Su. III.3.11. We have explained in Part I how

Bra. Su. III.3.37-42 deal with the interchange of the attributes

o/the and the aspects of Brahman, which a seeker is

allowed to practise when he meditates on either of the two

aspects.

In Sutra III.3.37 the Sutrakara says that “ In the Upanisads

there is an interchange of attributes because the S'rutis

distinguish one aspect of Brahman with the attributes with

which they characterise the other aspect.”®® Sutra I1I.3.38

which we read as only ff”, gives an example of such a Sruti

and says that we may take any Sruti we like and we will find that

“One and the same Sruti (or Upanisad text; note the feminine

of “Rl”) distinguishes the one aspect <»f Brahman as it does the

other”. This refers to the general tendency in the S'ruti, e. g.,

(1) the famous Ahsara text of Br. Upa. I1I.8.8 assigns

‘the function of ruling’ to the Immutable which is the

(96) l (Bi-a. SQ. III.3.37). We have shown in our

Notes (l) that refers to the tvm aspects of Brahman viz,, the and
the (2) that the subject of should be or (3) that

should mean (i. e, and (4) that *sif?r^T< is

“mutual interchange.”

(96) I (Bra. SU. 111.3.38)=^^ ik (or I

We have shown in our. Notes that we must take f?rrq?i;- and as under-
stood from the preceding
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aspect, (2) the^urttSa text of Mu. Upa. II. 1.2 describes Him as

artr^r:, attributes applicable primarily to the aP5Wi. aspect.

Many other illustrations can be given. In fact, the Sutrakara

seems to think that there is no Sruti which solely and purely

characterises either of the two aspects with its own peculiar

attributes only. Sutra III.3.39 seems to us to contain a rale

about the application, of the attributes of Brahman collected in

Bra. Su. 1.2 and 3, during the practice of meditation. The

Sutrakara says that “The group of attributes beginning with

(the Sruti containing the word €9lS15>l) in Bra. Su. 1.2.1 may
according to the choice of the meditator be taken in

(the meditation of the aspect) other (than that to which they

have been explained by the Sutrakara to belong) and in (the

meditation of) that aspect a meditator may, according to

his choice, take attributes from the group of those beginning

with in Bra. Su. 1.3.1.”

This, to our mind, is the interpretation of Bra. Su. III.3.39.

It makes two points clear, viz., (1) that in Bra. Su. 1.2 the

Sutrakara has explained all the Srutis of that Pada as

dealing with the Purusa, but in Bra. Su. 1II.3.39 he allows a

seeker to meditate on the attributes collected there, as those of

the i. e., he allows the seeker to regard those Srutis as

Srutis dealing with the and (2) that in Bra. Su. 1.3 the

Sutrakara has explained all the a’s dealing with the

aspect, but in the latter half of Bra. Su. III.3.39 he allows

a seeker at his option to regard those Srutis as dealing with the

aspect of Brahman. Bra. S^. III.3.40 gives the view of

an Opponent who holds that “Out of respect (for this interchange

of attributes of tbe two aspects of Brahman found in the Sruti)

a meditator should not drop (the attributes of the other aspect

when he is meditating on either aspect).” This view would not

admit the option of choice about the attributes, given by the

Sutrakara in Bra. Su. III.3.39.®’ ,

(97) We have explained how^ III.3.40 ie closely connected with ^
III.8.39. 'snlW;' in the former is meant to contradict in the latter.
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Sutra III.3.41 gives the Sutrakara’s reply, viz., a meditator

not drop only those attributes of the aspect other than the one

on which he is engaged in meditating, wheji such attributes

are present (i.e., occur) in the texts about that aspect which is the

object of his own meditation. Thus, a meditator is not obliged

to collect attributes of the other aspect from texts other than

those which mention the aspect of his meditation. Lastly, in

Bra. Su. III.3.42 we are told that there is no rule by which one

can fix what are purely and solely the attributes of either of the

two aspects, and that the result of this stand-point is that from

the side of the Sruti there is no ohjeotion to separating the two

aspects of Brahman.^^ To the SutrakSi-a there is only one

definite point about Brahman, viz., that It has two aspects, one

or and the other or 3^1^. As regards the

attributes of these aspects there is no rule.to fix them. Therefore,

though he himself has made a distinction between the attributes

of these aspects in Bra. Su. 1.2. and 3, he does not think that

he can stick to it strictly, because the Sruti itself adopts an

interchange of the attributes of the two aspects. And, therefore,

he gives the option in Sutra III.3.39. He makes out a very

important corollary out of this position. He says that this

absence of fixity about the attributes of the two aspects justifies

the option of choice to a seeker to select either of the two aspects

to reach the same goal, viz., Moksa. If one can fix even a few

attributes as solely belonging to one of the two aspects, the result

of the meditation on that aspect may possibly be at least slightly

different from the result of the meditation on the other aspect

and that possibility would go against the option about the choice

of aspect of Brahman, which ( option ) means that a seeker is

(98) l Bra. su. III.3.42. We have

stated that the traditional reading should have

been originally because it corresponds to in Bra. SQ.

III.3.60. We have also explained why rWf, in cuswlrnr ... should refer to the

of Brahman. ‘^3^’ in Bra. SQ. 111.3.60 is clearly a reference to Bra.

SO. 111.3.42.
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to make an independent or separate thought ( or notion ) about

the aspect which he adopts.

The following conclusions can be deduced from what the

Sutrakara says about the attributes of the two aspects ;

—

1. There are two aspects of Brahman, the and the

2. Each of these two aspects is to be followed independently

of the other.

3. The Sruti has no objection to the option of choice between

the two aspects, because the Sruti makes an interchange of the

attributes of these two aspects.

4. And consequently a meditator of either aspect may select

whatever Srutis he likes without observing the arrangement of

these Srutis in the two groups in Bra. Su. 1.2 and 3 given hy

the Sutrakara himself.

6. The Sutrakara has argued to show that the Srutis dis-

cussed in Bra. Su. 1.2 deal with the Purusa, though these profess

to deal with the Pradhtna. He has also argued in Bra. Su. 1

3

to prove that the S'rutis in question deal with the Purusa because

they profess to deal with the Purusa; but he admits that these

latter contain also indications of the Pradhana.

We may here add that in the case of certain Srutis discussed

by the Sutrakara in Bra. Su. 1.2 and 3, the position of Sankara

becomes very awkward, if we compare his hhdsya on those Srutis

when they occur in the respective Upanisads, with his hh^ya on

the same when he comments upon them in the course of his

Brahmasutra-ft/t^ya. To give an example, Sankara in his

commentary on the Mu^daka Upanisad explains Mu.Upa. I.l 6-6

as dealing with the nirguna Brahman, but when he comments

upon the same Sruti in his hhSsya on Bra. Su. 1.2.21-23 he has

to explain it as dealing with the saguna Brahman, because the

Stitrakara gives as an argument, which refers to Mu. Upa.

II.1.2 which mentions the Purusa. Again, in his hhasya on
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Mu. Upa. he takes this Purusa as the nirguna Brahman, but in

his hli^ya on Bra. Su. he changes his view. This apparent

inconsistency of Slftkara is easily explained in the light of the

Sutrakara’s view about those Srutis, as reconstructed by us from

our interpretation of Bra. Su. III.3.37-42,

We have already mentioned some common points about both

'the and the aspects of Brahman discussed in the

same Sutras in our text. Thus, by in Bra. Su. IIL3.37 the

Sutrakara refers to both the aspects, because he thereby says

that the Srutis characterise the aspect with the character-

istics of the aspect and vice versa-, by in Bra. Su. III.

3.28, because there ho gives an option of choice between the

two aspects for the same goal, viz., Moksa; by and in

Bra. Su* III.3.8 and 10 respectively he says that the two aspects

differ so far as the two names (sisspfi and gw) differ, otherwise

they do not differ at all; and there are some more ^i^s already

discussed above, which simultaneously deal with both these

aspects. We shall now suggest what information we can get

about hath of these from similar other that deal with both

these aspects at the same time.

^^s III.3.16-17** are, in our opinion, meant by the SutrakSlra

to explain the method of meditation on both the and the

aspects. We have shown that III.3.16 refers to Br.

Upa. 1.4.10^°° and means that the aspect is to he compre-

hended in meditation as the self of the meditator because of the

succeeding sentence of Br. Upa. 1.4.10. By in the

^ the Sutrakara indicates that the other aspect, i. e., the

aspect is also to be comprehended in meditation as the self of

(99) I (Bra SU. III. 3.16).

And I (Bra. SQ. III. 3.17).

(100) In our Notes we have shown that SQtra III.3.16 should be compared

with m?«fjScT ^ I (Bra. Su. IV.1.3) and that Sutra III.3.16 refers

to ^w R ut aw ^isfqf $qqrg«massTis*tTq5qis*

^ qqi qgrq (Br. Upa. 1.4.10).
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the meditator. This indicated sense of is referred to by

in Bra. Su. 111.3.43 which says that “The meditation

on tiie PuruSa is to be performed just as that on the Pradhana;

thin has been stated (in Bra. Su. 111.3.16).”^°^ ^ 111.3.17 says

that the (“I am Brahman”) method is adopted not

because of the grammatical construction of the Sruti in

question, but rather becau.se there is an emphatic definite state-

ment about this method, viz., “apcMsf (Br. Upa.

1.4.7), “One should meditate on the as his very Self.”

Thus, these two ?l.^s lay down the method of meditation for both

the aspects of Brahman.

In Bra. Su. 111.3.18-19^®^ the Sutrakara mentions the Extra-

ordinary Principle { srj^), in Vedanta, which is the result

of the meditation practised as stated above. He says that this

of the meditation on Brahman is declared (3n^^Il5T)

in the (same) Sruti.”.*^®® “In the beginning this (world) was

Brahman; It thought of Itself ‘I am Brahman’; therefore, It

became all; then, whoever among the gods got this knowledge

bcQaine the same; similarly among the Bsis and among men;

seeing this same Rsi Vamadeva realized : ‘I have been Manu
and (I have been) the Sun*; therefore even now he who knows

this, viz., ‘I am Brahman’, becomes all this.” “The Sutrakara

who believes that as in the Karmakanda of the Sruti, so in the

Jnanakaiida of the same we have the Extraordinary Principle

( as the effect of the meditation which is of the nature of

(101) Vide our Notes on in Bra. SU. III.3.43.

(102) I (Bra. SU. Ill 3.18) and Vf ' (Bra. SQ.

III.3.19). Vide our Notes on seems to us to mean the of

in Sutra III.3. 19-17.

(103) seems to us to refer to ^31 ^
I srgifgm r ^

SI9rR»flf^ « I (Br. Upa. I.4.10X

5
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the 'performance of an act {af35R-Bra. Su. III.4.19) and al%%

III.4.20). This Principle is taught in Br. Upa. 1.4.10

with reference to the aspect of Brahman. In Bra. Su.

III.3.19 the Sutrakara says that similarly an ‘ should

be taken as understood (implied) in a similar S'ruti, i. e., an

TJpanisad text about the Purusa (wh), because both the

and the aspects are (aspects of) the same Principle

Thus the SOtrakara teaches an with reference to both the

aspects of Brahman.

One more point which the Sutrakara seems to us to state

regarding the meditation on both these aspects is brought, out in

Bra.Su. 111.3.34-36.^®“ He says that the meditation should be

practised loithin one's self, as is done in the case of the medita-

tions on the *jjls, beoau.se the Sruti says that ‘Brahman is of a

limited size’ (f«l^ 3Tf*?5T5Ti?t).
^®’ The Sutrakara says the same

also elsewhere in his book.^®* An Opponent says that Brahman

is to be meditated upon within one’s own self, “because otherwise

the identity of the individual soul and Brahman would not be

explained.” To this the Sutrakara, who does not accept the

(104) I (Bra. Su. III.4.19) and I (Bra

SU. Iir.4.20). We will later on show that according to Badarayana, tlio

Vedant^ proceeds on the same lines as the POrvamimSmsa and in this lies the

of both these Sciences.

(105) In Bra. SQ. III.3.19 we have suggested that means

and that we should explain this ^ on the analogy of

^ I (Bra. SU. III.3.5).

(106) We have proposed to combine ^s 111.3,34-35 of S^ankara’s 115 and

so we read one viz., flTrJTStHlT'IU i Vide our Notes in

Part I.

(107) in Bra. 83,111.3.34 refers to such S^utis as 5T *Usmi

(108) Of. 3Tir^lif?fiRisnT^5rra sitiiss | (Bra.S3.I.3.7)

which is referred to in • (Bra.Su.I.3.21).
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absolute identity of the soul with Brahman, replies in the negative

and says that he recommends the inward meditation in harmony
with another precept^®® or a different precept (i. e., a precept

about the non-identity of the soul and Brahman in the heart).

Thus, we have .several Sutras in the Brahmasubra, which deal

with the and the aspects of Brahman. In fact the

arrangement of the Srutis in the first three Padas of Bra.Su. I

is based upon a classification of the Srutis distinguishing the two

aspects. . The same is discussed in Bra.Su.IIl,2 and particularly

in Bra.Su.III.3 where the procedure of the meditation on these

two aspects forms the main topic of discussion and which is in

our opinion the most -important portion of the Brahmasubra.^^®

Now we propose to state briefly several points about the nature

of Brahman, which are discussed in Bra. Su.III.2 and 111.3

without special reference to any particular aspect of Brahman,

because these points pertain to Brahman itself, and, therefore, to

both the aspects.

A very important point about Brahman in the system of the

Sutrakara is that Brahman, Its meditation and Its realization or

knowledge are, according to him, objects of Injunction and

are of the nature of something to be performed as distin-

guished from things which are simply of the nature of reflection

It is evident that the Sutrakara’s discussion of Brahman

in Bra.SutraTII.3 proceeds on the analogy of the explanation

of Dharma given in the Jaiminisutra. Thus, the identity of

Brahman in all the Vedanta texts of ’the Sruti is established in

Bra.Su.III.3.1 on the analogy of the proof of the identity of

Karman offered in Jai. Su.II.4.6.'^^ In Bra. Su.III..3.2 the

(109) I (Bra.SU.ITI.3.36). may

refer to d i —’W H in Chi. Upa.III.14.3.

(no) Vide the Chapter on Bra.SU.III.3 in Part II.

(Ill) (Bra.Sii.III.3.1). Jai.SU.II.4.6—<?«

I“give8 four proofs of the identity of a karman., e. g.,

the Agnihotrtt. The author of the BrahmasQtra takes these proofs as' granted

and proceeds to prove the identity of Brahman on the analogy of the Jai.SU.

Vide Note (l) on Bra.Su.III.3.1.
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SufcrakSra seems to remove a doubt about the propriety of

the rule of laying down the study of the text of only

ones own Sakha, a doubt which arises if Brahman is to be known

from all the V’edantas, i. e., the Vedantas of all the Sakhas of all

the Vedas.^'“ He says that is ‘what it literally means’

tINicl’i) and the religious obligation of a twice-

born is only for the text in vogue (in his family or Sakha,

and that this rule is like that about the sacrifices called

?iWs, which are the only sacrifices restricted to the followers of

only one Veda (aiiN^Pi^s), all other sacrifices being common to all

the Vedas. The point in question is that the Sutrakara explains

the rule of (of the Upanisads) on the analogy of the

sacrifices called «^.s. Again, the collection" of attributes and

other information pertaining to the meditation (^TO^R) is com-

pared with the collection of S'^s (subordinate subsidiary* to

an Injunction We have also seen above that in Bra.

8u.III,3.18'^* the Sutrakara explains how there is an Apurva

(3rj5^) also in the Vedanta School, just as there is an AfUrva in the

Purvaraimarhsa School. In both the Schools the ApUrva is a

unique merit resulting from an act. is the aj'j? resulting from

the performance of the Sacrifice; so the Upanisad in

question (Br.Upa.I.4.10) mentions the Vedanta viz.,

“becoming all”^^* which is the result of the act of meditation.

In Bra.Su.III.2.24-25 the meditation or rather the propitiation

(G?:iR*T-Bra.Su.III,2.24) of Brahman is compared with an act

(^4f^"-Bra.Su.III.2.25).'^®' As the Siddhantin applies the rules

of the Purvamirnaihsa to the interpretation of the Upanisads,

(112) =n?i?(»r: i (Bra.Su. III.3.2).

(113) ^ I (Bra.SU.III.3.6). Vide Note (2) on

Bra.SQ.III.3.5.

(114) ' (Bra.SU.III.3.18).

(115) Vide supra.

(116) 3Tft- l (Bra.Su.III.2.24) and Jrw^rf^wrt§«!f

JrW5r^ (Bra.SU.Iir.3.26). Vide Note (12) on Bra.SU.III.2.26.
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the Purvapaksih also supports his views with illustrations from

the Purvamimariisa. Thus, the latter argues that the meditation

on the Purusa may be an act (i%^T) like a mentation known in

the Purvamimariisa.^^’ In Bra.Su.1 11.3.67 the example of

a particular kind of sacrifice, is given to explain the superiority

of a meditation of Brahman consisting of parts

gqraHi:), about which we shall have to say something infra.^^®

The most important group of ^i^s dealing with this problem is,

we believe, Bra.Su.IIl.4.18-26. In Bra. Su.III.4.1-17 which

precede these we have a discussion proving that the knowledge

( ) of Brahman is superior (
to ‘any action’ and

refuting Jaimini’s view that the Knowledge of Brahman is sub-

sidiary to Karman.^^^ We have given our reasons to prove that

in Bra.Su.111.4.18-26^“° the Sutrakara discusses the nature of

the knowledge of Brahman. Jairnini who believes that the

knowledge of Brahman is subsidiary to rites says that this know-

ledge is of the nature of a thought or reflection ( ) and it

cannot be of the nature of an Injunction ( ) because the

Scripture denies all actions as means to the realization of Bra-

hman, e.g., “The Un-made cannot be achieved by means of

that which can be made or performed.”^ Badarayaija holds

that the knowledge of Brahman is something to he performed

(117) Vide supra and also Notes on Bra.Su.III.3.45.

(118) l ( Bra.Su.IlI.3.57 ). 5Rg is greater than

q?; so a meditation on Brahman consisting of parts is greater when a greater

number of parts is contemplated upon than when a smaller number is thought

of. Vide Notes on the Sutra.

(119) Cf. l ( Bra.Su.III.4.2 ) and 3(iWl-

I (Bra.Su.III.4.8).

(120) S'ankara makes five Adhikaranas of these nine Sutras. Vide our

reasons for taking them as one AdhikaraUa only, in Part I.

(121) l (Bra.Su.III.4.18). may refer to

l ( Mu.Upa.I.2.12 ). Safikara

explains this SOtra as referring to the 3n«nT«fcl, viz., m (Cha.Upa.

11.23.1 ); but we have explained how this is not a correct interpretation.
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because there is a Sruti stating the similarity between

Brahman and Karman. This may be a reference to Mu.Upa.I.l.

4-6 which declares both Brahman and Karman to be Vidyas.

If Karwan is a Vidya and still something to be performed,

Brahman which is a Vidya, would also be something to be

performed.^*® Or, rather the Sruti may refer to the similarity

of such texts as “Atman should be seen, heard, reasoned out and

meditated upon,” “He should form a determination,”^^* etc.,

to Srutis like “One desirous of the Heaven should perform the

sacrifice.” The knowledge of Brahman is thus something

to be performed ( ); one may even say that it is a an

Injunction, resembling the of committing the text to mamory

(wn), viz., which is looked upon as a by the

Opponent ( Jairnini ) also.^** In Bra.Su.III.3.1 the Sutrakara

already states that the Injunction Connection Form

( ) and Name ( ) in all the Vedantas are the same and

therefore all the Vedantas teach the same Brahman.^*® Thus,

he already expresses his belief about Brahman being the subject

of ‘Injection’. The Srutis with ‘OTidiff’, etc. have a

similarity with and this similarity proves that the knowledge

of Atman is not only but clearly afti%. In Bra.Su.III.4.21-22

BSldarayaUa refutes a Purvapaksa’s argument that the Sruti

is only a glorification on the strength of the i.e.,

the fact that the knowledge of Brahman is not mentioned in the

earlier portion of the Sruti; it is mentioned for the

first time in the Upanisads. In Bra.Su.III.4.23 the Opponent

argues that the episodes of the Upanisad texts are for the

(122) 31384 I (Bra. SU. III.4.19).

(123) The may be a reference to a S^ruti in which the Knowledge of

Brahman is declared to bo ^3^'*^ like Karman. Cf. »r ^'T.)

(124) sTRifT 3^ I ( Br.Upa.II.4.5 ); U

f I ( Oha.Upa.III.4.1 ).

(125X (Bra.SU.III.4.20). Vide Note (8) on the SQtra.

(126) l ( Bra.SQ.III.3.1

)

(127) (Bra.Su.III.3.21). Vide our Interpreta-

tion of this and the following Sutras in Part I.
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purpose of the rite, while the Sutrakara refutes it by

referring to the distinction made between the episodes

of the Upanisads and the episodes recited in the rite.'*®

According to the Sutrakara the unanimity of the

Purvaka^da and the Uttarakanda is based upon the fact that

the knowledge of Brahman is and even a and that

there is an ar^H^in each of the two Kandas.'^* The unanimity

of sense of the two Kapidas is not achieved or explained by

subordinating the knowledge of Brahman to Karman or vice

versa. Both the Karidas are portions of the same Scripture

because both Brahman and Karman have independent f^l^s and

independent ar^s.'*® Moreover, because the Karmakanda

and Jnanakanda have each of them an independent and an

independent the latter does not stand in need of the sacred

fire, fuel, etc., though there is a unanimity between the two.'*'

In Br. Upa.IV.4.22, the sacrifice and other things, e. g.,

donation and penance ( are prescribed as means to the

knowledge of Brahman.'®® Somebody may ask, “How is this

sacrifice to be performed, if not by fire, fuel, etc V* To this, the

Sutrakara replies;'®® “All requirements of the Jnanakanda

arising from this Sruti are of the nature of the Horse

described in Br. Upa. I.l, i.e., these requirements are mental

and metaphorical.'** In all these Sutras (Bra. Su.III.4. 18-26)

(128) SEr% i(Bra. Su.III.3.23). Here even S^afikara

takes the episodes of the Upanifads as being argued by the Opponent to be

may refer to in Katha Upa.III.16-17.

Vide Note (18) on the SQtra.

(129) 3f«ll • (Bra. Su.III.4.24).

(130) Ibid.

(131) 3T<T l (Bra.S0,III.4.25). S'aiikara connected this

Sutra with Bra.SU.III.4.1. This rather favours our interpretation of SQtras

III.4.18-26. Vide our Notes on it.

(132) WTur (Br.Upa.IV.4.22).

(133) R I (Bra.Su.III.4.26).

(134) OTT ^ rlTr: I juri sqi'guj&lVriir:

Jtwivr I (Br.Upa I.l. 1-2).
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the Sutrakara seems to us to argue that the knowledge of

Brahman is something to he 'performed and Brahman is an

object of Injunction. It is not a mere reflection, such as is

found so often in the Purvamiinaihsa.

We have seen above that with reference to the question of

the nature of the knowledge of Brahman, which the Sutrakara

believes to be something to be performed (3^*1 and ^i%), he

discusses the question of the unanimity of sense of the

two Kandas of the Scripture. He says that each Kanda has

its own Vidhi and its own Apurva. As already stated the

Sutrakara’s view about this Apurva in the Vedanta School is

found in Bra. SU.III..3 18. It is in connection with this latter

Sutra that the Sutrakara seems to us to throw some more

light on the relation of the tico Kandas. Though there is un-

animity betw'een the two, the subject-matter of each

is different. The Jnanakauda teaches the knowledge of Brahmau,

which is not taught in the Karinakauda Bra.Su.III.4.21).

In Bra.Su.III.3.18, the Sutrakara mentions the Extraordinary

Principle in the case of the meditation on the 3?^^ aspect

and in Bra.Su.IIL3.19 he says that similarly an of the same

nature should be taken as understood in the similar (Vedanta)

Srutis, viz.^ in the Srutis of the aspect. . Then, in Bra.Su.

III.3.20, an Opponent who is out and out a Vedantin seems to

us to ask the Sutrakara to extend the of the Vedanta Sruti

also to the Sariihita, Brahmaija and Arauyaka and Khila Srutis

because these latter are connected with the Vedanta Sruti inas-

much as all the four belong to what we call Veda or Sruti.

The Sutrakara rejects the Opponent’s view by emphasising the

difference ( ) between the topic of the dissimilar Sruti

literature and that of the Vedanta Sruti.^** The SaihhitS,

Brahmana, AraHyaka and Khila teach the Sacrifice, while the.

(135) I (Bra.Su.III.3.20). means the texts of the Strati

other than the XJpaniSads. Vide Notes (11 h 12) on the Sutra.

(136) JT 31 I (Bra. SQ. III.3.21).
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Upauisads teach (the two aspects of) Brahmau. The Sruti itself

distinguishes Karinau, the teaching of the Purvakagda, from

Brahman, the teaching of the IJttarakaijda.^®'' The Mu^daka

Upauisad enumarates the four Saihhitas, etc., as the aWl

and the knowledge of the Aksara taught in the Upanisad as the

TO In Cha.Upa.Viri.1.4, Narada is told by Sanatkumara

that the former’s knowledge of the Vedas is only and

that the teaching of Atman is to be learnt from the Upanisads.

In Bra.Su.III.3.‘i!3, the Sutrakara seems to us to say that

and are attributes of the impersonal Brahman, but as

they are taught in the Kbila of the Rariayaniya Sakha of the

Samveda and as there is a difference in the teaching of the two

Ka^das of the Scripture (
Sutra H [.3.2 1-22 ), the Sutrakara

does not accept { aisiiHi: or in Sa. bha. on the Sutra

)

them in his lists of the attributes of Brahinan ( i.e., in Bra.Su.

1.1-3 ). He would have accepted them if these attributes

occurred in the Upanisads, because they belong to Brahman.

The Sutrakara gives one more reason for not extending the

of the Vedanta Srutis to the other ( uon-Upanisadio ) Sruti

literature. He says that attributes other than and

such as are stated in the lore of the Purusa (or personal aspect of

Brahman) of the Upanisads are not stated in the non-Upanisadic

Sruti literature. For this reason, the Sutrakara emphasises the

fact that the topics of the two Kaijdas of the Sruti are quite

different from each other, though there is a unanimity of the

two Ka^das. We believe that the purpose of the word ‘Vedanta’

in Bra.Su.III.3.1^*® in which the Sutrakara says that Brahman
is to be known from all the Vedantas, is to imply that It is not

to be known from the non-Upanisadio portion of the Sruti.

Thus, according to the Sutrakara only the Upanisads are

(137) (Bra.Su.III.4.22).

(188) Mu. Upa. I.1.4-6.

(139) f?rwi5iuR i i%^.)

(140) I (Bra.SU.III.3.1).

6
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authentic among the verious parts of the Sruti, for the know-

ledge of Brahman.

Among the very important problems concerning the Sutrakara’s

conception of Brahman, that remain now to be stated, we have

the one of “the three hinds of the meditations on Brahman."

If we look to the Upanisads, we find five types of meditations

in all.

J. Meditations on Brahman, in which Brahman is associated

with some idea, quality or qualities or attributes. Examples of

this type are those collected by the Sutrakara in Bra.Su.1.1-3.

Thus, Brahman is to be meditated upon as that from which

this world appears, in which it continues, and into which it

returns.^ Under this attribute Brahman can be meditated upon

as ananda, anandarnaya, prana, jyotih, akasa, etc. Or, Brahman

can be meditated upon as either or as described in

Cha.Upa.III.14 5i?i), Cha.Upa.IV.15 Cha.

Upa.VII.23.1 (W), Cha.Upa.VIII.1-4 ( ^Ti), etc.^** When
thus meditated upon. Brahman in its either aspect is not

thought of as consisting of parts or limbs. To illustrate this,

lot us take two examples, viz., Mu.Upa.II.i.4 and Cha.Upa.

In both these Srutis, Brahman is described as

possessing 3ifs. But a meditator meditating on Brahman as

either or wa?/ meditate on It only as Purusa (Mu.

Upa.II.1.3) or as Vai^vSnara without thinhing of Its parts or

limbs. In his meditation, he would think of Brahman under

the attributes enuraarated by the Sutrakara in Bra. Su. 1.1-3.

(141) This is the chief idea in all the Adhikaranas of Bra SU.I.l,

(142) In fact, as possessing all the attributes collected by the SutrakSra

in Bra. 85.1.1-3.

(143) =qg<!fl ^ I

^3: SlFn fPl eljJrlFcniN?! II Mu. Upa II.1.4.

Tf^i: *?5Tts5qTfi4»RST

I
(Oha. upa.v. I8 .2).
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This kind of meditation may be called in

contrast with what the Sutrakara calls “anfRsrsr:

2. When {Bra.Su.I.2.24) is one of the many attributes

on which a seeker meditates, e.g., apciqfi^cq (Bra. Su. 1.2. 18),

5qil^oT^?q(Bra.Su.L2.21), Brahman would be thought of either as

??iq^ or as 3l55qq<l. and tlie meditation would be called “wwr =jqiq5Ti”

of Brahman. But, when a seeker meditates simply on Brahman

only in this case) as the possessing so many mts, viz.,

the head, the eye, the breath, the body the bladder the

face,^** the meditation would bo called ^qi^qi of

Brahman. Similarly, Brahman may be meditated upon as

having sixteen parts (^ai:) grouped into four quarters (qi^s)^**.

In this meditation the qi?s are given certain names

anq^iqqiqL, etc.), but they or the ^Bais are not said

to be particular limbs, viz., the head, the eye, etc., of the Sup-

reme Being as is the case with the parts of the This

seems to bo the difference between these two upasanas; yet both

of them are undoubtedly ^qi^qis. The Upako^alavidya^*’^

is also a similar updsand of Brahman; as also the teaching of

Yajnavalkya to Janaka in Br.Upa.IV.1.2-7.

3. The meditations described in 1 and 2 supra are the medi-

tations of Brahman the of which is Moksa or final liberation.

But in the Upanisads there is a third class of meditations on

Brahman, which gives to the meditator an object of his desire.

These are called of Brahman,^*® e.g., the medi-

tation on the “Ether within the heart” ( airam:

)

is said

to bring “complete and steady (?) glory or wealth” ( "JiiTqsiqf^r

In Cha.Upa.VIL1.14 we have a series of fourteen

(144) Cf. qn«is I (Bra. su.iii.3 .55 ).

(146)

Ch5.Upa.V.18.

(146) OhS.Upa.IV.5-8: cl. 1 in 0h5.Upa.IV.9.2.

(147) Ch5.Upa.IV.10-14.

(148) qrn=?n^qqr«r4 qr 1 (Bra.Su.III.3.60).

(149) €h5.Upa.III.12.
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items, etc., etc., to be meditated upon as Brahman and in

each case a particular fruit {'fis) is said to be achieved by medi-

tating on the respective item as Brahman. Only direct medi-

tation on the highest item, viz., brings absolution, because

is Brahman Itself (Bra.Su.1.3.8).

, 4. There are several meditations of Brahman as identified

with some part of Veda, or with some or all Vedas ( Sariihitas ),

e.g., “Now, the Piirusa who is found in the interior of the eye

is Himself the the Rm, the the Similarly the

by which Brahman Itself is meant,'*® is identified with

So also !i(oi which is a word for Brahman'**

is said to be the deity of the the hymn of the priest.'**

These meditations of Brahman are connected with the priestly

or official duties of a priest. If the priest is a seeker of Brahman,

the Sutrakara tells us that he should meditate on these parts of

the Veda as Brahman, onlp so long as he is performing official

duties,

6. Lastly the Upanisads mention certain meditations tc/uc/t

have nothing to do tvith Brahman, but which are only concerned

with some rites, e.g., the meditation of the as the Sun;'*'

the meditation upon the w'orlds as the five- fold Sarnan.'**

Out of these five types of meditations the last one has nothing

to do with the Inquiry about Brahman ( Bra.Su.I.1.1 )

(150) For other of Brahman vide (b) of Note (6) on Bra.SQ.

III.3.55.

(161) Oh5.Upa.I.7.6-9.

(152) Bra.Sn.I.1.22.

(153) Chi.Upa.1 9.1-2.

(154) Bva.Su.I.1.23.

(166) Oha.Upa.I.11.5.

(156) Vide (84) supra; also Notes on Bra.Su.III.3.32.

(167) «r wre) <Tg3ft»rgTte'I?T....(Cha.Upa.I.3.1). For other

sqitRls vide Note 6 (d) on Bra.SQ.III.3.55. Also vide S^S,bhA. on the same.

(158) qsw ur»iTqraf=T i (Oha.Upa.II.2.1).
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and the Sutraltara, in our opinion, does not discuss it.^*® We
have already stated that Bra.Su.lII.y.32 in our opinion gives

the Sutrakara’s view about the meditations of the fourth type,

viz., meditations on Brahman as identified with some part of

the Veda or some rites. We hold that the remaining three

kinds of meditations are discu.ssed by the Sutrakara in Bra.Su.

III.3. The of Brahman are mentioned in one Sutra

only, viz., Bra.Su.ITI.3.60. The Sutrakara discusses them

because they are the meditations on Brahman, though they are

not means to Moksa. He says that a meditator who in this case

seeks worldly or celestial prosperity may or may not combine

these meditations, in accordance with his desired objects.

This option is given instead of making a collection only compul-

sory, because these meditations do not lead to the same result as

do the meditations on Brahman, a collection ( g'iRWH-Bra.Su-.

III.3.5 ) of which is compulsory, or instead of making a collection

only voluntary, because these meditations do not give the

same fruit unlike the anf^r^T: gqiRJir; of Brahman about which

an option of choice is made obligatory as they all give the

same fruit.'* ^ The meditations of the second type,' viz., the

meditations on Brahman conceived as consisting oj parts (or

limbs) are described in Bra.Su. I II.3.56-59 and 61-66, while

meditations of the first type, viz., meditations on Brahman
conceived as one whole without parts or limbs are treated in

Bra.Su.III.3. 11-54. Our Interpretation of Bra.Su.IlI.3 shows

that the sole aim of this Pada (Bra.Su.IlI.3) is to describe only

(159) Vide Note (6) on Bra.SO.HI.3.55 where we have shown that S^aAkai a

is wrong .in explaining as instead of as *151®!:

(160) I (Bra.SU.III.3.60).

(161) in Bra.SU.III.3.60 may be taken as the absence of

which is given in Bra.SO-III.S.d as the reason for sqn'fir or compulsory

collection in the case of meditations of the first type or as the absence of

the reason for 1%^'! or compulsory option of choice in the case of meditations

of the second typo. The 6rst is taught in 3T*Tfl6s«rl^l^ ^
(Bra.Su.III.3.5) and the second is taught in (Bra.-

80.111.3.59).
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these three types of meditations ou Brahman. We have also

given reasons to believe that the Sutrakara refers to his view

about these three t3'pes of meditations on Brahman in a Sutra

of the first Adhyaya.^*®

The nature of the of Brahman has been already

described above In detail. That is practised for the

achievement of some desired object, worldly or heavenly. Unlike

this both the ^qiSRis of Brahman and awiqwigl OTiRRis

of Brahman aim at Moksa.

In the meditation of Brahman not thought of as consisting of

parts or limhs, the meditator meditates on the various attributes

of Brahman collected by the Sutrakara in Bra. Su.I.1-3. The

application of all these attributes to the meditation of either of

the two aspects, and of Brahman has been already

described stqna on the strength of the SutrasIII.3.11-16 and

III.3.31-33 and III.3.37-42. Likewise the method, the

which results from that meditation, the option of choice,

its inward practice ( ) are also given in Bra.Su.III.

3.16-17, III.3.18-19, III.3.28-30 and III.3.34-36. As to the

number of attributes to be used in the meditation on either

aspect, the Sutrakara, as we have already noticed, saya that it

is not a rule that all the attributes should be meditated upon

(Bra.Su 111,3.31-33), i.e., one may meditate upon as many of

the7n a,B possible or upon all of them. All these details are given

in Bra.Su.III.3.11-54.

Then, in the Sutras that follow this upto the end of the Pada

(Sutras III.3.65-66) expect Sutra III.3.60 the Sutrakara lays down

the rules for the meditations on Brahman based upon its parts

or limbs. As shown above, the of Brahman can be

best illustrated by the of the as distinguished

from the sqiRRf on the as an attribute of Brahman. The

(162)* Viz., in (Bra.Su.

1.1.31). Of. Wifg : 1 (Bra.Su.in.3.61).
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of the arc the head, the eye, the breath, the body, tlie

bladder, the feet, the chest, the hair ou the body, the heart, the

mind and the face.^®* It is not necessary to meditate on all

these aiWs for one who likes to practise this particular

from among the various such meditations in which Bra-

hman is conceived to be possessed of but a meditation of a

greater number ( of these 3TWs is superior to the same of a

lesser number just as a sacrifice called ^3 is superior to a sacri-

fice called the Sutrakara says that the Gha.Upa. Sruti shows
this superiority. According to. an Opponent’s view about the

a meditator should superimpose on the parts of

Brahman ( the sky, the Sun, etc. ) the notions of the respective

ans^Ts or objects seeking a substratum (the head, the eye, etc.).^*®

Thus, the meditator is to conceive the Sky, the Sun, the Wind,
the Ether, the Water, etc., as the head, the eye, the breath, the

body {^^), the bladder etc. The Opponent advances three

arguments for his view. Firstly, in the '3'n%l?.the teacher teaches

(ftnff) the pupil that the particular object which the pupil so long

thought to be Atman is only 9, 'part of the Atman; not only this,

but the teacher also tells the pupil that the object of his medi-

tation is a particular part of Atman. Thus, when son of

tells that the former meditates upon the Sky as Atman,
the latter tells him that the Sky is only the head of Atman.

Secondly, he refers to the collective statement (wrfH) where

the very head, the very eye, etc., etc., of the are declared

to be the Sky, the Sun, etc., which each pupil has so far thought

(163) Of. (143) supra. r/3f: are explained as «u:

(the sky), ( the Sun ), the Wind, the Ether ( art^r^T ), the Water ( a^nT: )

respectively in Cha.Upa.V. 12-16.

(164) Vide Note (S) on Bra.Su.III.3.57, viz., twiff I

Of also 3% I (Bra.Su.III.3.61)

(165) I (Bra.Su,III.3.62). Because of jihe teachitig"

.

This seems to

refer to apt anew I ^ ^ siri^sqvT'iu JUuftvq l (Ch5.Upa.V.'12.2).

Similariy we have I Oh5.Upa.V.13 2); I

(Ch5.XJpa.V.14.2), etc. etc. Vide Note (6) on SStra III.3.62.
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to be the very Atman. The last argument of the Opponent

is the fact that some f^s mention a common attribute between

the 311 of Brahman and the respective anw or object seeking a

subptratum.^®’ This view of the Opponent, is however rejected by

the Sutrakara because there is no ^ruti about the co-existence of

the part (e.g., the head, the eye, etc., of the and the object

seeking a substratum (aifW, e.g., the Sky, the Sun).^®® Here the

Sutrakara seems to us to contrast the of Brahman

with the ^qra*u of Brahman. In the case of the latter.

Brahman is said to be residing in the heart along with the soul

t.f the meditator and so^®® Brahman is to be meditated upon as

Atman in the heart of the meditator residing with the latter’s

soul. As contrasted with this, we have no Sruti that the head

of the and the Sky reside together. The Sutrakara also says

that we find several Srutis about meditation on Brahman

conceived as consisting of parts in which there are no objects

seeking substrata corresponding to the parts. This seems to

refer to, e.g., the the ^q%i5r55 etc. Thus,

according to the Sutrakara III.3.65-66) in the case of qWTqqsri

of Brahman the various or parts are to be meditated

upon as so many parts of Brahman whithout attributing to them

the notion of the respective 3R«?is in each case.
>

We have given above some salient features of the anfiqq^l ^qi^su

of Brahman as distingushed from the meditation on Brahman

as a whole (or as not consisting of parts). Yet ttvo very impor-

'(166) RnifKRI.1 (Bia.Su.III.3.63). Vide Note (6) on the q?r.

(167) soiUNKwerf I
( Bra 80.111.3.64 ). Vide Note (7) on the gjr- qq?!r,

fspiai, and fw^Rrr are the common qualities of qtq» and qqr,

stFl and rq«r, and ¥i9r, and irq: and and

(168) ST i (Bra Su.111,3.66).

(169) Of. 3ff stf^ q<*r \ (Katha.TJpa.III.l). Or

rather, Sfr e»TTsi f«j t (S’ve.Upa.IV.6).

(170) I (Bra.S5.III.3.66).

(171) Oh5.Upa.IV.5-9.

(172) Ch8.Upa.IV.10-14.
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tant points in which these two types of the meditations on

Brahman differ from each other remain to be stated. These

points are contained in tJJTs III.3. 1-10 and ?I?Ts III.3.66-66, 68

and 69. These ^^s are in our opinion some of the crucial g^s

on wbicli a correct interpretation of the entire Brahrnasutra

must ultimately depend. Their importance, like the importance

of Bra.Su.TII.3.11 and III.3. 37-42 which reveal the scheme of

the arrangement of the Srutis selected for discussion in Bra.Su.I.

l'-3, cannot be overrated.

We have already stated that the Sutrakara explains his tenets

of Brahman as the teaching of the Upanisads (i.e., the Vedantas,

Bra.Su.III.3.1) on the analogy of the tenets of Karman or

Dharma as the teaching of the other parts of the Sruti recorded

in the Jairninisutras. The. identity of a Karman, e.g., the

Agnihotra, is established in the Jai.Su.^’® on the strength of

the identity of the Injunction Connection (Win),

Form (w) and Name (anwi) in the non-Vedanta Portion or the

Karmakauda of the Sruti. On the same argument the author of

tbe Brahrnasutra bases his view about the identity of Brahman

in all the Vedantas or the Jnanakauda of the Sruti, i.e., in the

Upanisads of aiZ the Vedas.^^^ It should be emphasised that

“sarya Vedania" in Bra.Su.III.3.1 has a double implication,

viz., (1) Brahman is the teaching of the Vedantas (lit. swn* the

cause of Brahmap. is all the Vedantas) only and not of the

KarmakSuda of the Sruti, and (2) Brahman is the teaching of

all the Vedantas, i.e., the Upanisads, of all the Sakhas of all

the Vedas. With this latter significance of “w” in

we should compare the expression in the Jai.Su., where

it means “in all the different SSkhSs of all the Vedas,” An

Opponent of the Sutrakira argues that the same Brahman is

not taught in all the Upanisads (of all the ^9is of all the Vedas)

because the Injunction, etc., in all these wifris are different ( W,

(173) % II.4.8.

(174) (Bra.SG.llI.3.1).

(176) .

7
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Bra.Su,IIL3.2 ). The Suttakara replies to this by saying that

(1) If the Injunction etc., were the same even in only one

Miwn of each Veda, he would conclude that the same

Brahman is taught in all the Vedantas, i.e., in all the Upanisads

of all the SakhSs of all the Vedas,^’^® and (2) that the Sruti

shows the same. This latter may be a reference to the Katha

Upa., which speaks of Brahman as ‘that Syllable (*1^) which all

the Vedas declare’.^ As contrasted with this rule about the

meditation on Brahman not conceived as consisting of 3ITfs the

meditations of Brahman conceived as consisting of ailTs

) in the opinion of an Opponent are to be restricted to all

the W^s of each individual Veda only, and, therefore, are not

to be received by the followers oi the other three Vedas. This

means that an of Brahman is to be known from

only all the Vedantas of all the 5tn«Ts of one 'particular Veda

only and not of all the Vedas. This view about the

a’ntWT of Brahman corresponds to an Opponent’s view on the

that Brahman is not the same in all the Vedantas

because the Injunction, etc., in all the Vedantas differ

( Bra.Su.III.3.2 ). Thus, the Opponent in Bra.Su.III.3.2

and III.3.66 is very probably the same. He did not like the

idea and the doctrine of the unity of the teaching of all the

Upanisads whether that unity pertains to Brahman not thought

of as consisting of parts, or to Brahman conceived as consisting

of parts. He is an isolationist Vedantin, who did not believe

in a Vedanta Dar^ana evolved from a systematization of the

views of all the Upanisads. But the Sutrakara had the popular

opinion in his favour. He argued that the ariTRVSJ Iraqis of

(l76)^TlSm I (Bra.S3.III.3.2). We have shown that must
mean because we have Tf StRrVT’H in Bra.S3.III.3.55. Vide
Note ^6) on the Sutra. We may here add that in Jai.SQ. also corro-

borates our interpretation of

(177j » (Katha Upa.II.15).

(178; 5r I (Bra.Su.III.3.66). Vide our interpretation

in Part I.
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Brahman could be ibcluded in the ^l^is of the Vedas other than

those of the particular Veda in which they are found and there

would be no objection to such a procedure because the Mantras

etc., of the sarais of one Veda are found included in the Mantras

of the 5IW8 of the other Vedas. This refers to the fact that several

Mantras are found common to the of more than one Veda.

Thus, the Siddhantin succeeds in making the as

well as the of Brahman the common property of the

followers of all the Vedas. So far the two resemble

each other.

The second point about these two 3»?lR5tTs refers to the collec-

tion^^* of the attributes and of other information about the

method of the meditation to be adopted in either case. This

collectior^ OTggR ) in the case of the meditation on Brahman not

oonceive*f as consisting of parts was opposed by an Opponent

with the help of and seems to us to refer to

^rutis which declare that one should know Brahman “thus”

i.e., as it is taught in the one particular Branch of a Veda.^^^

refers to the fact that the context of each of the Vedantas

or ^qi^^s is different from that of the rest, though Brahman be

taken as taught in all the Vedantas.*®^ For these two reasons

the Purvapaksa argues that no Collection ( ) of the

attributes should be made. One more reason for the same

conclusion of the Opponent was that the names of Brahman

( which is taught in all the Vedantas ) differ.^®* Owing to the

various names of Brahman in the various Upanisads, we should

not collect the attributes, etc., useful for the meditation on

(179) Of. siRfir in (Bra SU.III.3.6). Vide oor

Note on WRflT in the Sutra.

(ISO) We have taken Sutras III.3.5-9 as one Adhikara^a-Vide our inter-

pretation of the same.

(181) ri ft wrjuftr usrlM fwrA ^ •

(Ch3.Upa.IV.15.3). For other examples of this type of S'rutis, vide note (7) on

Bra.Su.III.3.6.

(182) 5T ^ ^ I ( Bra.Su.III.3,7 ).

(188) § 3^ 1 ( Bra.Su.Ill.3.8 ).
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Brahman from the Vedantas, says the Opponent. In order to

appreciate the force of this Jirgumeut based upon the difference of

‘names’ (^a) of Brahman, we must note that tlie word is here

used as a synonym of the word in the famous Sutra from
the Jaiminisutra,^®* on which the author of the Brahtnasutra

depends for his doctrine of the identity of Brahman in all the

Vedantas.^** In the Jaiminisutra the identity of a karman,
e. g., the Agnihotra, is asserted by the Siddhantin on the ground
of the identity of names ( along with the identity

of three other things ( and ). Though the author of

the Brahmasutra refutes the first two arguments of the Opponent
(Bra.Su. III.3.6-7), he admits the validity of the Opponent’s

argument based upon the difference in the names of Brahman.^^^
He holds that Brahman is taught xmder two differ^H^ names,

viz., and “
5^,” other names being only the synonyms of

either of these two names; and that owing to these two different

names of Brahman, we have two aspects of Brahman ( not two

different Brahmans ) just as owing to the two different names of

a serpent, viz., 3??^ and we may look upon the serpent from

two different stand-points, viz., the and the But

this admission of the Opponent’s argument of ^^ns does not

prevent the Siddh3.ntin from his doctrine of Collection.^®* This

means that as the two names indica.te two aspects of Brahman,

the Sntrakara upholds the view of Collection and proceeds

further with his task of the same. The case would have been

different if the two names indicated two different Brahmans.

Besides thus answering the three arguments of and
advanced by an Opponent against the Collection proposed

by the 8utrak§.ra, the latter gives one constructive ground of his

(184) I ( Jai.srai.4.8 ).

(185) I
( Bra.SQ.III.3.1 ).

(186) g I (Bra.Su.III.8.8). Vide our interpretation of

iti Notes on the B?.

(187) Vide (32) supra.

(188) Vide our Notes on ‘Even then’ on gjr III.3.8.
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own in Bra.Su.III.3.9.^®® He says that “Because of the omnip-

resence of* Brahman taught under any name out of the two

different names, we should conclude that the two names indicate

only two aspects of Brahman ( and^ci.) and would

uphold the propriety of our doctrine of the Collection of the

attributes, etc., of Brahman.” There cannot be two omnipresent

Realities in a School of Philosophy; nor can the Opponent argue

that the ia not omnipresent and thsit the PuruSa

( the is the only omnipresent principle, because the Sutra-

kara has already proved the omnipresence of the Avyakta.'®®

As there is a non-difference ( complete identity ) in all other

respects, these two names (
S’ #-Bra.Su.III.3.10 ) are to be

regarded as different; i. e., the two aspects of Brahman implied

by Its two names are not to be identified with each other.^®^

Thus, the Sutrakara conclusively proves his view of the colle-

ction of the attributes and other information about the two

aspects of Brahman from all the Vedantas (or Upanisads). This

is the procedure to be follow'ed in the case of the meditation on

Brahman not conceived as consisting of parts. But the same

arguments^ * ® of and. e#!? are advanced by the Sutra-

kara himself to prove that the of Brahman are

each of them different (

)

from all the rest and that therefore

there can be no collection of attributes, etc., in their case. It is

for this reason that the treatment of these 3l]rW5i: is so

short in the Brabmasutra, as compared with the treatment of

the of Brahman dealt with in Bra.Su.III.3.11-64.

(189) usareiii ( Bra.Su.III.3.9 ).

(190) 5«uf& in (Bra.8u.III.3 9) is very likely a reference to tlie

U^JRR^in Bra.Su.III.2.37 (st^sr 1
) where in our opinion

the omnipresence of the Avyakta is proved.

(191) I (Bra.Su.III.3 .10).

(192) »Ti5ir I ( Bra.Su.III.3.68 ). We have shown tiiat 5r«3T(T

means 5r<T, and already mentioned in Bra.8u.III.3.6-8. Vide

our Notes on the Sutra.
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The third point to be noticed here about these anrra*re[T:

is that the Sutrakara gives an option ofchoice of one f{om among

all the various of Brahman mentioned in the

Upanisads, because all of them give the same fruit, viz.,

Moksa.^** This clearly corresponds to the option of choise

from the tivo aspects, are’ll and of Brahman given by the

Sutrakara in the case of a meditation of Brahman not conceived

as consisting of limbs or parts.^®* In this case also one of the

arguments of the Sutrakara for the option given is that the

Moksa can be achieved in either way.^**

We have given above the details of the two forms of medi-

tation on Brahman according as Brahman is or is not conceived

as consisting of parts and 1^<SI OTlRsiT of Brahman).

The third kind of meditation on Brahman, viz., the

of Brahman has also been noticed. These three ^n^ris are the

subject-matter of Bra.Su.III.3. It is not the so-called

or “the reconciliation of the few texts on the same in the

different Upanisads,” as the traditional interpretation runs, that

forms the topic of treatment in this Pada of the Brahmasutra.

We have devoted one Chapter to the importance of this Pada in

order to show what jewels of information lie concealed in it.

An important piece of information about the meditation on

Brahman is the meditation on the Syllable “Om”, the Symbol of

Brahman, which is, in our opinion, discussed by the Sutrakara

in Bra.Su.III.3.25-27, in Bra.Su.IV.1.4-5 and in Bra.Su.IV.3.16.

An Opponent holds the view that the Praflava, the Symbol of

Brahman, is a different princifle from Brahman Itself (3p5^5l^-Bra.

Su.III.3.26) and that, therefore, the act of penetrating (^), etc.,

mentioned in the Mu.Upa. with reference to the meditation

(193) I (Bra.Stl.III.3.59).

(194) iM.rt I (6ra.Su,III.3.28). This option is also referred to

by the word in T.^f5»5|5W: I (Bra.Su.III.3.44).

(196) (Bra.Su.III.8.29).
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on the PraDava should not be collected from the different

Upanisads.'** To explain this Purvapaksa, we must remember

that MmagfliUi is the method of meditation on Brahman Itself

both in Its and aspects.'*’^ In contrast with this

the method of meditation on the PraDava, the Symbol of Bra-

hman, consists of Penetration {#n), a bow, an arrow, and an aim.

In Bra.Su.IV.1.3--6, the Sutrakara says that a seeker of Brahman

who has been carrying out the means of the knowledge of

Brahman but has not as yet attained it, returns to the world

not once before the attainment of the knowledge; and when he

is thus reborn in this stage he looks upon Brahman as Atman',^*®

but he does not look upon the^Symbol of Brahman as Atman

because the Symbol is not Atman, though Brahman is Atman.* ••

In the Symbol of Brahman the reborn seeker has the notion

of Brahman because of the excellence of the Symbol.*®®

This, w.e believe, is a refernce to the method of the meditation

on the Symbol “Om,” just as in Bra.Su.III.3.16 and in

Bra.Su.IV.1.4*®^ is a reference to the method of meditation on

Brahman itself. The opponent argues that the method of medi-

tation on ‘Oni’ consisting of the bow (the PraDava), the arrow

''^he individual soul), the aim (Brahman) and the act of penetrat-

(196) ( Bra.Su.IIl.3 .2.5 ). in this Sutra is to bo

contrasted with in ^ ( Bra.SQ.III.3.5 ).

This contrast also corroborates our interpretation of the Sutra. Vide our

Note on the Sutra, We have taken Sutra III.3 25 as a PQrvapak§a, and
Sutras III.3.26-27 as the Siddhanta.

As we have shown in our Notes, refers to

>T3: ^<1* m 1

ll Mu.Upa.II.2.4. Vide Note (1) on
Bra.Su.IlI.3.25.

(197) Vide (99) supra.

(198) l (Bra.SQ.IV.1.3).

(199) •! Jnfi% 5 1% e: I (Bra Sfi.IV.1.4) (the singular form) here refers to

the of Brahman, viz , the Syllable Om.
(200) I (Bra.Sn.IV.1.6).

(201) I (Bra.S0.III.3.16) and
| (Bra

S0IV.1.3).
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ing the aim with the arrow should not be collected^®* from the

various Yedantas for the purpose of the meditation on the

Symbol ‘Om’ because the Syllable ‘Om’ is not the same principle

as Brahman,**®* The SiddhSntiu refutes this view of the

Opponent*®* and says that “if the penetration, etc., are missing

(not mentioned) in an Upanisad they should be collected

from another Upanisad (e.g,, the Mu^daka Upa.), because these

penetration, bow, arrow and aim are subsidiary to the word

‘a means’ used for the PraUiiiva in the Prasna and the

Katha Upanisads.” This reply of the Sutrakara gives the

reason for ‘collecting the penetration, etc., where they are

missing’ and' also a refutation of the Opponent’s argument

The penetration, etc., are not (making a

principle other than Brahman established from all the Vedantas)

but they are subsidiary to the word ‘a means’ used for the

Syllable in the Upanisads. The word here refers to wumsi

and 81 u.sed in the Prasna and the Katha Upanisads.®®*

This of is like the Collection of the items subsidiary

to an Injunction Moreover, according to the Pra.

Upa., a seeker of absolution who chooses to meditate on the

PraBava for the purpose has nothing to achieve in the life

hereafter because he is directly le^ by the SSmans to Brahman
“ Jtiraiq; ” after he leaves this body; therefore he must finish the

whole process of his meditation in this word.*®’ Thus it is

(202)

We have to take anderetood in Bra.Su.III,3 25. Vide

Note (4) on the SQtra.

(203) This is the sense of in Sutra III- 3.25, which is to be contrasted

witli in qt |
(Bra Su,III.3.5). Vide Note

(3) on the SQtra.

(204) Of. g in (Bra.Su.iii.3,26).

(206) (Pra.Upa,V.7) and

qifqi ( Katha Upa.II.17 ). Vide

Note (8) on Bra.Su.III.3.26.

(206) in Bra.Su.III.3.26 corresponds to in Bra,

SQ.III3.5 and ?IJpa!q;, in the former is a reference to the statement in the latter.

Vide Notes (9) and (10) on Bra.III.3.26.

(207) dt?»qiqfqi^nqr q^q (Bra. Sfl.III,3.27) ‘qqt qr^’ refers to Pra.Upa.

V.7 and V.5. Vide Note (13) on the SQtra.
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necessary that all items about the meditation on the PraHava
be collected from all the Upanisads and be practised in this

very life to get Moksa.

Thus, the Sutrakara seems to us to note that the meditation

on the PraHava, the Symbol of Brahman, leads to liberation

just like the and the annwsra:? ^qrasns of Brahman, that the

Pranava is to be carried out as described in the Mu.Upa.

(111.2.2*5), that in the meditation on the Symbol a seeker

meditates on the Syllable ‘Om’ as Brahman and not as (his)

Atman, and that this meditation directly leads to liberation because

it leaves nothing to be achieved by the seeker in the next birth.

This last point seems to us to have been referred to by the

Sutrakara in Bra.Su.IV.3.15 where he says that the Conductor

of the world of Lightning leads to their destination,

viz., the Supreme Brahman, those who do not resort to the

Symbol of Brahman, viz., Om^os while those who resort to the

Symbol are led upwards by the on their departure

from the body.^®^ The Sruti to which Bra.Su.IV.3.16 refers

shows that in the life hereafter the meditatior on the Prai>ava

has not to cross the worlds which the meditator on Brahman

either as or has to cross.^i® According to the Acaryas

the Sutrakara nowhere deals with the topic of meditation on

the PraBava; but we believe the topic is not neglected by the

Sutrakara as shown above.

In Bra. Su. III. 3. 20-222U the Sutrakara seems to us to

consider with reference to Brahman the states of increment and

(208) I in Bra.Su.IV.4.15. Vide (48) supra.

Vide also Notes (30) and (32) on the

(209) f I N 'TW5TI

(Pra.Upa.V.6)

(210) rnfsjf in ef’TrtTil (Bra.Su.III.3.27) may refer to the crossing

of the worlds by the knower of Brahman described in Bra.Su.IV.3. The medi-

tator on the Pranava has not to go through this procedure, because he is

directly taken (jft«i%) upwards by the frrJTsiji.

(211) { Bra.Su.III.3.20 ). We have

takenIII.3.20-21 as one Adhikarana.

8
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decrernent (tfe, =5ra) two out of the six states of all existing

things mentioned by Yaska in bis Nirukta.^i®

The Sutrakara says that Brahman undergoes increment (ife)

and decrement by becoming concealed it is so,

because both increment and decrement of Brahman can be appro-

priately explained by this process, viz., by Brahman concealing

Itself. As a second argument he refers to ChS.Upa.VlI, the

application of which he also explains in the subsequent

A question may be asked why the Sutrakara mentions only

these two states (fis and =fT*T) and not the other four also. The

reply is that he does mention the third state, viz., the the

transformation of Brahman in Bra.Su.I.4.26.2^^ And a^'«Jgards

the first and the second states which according to

Yaska follows the birth and the last state it is

self-evident that the Sutrakara cannot discuss them as referring

to Brahman, since Brahman is unborn and eternal. Not only

that these three states cannot affect Brahman but even

of Brahman would be possible only in the light of the

fact that Brahman is unborn and eternal.

As to ‘change’ or ‘transformation’ of Brahman, which

is unborn and eternal, the Sutrakara says that the of

Brahman is such that the effect (f^^) of Brahman is also Brahman

Itself For this he depends upon the Sruti, e. g., the

Taittiriya Upanisad.**^^ What Brahman created is also Brahman

Itself. Also in Cha.Upa.VII, the name, speech, mind, thoughts,

(212) i 11.2).

(213) I (Bra.Su.III.2.21) and ^ I

{Bra.SU.III.2.22). We have shown that the of this qjT is the series of

sentences like aii^rT I (Cf.

The S'ruti denies that Brahman is only so much as the matter in hand).

1 (Cf. =51 ^?l0, the whole series of Ohi.Upa.

VII.1 15. So, 21) refers to in the middle of

Oha.Upa.VII.26.1.

(214) 3iRn#: vfrvrrmn 1 (Bra.su.l.4.26).

(215) n^iciTW I (Tai.Upa.)
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etc., are, all of them, said to be srahraan.^ic The Sutrakara has

himself noticed that the effect of Brahman is identical with

Brahman { because the Cha.Upa. declares the effect

to be a name which has a beginning only in speech^^® (WRIUpw).

It is in conformity with the above explanation of the transfor-

mation of Brahman that the Sutrakara seems to us to state the

nature of li%i and increment and decrement of Brahman.

As Brahman is Itself both the Cause and the Effect, we have

to think of the increment and decrement of Brahman even

when we refer to the two states of the Effect of Brahman.

According to the Sutrakara, these two states take place in

Brahman by the Self-Concealment of Brahman
The Sutrakara seems to mean that everything in the world is

an effect of Brahman and is Brahman Itself because the of

Brahman is Itself; and that in these various effecftr of Brahman,

Brahman exists in the state of different degrees of Self-conceal-

ment so that when this conceainaent is to a lesser degree

we may say that Brahman has undergone a state of develop-

ment, evolution, increment and when this conceal-

ment is in a greater degree we may say that Brahman has

undergone a state of ‘decay, involution, decrement’

Tlje Sutrakara says that the concealment explains both

the development and decay this is possible if we

conclude that a lesser degree of concealment would be called

development and a greater degree of concealment would be

regarded as decay.

To explain the doctrine with the examples to which the Sutra-

kara undoubtedly refers in Bra.Su,III.2.22.®®® We have a series

of upto in Cha.Upa.VH in which each is

(216) Kg. in 0r. 3. VII.

(217) I (Bra.Su.II.1.14).

(218) simrwPtBi 5riJT>5f um; (Oha.Upa.VI).

(219) i (Bra.Su.Ill.2.20).

(220) sri>^nrw ft gRftqft ^rfTr ^ • (Bra.Su.III.2.22'.Vide (213)

snpra.
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declared to be Brahman and each succeeding member of the

series is stated to be »pf: ‘further or more developed’ than each

preceding one. We may say that in this series the 5ir>i is Bra-

hman ( i.e., a transformation or modification of Brahman ) in

which Brahman is least concealed, while is (a modification

of) Brahman in which Brahman is most concealed. Thus, Bra-

hman undergoes (in Its transformation as snor) and (e.g., in

Its transformation as by becoming concealed (i.e., latent,

If we take the example of ^13 , arfJt, ara and

we may say that arr^RT is (an effect of) Brahman in which It is

least concealed and is (an effect of) Brahman in which It is

most concealed. So, when there is a series in which Brahman is

more developed e.g., in that of Cha.Upa.VII, Brahman

is less concealed, and when there is a series in which Brahman

is more degenej^ate (=5iRHi^), e.g., in the series of Tai.Upa.II.l or

Cha.Upa.VI.2 we must say that Brahman is more concealed.

It should be noted that the - Sruti which is the of

III.2.21-22, viz., Cha.UpaWII'Speaks of and (of all

things. Hum,, Wi^, etc.), from Atman. The SutrakSra while

referring to this Sruti explains the same process by only the

concealment {3l??f»Tk) of Brahman.

We may here say that in Bra.Su.II,3.63,®^® the Sutrakara

seems to state that the individual soul is only a likeness of the

Supreme Being (i.e.. His likeness minus His Powers) not because

the Sruti teaches so through the reflection of Brahman but

because Brahman has concealed Itself ( and has become

the soul. Again in another the Sutrakara explains how the

concealment (of the real form) is the cause of the bon<lage of the

soul. Thus, he seems to explain in Bra.Su.III.2.21-22 the

(221) Of. Mmil'T • (Brft.Su.II.1.20), where sm is given as an example

of the identity of Brahman the danse with Its Effect which is also Brahman.

(222) Tai.Upa.II.l and Cha.Upa.VI.2.

(228). (Bra.Su.II.3.63). refers to a text, e.g., x*!*

whwe the individual soul is said to be a reflection of Brahman.

* (224) ' (Bra.StJ.III.2.5).
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creation { ) by the Self-concealment of Brahman, just as he

explains the existence of the Jiva also in the same way. Before

Sankara, there was probably a commentary on the Bra.Su. which

held that the conscious Brahman became the cause of the world

by concealing Its consciousness. Sankara mentions this view

and partly accepts it as an interpretation of Brahman’s causality

of the world.2^®

We have tried to expound the above doctrine of the Sutrakara

by comparing it with the doctrine of transformation (

)

of the Samkhya and Vai^esika Schools.226 humbly admit

that it is diiUcult and dangerous t<> make these coiuparisions and

perhaps even to explain the very details of the Sutrakara’s own

view. All that we feel sure about is that in the ijjis in question®®'^

the Sutrakara explains the two states, and =?i^, with re-

ference to Brahman as also with reference to Its effects which

are also Brahman { ) and with reference to the

effects of Brahman as described in Cha.Upa.VII. Probably in

the days of the Sutrakara more importance was attached to the

six states of Yaska, the author of the Nirukta, than in the later

days. Even Caraka explains them with reference to all existing

thing8.228 Perhaps some School of Vedanta explained and

erf Brahman by referring them to the waking and dreaming

states which they believed as really affecting Brahman and it is

to refute this School that the SutrakSlra discusses these two

states in a Pelda devoted to the discussion of the three states of

waking, dreaming and deep-sleep with reference to the Jfva and

Brahman.229

There are several minor points about Brahman, which we

have noticed during our Interpretation of the Brahmasutra.

The SutrakSra ^eems to us to say that Mok^a is to be obtained

(225) Vide on iwqjr II.1.4 and 6.

(226) Vide Notes (4) & (5a) on Bra.Su.III.2.20.

(227) .
Bra.Su.IlI.2.20-22.

.(228) Cf. =rTN >3
(229) Vide ( ) infra.
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from Brahman.**®® He also says that Brahman is Itself the fruit

in the form of Moksa. In this view he differs from Jaimini who
believed that the fruit is Dharma ‘because the Sruti says so’.

The Sutrakara seems to argue that Brahman is the fruit because

Brahman is declared in the Sruti to be the cause of Dharma.®®^

This difference seems to be the reason why Jaimini has written

on Dharma and Badarayaijia on Brahman. The Sutrakara also

seems to believe in the Grace of God, to which he refers

twice.®®® God shows His Grace particularly to a seeker of

Brahman who gives up all actions which are means to Moksa

and submits himself humbly to Him. And when the seeker of

Brahman leaves his body after the attainment of the knowledge

of Brahman he leaves it through the hundred-and-first artery

being guided by tbe Grace of the Lord in his heart ( ).

He seems to distinguish the fruit in the form of Moksa, attained

by the knowledge of Brahman and actions helpful to that know-

ledge, from the fruit in the form of the Heaven ( ) which is

obtained by the performance of the sacrifice. The disti-

nction consists in the fact that there is no certainty about the

time which will be necessary to get the fruit of the knowledge of

Brahman while there is a rule ( i^*l
) that the performer of the

sacrifice would get after he departs from the body of

this very birth.®®® This absence or rather impossibility of a rule

about the attainment of the fruit in the form of Moksa makes it

possible that a seeker of Moksa is reborn on this earth ‘not once’

before he ultimately attains the knowledge of Brahman. The
Sutrakara seems to us to describe the state of such a reborn

(230) ' ( Bra.Su.III.2.38 ) and I ( Bra.Sn III.2.39 ).

seems bo us to mean mentioned in Bra.SQ.III.4.62
( gi%!<K?ir-

l We take Sntra8lII.2.38-39 as one

(231) I (Bra.SQ.III.2.40) and ^5 g (Bra.-

SQ.IIL2.4l). We have proposed to take these two ggs as forming an indepen-

dent and we think they discuss the nature of the Fruit. For

vide the

(232) f^§^igsw« I (Bra.SQ.III.4.38) and f : in Bra. SQ. IV.2.17.

(233) l (Bra. SQ.III.4.62)
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seeker iu Bra.Su.IV.1.1-12. When finally that knowledge is

attained, the knower of Brahman leaves the body (

)

through the hundred-and-first artery under the Grace of Him
Who resides in his heart, and unites with the rays of the Sun and

is carried by the Vaidyuta Conductor to the Para and henceforth

he always lives in non-separation (a?1^5i!l*i
) with Brahman after

his original form becomes manifest on reaching Brahman. This

is the state of Moksa.

We may here repeat that Brahman is both and

at the same time. The Sutrakara does not separate the

as a of Brahman; rather he regards it as the aspect of

Brahman and as such the ^^'>1 or the Para Itself. This is

the Sutrakara’s difference from both Badari and Jairnini who
regarded the or the aspect as a of Brahman.

It is in the non-separation with such type of Brahman (Brahman

of this double nature) that the released soul eternally lives.^®*

Because this is the nature of Brahman which is the goal, the

Sutrakara holds that the released soul tnay have a body or may
not have it.^^s If Brahman were only, the released soul

nmst have a body, in his case, of course, a divine body, as

in the System of Hamaauja. If Brahman were only, he

must have no body as in the System of Sankara. But as the

Sutrakara regards both these as aspects of the or the Para

Brahman, the released soul has also the option. In either case

the released one enjoys objects of enjoyment in the company of

Brahman, because even the aspect has certain attri-

butes according to the Sutrakara. Inspite of this enjoyment

the fault of being (a a world, like the w'orld of the Wind,

the Lightning, etc., does not entail upon Brahman. The

Mukta iu this state of non-separation with Brahman is not

subject to the limitations (sr^nr etc.)of this world, since he is far

(234) Of. wifi I (Bra.Su.IV.4.19)

(235) | ( Bra.Su.IV.4.l2 ).

(236) | (Bra.Su.IV.4.17).
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remote from this world^^? and is not liable to change because

a Sruti mentions his permanence®^ and the Sruti and the Smrti

show the same.®®® The only point of similarity between this

state of the released one and a soul in bondage in this world is

hat of enjoyment of objects. Inspite of this similarity, the

former is a permanent state while the latter is liable to change

in the form of births and deaths (transmigration). He does not
return to this world.

We may here add a few lines about the Sutrakara’s conception

of the individual soul so far as the problem of his identity with

Brahman is concerned. In the Sutras examined by us in Part I,

there were two occasions®^ for a reference to this problem

besides, of course, the discussion of the relation of the individual

soul with Brahman after the achievement of Moksa to which we

have referred above. While discussing the method of me-

ditation®^! an Opponent argues that the method follows

from “the grammatical sense (

)

of the subsquent sentence”

(

i

3n^fJr-Bra.Su.III.3 .16).®^® This means that the Opponent here

emphasises the identity of the soul of the seeker and Brahman.

The SutrakSra, however, does not seem to like this stand-point and

says that he bases his method of rather on the emphatic

statement of “One should meditate on Brahman as his own Self”.®^®

The Sutrakara believes in the method not because there

is an identity of the soul with Brahman but because the Sruti

emphatically lays it down as the only method. Again, when the

Sutrakara states that the meditation is to be practised within

(237) ^ WITf fwlunS I (Bra.Su.IV.4.19).

(238) I (Bra,Su.IV.4.20).

^39) Of. : | ensft ^ ^ i

(Bha.Gi.XIV.2).

(240) Bra.Sn.IIL3.16. I and H?*n*I*

(Bra.SQ.III.3.34-36).

(241) Vide (99) supra.

. (242) ^ ^ B 5? bI *nn% w ^Big-

B B B ^1^1 (Br.Upa.I.4.10).

(243) I Br.Upa.I.4.7. bbbhb in » (Bra.-

SG.llI.S.17) refers to in the S'rati.
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the meditator's Self ( ), an Opponent argues that ‘this

is so because otherwise the identity of the soul of the meditator

with Brahman
( as required by the method ) would not

be possible'.^*^ The Suorakara .rejects this argument based upon

the identity
( ) and says that the practice of inward medi-

tation is in accordance with another precept than the one of the

identity of the individual and universal souls.^^® In both these

cases, the Opponent holds the view of the identity while the

Sutrakara does not accept it but explains away the point in

question on some other ground. We may here suggest that

Sankara does not find a discussion of this important problem

(of the relation of and ^'iw) in Bra.Su.IL3.17-53 which is

specially devoted to y;ie nature of the soul, though he often

enters into a discussion of the same in his on several other

%8, e.g., Bra.Su.ILl.22.2^® We believe that the Sutrakara does

not hold the view of the absolute identity of the two.^*^

In order to explain ^further the Sutrakara’s conception of

Brahman we should here state some of the views of the Oppo-

sition regarding this conception which we have noticed in the

portion of the Brahmasutra examined in Fart I.

One important Furvapaksa seeks to keep all the SakhSs of all

the Vedas independent of one another. This Furvapaksa is

presented when the Sutrakara asserts his Siddhanta that all the

Vedantas teach Brahman ( Bra.Su.III.3.1 ). The Furvapaksa

(244) i (Bra.Su.III.3.36).

(245) This may be a reference to scrgrnJ etc., ( Mu.

Upa.III.6,.l ), which mentions the presence of Brahman in the human heart

without identifying the soul with Brahman, or to S vo.Upa.I.15. Vide Note (9)

on the Sutra.

(246) 5 ( Bra.SQ.II.1.22 ) Vide S'a. hha. on it, which

begins with 5f5ra: etc.

(247) I ( Bra.SQ.II.3.28 ) and the four Sutras which follow it

seem to us to discuss the Sutrak^ra’s view on the question of the relation of

and

9
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puts forth the argument that the reasons, by which the unity of

a “rite” was proved in the Jainiinisutra, are not present in the

Upanisads. In other words, and anw are different

in the different Upanisads. Ui\jike the author of the Fdrva-

mimaihsa^Sutra, Badaraya^a seems to us to malce a concession

to these Opponents in so far as he says that if the ?q,

and 3n^i were the same in only one Sakha of each of the Vedas,

he would propose that all the Vedas ( i.e., Upanisads of ail the

Vedas ) teach Brahman. The Sutrakara here seems to us to

be conscious of the fact that all the Vedantas do not teach the

same form of Brahman. Thus, he quiets the Opposition Schools

which were unwilling to accept a common Dar^ana, viz., the

Vedanta Darsana. The Opposition here is not from the Sarii-

khya or any other School, but it is from the Vedanta Sakhas

which had each of them certain followers not willing to join

under a common philosophy. By the

Sutrakara makes these Opponents conscious of the fact that

at least one Sakha of a Veda teaches Brahman under the

same and as at least one Sakha of each of

the other three Vedas. Even after admitting this partial unity

of teaching (3l«rf^^-Bra.Su.III.3.5.) these Opponents opposed the

Sutrakara’s proposal for Collection ( ) of all information

on ‘the One Principle* taught in all the Upanisads. Their

arguments, and show that they wanted to stick to

their respective Sakhas (Recensions of the Sruti text) even after

they nominally admitted that the same Brahman was taught in

all the Silkhas. The Sutrakara refutes these two arguments. But

he admits the truth of a third argument of the opposition, viz.,

that the names (99Ts) of the One Common Principle of all the

Upanisads are different in the different Upanisads. We have

shown that 0n corresponds to in the corresponding Jaimi-

nisutra and refers to such words as sparo, jw, under

which Brahman is taught in the various Upanisads. We can<

(248) ^rirr% > (Bra.8Q.III.3.5).

(249) Vide ( 192 ) supra.
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not say whether the Opponents regarded each of these names as

denoting a principle different from the principles denoted by all

other names. They had agreed to so far as only one

Sakha of each Veda was concerned ( Bra.Su.III.3.2 ). The

Sotrakara admits that thongh the same principle is taught in all

Vedas, there is a difference about the Jtawies of this principle,

which (difference) is so important as not to allow “Collect-

ion of all information” about this’principle from all the Sakh5s.

He seems to admit the significant difference of two names of

Brahman, viz., and This difference of the significance

of the two names of Brahman amounts according to the Sutra-

kara to the admission of two aspects of Brahman, the and

the and so, he says that iuspite of this kind of difference

about Brahman, ‘collection’ should proceed on the basis of

that difference, i.e., the information about the aspect

should be gathered and distinguished from the same about the

aspect which also should be gathered on its own line. We
have shown that this is actually worked out by the SutrakSra in

the sequel. He admits the ‘difference’ caused by these two

different names of Brahman.^so Thus, etc., may each

of them have a special significance but ail of them denote

‘Brahman’ while the only essential denotative difference is

whether a word signifies the ar^'i^or the ^^<1. aspect of Brahman.

From this stand-point only two names and 3^ are import-

ant. Otherwise all other names, etc., are common to

both these aspeots,^®^ and therefore, each of these words does not

possess an esential importanlce about the nature or attributes of

Brahman. Thus, the Sutrakara seems to have united all the

different Sakh&s of all the Vedas under a common philosophy of

“One Principle with two Aspects.” Here we have the Vedanta
Dar^ana in the making.

We may add that without the Adhikara^a, the Sutra-

kSra would have brought about a union of the Vedantins, in

(260) l (Bra.Su.III.3.10). or atnjjl

(261) (Bra.Su.IIL3.60).
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which only one or more Sakhas of a Veda would have joined

with one or more Sakhas of each of the other Vedas on the basis

of common principle taught in their Vedanta Sruti. This would

mean several Schools of Vedanta like the several Schools of

Buddhism or the several Schools of Saiiikhya and also of Yoga.

Persons of different Sakhas of each Veda would have been me-

mbers of each of these Schools. But there would have been no

Vedanta Darsana claiming the adherence of all the Sakhas of

all the Vedas in the absence of the TJpasafhhara Adhikarana,

Again, when the Sutrakara discusses the of

Brahman, he finds an Opposition which seeks to combine ( all )

the Sakhas of each Veda separately. This Purvapaksa would

ultimately mean the same as the Purvapaksa already noted

supra, because when the Sakhas of a Veda differ only in a differ-

ent Recension of the Vedio texts, their union would not mean

much. There would be no union of all the Sakhas of all the

Vedas. But the Sutrakara argues that several Mantras, etc.,

belong to all the Vedas, so the aufiGVSi g^iggis of one Veda may
be regarded as the property of the other Vedas also for the

purpose of meditation on Brahman.

As regards the meditation on the PraUava, the different Sakhfis

of the various Vedas seem to have originally believed that the

teaching about this meditation in each SSkhfi was to be regarded

as independent of the same in the other Sakhcls of the Vedas.

The Sutrakara insists on the Collection ( ) of the infor-

mation on the Prauava from all the Sfikhfis for the purpose of

the practice of the meditation, because, he says, the PraUava

meditation is declared to be a means in all the SSkhSs.

Thus, the Sfitrakara removed the third belief separating each

SakhS from other Sakhfis of the Vedas and brought about a

union of all the Sakhfis of all the Vedas.

There are three important Purvapaksas about the nature of

the relation of the two aspects of Brahman, which, as we have

(262) Of. Greig ft in g Gi«ig ft qftlerG: i
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seen, the Sutrakara considers to be two aspects of the same status

either being able to load to Moksa directly.

Firstly, we find the Purvapaksa that since the Srutis chara-

cterise the as they do the and vice versa, a meditator

on either aspect should collect attributes of both the aspects for

his practice of meditation. He should not drop out of reverence

for the Sruti the attributes of the aspect other than that on

which he meditates. This Purvapaksa seems to us to imply

that in fact Brahman is both and ^<1. and in meditation

on Brahman the attributes of both the aspects should be collected

from all the Srutis. The Sutrakara replies that only when an

attribute of an aspect other than that on which one meditates

presents itself in the Sruti about the aspect of one’s choice, the

meditator should not drop it out of regard for the Word of the

Sruti.2^ He further says that there is no rule to decide what

are exactly the attributes of each one of these two aspects which

of course could be easily distinguished from each other; and that

the result of this stand-point ( is that from the side of

the Sruti there is no objection to a separate or independent

notion about each of the two aspects.^ To us it seems that the

Opponent here did not accept this doctrine of a separate or in-

dependent notion for each aspect and therefore held that in

meditation Brahman should be meditated upon as being

and and for this purpose the attributes of both the aspects

should be collected from all the Srutis since Sruti itself chara-

cterises the as the and vice versa. The Purvapaksa

opposed the doctrine that ‘each aspect could be independently

an object of meditation’ as held by the Sutrakara. According

to the Opposition Brahman is both and ( or we may
say, having a man-like form } and the same meditator is

(263) • (Bra.SQ.III.3.40).

(264) ^i%rks?reRf^5lIH I (Bra.Sa.III.3.41).'

(268) frfWri"Tff5nrii?s^: i (Bra.SO.III.3.42). For the read-

ing of the SQtra vide Note on the Sutra.
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to meditate on Brahman as being both at the same time: Thus,

only one kind of meditation on Brahman is taught in the Upani-

sads, that one kind containing in it both the aspects.

Another noteworthy Purvapaksa held that the Unmanifest

(9isq^, is the only aspect, and, therefore, Brahman

should be always meditated upon as According to this

Purvapaksa what the Sutrakara calls the aspect is only a

i^T, a projection on Bfahman which is only 91^^, like the

mentations taught in the Purvam5maiiisa.2S6 He depended*upon

the and of the Mu?idaka Upanisad.^®? By maintaining

that “the meditation on the g^ aspect” is really a projection

(i%*n) on the aiwrac. Brahman, he denied that it was Vidya, i. e.,

Brahmavidya. The Sutrakara refuted this Opposition by pointing

to the same text which says that the meditation on the Purusa

is Brahraavidya,268 He says that though the aspect regarded

as Brahmavidya may appear to be inconsistent with the

aspect, in these matters the Sruti and Smrti are more powerful

as proofs of knowledge and therefore there is no self-contradiction

involved in this doctrine.^®® He refers to his earlier statement

(Vide the preceding Purvapaksa) that in the Sruti itself we find

that the meditation on the Purusa is not a on the Unmani-

fest but an independent thought on Brahman, i. e.,

an independent aspect of Brahman.^^o The Opponent seems to

have argued that the PuruSa is liable to be regarded as a

an ordinary world, like the worlds of the Vayu, the Lightning,

etc., because the attainment of the Purusa involves an enjoyment

of desired objects just as the attainment of other worlds (<aNn^).

The Sutrakara replies that because we find the mention in the

Sruti of tike Purusa as Brahmavidya, there is no

(266) (Bra.SS,III.3.46).

(257) Vide Note on n. III.3.46 in Part I.

(258) g^ ^ • g. ot. 1.2.13.

(269) ^ l (Bra.Sfl.III.3.49).

(260) l (Bra.SG.III.3.50).
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entailing upon the Purusa aspect of Brahrnan.^®^ Moreover,

because the Purusa is called or vice versa^ it should not be

supposed that Purusa is a iawr on the Brahman; the Purusa

may be called ai???: or vice versa because the same terras are used

for the Purusa, as for the aij^?T^ and-frequency of use would

decide the appliclation of a particular word to one of the two

aspects.262 Some of those who opposed* the independent medita-

tion on the PuruSa aspect as the aspect of Brahman argued that

the meditation on the Purusa was taught because the individual

soul w'ho is the seeker is encased in the body and so he could

easily grasp it.263 The Sutrakara replies that the individual

soul is quite different from the body because he is not invariably

present when the body is present; but the case is not always as

it is found stated in the iQiii-(upalahdhi).^^

As regards the Purusa being liable to the it may
be added that Badari and Jaimini seem to have looked upon the

Purusa as a Kdrya of Brahman^®® and that they seem to have

believed Purusa to be the PrajSpatiloka. BadarayaBa does not

mention the Prajapatiloka in his list of the worlds and seems to

have held that Prajapatiloka is the Purusa and is an aspect of

the Eararia Itself and therefore not a world like the other

worlds enumerated by him.

'According to this Purvapaksa Brahman has only an imper-

sonal aspect, or in other words, Brohntan is only an impersonal

Eeality^ the personal aspect of the Siddhautin being only

a (mental) projection on the impersonal Brahman. A meditation

on the impersonal Brahman as possessed of a personal form

(261) ft I (Bra.SQ.III.3.51).

(262) sr*! w i (Bra.SQ.III.3.62).

(263) (Bra.SQ.III.3.53).

(264) l (Bra.Su.in.3.64).

(266) Vide SQtra.III.3.61.

(266) i (Bra.Su.III.3.7).

(267) JBirflcW I (Bra.Su..IV.3.10).
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would only lead to the fruit in ,tiie form of the Frajapatiloka and

the seeker would get the Xurther knowledge in that and

would attain absolute liberation along with the master of that

Frajapatiloka on the end of that Kdrya^ This method of

‘prajectional meditation on the impersonal Brahman is not the

highest stand-point but is a subsidiary form of meditation taught

by way of concession to the people, who, being themselves

encased in the body as they really are, are uuahle to grasp .the

Brahman. We may say that this Furvapaksa appears to
» r

US to come nearest to the similar doctrine of aPHl or elsoteric

Brahman in Sankara’s School of Vedanta. But here it is a

Furvapaksa. The Sutrakara holds that the teaching about the

Furusa is as much a Brahmavidya as that about the

Brahman and that therefore there are only two aspects of equal

status of the same reality.

‘Jl

There is one more Furvapaksa about the relation of the two

aspects of Brahman. According to this Furvapaksa the Furusa

aspect is higher than the Avyakta or impersonal aspect or the

Furusa is a higher Brahman than the Avyakta. This Furvapaksa

is mentioned in Bra.Su.IIl.3. 26-30 and 31-37. This Furvapaksa

admits that the (aspect) is the Avyakta,*®® and then it

argues that from the Avyakta a seeker who knows the Avyakta

proceeds to and unites with the Furusa who is without an end

(spiwt). 269 ]]a,ve shown that this Opponent depended upon

the Katha Upanisad which says that the Furusa who is higher

than the Avyakta is omnipresent and that aw*?! in the

Sutra (111.3.26) refers to in that Sruti. The Sutrakara

on this occasion has to prove the omnipresence of the

Avyakjba, a fact which would suggest that the Opponent in

question holds the Avyakta which he regards as Brahman to be

(268) I (Bra.Su.lII.2.23)

(269) (Bra.SQ.III.2.26)

(270) sisirom 'Rt ^ i ^ ^.VI.8.

(271) : (Bra.Su.III.2.S7).
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^noi omnipresent' or ‘limited’. The same inference ^bout this

Purvapaksa can be drawn from the Sutrakara’s argument of

omnipresence of both the aspects in reply to a Purvapa-

ksa’s objection against the ‘collection of all the information’

proposed by the Sutrakara. The Sutrakara refutes this argument

of the Opponent by saying that avyahta and piirusa are only

two names of the same Brahman just as ahi and kundala

are only two names of a serpent.^^^ The Sutrakara also draws

attention to the fact that according to the Katha Upa.VI.9,^^^ the

form of the Purusa cannot he seen ivith the eye and, therefore, the

Principle called Purusa is the same as the Unmanifest.^'^® That

the Opponent believed in the Puriisa as a principle higher than

the Avyakta is amply proved by Bra.Su.III,2.31-36.®'^® Even
Sankara says that the Purvapaksa proposes a principle higher

than and other than the Avyakta which he (the Opponent)

does accept as Brahman. We have shown that all the

four reasons of the Purvapaksa are taken from the Katha

Upanisad.277 The Avyakta is called a bridge (Katha Upa.IIL2),

the measure of the Avyakta ( 35^:-Katha Upa.IV.12-13)

is mentioned, the relation of the individual soul with the Avyakta

in the state of transmigration is mentioned (Katha Upa.iy.5),

and lastly the difference between the Avyakta and the Purusa

(Katha Upa. III.ll) is also stated. Therefore, the ultimate

reality is beyond this Avyakta, Again, we may note that the

Purvapaksa here argues that the Avyakta is limited

and the Sutrakara gives an that by refuting this argument

of the Oppouent^'^® the Sutrakara proves the omnipresence of the

(272) s^nsfar I (Bra.SQ.III.3.9).

(273) (Bi^.SB.III.2.27).

(274) ST f^Bf^ 5T 'ggqi t (KathaUpa.VI.9).

(275) (Bi-a.SQ.III.2.30).

(276) VGra: I (Bra.SQ.III.2.31).

(277) Vide (66-68) supra. Vide Note in Part I.

(278) In qprq?! i .(Bra.Su.ni.2.33). Vide our Interpretation in Part I.

10
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SEPARATE REALITIES”

Avyakta.^'*'® The Purvapaksa’s ^argument of ‘the state-

ment of the difference between the Avyakta and the PuruSji.’ is

also noteworthy. There are several Srutis including the Katha

Upanisad, which state this difference. We have collected them

in our Notes on the Sutra.^so These Srutis are very important

for the history of the doctrine pertaining to the relation of the

and the aspects of Brahman. They mention the

Purusa as a principle higher than the Avyakta or the

The Sutrakara explains this difference to be like the difference

between and or and Moreover, the

Sutrakara clearly asserts that the Srutis deny a second Principle

along with Brahman.^^ This shows that the Opponent who

asserted that the ultimate reality was a principle

Avyakta (proved in Bra.8u.III.2..23“30) meant that there were

two final principles sincp he accepted the Avyakta as Brahman.

So according to this Purvapaksa there were tivo principles, the

A vyakta and the PuruSa; the Avyakta was Brahman though it

was limited as compared with the Purusa which was the higher

Brahman.

Let us try to trace the origin of the above three Purvapaksas.

It is clear that these Purvapaksas do not proceed from the

SSriikhya or any other School, but they all are Vedanta Purva-

paksas. The last Purvapaksa seems to be based upon the

statements in the Katha Upanisad. We find that the doctrine

that the PuruSa is higher than the Avyakta or that the personal

Brahman is higher than the impersonal Brahman is common to

the Katha, Prasna, Muiidaka, Taittiriya and Svetasvatara

Upanisads.^®-^ So, the last Purvapaksa represents an opposition

from what Deussen calls the Earlier Metrical tJpanisads.®®*

(279) I (Bra.Su.lll.3.37).

(280) In Part I.

(281) Vide Bra.SQ.III.2.27. Also qqfl^tl^qsqq^^ I (Bra.Su.III.2.35).

(282) I (Bra.Su.III.2.36).

(283) Vide Notes on in Bra.Su,III.2.31 in Part I.

(284) Vide Notes on q. q;. IIL2.23-31 in Part I.
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The f>et5()iid Purvupaksi which insisted that Brahman is only

impersonal or and tried to explain the Purusa as a pro-

jection on the Impersonal Brahman, as a loha^ ‘the Praja-

patiloka’, ‘the Karya gf Brahman’, as a religious concession for

the secondary type of recepients, etc., seems to us to be a view

strictly following the Brhadara^yaka Upanisad or, roughly, what

Deussen names the Oldest Prose Upanisads. The first Purva-

paksa which believed that a seeker of Moksa must meditate on

Brahmun as both and at the same time would seem

to be a view ready to admit the aspect of the Earliest

Metrical Upanisads as an aspect of Brahman Itself, but not

willing to regard it or the as an independent or separate

aspect of Brahman to be meditated upon independently of the

other aspect as was held by the Sutrakara himself. So this

first Purvapaksa would appear to be an effort of compromise

between the Older Prose Upanisads and the Earliest Metrical

Upanisads but not going so far as the Sutrakara himself. It may
be that the first Purvapaksa is a view like the Pancaratra School

of the Mahabharata, which looks upon Brahman as both

personal and impersonal to be meditated upon as such by each

and every devotee or meditator.®®® Besides these Purvapaksas

there is another important Opposition proceeding from the side

of the Smrti like the Bhagavadgita; we believe, it is this

Purvarpaksa which is not refuted but explained away by the

Sutrakara in the Smrti Pada. But this topic is outsi<le the pale

of the present work.®®®

We shall now mention an important Purvapaksa which is in

a way concerned with the and the aspects of

Brahman. According to this Opposition the 3rew?t aspect of

Brahman is possible when Brahman is referred to as being in

the state of deep-sleep and the possible when Brahman is

spoken of as being in the dreaming and waking states. Thus,

(285) Vide AkSara : A Forgotten Chapter, by P. M. Modi.

(286) Vide the author’s article on “Smrti in the BrahmasQtra”, Indian

Historical Quarterly, 1936.
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this Purvapaksa explained the twofold, and Srutis

about Brahman with reference to Tihe states of Brahman, viz.,

the deep-sleep, the <ln^aming and the waking states The

Sutrakara says that both the Muds of Srutis refer to Brahman
all the three statos.^®"^ The Opponent denies this by saying

that “Brahman is different according to different states”; then

the Sutrakira refers to a Sruti which says that BrahmaP is not

different ( ) with regard to each one of the states. On
account of the word in Bra.Su.III.2.11 and on account of

other reasons, we have shown that the Purvapksa here depends

upon the MSiidukya Upanisad which seems to us to teach the

doctrine of states (f«nHs) of Brahman which is and

(ubhayalinga) according to these states.^®® The Siddhanta on

the other hand, seems to us to depend upon Cha.Upa.VIII.7-12,

viz., the famous dialogue between Prajapati and Indra whom
Yirocana accompanies in the first stage only, wherein it is shown

that in each of the three states, waking, etc., the Supreme

Being remains the same.^®® Moreover, the Sutrakara refers to

the Srutis which say that Brahman is both and at

the same time, without any reference to any of its states.®®®

Again, he denies that Brahman is influenced by the three states

as regards its being or by saying that Brahman is

only because the are’ll is the chief (shtfi) aspect of

Brahman.®®! As Brahman is only in the sense that It is

chiefly so ( ), there is no question of its being aSecte'd

by the states. If Brahman were chiefly it would have been

(287) Ji I (Bra.Su.III.2.11).

(288) Vide Note (4) on Bra.SQ.IIT.2.11.

(289) Of. also 5 v>5 • where means ‘in all the

states/ arR being the same word as in “ 3«r»iT ” or “ Vide Note (9)

on Bra,Sa.IH.2.12 ( ' ).

(290) aifJl I (Bra.SQ.III.2.13).

Of. eVa: vn^qiif Nlfmicq flfBfir H

(SVe.Upa.III.16-l7)

Also 3rqn®t<n^ arant Jiiftm n gojfpjspJf: | (S'^ve. Ui)a.III.19).

* (291) ^ ?RJWRRieH (Bra. Su.III.2.14).
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influenced by the difference of the states. This seems to us to

be the point emphasised in the Bra.Su.III.2.14. In the next

four Sutras tiie Opponent tries to >.liow that Brahman h<as got a

natural ’5'? because It is of the nature of Light.^^ The Sutrakara

says, “But, ]t is not of the nature of Light ( because It

cannot be reflected, like the light in the water,”^®^ We have

Suggested that the statement of this Sutra corresponds to that

in Bra. Su.IL3.46 where we are told, “ The individual soul is

like the light, etc., (i. e., of the nature of the light, etc.) but not

so the Supreme One.^®* Also in Su.III,2.27-29, the two aspects

of Brahman are explained on the analogy of and and
also that of JR515T, and'H^i^nw, but the Sutrakara shows his prefe-

rence for the first analogy only. Here we have a clear indica-

tion that, according to the Opponent who held that Brahman
is really affected by the three states and that we can therefore

explain the and.^'i^Jl. aspects of Brahman with reference to

the three different states, Brahman is of the natxire of light while

the Sutrakara only admits that It is like light but not of the

nature of light.®®® We believe that in these Sutras (III.2.11-20)

the Opponent asserts that Brahman has really affecting states of

waking, dreaming and deep-sleep, just as the individual soul

(292) (Bra.Su.II1.2.1d). Brahman must bo anipavat and
also like light, i.e., of the nature of light, because otherwise It would be
meaningless, sri? (Bra.Su.III.2.16). As we have shown 3?!^in

mu8t*stand for 5j3iT5f in the preceding Sutra and 3fni^must mean sri!ripu?r%

=3T$r (Bra.Su.in.2.17) and 3Rr «?3 %rvsr (Bra.Su.III.2.-

18) give references to S rutis which, according to the Purvapaksa, say that
Brahman is of the nature of light.

(293) w I (Bra.Su.m.2.19). As we have shown in our

Sutra II1.2 20 begins a new AdhikaraUa.

(Bra.SQJI.3.46 ).

(Bra.Su.III.2.27).

(Bra.SQ.III.2.28).

(Bra.8U.III.2.29).

Notes, this is a Siddhanta Sutra,

(294) I

(296) I

These similes are again referred to in i (Bra.8n,III.2.35.0ur
reading. Vide Notes).

Vide dso our interpretation of l (Bra.SQ.
HI.2.26).
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which is like and has real states i as proved in Bra.Su.II[.y.l-10),

while the Siddbantin denies the same by proving that Brahman
is unaffected by any states, or in other words, Brahman remains

the same in all the three states. The Purvapaksa seemjs to

depend upon the Ma^dflkya Upanisad while the Siddhauta
relies upon the ChSndogya Upanisad,

Equally noteworthy are two Purvapaksas, one holding that the

entire Veda, particularly the Samhita, BrShma^ia, Ara^yaka and

the Khila literature, should be interpreted in the light of the

Upanisada and the other believing that the knowledge of Bra-

hman is subsidiary to the Karma of the Karmaka^da. The first

Purvapaksa is discussed in Bra.Su.III.3,20-24, while the second

in Bra.Su.III.4.1-17 and also in 18-26. When the Sutrakara

proves that in the Vedanta School there is an ApUrva as in the

Purvamimarhsa, an Opponent argues that this A;purva should be

taken as understood also in non-Upanisadic Sruti texts because

these are closely connected with the Upanisads.^ The Sutra-

kara emphasises the distinction between the two Branches

( JnfinakSuida and Karmaka^da ) of the Sruti and says that he

does not include in his lists of the attributes of Brahman the

two attributes of and though the Eaiiayanlya Khila

mentions them with reference to the Brahman, because

they are mentioned in a work which is not an XJpanisad.^^ For
this and other reasons^'-^® the Sutrakara considers the two Sciences

of the Veda as independent of each other so far as their principle

teaching is concerned. But the Opponent wanted to interpret

the Karmaka^da in the light of the Upanisads. In the second

Purvapaksa Jaimini wants to make the knowledge of Brahman
subsidiary to the Karman and also the same Opponent argues

that the knowledge of Brahman is of the nature of reflection

(q^:r*n8f) and of the nature of mere praise (g^WRnni-Bra.Su.III.4 21),

and lastly that the episodes of the Upanisads are meant for the

(296) l (Bra,Su.III.3.20),

(297) I (Bra.Su.ni.3,23).

(298) Vide our interpretation of Bra.SQ.III.3.24.
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pur| ose of (i3ra.Su.III.4.23). The StUbrakara, on the other

hand, holds that the Upauisads give the knowledge of Brahman
which is something to be performed ( ) and subject to an

Injunction ( — Bra. Su.III.4. 19-20
) and that the unanimity

of the two Sciences of the Sruti lies in this very fact that the

teaching of either is subsidiary to a though in the case of the

of the JMuakaDda there is no necessity of the sacrificial

fire, fuel, etc.^^'** All these Sutras (II1.4.1-26) seem to imply that

according to Jaimini the UttarakaDda, i.e., the Upauisads were to

be interpreted as subsidiary to the PurvakSnda. The Sutrakara

holds that Brahman is subsidiary to a just as Dharma, and

thus there is a harmony between the two Sciences.

We may note that we have a Purvapaksa arguing the complete

identity of the soul with Paramatman, as we have already seen.

The Sutrakara rejects it. It is also remarkable that the Sutra*

kara believes that the negative attributes etc.,

are not useful in meditation on either aspect of Brahman and

yet we have no Purvapaksa against such a view. It is vei’y

well known that Sankara particularly emphasises these attributes

and proposes that all positive attributes imply of Brahman the

absence of the negations of those positive attributes.

Besides these, there is a Purvapaksa, which says that the

senses and the vital airs of a knower of Brahman do not leave

this body in order to reach (to go to) Brahman. The Sutrakara

holds the contrary view.^ There is a Purvapaksa from the

Smarta Yedanta School that a Brabmajnaniu dying in the

Southern Course of the Sun does not reach Brahman (neu.); but

the Sutrakara rejects it as Smarta (Bra.Su.IY.2.21).

We have noticed the above Purvapaksas to explain the Sutra-

kara’s Doctrine by comparing it with those of his Opponents.

It is not unlikely that some of these Purvapaksas are only

(299) 3TfT I { Bra.Su.III.4.25 ). Vide also our inter-

pretation of Bra.Su.III.4.26.

(300) I (Bra.SQ.IV.2.12).
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imaginary and preseirted by the Sutrakara to expound his own

views, the purpose with which we have stated them above.

But from what we have seen above i.iicre seems to be great

probability thi§,t BadarayaUa’s main work was that of construc-

ting a Vedanta Dar^ana by presenting a System acceptable to

the followers of all the Upani^ads, i.e., of the Upanisads of all

the Sakhas of all the Vedas. He seems to have been a thinker

of a balanced mind. He did not insist that the entire Veda

taught only the Sacrifice or only Brahman. While Jaimini

seems to have held that Dharma was the only Precept of the

whole Veda, BadarayaUa believed that Brahman was the Usufruc-

tion('55S^) because Brahman is declared to be the cause of

Dharma, the luspirer and Master of Dharma.^^ This belief

seems to have inspired BadarfiyaUa to offer a thesis about

Brahman as the only goal of the Upanisads. He carefully

avoided a conflict with Jaimini’s School by insisting that

Brahman was to be known only from the Upanisads and rejecting

the view that the Purvakauda was to be interpreted in the light

of the Upanisads. Thus, his view seems to be above the two

extremes, one of Jaimini himself and the other of a staunch

Vedantin who is not less staunch than that staunch Karma-

kau^iu- Again, in interpreting the Upanisads he adopted the

well established method of Jaimini and improved upon it where

necessary, as when he says that even if in one Sakha of each

Veda the etc., of Brahman are the same, he would conclude

that Brahman is the topic of all the Vedantas. This shows

that he was not a blind follower of the method of Jaimini. He
used his own intelligence in applying that method to the

Upanisads. The fact that BSdarayana rejects a Purvapaksa not

accepting the Puru§a as an aspect of Brahman, shows that in

accepting the ArU'pavat conception of Brahman and in so far

siding with the Oldest Prose Upanisads he was not blind to the

special contribution of the Earlier Metrical Upanisads and the

Bhagavadgitfi, viz., the superpersonal conception of Brahman.

(301) (Bta.BS.III.2.41).
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(By holding that “Brahman is only because It is chiefly

he has accepted the BrahmavS.da of the Oldest

Prose Upanisads, e. g., the a id at the same time

he has inodijied it in the light of the later Srauta Vedanta of the

Earlier Metrical Upanisads. His other arguments for the

superiority of the ar^'Rat.to the aspect, e. g., the latter being

dependent on the former (Bra.Su.I.4.3) and the being

mentioned in a majority of the S'rutis, show his regard for the

Oldest S'rauta Vedanta. But inspite of admitting the superiority

of the Mspect, he sticks to his view about the option of

choice from either of the two aspects on the ground that each of

them independently gives direct Moksa; and this proves his

respect for the minor Upanisads). That he rejects the Opposition

believing in the superiority of the Purusa to the Avyakta and

argues that the Upanisads ‘deny a second Reality,’ be gives a

death hloro to the dualistic tendency of the Earlier Metrical

Upanisads and the Bhagavadgita and saves the Vedanta Dar^ana

once for all from becoming another Sarhkhya (or Dualistic) School

with ttvo conscious Principles, one and the other RWH.

(We may here add a line about our view regarding the

(Bra.Su.lI.l) in which the SutrakSra seems to us to reject the

(the Matter) of the Gita. His main objection against the GitE is

“How can the spiritual Brahman bo associated with the material

V’ We believe, by his peculiar attitude towards the Bbagavad-

gita, which is neither that of rejection nor of blind acceptance,

the Sutrak^ra has save 1 the Vedanta Hchool from being a semi-

material Spiritualism.) Moreover, he has tried to be logical as

far as possible since an appeal to the word of the Sruti is generally

a ’ argument with him.’^-* Only in the case of an open

conflict between rational argument and the Revealed Scripture,

he has to say that “For a believer in the Scripture, the express

word of the text is the foundation of his belief and more im-

(802) Gf. (I) l (Bpa.Su.ilI 2.38) and I (Bra.Su.III.2.39).

(2) I (Bra.Su.ITI.3.1) and two more
S&tras are followed by q \ (Bra.SQ.III.3.4.)

11
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portant than a rational argument.” But when such circum-

stances do not arise, he is a free thinker and does not hesitate to

reject such Srnti texts as appear illogical with his System and to

accept only such as are favourable to the same. Thus, he rejects

the Sruti because it implies difference of the degrees of

bliss within Brahman Itself, and the because the

latter believes in the waking and the other states really affect-

ing Brahman. (As we have seen, he rejects an interpretation

of the ^ sqo offering a dualistic doctrine.) Since be rejects

even these Srutis, it would be no wonder if he is found to reject

or to interpret in his own way Srarti like the Gitt, whenever

the latter is in conflict with his Syjstem drawn from the Sruti.

He has done this when he rejects the view of the Bhagavadgita

which holds that the knower of Brahman returns to this world

if he dies during the southern course of the Sun. He says that

this rule applies only to the Yogins and that it is only a Smarta

rule, not a Srauta one. (We have elsewhere shown that the

Smfti PSda (Bra.Su.II.l) gives the SMrahara's own interpretat-

ion, rather than rejection, of those doctrines of the BhagavadgitS

which he finds inconsistent with the views of the Upanisads and

which he does not accept in their apparent sense. It is due to

this boldness on the part of the Sutrakara of accepting literally

a Sruti though it may be inconsistent with and and

of rejecting a Sruti if it be contradictory to his own System of

Vedanta, that while reading his work we are saved from the

intellectual jugglery of words which we often find in the

commentaries of the Acaryas who try to effect a compromise

even when the three Prasthanas are in open conflict with one

another. An example of this is supplied to ns by SaAkara’s

effort to interpret Bha.GI.VIII.22-27 as referring to the conductor-

deities though it clearly speaks of time^’deities as the SutrakSra

distinctly states. On the whole, the Sutrakara is a bold, tactful,

straightforward interpreter of the Scripture and a great saviour of

the Vedanta School, who saved it on the one hand from being

divided into so many sects and on the other, from being plunged
into dualistic philosophy.



ClIAPTEK. 2.

ACTION AS HELP TO KNOWLEDGE
IN ACHIEVING MOKSA.

In Bra.8u.III.3.44-54 it is shown by the SutrakSra that the

knowledege of the Avyakta as w'ell as that of the Purusa is

Vidya.i The Mu^aka Upanisad declares that the knowledge

by which the well-known Aksara is attained is the higher Vidya

as compared with tuc knowledge of the Sacrifice obtained from

the Yedic Saihhitfis.^ 'I'he same Upanisad also says that the

knowledge of the Porusa is also Brahmavidyfi.^ As we have

shown the whole of Brahmasutra III.3 is devoted to a detailed

account of this two-fold Vidya of Aksara (or Avyftkta) and Puru§a.

The Sruti declares that the above knowledge of Brahman is

the means to ‘the goal of human life’ ( ). “By the Vidya

one attains to the Immortal.”* “By the Vidy5 one gets the

Immortal.”® This was the view of BadarfiyaQa.

The earlier part of the Sruti ( the Purvakanda ) teaches

‘Karman’ or the Bitnalism as a means to ‘the goal of human
life’ This was the view qf Jaimini.

Besides the Knowledge of Brahman and the Karman, the

Upanisads teach several other means for the attainment of

(1) 3 I (Bia.Su.III.3.47),

(2) 1 1%^ iivn

W TO «pn I (Mu.Upa.I.1.6).

(3) •!<!:» which is followed by

I (Mu.Upa.III.2.10).

(4) I (KenaUpa.II.12).

(5) I a ».ll).
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Brahman, e.g., penance faith truth eternal

celibacy,® selection by the Supreme Being

Grace of God control over one’s mind ‘*5nT’, control over

one’s senses *’?*?’, etc.,^® contemplation ‘ «*rH’, or ‘^’^8 learned-

ness strength or childlike simplicity and silence

etc.,^^ and several other means.

It must be here noted that though penance, faith, truth, etc,

etc., are stated in the respective Srutis referred to supra, as

direct means to the attainment of Atman, they are also often

described in the Upanisads direct means to the lenotvledge of

Brahman, which (alone) is the really direct means to the attain-

ment of Atman.

“The Brahmaijas wish to hnt-w this well-known Atman by

the study of the Vedas, by sacrifice, by devotion, by penance, bj'

fasting.^® In this Sruti the Bitualism
( lit. the sacrifice ),

(6) fcv ^ um fnr i (Cha.Upa.V.10.1).

31; I (Mtt.Upa.I.2.11).

B sKftvUir 3iur snsni (Pra.Upa.1.2).

in 3TR3T... (Mu.Upa.III.1.5).

(7) Vide (6) above for (Oha.XJpa.V.lO.l). (Mu.Upa.I.2.11). (Pra.Upa. I. 2).

(8) 1 «l«r • (Br.Upa.VI.2.15).

iri » (Mu.Upa.III.1.6).

(9) ifi 3?RST sr ' (Ma.Upa.III.1.5).

(10) ikli ig^ ^3 WRfli f^ig^ 33 fim; I (Mu.Upa.III.2.3).

(11) an % l

qw 11 (Sve.Upa.v1.21).

(12) Vide (38) infra (BT.Upa.IV.4.23).

Nq:«ra[ g ansfn 1 (Mu.Upa.i.2 .11 ).

(13) ^ «IRNFr: I (Mu.Upa.III.1.8).

jRi I

a ffpnf5 qwt 11 (Kafcha.Upa.vi.10-11),

MSaiWTO II SRWm4) II

(u) qii^ 11.^ wlsf ar qif^ HfNrw

^ ^(SNlW wm: \ (By.Upa.III.6.l).

(16) 3>?i anpm OTuissraqia 1 (Br.Up.lV.4.29).
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penance, etc. are said to be means to the knowledge of Brahman.

Again in some Srutis the penance is declared to be a means

to tlie knowle ige of Brahman.^® But, in the case of othei^means

like the control of the mind and the senses (Br.Upa.IV.4.23),

silence, etc., (Br.Up.III.6.1) there is no definite statement as to

their not being direct means to the goal of human life. Thus,

both these types of texts require to be explained with reference

to the Sutrakara’s own view that the knowledge of Brahman is

the means to Moksa as stated in Bra.Su.III.3.

Moreover, what should a seeker of Brahman do with regard to

the duties of his own order of life and his own profes-

sional duties mentioned in the Sruti ? And should a seeker give

up the worldly duties even if he is not an ascetic ?

The question arising from the above-mentioned Srutis and

Smrtis seem to us to have been answered by the Sutrakara in

Bra.Su.III.4.

One very important point which is made clear at the very

beginning of this Fada (Bra.Su.II] .4.1-2) is that both Badarayaua

and Jaimini agreed to take all means other than jndjia (the

knowledge of Brahman) and karman (the Yedic sacrifice) to be of

secondary importance.^'^ Thus, truth, penance, donation, celibacy,

the duties of the order of life and of the castes, etc., etc., are all

of them subsidiary to the knowledge of Brahman according to

B&darayaUa and to the Yedic sacrifice according to Jaimini.

It is also clear that B§.darSyaUa'and Jaimini differed only as

to the comparative importance of 9H and only. In

the opinion* of the former was supreme and in that of the

latter B&darfiyaua argues according to the teaching of the

Sruti that the^ of Brahman is more important than

(16) ^ I WRin « (Tai.Upa.111.2 1).

1 ^S've.Upa.I.lS).

(17) This is the sense of (Bra.SQ.III.4.2).

’ refeies to troth, penance, etc., as we have showoi and Il7 shows that

these means are subsidiary.
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Angiras taught the same view to Sanuaka (Mu.Upa.I.1-2) as

did also Saaatkumara to NSrada (Ch§.,Upa.VII.)^® As the Sruti

expressly declares that the aim of human life can be- achieved

by the means of the Brahraayidya, as B^darSlyaDa and Jaimini

could agree that all means other than 9H and ^^^were of a

subordinate nature, and again as the Sruti teaches m’T of

Brahman as superior to (the Vedio sacrifice), BSdarayaDa

bolds that liberation can be obtained chiefly by means of the

VidyS or the knowledge of Brahman.

Both BadartyaDa and Jaimini differ from SaAkara who holds

that only the knowledge of Brahman is the means to liberation.

According to Badarayana the Vidya is the chief means and

Karman is subsidiary to it, and according to Jaimini Karman

is the primary means and the YidyA is subordinate to it; thus,

both of them are i.e., they believe that a combi-

nation of knowledge and action is the means to ‘the aim of life.’

SaAkara is i.e., he holds that jnana alone is the

means for Moksa; and he tries his best to interpret Badarayapa’s

view stated in Bra.Su.III.4 as that of a

In our opinion, we have a discussion about the nature of this

Jndna in Sutras III,4. 18-26, which, as we have shown in our

Notes, forms tbe second AdhikaraDa of the Pada. Jaimini

holds (1) that the knowledge of Brahman or Atman is of the

nature of ‘a reflection’ or ‘contemplation’ ( or thought ) and (2)

that regarding this knowledge there is no Injunction which, if

ever it were there, would make the achievement of this know-

ledge a performance, because the Sruti denies any to be tbe

means to liberation which ( ) alone can be an object of

(18) 3ri^<T?5rm i Bra.Su.III.4.8. seems to os

to refer to Mu.Upa.1.1‘2, Obll.Upa.VII, where a contrast between the teaching

of the PQrvakfiyda and that of the Uttarldinda is presented.

: (19) In our Notes on Bra.S&.IlI.4 in Part. I we have given our reasons for

our belief that S'aAkara has tried to foist his own view about the utility of

iThdna alone for Moksa on the SQtrakira who, as a matter of fact, differed

from S aAkara.
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Injunction, “Having well considered the worlds that are achie-

ved through actions (sacrifices), a BrShmaQa should get disgusted

with these actions. That which is not made (i.e., ‘the unmade
Brahman *or Brahma-world’ as in Cha,Upa.VII1.13) cannot be

achieved by what is made”.^ B5dar%aDa’s reply to the first

part of Jai mini’s view is that the knowledge of Brahman is

‘something to be performed’ like an act (313^) because the Sruti

declares the similarity of nature of both jndna and Icarman in

as much as we read : “Those who have the above knowledge and,

who, it) the forest, devote themselves to faith, penance, etc.”

and “Now, those who, in the village devote themselves )

to the s icrifice, works of public utility', religious gifts, etc.”

Because both the paths are, thus, mentioned by the same verb

•‘'OTwV’ ( devote themselves to ), both knowledge and actions are

‘objects to be performed’ Also, the Katha Upanisad
( Katha TJpa. I ) declares this similarity of the knowledge of

Brahman with the sacrifice; and Katha Upa.V.l says “Having

performed the meditation on Him Who resides in the city

with eleven doors, which belongs to the One who is unborn and of

straightforward mind, one does not lament any more and being

free from the body becomes free from transmigration.^® Also,

in Tai.Upa.lI.5.I the meditation on Brahman is said to be the

same as the performance of a sacrifice, because there we are told .

that “One performs the sacrifice of knowledge and one performs
also the rites. All gods meditate on the Supreme Brahman
which is knowledge. If one knows Brahman which is knowledge
and if one does not neglect it, he having abandoned the sins in

his body, attains all objects of desire.®'^ Also, in Cha.UpafII1.14

(20) f5r??*rT<Tr?rnWi!?r: fkir » (Mu.Upa.I.2.12)

5T qnw i (Mu.XJpa.III.1.8).

(21) Vide (6) supra for Cha.Upa.V.10.

3»>r *r w iiT*i Cha.Upa.V.10.3.

(22) i

sr ii (Katha. Upa.V.l).

(23) ti =^1 ii ^«ir: ii .,<ni

<1 SwW II II BSmiST m ••

(Tai.Upa.IL5.1).
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the meditation On Brahman is said to be the performance of a

eacrifice.^ Thus, the Sruti mentions a similarity between the

knowledge of Brahman and the performance of a sacrifice and

therefore one may say that the knowledge of Brahman is an act

to he preformed. To the other part of JaiminPs view that the

knowledge of Brahman is not laid down by an Injunction, Bdda-

rdya^a replies by saying that Bather, there is an Injunction

about knowing Brahman, just as there is an Injunction about

remembering the Text.” Here Badardya^a refers to such

Srutis as “The Atman should he seen, should be heard, should

be reasoned about and should be meditated upon.”^® “One

need not try to know the sense of speech; one ahold know the

speaker.”^ This Injunction asking one to know Brahman is like

the Injunction asking one to learn (lit. to remember) the Veda.^®*

Jaimini may raise an objection to the above view of Badara-

yalla by saying that the Upanisad portion of the Sruti was npt

required (in so far as the Mantra and Brahmapa portion was

self-sufficient), but since it is taken up as Sruti we may regard

the Sruti texts of Upanisads as an Eulogy of Brahman or

God,®’ or as intended for the purpose of (recitation, at the

sacrifices, of the stories about ancient well-known persons).®®

This is how Jaimini would explain the unity of purpose of the

two Ed^das or Portions of the Sruti. To these objections

(24) u I Cha.Upa.III.14.1.

(26) anuiT ^ I Br.Upa.IV.5.6. Of. also

^OhS.Upa.VIII.1.1 and VIII.7.1.

(26) 5f I ,KaQ.TJpa.III.8.

(26a) I pr* 111.4 20. The Injunction to remember the Veda

is r’

(27) Bra.SQ.lV.3.11 ( vr shows that Jaimini believed in

Brahman, and as in the preceding SQtra (Bra.SQ.III.4.20) refers' to the

Injunction about Braliman, we conclude that in SQtra 21 refers to the

Eulogy of Brahman. Vide Notes on Bra.Su.IlI.4.21 in Part 1.

(28) The fact that S^adkara takes Sutras 28*24 as referring to the Vedanta

texts in general, proves that the same is the topie pf SQtras 18-26 which

should be taken as forming one Adhikara^a.
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BSdarSyaua replies that (1) the Vedanta or ’cpr of the

Srnti cannot be taken as mere Eulogy of Brahman because (a) that

part of the Veda is something which ha« 'not preceded before’

(apurvaP and (b) because of the Sruti that Brahman (really) ts

(what it is taught to be meditated, upon as).^ Nor are the

Vedanta texts meant for the purpose of because (a) tlw vif^a?

texts are distinguished from other texts. Moreover, because the

knowledge of Brahman is an act laid down by an Injunction, we

can construe the unity of the two Ka^das or Sections of the

Veda in so far as both the Kau^s teach action^ and, again, as it

is the act in the form of the knowledge of Brahman, which the

latter K^da lays down by an Injunction, it is that the

performance of Hhat act of knowing' taught in that ES^da does

not require the sacred fire, the fuel, etc., which are required in

the performance of the acts laid down in the earlier E^uda.^^

And all requirements^^ of the act of knowing Brahman, arising

from Br.Upa.IV.4.22,®® are like the Horse described in Br.Upa.

I.l,^ i.e., all these requirements referring to the sacrifice, etc.,

are allegorical jiist As the Horse described in Br.Upa.I.l, is to be

allegorically understood. The seeker of the knowledge of

Brahman ie not required to perform the sacrifice physically,

though one who knows Brahman may perform the Sacrifice in

its material form also.^

(29) The contrast between the Upanifad Efinda and the Purva Ei^da of

the Veda, e.g., that stated in Mu. TJpa. 1.1, GbS.Upa. Vll.l, seems to be
'referred to here.

(30) (Bra.SQ.III.4.22).

(81) 8r?i i (Bra.Su.III.4.26). S aiikara connects Sutra 26

with Sutra 1. This also proves our view that Sutras 18-26 form one Adhi-
karapa and discuss the nature of the YidyA or the knowledge of Brahman.

;(32) (Bra.Su.in.4.26). •

(88) irwnr aror I In this S'ruti

the etc., are laid ^wn as means to the knowledge of .Brahman. The
Sutiak^a explains the nature of this in the above Sutra' (III.4.26)-

(84) ear w ftrr: •• spoil wimsiftr o< iw i
<ro

S etc. (Br.npa.I.l.l-2).

(86) Of. in I (BraSQ.III.4.14).
12 *
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Having discussed as above the nature of the act of knowing

Brahman and incidentally the relation between the two KSudas

of the Veda, the Sutrakira now proceeds to state in Su.27~39»^

which Tcarmam (duties) the seeker of the knowledge of Brahman
must compulsorily perform.^^ In the same group of Sutras the

SdtrakSra includes also the discussion of two minor points which

pertain to the same topic, viz., (1) whether the Scriptural

permission to a seeker of Moksa to eat the food from all persona

whatsoever is consistent with the rule of control over mind (W)

and senses (^), etc., laid down for him^ and (2) whether a seeker

of Brahman must go through all the stages of life in due order.

In the opinion of the SutrakSra an aspirant must under any

circumstances do two sets of actions, viz., (1) the Sacrifice etc.,

mentioned in B^.H pa.IV.4.22 and (2) the duties of the seeker’s

own order.3®

The SutrakSra discusses the consistency of the Sacrifice, etc.,

mentioned in Br.Upa.iy.4.22 as a means to the knowledge of

Brahman with the control over mind and senses, etc., mentioned

in Br.Upa.IY.4.23 also as a means to the same. He says that

^‘Though a seeker may be possessed of control over the mind,

etc., even then, as that injunction is subordinate to the one in

Br.Upa.IY.4.22 which lays down the sacrifice, donation, etc., as

a means to the knowledge of Brahman, the sacrifice, etc. most

be compulsorily performed by a seeker.” According to the

gutrakSlra the injunction about is subsidiary to that about

Therefore, even if a seeker be possessed of he

must perform the sacrifice, give donation and practise penance,.

(86) On the ground of the presence of ^ in SQtras 28, 32 and 36 we have

proposed in oar Notes to take all these SQtras ( 27*36 ) as forming ont

Adbikarapa. Vide Part I.

(37) Of. ulisrsft in R4*nsPl W «r W • Bra.SQ.III.4.34.

(38) s?JT^4f^^0p^STss3T?aftsf^.«»Tn?^»Ic^R*iK4^i?iiTW«nt«ffilBr.lJpa.IV.4.23.

(89) Vide Note (37) sapra.

(40) This is the sense of in

I
(Bra.8fl.I11.4.27.)
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which are means to the knowledges of Brahman. Control over

mind, etc., and sacrifice, etc. are both means to the knowledge

of Brahman, but the former is, in the opinion of the SutrakSra,

prescribed in the Sruti as a part (anr) of the latter, the prescrip-

tion meaning that a seeker should perform sacrifice, donation

and penance with ‘control over his mind’ and other qualities.

Therefore, the possession of etc., is in no way a higher stage

than the performance of the sacrifice, etc., and consequently the

possession of does not earn for the seeker exemption from
the duty of performing the sacrifice, etc.

The duties of one’s own order of life are laid down with regard

to a seeker of Moksa in Cba.Upa.II.21.1.^i That Sruti, in the

opinion of the Sutrakfira, means that “ One who belongs to any

order of life gets immortality if be is ‘ well established in

Brahman,’ i.e., “if he knows Brahman properly.” This text

lays down for a seeker of Brahman the duties of bis order of life,

and thus admits a man of any order of life to the search after

Moksa or immortality. The duties of one’s order are not laid

down here as to be performed for getting the knowledge of

Brahman, but they are are laid down for each particular order

by the Dharma^astras or the Srntis on which these works

depend*® and again, in ChS.Up.IL23.1 a member of any order

is admitted to the search after immortality. Thus, it is that the

duties of one’s own order are te be performed by a seeker, unlike

a non-seeker,*® as a help co-operating with the hnowledge of

(41) I (Bra.SQ.III.4.27).

S3ha.Upa.II.23.1).

(42) I (Bra.SQ.III4.32). Here refers to the injonc-

tiODS presoriUng the duties of an order for one who belongs to that order, apart

from the question of his being a mnmukSa or not. It may also refer to

(43)

For a non-seeker, the duties of one's order are meant for avoiding

the sins of omission for a seeker, they are to qr? in achieving

Mokfa. The SQtra^ra seems to add (Sutra 111.4.33) to suggest

that the seeker performs the duties of bis respective order as not

as HWW
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Brahman in the aohieTement of the common aim, viz.,

liberation.**

In any case a seeker must perform these, two types of duties

because of the two Sruti-tezts, viz.,' ^r.Upa.lV.4.22 and Gh3l.

Upa.II.23.1.*«

Before summarising the SutrakSra’s discussion of the two

minor points indicated above, we shall take up the discussion of

other actions co-operating with knowledge, which in the opinion

of the SutrakSra, a seeker should perform. These are mentioned

in Bra.Su.III.4.47-60.

In Sdtra 47, the Sutrakara makes a general rule that the

Injunction about other helping actions than those already men-

tioned*^ is to be understood as optional or voluntary and that

it forms the third set of actions (Gf. ^ <19 in Sutra 111.4.34).*^

As to which these other helping actions are, we learn that

is one of them. The Sutraktra says, “Just as the Sruti

asks one who has studied the Veda to perform the sacri-

fice ( etc., Sutra 111.4.6,12), but that does not mean that

one who has not studied it should not perform it; similarly, an

aspirant after Moksa may or may not carry out the study or

repetition of the Veda.*^ This study of the Veda is mentioned

as a helping action in B|:.Upa.IV.4.22 (^139=9^). In this third

group of helping actions the Sutrakfira includes also some other

(44) Of. also «rftr9l9l^ 5 S«iT9f l (Bra.Su.IV.1.16).

(46) Bra.Sfl.III.4.84. means

not % 99rilr9i9T9^t wl: •

(46) U99iT4’7Ui^: in Bra.Su.III,4.47 means helping actions other than

those mentioned in B?.Upa.rV.4.22, (the sacrifice, etc.), and in OULUpa.
II.23.1, (the duties of one's order of life) and discussed by the SQtrakSra in

Bra.SQJlI.4.26 and 32 respectively.

<47) Vide and in Bro^^

(48) This is the sense of in Bra.SG.in.4.47.
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dallies, e.g., silence.^^ Among other duties of this class would

be fait^,®® celibacy,®^ truthfulness®^ and others.

The above option about the performance and practice of this

third group of helping actions, is not allowed to a householder

for whom they are obligatory according to the Sutrakara in

addition®® to the other two types of actions which are compulsory

for seekers of Moksa of all stages of life. His reasons for impo-

sing these additional duties upon a seeker of the householder’s

order of life are two viz., (1) the householder’s entireness i.e. the

fact that the householder has several fecilities such as materials

and monay which the other orders do not possess®* and (2) that

other actions like etc. are such as can be and should

be practised by a seeker belonging only to the order of the

householder. We may here add that before Safikara there was
a Vedanta School bolding that *‘the householder would alone

get Moksa by a combination of the knowledge of Brahman with

duties prescribed in the Sruti and Smrti, while the followers of

the other three orders could attain the same by the knowledge of

Brahman combined with the Sm§rta duties only.®®

(49) ‘Silence’ means that the aspirant should not exhibit his

Knowledge before others, as would be evident from the general sense of the
entire S'rutij viz., sWRism: fksfeu w w
wr I 3r4iif ^ l Br.Upa.ni.5.1. This S'ruti is disonssed

in Bra.Su.III.4.49-50.

(60) w mentioned in (1) sw I ^ I (Oha.Upa.
V.10.1), (2) > wwt *r?Kf eeigrrak i (Br.Upa.VI.2.15) and (3)

»nK«IT .1 (Pra.Upa.1.2).

(61)

. .
in (1) anwi i (Mu.Upa.

III.1.6), and (2) Vide (8) in Note (60) abdve.

(62) ^ in (1) (5rifirt%) ?[iit ^/?ir gfjrgi u5T»rni!i5rg; i

(Kena Upa. 33) and (2) STOT I (S ve.Upa.I.16), Vide also
(61) above.

(63) Vide Notes on OTUfn: in g (Bra,Su.III.4.48).

(64) Vide in the above Sutra.

(66) Of. g fn%»f<«9rfrgw^?ii»w-

(S'i.hhaftjraWBba.GlIII.l). '
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In addition to all tHe threo sets of actions, a householder

aspiring for Mok§a, may do worldly duties also
( ) not as

“actions co-operating with the knowledge in the achievement of

Moksa,” but, rather, they are allowed to be done only in his case

in order that the works which that aspirant has begun may not

be obstructed.®® In the Upanisads we find that the seekers of

Moksa belonging to the householder’s stage of life continue their

worldly duties in order that the affairs already begun may conti*

nue unobstructed.®^

One of the minor topics discussed in this P5da of the Brahma-

BUtras is, as we have already stated, with respect to the rule of

control over mind and senses, etc., which a seeker of the know-

ledge of Brahman is asked to acquire in order to qualify himself

for that knowledge.®® The rule of <a»T, etc., is not in conflict

with the Sruti which allows a seeker of Moksa to eat all food,

just as it is not iu conflict with the Injunction asking the

seeker to perform sacrifice, to give donation and to practise

penance as explained in Sutra 111.4,27. The apparent conflict

in the latter case is, as we have seen, solved by understanding

the Injunction about W, etc., as subsidiary to the Sruti

about sacrifice, donation and penance. The former conflict

rises from the statement in several Srutis saying that “ jPor one

who knows the Supreme Brahman, there is nothing which is

not his food®® ’’ These Srutis seem to allow a Meeker of Mok§a

to eat all kinds of food, and, would, therefore, appear to exempt

the seeker from the rules about food, etc., for the ordinary man,

and, may be looked upon as inconsistent with the rule of

laid down for the seeker by Br.Upa.IV.4.23. The Sutrak3ra

(66) • (Bra.SG.TII.4.61).

(57) This teaching is somewhat similar to that of the OitS as regards

“disinterested actions’’ and the SQtra (III.4.61) may refer to the example of

jahaka in the BrhadSra^yaka Upani§ad.

(68) This minor topic is discussed in SOtras III;4.28-31, which, in onr

opinion, is a part of the single Adhikarapa consisting of SQtras 27-39.

(69) Some of these are quoted by S'aAkara, e^g., U C gl I

(0h8.Upa.V.2.1).
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says that scriptural permission does not give any more freedom

to the seeker than that given to an ordinary man, because this

freedom is to be availed oi only at the time of danger to life in

absence of food. This is shown by the example of Usasti

OakrSlyaUa, by the fact that such freedom under such circum*

stances is not inconsistent with the rule of (aww-Sutra

HI. 4-28), and by the authority of Smrtis like that of Manu.^

For this very reason the Srutis in question should be interpreted

to refer to a case where the seeker has to partake of any kind

of food reluctantly.^^ Thus, the seeker may be possessed of

yet he cannot violate the rules of conduct as regards

food, etc., just as he cannot give up the sacrifice, donation,

and penance (Sutra 27).

The second minor point stressed by the Sutrakara deals with

the option of suppression or supercession (abhihhava) of the two

kinds of duties, (1) the sacrifice, donation and penance, and

(2) the duties of the seeker’s order of life, allowed by the

Scripture to a seeker of liberation. The SutrakSra clearly says

that only those two kinds of duties are the duties which a seeker

of the knowledge of Brahman in any case per/om, because

there are direct statements of Sruti about those two ^

and because the Sruti gives examples of seekers of Brahman

in whose case those two kinds of duties are not overpowered

or suppressed even after the attainment of the knowledge of

Brahman.

But it canpot be argued that the above is the only way

sanctioned by the Scripture,^ because also mthout those two

(60)

Of. (Bra.Su.ni.4.28), awma; (Bra.Sa.III.4.29) and arl^ ^
(Bra.Sa.III.4.S0).

(61) I (Bra.S& III.4.81). This Sutra seems to refer to in

*i ai (Ohfi- Upa.I.10.4).

(62) In Sutras III.4.34>39 which should be taken as forming one Adhikaraua.

(63)

iErtVTsft’ a • ^Bra.SQiIH.4.34). The S'rutis are Bf. Upa. IV.-

4.22 and Ohft.npa.II>23>l. Vide above foot-notes (38) and (41).

(64) This is the import of 3 in sRau > (Bra.BQ.lII.4.36)
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kinds of actions^ one can seek and get the knowledge of

Brahman. Thus, a seeker may give up the duties of the sacri*

fice, penance, etc., and also those of his order of life, with the

purpose of solely devoting himself to his aim. This can be

proved by the help of the Sruti and Smrti. Penance and actions

(of sacrifice as well as of one’s order of life) are declared to be

not the means useful for the search after Atman in the Muudaka
Upanisad®® which is contrary to Br.Upa.IV.4.22 and Ch§l.Upa.-

11.23.1. Moreover, the latter part of the same Sruti which lays

down the sacrifice, donation and penance as means of knowing

Brahman, declares that ascetics wishing 'to get the Atman as

their world’ renounce the world. It cites the example of 'ancient

wise persons who did not wish to have progeny, saying, ‘What

should we do with progeny-we, who consider this Atman as our

world here’ and it says that they having withdrawn their mind

from desire for sons, desire for wealth, and desire for worlds, live

the life of begging alms.* ®'^ According to this Sruti one can

get the knowledge of Brahman without performing the duties of

the order of a householder; so that from the stage of celibacy a

seeker can directly pass over to the stage of asceticism. Also the

Smrti like the BhagavadgitSl says, “O most herpic of the descen*

fiants of Kuru, it is not possible for anybody else but you to see

Me in this form in this human world either by the Vedas, sacrifices

and their study or by donation, by actions (of one's order or by severe

(66) Vide and in the above SQtra.

(66) ST THE) «ni^ VRT sn I (Mo,Upa.III.1.8)sn3TinNn

»wrt SI Iwsn SI sifsn i . aiRin

w\n snawiNn wwfi si ^ sanvirivti sii«i(i3fejrra:i srg

«nNn aySUT » v ll ( Mn.Upa.m.2.S-4 ). Contrast this with

awisiT altsi ?w9issfra%;f I ( Bf.trpa.iv.4.a2 k

(67) awfiisri ipijc ^ si

fifesim cl^snal^ *fts»Riwr«v
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austerities.®® God shows His special Grace to those who resort to

this path of Benunciatiou of all actions and seek to know Him.
“ But I can be known, seen and realized in the right sense in

tills (macrooosmic) form by undivided devotion"^^ “ Abandoning

all duties submit yourself to me alone. 1 shall free you from all

sins; do not lament.’”^® “This Atman can be attained by him

alone whom He selects. To him this Atman reveals His own

form.’”^^ According to these Srutis and Smrtis a seeker may give

up all duties in order to worship the Lord with one-minded

devotion and the Lord in return shows His special Grace to him.

The Sutrakara mentions this alternative alsoJ®

The Sutrakara says that out of the two Paths of performing

one’s duties as help to the knowledge of Brahman and of renou-

ncing all duties, it is the former which is better ), because

the S'ruti gives examples of persons in whose life the perfor-

mance of duties was not superceded by the attainment of the

knowledge of Brahman (Bra.Su.III.4.35) and because we have an

express statement about the superiority of the former path, e.g.,

“ One who finds his delight in Atman and who is pleased in

Atman and does all his duties is the best of all the knowers of

Brahman.”’® and also “ Doing one’s duties is better than not

doing them.”’*

(68) R ^ ^ I

+ + +

^ irt H U II ( Bha.GI.XI48,53 )

(69) wan ?*np*pn I

^ Sl%^ ^ \i ( Bha.Gi.XI.64

(70) rsi i

?*ri UI ll ( Bha Gi.XVIII.66 ),

(71) Vide (66) above.

(72) • ( Bra.SU.III.4.38 ).

(78) Of. in aimwav {Mu.XJpa.ni.1.4).

(74) Of. «!rw. in I ( Bra.Su.III.4.39 ) With the same
word (Bha.Qi.ni.8).
13
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We may here briefly state the SutrakSra’s view regarding the

three Paths of Knowledge, Action and Devotion. He seems to

look upon the knowledge as the only principal means of libera-

tion, the aim of human life {Bra.8u.III.4.1). He, therefore, does

not consider Action or Devotion in the capacity of the principal

means of Moksa, with Knowledge as its help. Bather, in his

opinion. Action or Devotion can serve only as a help to Know-
ledge which alone can lead to Moksa. He does not use the

word hhdkti which is tbe usual expression for Devotion, but he

mentions the option of the renunciation of all actions (as a help to

Knowledge) and says that in this option regarding “ help ” to

Knowledge the Lord shows His special Grace to the seeker. From
this we infer that this option consists of Knowledge plus Devo-

tion as help to Knowledge. Out of the two Paths of fa)

Knowledge plus Action as a help to Knowledge and (b) Know-

ledge without Action lor, in other words Knowledge with

Devotion as a help), the Sutrakara prefers the former (Sutra

III.4.39).

We may also note that Jaimini differed from BSdarSyaDia on

the above point (Bra.Su.IlI.4.2). He regarded Action as the

principal means to Moksa and Knowledge as subsidiary to

Action just as penance donation, etc., which are subsidiary

means according to BEdar&yaKia also.^^

Though, as shown above, the Sutrakara probably regarded

hhakti as a means of secondary importance only, it is not unlikely

that the up&sand of Brahman through which the knowledge of

Brahman was achieved partook of the nature of devotion. But

about this we cannot offer any positive proof. Our only proof

for the doctrine of bhaJcti in the Brahmasutra is the occurrence

of the “Grace” (anugraha) twice in the work.’®

In the option, that we have mentioned above, of tbe super-

cession of the two sets of duties we have the sanction of the

Scnpture to allow a seeker of liberation to jump to tbe stage of

(76) Vide Note (17) above.

(76) f^^^rgsiW • (Bra.8u.III.4.38) and the word in Bra.SQ.rV>2.17.
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asceticism from that of celibacy ( Br.Upa.IV.4.22 ). It is in

connection with this sanction that the two minor topics are

discussed in the Brahmasutra, viz., (1) whether a seeker of

liberation who has renounced the duties can resume them or not

( Bra.8u.IIL4.40-42 ) and (2) what actions a seeker of liberation

who is outside (^:) the order of asceticism is allowed to do( Bra.

83.111.4.43-46 ). We shall now describe the first of these.

Having described in the preceding AdhikaraVa (8utras III.4.

34-39) the renunciation of actions, i.e., asceticism, the 8utrakara

says that a seeker of liberation, who becomes an ascetic for the

purpose, cannot become a non-ascetic (i.e. a householder or a

bachelor). Thus, one can jump over an order or orders of life

but no regress is allowed to an aspirant. On this Jaimini agreed

with Badarfiyaha. Their arguments for their view were that

the rule wa>i only for going to a subsequent order of life,

that one who has become an ascetic, is henceforth unlike what he

was in the past and that an ascetic has not got things which

would allow him to revert to an earlier order.

A

seeker of

liberation who has become an ascetic cannot also do the duties

of his profession or office,
'*'® because he can have no association

with those duties on account of the 8mrti text referring to the

moral fall of an ascetic if he does such duties.'^® But, the follo-

wers of one Branch of the Sfima-veda hold a difierent view.

They believe that the direct professional or official duties and

also indirect official duties exist in tha case of ( or may be per-

formed by ) a seeker even though he may have become an

ascetic.®® This rule should be understood to be like the rule of

(77) g i (Bra.SQ.in.4 40).

(78) E. g., A Brahmin seeker who has become an ascetic cannot do the

priestly duties or duties of a regular teacher, etc.

(79) !T l Bra.8Q.III.4.41. AlsoJklanu VI.68.

(80) fit (Bra.8Q.III.4.42). 31 in this Sutra

refers to 31 in 3itifkiir in the story of U$asti (CbA.IJpa.I.I0-ll‘,

«i«ntpni^ilfklir ; Oba.Upa.I.10.8). 31^4^ in the Sutra means
3i^^8jiRrsSTfNt 1*4, andjrft’ means ‘the inclusion’ of the direct sri.

Vide our Notes on the SQtra.
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eating] i. e., this kind of performance of direct and indirect

official duties can be allowed to an ascetic-seeker of liberation

only when he is in danger of losing his life if he does not earn

his livelihood by such means, just as the eating of any kind of

food is allowed under the same circumstances, as was already

explained above on the strength of the illustration of Usasti

CSkrayaUa (Bra.Sfi.III.4.28; Cha Upa.I.lO). Though Usasti was

not an ascetic, his example shows what even an ascetic should

do or is allowed to do when his life is in the danger of being lost.

The purpose of the story of Usasti, as understood by the Sutra-

k§.ra, is to describe ‘the duties in adversity’ ( ) for all

seekers' of liberation. In short, a seeker of the knowledge of

Brahman cannot revert to the stage of a householder after having

once become an ascetic, but he may do the duties of his profession

or office (which are his caste duties), only if it is inevitable for

him to do them for the sake of continuing his life.

But a seeker who is outside the Order of Eenunciation^^ may

,

do both the direct and also indirect official or caste duties. The

mere fact of being a seeker of liberation does not forbid him

from doing his caste duties by which he is to earn his livelihpod

if he be a householder. The Smrti, e.g., the BhagavadgitS,

asks a householder seeking liberation to perform his own caste

duties; or, rather, we may say that the BhagavadgitS requires

a seeker of liberation to remain outside the order of asceticism

and to do his own caste duties. The seeker of liberation need

not be an ascetic; he may be a householder. In the Upanisads also

we find examples of Janaka and others who were seekers of

liberation and yet continued the performance of ^eir official or

caste duties. The practice of these duties so far as an aspirant

is concerned is for the maintenance of the householder-seeker;

(81) This is the sense of in I (Bra.SQ.IlI.4.43).

We believe, witr: is here used in oontrasb to in Sh.III.4.40 and ^<iirr

in the same Sutra seems to stand for srif^rrdR' and ^
( Vide our Notes on the Sutra ).
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it is not by way of help to the knowledge of Brahman in the

achievement of Moksa. The religious reward of the official (or

priestly and other) duties goes to his master and, therefore,

a seeTcer may do his official duties if he is not an ascetic.®* This

was the view of Atreya. A Brahma^ia householder seeking libera-

tion should do only priestly duties at a sacrifice (and not the

duty of teaching, which is also his caste duty ) because

his services can he bought only so far as priestly duties are

concerned.®® A BrfibmaBa seeker is not to do teaching duties

though he he a householder, because those duties cannot be

bought from him, since the Scripture asks him to do them without

selling them. This view was propounded by Audulomi who

supported his opinion by the contractual nature of priestly duties

and by quoting Sruti texts according to which householders

seeking liberation did only priestly duties on behalf of others^

Thus, Bfidarfiya^a believes that a seeker of any caste can do

his caste duties as long as he is a householder; Atreya believes

that he can do those duties only on behalf of a master who
employs him and not on his own initiative; while Audulomi

allows a BrSlbma^a householder seeking liberation to do direct

and indirect priestly duties only because that is the one case in

which there is the possibility of the householder-*seeker being

employed by a master. In short, BfidarayaBa and other teachers

of Vedanta allow a seeker of liberation to belong to the house-

holder’s order of life but only make certain restrictions to the

effect that he must do no duties which may give him a religious

reward in his next life and thus hinder the realization of his

goal. We may compare this view with that in the Bhagavad-

gftS, which asks a householder-seeker to do all his duties with-

out any desire for the fruits of those duties, without iny

attachment to their rewards.®^

(82) I CBra.8u.III.4.44).

(88) fk I (Bra.SG.lII.4.45).

(84) Of. 0. g, HT »

m if » (Bha.Gf.II.47).
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The fruit of liberation which is to be achieved througii the

knowledge of Brahman helped by the practice of certain actions

as described in the third Adhy^ya may not definitely ( i.e. at a

definite time ) follow the prformance of these actions, unlike the

fruit of heaven which is declared in the Sruti to follow the per-

formance of the jyotistoma sacrifice. One reason for this is the

fact that these actions are only hel'p to the knowledge of Bra-

hman, which is the principal means of Moksa.®® This conclusion

is also to be drawn from the fact that the Sruti makes definite

mention of persons who remain for many lives in the stage or

state of aspirants ( ) trying to attain the knowledge of

Brahman and at the same time doing the duties of their respective

orders of life, which are helps to that knowledge. ‘‘Seekers of

libertion who have well decided the aim by the knowledge of the

Yedantas, who are ascetics because they have adopted the path

of renunciation and whose mind is purified, become released and

completely immortal in the world of Brahman (neu.) at the time

of the end of the Para'* (Mu.Upa.III.2.6). For a very long time

these remain in the stage of seekers because they do not get eman-

cipation till then. This would mean that a seeker may be born

and reborn on this earth many a time before he attains the

realization of Brahman, which entitles him to Moksa after

exhausting his prdrabdha karmans in his last birth on this

earth. This also shows that the real knowledge is not achieved

immediately on the fall of the body in which he begins to devote

himself to an effort to achieve the same. It is this circumstance

which makes the teacher of the doctrine of Atman possible in

this world because he teaches the doctrine after having well

understood that ‘Brahman is his own Self’ (Bra.Su.IY.l.S). The

state of those seekers who are in the stage of carrying out all the

means of knowing Brahman and have not yet got the knowledge,

is described in Bra.Sfi.IY.1.1-12.

(8d) This seems to as to be the sense of in (ri

(Bra.SQ.IIL4.6l).



Chapter 3.

BEFORE AND AFTER THE ATTAINMENT
OF

THE KNOWLEDGE OF BRAHMAN.

The Third Adhyaya of the Brahmasutra is called ‘the Chapter

of the Means’ ^i«r) and it is thereby distinguished from the

fourth Adhyaya which bears the name of ‘the Chapter^ of the

Fruit’
{

). The knowledge of Brahman is the means of

achieving the aim of human life and it is described in Bra.8u.

111.3.

^ The actions which are subsidiary to that knowledge in

the achievement of liberation have been mentioned in Bra.Su.

111.4. After thus finishing the Means of Moksa, the Sutrakara

tells us that there is no certainty as to the time of achieving the

fruit in the form of liberation,®* because we find persons who are

in ‘the state of the means i. e., in the stage of the

practice of the Means. This is thfe closing statement of the

Chapter of the Means. The goal to he reached hy the Means,

the knowledge of Brahman, is mentioned in Bra.Su.IV.1.13.®

It would not, therefore, be improper to infer that Bra. Su.IV. 1.1-12

describes the state ( ) mentioned by the Sutrakara in Bra.

Su.III.4.62.4

This state is the state of the Practice of the Means. The

means have been Ttnown from the Chapter of the Means. The

theoretical knowledge of the means belongs to the state of study

and is followed by the state of the Practice of those means

(1) Vide our Interpretation ot Bra»Bu.III.8 in Part I. in

(Bra.Su.III.4.1) refers to this 5n»T. See Part I.

(2) n4 • Bra.sn.lll.4.62. Vide our

Interpretation in Part I.

(3) Note in » Bra.SQ.IV.1.13.

(4) Vide (2) supra.
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(Bra.Su-IV.L 1-12) which alone can lead to the attainment of the

knowledge (Bra.Sfl.IV.1.12). How long this period of Practice

Will last in the case of each seeker is not certin (Bra.Su.riI.4.66).

This is the difference between the Sacrifice and the Knowledge.

One who seeks the Heaven performs the Sacrifice in a certain

limited period and is sure of the achievement of the Heaven at

the end of that birth. But the case of one who seeks Brahman

is different. He is not sure how long he should “ perform
”

(Of. Bra.Su,III.4.19) the means of achieving Brahman

and whether he would attain Brahman at the end of this birth

or after many births.^ The seeker of Brahman generally returns

to this world not once®* before he attains his aim. The Sruti

teaches this and the Smrti too does the same. “Perfected by

inany births he in course of time attains the Supreme Goal”.®

In these births, the seeker has not to learn any new means

for his goal, but he practises what he has already theoretically

learnt and also preaches the same. This is a period of Practice

and Preaching. He had learnt to meditate on Brahman as his

Self.*^ How, he oj^proacAc^ *Brahman as his Self and helps others

in the realization ot the same.® He was told® that the Syllable

‘Om’ was the bow and his own Self was the arrow; now, he is

born with the notion that the Symbol ‘Om’ is Brahman (not his

Self; though Brahman is his Self) because that Symbol possesses

a unique position.^® Again while choosing to meditate on Brahman

as consisting of parts, he was taught to have the notions of the

(6)

Vide in Bra.SQ.III.4.62. Vide (2) supra.

(6a) See afun in I Bra.Su.IV.1.1.

(6) • Bha.QJ.VI.45.

(7) I Bra.Su.III.3.16 i Bra.Sfi.III.S.43.

Vide Interpretation in Part I. See P. 17 of Chapter I.

(8) snjcaffa “e » Bra.Su.IV.1.3.

llJ.3.26-26.

T?14e P. 66 of Chapter I.

(iO) ar Hit Rt I and imf

M

Bra.SQ.IV.1.4-6. See Part I.
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respective a^rayas ( viz., the eyes, the head, etc., ) in the San,

the Fire, the Earth, i.e., the parts of Brahman, or rather he was

ashed to look upon all the parts as only parts of Brahman.

Now, in the state of an advanced student as it were, he believes

the San, the Fire, etc., to he the eyes and other limbs of the

body of Brahman.^^ In short, he looks upon the world as

Brahman and upon Brahman as his own Self and gives the same

precept to the world.

His only action is that of sitting because no other action is

possible of him.^^ Formerly, when a beginner he used to keep

sitting in order to learn meditation; now, he is always in medi-

tation which has become his habit, and therefore he keeps sitting.

He is found sitting because he aims at preserving the steadiness

of his senses and seeks to remain unagitated by the constituents

of Nature. ‘‘He remains sitting like one who is without any

interest of his own, he is not agitated by the constituents of the

Prakrti, he definitely knows that only the constituents act and

react upon one another, and thereby he remains inactive''

The Smrti, rather than Sruti, gives the picture of this seeker of

the knowledge of Brahman in an advanced stage which is called

‘the Brahmi Sthitih’ and ‘having attained which there is no

possibility of the” seekerbeing bewildered any more.i® As all places

are equal to him ( ), he resides wherever he can concentrate

his mind (

The above Practice and Preaching and the state of sitting

and actionlesshess the seeker continaes till he departs from this

world ( a»|5ipn>ng:), because we have in the Upanisad the example

(11) I Bra.Su.III.3.61.

(12) H t Bra.SQ.III.66. See P. 48 of Chapter I. Vide Part I.

(13) • Bra.SQ.IV.1.6.

(14) 3ri?Q5T: I Bra.Su.IV.1.7 » IV.1.8. i IV.1.9.

(15) it «

5P»ir^ II Bha.Gi.XIV.23. Also Bia.SQ.II.61-72.

(16) «WT tiufi fNIk: mi^ sn«r l (Bha Gi.II.72A)

(17) (Bra.SQ.IV.1.11).

14
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of a meditator on the Syllable OM asked in the Srati to oontinae

his meditation even ‘till the end of his Departure’.^^ ‘‘Bemaining

in this Br3.hma state even at the time of the end ( of this body )

he attains absolution in Brahman”.^^

Thus, we believe that the ‘the state of the advanced

seeker’ referred to in the last Sutra®® of the third AdhySya is

deoribed in Sutra IV.Ll-12. The theoretical knowledge is

followed by the practice and preaching of the same and by

actionlessness due to intense absorption into meditation and a

desire to keep himself unpurturbed by the senses till the end of

his departure from the body. The Sutrakdra admits that this

stage precedes the attainment of the knowledge,®^ but as no

new means of the knowledge of Brahman is to be learnt in this

state, he gives it a place in the Chapter of the Goal. And he is

right because the state nearing the Goal or ’iis) is more

like that- of the goal (NT«q or ’fiw) than that of the means (Bm).

The stage of the Practice of the means is followed by the

attainment of the knowledge of Brahman and by what we would

call the stage of sinlessness. According to the Sutrakira, on the

attainment of the knowledge of Brahman the seeker becomes

“ free from the contact ” with ‘succeeding’ sins,

while the sins which “precede” (''^) the knowledge and have not

yet begun to give their result are destroyed

by that knowledge.®^^ But none of the religious good

deeds are so destroyed by jUdna.^ The knower of Brahman

becomes free from the contact with the good deeds

(18) ft TCT: • Bra.Su.IV.1.12).

i (Pra.Upa.V.l).

(19) II (Bha<Gi.II.72.B).

(20) Vide supra may refer to u»rro-

I 5. III.2.6.

(21) l Bra.SQ.IV.1.13.

(21a) Vide supra f ?Rr«ft5 1 Bra.Su. IV.1.16.

(22) See fiTt in g (Bra.Su.IV.1.14).
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only, on the fall of the body (Ri^). This shows that according to

the SQtrak^ra, in the case of4he knower of Brahman the sins

become impossible on his getting the knowledge but the good

deeds become impossible only on his departure from the body.

Even after the attainment of the knowledge of Brahman, her

continues doing good deeds (religious merits) and these help

him in the attainment of the goal of the knowledge of Brahman.

By saying that freedom from sins takes place on but

the freedom from good deeds takes place on the SutrakSra

emphasises the continuation of good deeds by, and their neces-

sity even to, the knower of Brahman who is yet to be liberated.

The knowledge of Brahman is not consistent with sins, but is

surely not inconsistent with good deeds, according to the

SutrakSra. Only the actual realization of emancipation which

follows the departure (from the body) of the knower of Brahman

makes religious good deeds impossible. Union with Brahman

is the only stage when a soul is no longer in the need of religi-

ous good deeds, or, we may say, is ‘ above religion.*

The Sutrakara does not mention the destruction of the ‘prece-

ding’ good deeds.2® In Bra.Su.III.4.32-33,**^ he says that the

duties of the orders, like the agnihotra, etc., become helpful

to the knowledge of Brahman in the achievement of

Moksa, because they are laid down for this purpose in GhS.Upa.

11.23. 1.**** Similarly, in the case of religious deeds like

which are different from the duties of the orders, he has

said that they should be unfailingly done since there is an

Injunction prescribing them for the purpose of the knowledge of

Brahman in Br.Upa.IV.4.22.‘-*® In consistency with this, the

(23) Note in Bra.Su.IV.l.lS and only in Bra.Su.IV.t.l4.

Vide Part I.

(24) 1 Bra.Su.III.4.32. ^ l Bra Su.ni.4.38.

(25) Vide (41) in Chapter 2.

(26) WIOLSbPI § Bra.SQ.III.4.27.

For Bir.XJpa.iy.4.22i vide (38) of Chapter 2.
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SutrakSra says that the religious good deeds like agnihotra whioh

are the duties of the diramas and other religious good deeds like

yajna, ddna^ tapas mentioned in Br.Upa.IV.4.22, are not

destroyed but become useful to the knower of Brahiuan in

achieving the goal of the knowledge of Brahman.^ He means

that (i) the religious good deeds done with the intention of

making them a help to the knowledge before and after the

attainment of knowledge and (ii ) also the good deeds done

without Emch an intention before the attainment of the knowledge

of Brahman, which have not begun to give their result, become

useful in achieving Moksa, the goal of the knowledge of Brahman.

‘Whatever religious deed is done with the knowledge peculiar to

the sacrifice, with faith, with the secret meaning of the

sacrifice, produces a better, more powerful effect.*^ This Sruti

applies to both ( i ) the duties of dsramas and ( ii

)

also the

religious deeds other than those duties.^ It also applies, accor-

ding to the Sutrakara, to ( iii ) deeds done before the attainment

of the knowledge, with or without the intention of making them

a help to that knowledge and which are

Union with Brahman does not take place before the destruction

or rather exhaustion ( ) of those good and bad deeds whioh

have begun to give their fruit ( ) and this destruction

is possible only after the knower of Brahman undergoes the

experience of their fruit.^^ This means that according to the

Sutrak3>ra there is nothing like emancipation-in-tbis-life. This

oonolusion follows also from several other views of the SutrakSra.

He says that on the attainment of the knowledge of Brahman

(27) 5 I Bra.Su.IV.1.16.

(28) JTW flwT Oha.Upa.

(29) ik > Brft.Su.IV.1.18. This UJT refers to the fm mentioned
in (28) above.

(30) • Bra.SQ.IV.1.18. We have transferred from
fliy 17 to 18. Vide ^otes in Part 1.

(81) ew) I Bra. SQ.IV.1.19.
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the seeker becomes free from all sins, but not from religious good

deeds, ihe freedom from which is obtained only on the fall of

the body.^^ According to the Sutrakara the duties of the orders

and the other religious duties become help to the knowledge

of Brahman in achieving Moksa and should be done even after

that knowledge is attained. Moreover, the “union” with Bra-

hman which is referred to in Bra.Su.IV.4.1^® takes place after

leaving the body ( utJcrdnti ) and finishing the journey over the

Path of gods and is described therefore in Bra.Su.IV.4.1.®*

MuJcti in this life, if we may say so, consists, according to the

Sutrakara, in sinlessness ( which does not imply freedom from

religious good deeds ), which follows the achievement of the

knowledge of Brahman. Safikara tries to get his tenet of

absoliition-in-this-life ( ) from the Sutras by making

unwarranted additions to Sutra IV.1.14 and wrong interpretation

of pate in that Sutra.

We may very briefly note here some other points also where

Sankaracarya and the Sutrakilra hold different views. According

to the latter, religious deeds both in the shape of the duties of

aiU4*Ts and others become a help to the knowledge,®® but that help

is of the nature of co-operation with knowledge so that

the religious acts also work for Moksa which is the result of

the knowledge. But Sankara holds that the religious acts do

not directly become a means to Moksa. Both of them agree

as against Jaimini in holding that religious actions cannot,

(32) Vide IRT 5 in qRff J Bra.SU.IV.1.14.

(38) Vide wn in Bra.Sa.IV.4.1.

(34) Vide ‘‘#w” in ^ » Bra.Su.IV.4.1.

(36) Vide .our interpretation of Bra.Su.IV.1.14 in Part I. Note (12) on
PP. 336-387.

(86) and ^ l Bra.SQ,III.4.32-33.

Also vide Bra.Su.IIl,4.26-27, Chap. 2 and also their interpretation in Part I.

(37) Note in Bra.SQ.III.4.33 and also in Bra.Sfl.

III.4.7. PP. 91-92 of Chapter 2. Vide PP..336-37 of Part I.

(38) Vide Note (28) on P. 274 of Part I.
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independently of the knowledge of Brahman, achieve Moksa
and that knowledge never works subordinately to relgious acts

for the said purpose.^® The nature of the co-operation of actions

mentioned in Bra.Su. 111.4.33 seems to us to be explained by
HatMryaya eva' ‘for the same effect as that of the konwiedge’

in Bra.Su.lV.1.16.

Another important relevant question already raised by

Sankara in this connection is whether according to the Sutra-

kSra the individual soul is really an agent or not. The problem

is directly dealt with in Bra.Su.11.3.33-40 and as we understand

the Butrakara, he holds the soul to be an agent and the Lord to

1»e the giver of the result of his actian.*® Therefore, whatever

information about the nature of the soul’s actions we may
gather from Bra.Su.IV.1.13~19 is only indirect as compared

with the same gathered from Bra.Su.11.3.33-40. We think that

the SutrakSlra deals with the question of the disposal of the

actions pf^^a knower of Brahman on the basis that the soul is a

real agent as stated by him in Bra.Su.11.3.33-40. According to

the theory of Ignorance, all actions good and bad should be

destroyed on the rise of the hnowledge of Brahman; but the

SutrakSlra unlike Sankara holds that only the sins are destroyed

by the knowledge of Brahman, while the good deeds continue

their contact tvith the soul after the attainment of the knowledge

till the fall of the body.^i Moreover, all bad deeds are not

destroyed by the knowledge of Brahman because the

actions cannot be destroyed by that knowledge, but can be

exhausted only by the soul experiencing their fruit. The freedom

from conctact with the succeeding sins seems to mean that

the knower of Brahman does not hence do any sins ( Bra.Sff.-

IV.1.13 ) ; and the freedom from contact with the mcceeding

and the preceding good deeds (which are not destroyed) does

(89) Vide our inferprefation of iu Bra.SQ.III.4.2; PP. 243-244.

(40) Vide Appendix ou Bra.Su.II.S.

(41) See (22) above.
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not mean that the knower gives'up doing good deeds but it means

that his good deeds, past and future, instead of giving him the

usual fruits of those good deeds in the form of atonement of the

sin of omission, the attainment of the heaven, etc., help himfor the

very aim of the knowledge of Brahman, i. e., for Moksa.^® The

fact that the Sutrak&ra asks the seeker to do the duties of the

orders and also other duties prescribed for the attainment of the

knowledge of Brahman in Ch5.Upa.II.23.1 and Br.Upa.IV.-

4.22 and gives an option regarding other actions only to the

ascetic but makes them compulsory for the householder seeker,**

ahojproves that he regards the activity of the soul as completely

real.

In the light of the above information from the Brahma-

sutra, Sankara’s explanation of ‘freedom from contact’ as

either ‘absence of association’ or non-recognition of

one’s being an agent*® and that of ‘f^w’ ‘destruction’ as ‘the

burning of the action through the knowledge of the naturally

aotionless Self’*® and also his addition of in the same

sense to Bra.Su.IV.1.14*'^ as also his interpretation of ''pate tu"

in the latter Sutra*® are hardly in accordance with the SutrakSra’s

view. In the case of sins means that, he does not do them

though he is an agent (and, in the light of the Sruti,*® if he does

them they do^not bind him), and in the case of good deeds

means that the natural result of these becomes impossible

for him, but instead, they become useful to him for achieving

Moksa.®® The Sutrak^ra does not seem to ns to have intended

(42) ariftttsn^ 5 ?nlr5rra: l Bra.Su.IV.4.16.

(48)

Vide Notes (41) and (36) in Chapter 2.

(44) iROPUHT-g I Bra.Su.III.4.48.

(45) Vide on Bra.8Q.lV.1.13.

(46) Vide (46) above.

(47) Vide Note (12) on PP.336-337 In Part I.

(48) Vide Note (12) on P.337 of Part I.
•

(49) JWT «i?t sr vtt i (Oha. Upa.IV.14.3).

(50) Vide (42) above.
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a double lueaning of Subra IV.1.13,6i one applicable to the

lower knowledge («nii orW IMn) and the other to the higher

knowledge (W or The of sins takes place

by the knowledge of Brahman, but not by actions

in the case of the R3<ni VidyS as Sankara says, or in the

case of the Brahmavidya without any distinction of W and

VidyS as a predecessor of Sankara is quoted by the latter to

have held-i^* The of sins takes place in the case of ^
Bins; but is the only course for the destruction of the

^ sins Und good deeds). Sankara’s explanation of

the actions by the illustrations of the w^eel of

the potter and the knowledge of two moons and his final

argument about the same's may be taken as explaining his

own doctrine, dut the Sutrakfira does not say anything like

these illustrations, nor does he like to remain quiet on the

^ For the above reasons we believe that the SfltrakSra holds

the individual soul to he a real agent and that his actions are

A point of less importance than those discussed by us above

is that raised by Sankarficarya’s commentary on Bra.Su.IV.1.17.

He says that this Sfltra discusses the question of transference of

good and bad dee'ds of the knower of Brahm in to his favourites

and to those in his disfavour respectively, mentioned in Srutis like

Kau Upa.1.4 (See also ^.hha. on Bra.Sii.IIL3.26). SaAkaracfirya

believes that the Subrakfira admits this thoery of transference

in the case of certain good actions ( viz., those other than the

compulsory duties of the orders) in Sutra IV.1.17. To us it

seems that this Sutra has nothing to do with that theory or

that Srubi. We believe that ip” from Sutra 16 is implied

in Sutra 17 according to the context and that m Sutra 17

means that in addition to the duties of the ‘W other religious

(61) Vide on Bra-SaiV.l.lS.

(62) See on Bra. SQ.IV.1.18.

(63) Vide VifCWn on Bra.SQ.IV.1.16.
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dabies like sacrifice, donation, penance, mentioned in Br.Upa.

IY.4.22 also become nseful to the seeker in achieving liberation.

According to the SutrakSra the past sins are destroyed by the

knowledge of Brahman and the past good deeds, both those of

orders and others, done for the parpo.se of helping the knowledge

of Brahman or not, are transformed into acts helping the know-

ledge of Brahman. The knowledge of Brahman destroys the

past sins and transforms the past good deeds done even without

an intention of using them for the achievement of absolution^

into good deeds done with such an intention. Thus, the Sutra-

kSra does not believe in the transference of the sins and good

deeds to the haters and the well-wishers of the knower of

Brahman. The Sutraktra either rejects the Sruti about the

transference or would interpret it ( Kau.Upa.1.4 ) in a secondary

way.

IS



Chapter 4.

DEPARTURE OF THE SEEKER

FROM THE BODY.

“The knower of Brahman exhausts his by experi-

encing their result and then he unites This is the last

Sutra of Bra.Su.IV.l and it is immediately followed by a Sutra

about the union ( R’Tft ) of the sense of speech with the mind

(Bra.8u.IV.2.1), which undoubtedly discusses the Sruti: ^wr

*11^ snoi (Cha.Upa.

VI.16.2). This Sruti is immediately preceded by the Sruti:

qiTO ( Cha,Upa.VI.14.2 ), and this Sruti

is said to be the of the Sutra which immediately precedes

Bra.Su.IV.2.1. Thus, both the Srutis which form the

and both the Sutras which discuss them ( Bra.Su.lV.1.19 and

IV.2.1 ) seem to use or imply ‘unites’, in the sense of the

union of the senses with the mind, etc., etc. The first PSda of

of the fourth AdhySya ends with the description of the

‘exhaustion of the actions’ of the knower of Brahman and the

second FSda deals with the next stage, viz., the departure of the

subtle body and the soul of the knower of Brahman from the

gross body. If, (unites) in Bra.Su.IV.l.19 meant

(unites with Brahman), that Pada should have immediately been

followed by the fourth Pada which begins with

(‘After union with Brahman the real nature of the released soul

becomes manifest, because of the word * - Bra.Su.IV.4.1).

But this is not the case. Moreover, Bra.Su.iy.1.19 does not

contain a reference to any Sruti. Thus, there seems to be a

close connection of in Sutra IV.1.19 with ^4q?r^' implied

in 6r.Su.IY.2.1. So, according to the SutrakSra, it seems that

the deVarture from the body dealt with in Bra.Su.IV.2 and the

journey on the Path of the gods de%lt with in Bra.Su.IV.3 arQ
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to be taken as two steps intervening between ‘the exhaustion

of actions', and ‘the union with the Supreme Light.’

For the above reasons, the distinction which Sankara makes

between Bra.Su.IV.l.13-19 which according to him deal with

the Esoteric Lore and Bra.Su.IV.2. 1-11 which he interprets as

describing the Ignorance and the Exoteric Lore does not seem

to us to have been meant by the SutrakSra.

The departure of the subtle body and the soul ( ) from

the gross body takes place in the case of both the knower of

Brahman and the non-knower { Bra.Su.III.1.7 ). The

latter is described in Bra.Su.III.l and the former in Bra.Su.IV.2.

Sahkara and B^iu^nuja believe that the described in

Bra.Su.IV.2 is the departure of the ignorant and also the one

who knows Brahman.
. •

That the departure described in Bra.Su.III.1.1-7 is that of

one who does not know the Atman is clear from the fact that

the Sutrakara interprets ‘the performer of sacrifices and

works of public charity’ in the sense of ‘one who does not know

Atman’.^ In the first five Sutras of Bra.Su.III.l it has been

established that there is a subtle body^ and that it accompanies

the soul who does not hnow the Atman (Bra.Su.III.1.1,3,4 ) to

the next world. In the case of his the subtle elements,

the senses and the breath along with the soul leave the gross

body but there is no process of the orderly union ( ) of these

with one another as in the case of the follower of ,the Path of

the gods (Bra.Su.IV.2. 1-6). On the end of the religious merit

the returns to this world with such is not the

case with the soul on the Path of gods, though the latter may

0) i Wrf; «iiiTr?nriwwrr •

(Bra.Su III.1.6-7).

(2) g I l (Bra.Su.III.l.2-3).

(3) (Bra.SQ.ni.l.8).

The Oonunentators explain as ‘residue of religious actions’ but

should the word not have its usual sense of ‘repentenoe’ ?
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*

have to return again and again to this world for farther knowledge

till he gets immortalitj'.* In the case of the «niR>ri^ the return

journey is not exactly like his outward journey to ‘heaven’,® while

the follower of the Path of gods seems to return from his place

in the same way in which he went there. The on his

way back to this world resorts to rice, barley, barbs, etc., which

are already occupied by other souls, but though the seeker of

Brahman returns till he perfects himself and gets immortality,

he is not said to resort to rice, etc., like the sricrI^^.

The seeker on the Path of gods is different from an

he is on the Path of the knowledge of Atman. His departure

from the body is an orderly phenomenon. In his case the

senses of knowledge unite with the mind and the sense of speech

is the lastf^ one to do so
;

so that all the other senses unite with

the mind before the sense of speech. The mind unites with the

breath, the breath with the soul, and this last with the subtle

elements. This regular order of the uniting agents forming the

subtle body is absent in the departure of the aRT;!iT^. This

process of union upto that of the soul with the subtle elements

takes place yrow the time that one resorts to the Path of gods"^

and also after the attainment of immortality.® But there is a

(4) Of. in l (Bra.su,iv.2.7),

is the Attainment of absolnte Immortality is the highest stage

or step of the

(6) (Bra.Su.III.l.8).

(6) I 8i?r T?5r I (Bra.sri.iv.2.1.2).

(7) Of. ensafgwpnat in Bra.Su.IV.2.7.

(8) Of. =^tg?T«?r in Bra.SQ.IV.2.7.

The arguments proving the departure also after the attainment are given in

Bra<Su.IY.2.8-14 and these SQtras together with Sutra IV.2.7 form one
AdhikaraigLa, They are as follows:— (1) The union of the senses, the mind,
etc. which takes place after one begins the Path of gods till after the attain-

ment of immortality is called ‘‘UUK’'; (2) the senses, the mind, the breath,

the soul, the subtle elements form the subtle body which is not destroyed by
the destruction of the gross body and to which the animal heat belongs; (3)

the negation ( in^H sir>iT ) is the denial of the departure of the
stms from the soul; (4) the Sm^i also supports the departure.
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further step in the union (u'llTf', which takes place only when

the soul finally departs from the body for the attainment of

immortality, viz., the union of the elements (with which the soul

has united) the Su^eme Being in the 7jearf(Bra.Su.IV.2.16).

After this last step in the union the soul helped by the Para in

the heart, comes out of the gross body through the hundred and

first artery and is carried hy the rays of the Sun, etc., to the

Supreme One (Bra.Su.IV,2.17-18).

Thus, in the process of the departure of the soul who

takes to the Path of gods leading ultimately to the knowledge

oC Brahman, we may distinguish between two stages of develop-

ment : (1) the first which begins after the soul gives up the Path

of the Pitrs and resorts to the Path of gods and which lasts till

the soul has not attained immortality, and the second stage

when the seeker ultimately departs from the gross body to join

the' rays'of the Sun, etc., and immediately attains immortality.

The former is dealt with in Bra.Su.iy.2.1-6 and the latter in

Bra.Su.IV,2.16-21, while the SGtras IV.2.7-14 deal with the

refutation of the view that in the case of one who attains

immortality the senses and the breath do not depart from the

gross body.

Having thus briefly stated conclusions arrived at by our way

of interpreting Bra.Su.IV. 2 we may be allovred to say a few

words as to where and why we differ from S'aAkara’s doctrine

as based upon his interpretation of the same.

The first important point of difference is that regarding the

distinction wbi(;h Safikara makes in this P3da among the Sutras,

viz., 1. those which deal with one w'ho does not know Atman, 2.

those which treat of one who follows the Exoteric Lore and 3.

those which deal with one who has possessed the Esoteric Lore.

According to Safikara :

—

1. Sutras 1-6 deal with the 3cWii% which is common to both

the ignorant and the knower of the lower Vidya.^

(9) S'a.bh%aon
Br8.SQ.IV.17.
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(2^ Sutras 8-11 state that the union of the subtle elements

with the Supreme One is only partial, not complete.

(8) Sutras 12-14 state and refute the Opponent’s view that

the senses and the breath of the knower of absolute Brahman

depart from the gross body, the Purvapaksa being given in Sutra

12, and the Siddhanta in Sutras 13-14.

(4) Sutra 15 says that the senses, etc. of the knower of abso-

lute Brahman dissolve in the Supreme Being.

(6) Sutra 16 says that this dis-solution is absolute, not partial

as in the case of one who is ignorant and one who ^as pursued

the Apara Vidya (Contrast Sutras 1-7).

(6) Sutras 12-16 give a digression about the ParS Vidya; but

Sutra 17 rebegins the topic of the Apara Vidya and the same is

continued till the end of the PSda (Sutras 17-21).

Thus, according to Sankara, the whole P3da mainly deals

with the Apar§ Vidya, Sutras 1-11 dealing with what is common
to the Apara Vidya and Avidya, Sutras 12-16 with the Para Vidya

by way of a digression and Sutras 17-21 resuming the topic of

the Apara Vidya.

We have already stated above that Sutra IV.1.19 (

) is to be connected with Sutra IV.4.1. ( eTOilWw*

)

only through Bra.Su.IV.2 and 3 which describe the intermediate

stages of gradual orderly departure ( ) and the journey on

the Path of gods which leads to immediately followed

by the MuJcti.^^ The Second P5da of Adhyaya IV discusses

the union ( #1*^ ) taking place during the viz., the one

mentioned in Sutra IV.1.19, in Oha.Upa.VI.14.2i2 ^ud ia Oha.

Upa.VI.16^® which is referred to in Sutra IV.2.1-16. Thus, the

first Sutra of AdhySya IV.2 continues the topic of the last S6tra

(10) 3^: | (Bra.Su.IV.4.2).

(11) (SPrfSlfstT I Bra.Su.IV.1.19.

(12) aw araw i Oh5.Upa.VI.14.2.

(18) aw arasr ^ wwf ar^wmi^ i
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of Adhyaya IV.l and, therefore it is not true to say that

Sutra IV.i.l9 deals with the Para Vidya and Sutra IV.2.1 with

the AparaVidyS. It may be also added here that Bra.Su.IV.4.1

deals with the which takes place at the end of the journey

on the Path of gods, and which is mentioned in Oht.Upa.Vni.

12.1* The departure from the body ( ) referred to in

this Cha.Upa. Sruti is described in Bra.Su.IV.2. Thus it is not

the Apart Vidyt, but the only Vidyt, as the Sutraktra has

understood it, that is dealt with in Bra.Su.IV.2, though this

latter may be regarded as the Apart Vidyt according to Sankara’s

System, independently of the Upanisads and the BrahmailUtra.

Secondly, the view of Sankara and Htmtnuja that the

described in Bra.Su.IV.2 is common to the sage and to the igno-

rant is also wrong. We have already shown that there is a marked

difiference between the departure of the which is described

in Bra.8u.III.l.l-7 and that of the described in Bra.Su.

IV.2. Sankara’s statement is based upon a wrong interpretation

of and in Bra.Su.IV.2.7,i5 which only says that the

described so far is the same from the time that onejiegins

the Path of gods and until the attainment of immortality; and,

thus, it does not at all refer to the ignorant.

Sankara’s other statement that the PSda distinguishes between

the Apara VidyS and the Par5 VidyS is founded upon a wrong

interpretation of Bra.Su.IV.2.12-16. We have shown in our

Interpretation (Part I, PP, ) that Sutras 8-14 are closely conne-

cted wito Sutra 7 and that all of them jointly make an Adbi-

karaHa establishing that the subtle body by its very nature must

leave the gross body along with the soul when the latter attains

immortality, because otherwise it cannot be destroyed or dis-

solved (since it cannot be destroyed by the destruction of the

gross body),i® and because the si^rs of the knower of Brahman

(14) 4jrurfi i

(16) UHTiU « (Bra.Su.IV.a.7).

(16) I Bra.Su.IV.2.10.
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do not depart from the soul but they depart /row the body along

with the soul of the sage knowing Brahman.^'^ Another argument of

SaAkara that Sutras 16-16 deal'with the Para VidyS of his School

is also wrong because' Sutra 15 deals with the union of the

elements (Shtras 6-6) with the Para in the heart^^ and the same

topic is further continued in Sutra IY.2.17. The Sruti mentioned

by Sankara under Sutra IV.2.16 refers to the gross body from

which the subtle body is distinguished in Sutras IV. 2.8-11. The

in Sutra 16 is not the absolute dissolution of the subtle

body of the knower of Brahman but it explains the meaning of

the in ChS.Upa.VI.16.2.i9 This also shows that Sankara is

not justified in interpreting as the fiinction of speech instead

of the sense of speech itself, as the function of the mind

instead of the mind itself. In fact, all the senses, the breath,

the soul and the subtle elements unite together and depart from

the body through the hundred>and-first artery and at the end

of the journey of the Path of gods (^^R) unite with the Supreme

Light.^^ Therefore, the Sutrakara does not seem to us to men*

tion the difference between the Para and the Apara Vidyas of

Sankara.

To sum up the above points briefly :

—

( 1 ) The last Sutra of the first Pada of the fourth AdhySya

is closely connected with the first Sutra of the second Pfida of

the same Adhyaya. Thus, both the Pfidas describe what the

Sutrakfira understands to be the YidyS, there being no distinction

of the Aparfi Yidyfi and the Par! Yidyfi in his System.

(2) A kind of takes place in the case of both the

Mmavid and the Anatmavid, The former again is twofold so

(17) This is the sense of ^ I wd ir^^R, I (Bra.SQ.IV.2-

12-18. Since ^ nmr the ambignous reading in the tRiv? recen-

sion is, according to the SQtrftkSra, to be interpreted in the light of

'

the clear reading of the recension.

(18) Of. qr^t in Cha.npa.yi.16.2.

(19)

Bra.su. IV. 4.1. I
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far as there is one more step in the union (safhpatii) after one

reaches a stage when immortality is to be immediately attained,

than before that stage. The departure of the Andtmavid is

described in Bra.Su.III.l and that of the seeker on the Path of

gods before and after the immediate attainment of immorta-

lity is described in Bra.Su.IV.2. Thus, Bra.Su.IV.2 does not

describe the of the Andtmavid.

( 3 ) Sutras IV.2.7~14 say nothing about the Andtmavid and

show that there is of the knower of Brahman. Sutras

12-14 pertain to the Vidya as the Sutrakara understands it, not

to the Para Vidya of Sankara.

( 4 ) The departure of the ignorant is different from that of

the sage who knows Atman.

(6)

The gross body of the knower of Brahman as well as

that of the ignorant returns to nature, but the subtle body of both

accompanies them. The latter is destroyed only in the former

case after the knower of Brahman reaches bis goal at the end of

his journey on the Devayana.

(6) The union (^'n%) of the senses, the mind, the breath, the

soul, the subtle elements, including the of the subtle

elements with the Supreme One in the heart is of the nature of

‘non-separation’ (or as BamSnuja says). It is not

the dqft of the ll^sor functions of the senses, etc., nor is the uqftr

“absolute mergiug”.

(7) The one who leaves the body through the hundred-and-

first artery is the knower of Brahman, not a follower of the

Apara Vidya.

(8) In Bra.Su,IV.2.18-21 the Sutrakara criticises a Smrti

view like that of the Bhagavadgita VIII.23-27. He understands

that Smrti as referring to ^*yogins who know Brahman,'' not to

the followers of (Bha.Gi.VIII.24) and (Bha.

Gi.VIII.25) as understood by SaiikarSo5rya.
^ I

•

(20) ^ » Bra.sii.iv.4.1.

I6



Chaptrb 6.

JOURNEY OF THE BRAHMAJNANIN ON THE
DEVAYANA PATH

The journey of the knower of Brahman on the Path of gods is

the subject of Bra.Su.IV.3. On departing^ from the gross body

the knower of Brahman begins the journey at the end of which

he reaches Brahman^.

On leaving the body the knower of Brahman follows the

rays of the Sun. These rays are the first station on the Path

of gods.® Among the S'rutis^ which describe the Path of gods

by which the knower of Brahman starts on his ‘ journey to

Brahman’ ® the Srutis beginning with the rays® are very well

known. To the Arcis (9n%i[.) and other stations mentioned in this

list we are to add two, viz., (1) Vayu,^ and (2) Vanma.® The

former is to be inserted between Saiiivatsara and Aditya and

the latter (Yarui^a) is to be added to the Lightning.® Thus, we

(1) This departure (scSFif^jr) is dealt with in Bra.SS.IV.2.

(2) in I (Bra.Su.IV.4.1) means “ having reached Brahman."

(8) I (Bra.SU.IV.2.18)

U) Of. 3TTf^ in I (Bra.Su.IV.3.1).

(5) (a) m f

^

urai (Oha.Upa.IV.l6.5).

(b) ^ iWkT ?rT

*nTfUTT«i<Tajr«ns^f?f% (Oha.Upa.V.10.1-2)

#^?e<iTT^Htf^fm's=5rfSEJTe u
qffni; (Oha.Upa.V.10.1-2).

(o) H i (Br. Upa.V.10.1.)

(d) ^ *wf i aif^vrsv: (Br.Upa.VI.2.15).

(e) *Tw Eau.Upa.1.3.

(6) Vide (a), (b) and (d) of (6) above respectively for (Cha.Upa.IY.lS.S-l),

(Oha.Upa.V.10.1-2), and (Br.Upa.VI.2.15.) .

• (7) 08r.Upa.V.10) «t^T % g i

(8) (Kan. Upa.1.3). g TwrrHJTignn^ »"

(9) (Bra.sa.IV.3.2-3). and
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get the following list:-- (1) the Rays (2) the Day, (3) the

Bright Half of the Mouth, (4) the Six Months of the Sun’s

Northern Course, (6) the Year, (6) the Wind, (7) the Sun, (8) the

Moon; (9) the Lightning, (10) the Varu?ia and (11) ‘Brahman’

(neu.) which may be called

Sankara has suggested that to these we should add three more

viz., (1) the world of gods after the Year and before the

world of the Wind,^® and (2-3) (the world of) the Indi^h and

(the world of) the Prajapati after (that of) the Varu^a (and

before Brahman or We believe that the Sutrakara him-

self notices those worlds which he wanted to add to the well-

known Chandogya Sruti. Thus, he adds two only. This would

suggest that he does not agree to take other stations mentioned

in other Srutis. In Br.UpLlII.6.1 we have ni5i?4^
and which are not mentioned in the Sruti beginning the

Path of gods with Bays', and the Sutrakara does not make men-

tion of them at all, just as we find no Sutra about ‘the Indra’

and ‘the Prajapati’ after Sutra IV.3.3. “The Indra” and Praja-

pati” are found mentioned in the same Br.Upa. Passage and in

£au. Upa.1.3. We suggest that the Sutrakara identifies these

three worlds (Devaloka, Indraloka and PrajSpatiloka with one

or the other of the worlds mentioned in the Sruti

of the Oha.Upa. He may have identified the Devaloka with

the world of the Moon^^ or he may have dropped it altogether

thinking that the knower of Brahman need not go to the world

of gods or that the whole path being a path of gods there was

no particular world to be specially called As regards

“Indra,” be seems to have altogether dropped it also for similar

reasons. But with respect to the PrajSpatiloka the controvercy

between B§idari, Jaimini and BSldarSyana seems to us to show

(10) Vide S^5. bhSSya on Bra.SQ.lV.3.2.

(11) Vide S'5. bhySSa on Bra.SQ. IV.3.3.

(12) Of. WT rrai d *wj«rPicr • (Oha.Upa V.104).
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that he neither drops it altogether nor does he accept it as a

or a world in the usual sense.^® Several other Srutis^^ mention

worlds like etc. Sankara himself identifies in Kau.

Upa.1.3. with For these reasons we think, the suggestion

of Sankara to include the the and the in

the list of stations on the Path of gods is not in agreement with

the view of these Sutras.

We have so far used the word ‘station’ for the Rays, etc. above.

But it is not the exact meaning of these words. Nor is the word

literally applicable to them, though the Srutis use the

expressions and The SutrakSra has

already stated^"^ that the Rays, the Six Months, etc. have noth-

ing to do with the different periods of time so far as the Srauta

Path of gods was concerned. The Sytrakara makes this point

clearer and says that the Rays, the Day, etc. are conductors

because a Sruti states that the Rays of the Sun act

as conductors,!® and because if we take the Rays, etc. as periods

of time or even as time-deities or worlds of enjoyment, they and

also the knowers of Brahman would be thrown into bewilder-

ment (there being none to guide either of them).®® Thus, we

conclude that the Rays, etc. are conductors of the knower of

Brahman. Each one of the Rays, the Day, etc. is a conductor.

Out of all these conductors, it is the conductor “of the world

of the Lightning” who takes the knower of Brahman from that

world to his destination. The Sruti tells us that ‘a superhuman

conductor®! in the world of the Lightning leads the knower of

Brahman to Brahman.’ Thus, one and the same conductor

(13) Vide (40) infra.

(14) E. g., Br.Upa.1.5.16 and Tai.Upa.II.8.

(16) Vide S'a. bhSSya on Bra.SiI.IV.8.2.

(16) In. Kau.Upa.1.3.

(17) InBra-Su.IV.2.19-21.

(19) wifcr«frifW??Ti§ffreLi Bra.Su.IV.3 4.

(20) I Bra.SQ.IV.3.6.

(21) Oha.Upa.IV.16.6-6 and V.10.2.
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from the world of the Lightning carries them up to their

destination.®*.

The last topic in Bra.Su.IV.3.7-16 is “Where does the condu-

ctor take knowers of Brahman ? ” The Srutis beginning with the

Bays say that the conductor leads them to Brahman or to

What is exactly the meaning of or Sutras IV.3.7-16

deal with this questio^ though Sotras 16-16 refer to a different

topic according to Sankara. In these Sutras three different views

about the destination of the Brahmajnanin’s journey are given,

viz., those of B&dari, Jaimini and Badarayana.

The problem of this destination is discussed on the ground of

the limitation of the capacity of the conductor to lead the knower

of Brahman. “ How far can the conductor go ’* ? Badari holds

that the conductor can go only upto a world which is an effect of

Brahman. He cannot go beyond it. Therefore, the knower of

Brahman can be carried by the conductor only upto a world

which is an effect. Bj’.Upa.III.C.l and Kau.Upa.1.3 distinguish

between this effect-world and the cause or the Para, though this

distinction is not found in the Cha. Upanisad.*® The Br.Upa.

Sruti distinguishes the Effect as and the Para as

Brahmalokah which it calls “the Deity beyond
which no question should be raised.” Similarly, the Kau.Upa.
Srutt distinguishes between the same under the same names of

PrajSpatiloka and Brahmaloka. On the ground of this duti-

nctioUf BSdari argues that the conductor leads the knower of

Brahman only up to the Effect (Bra.Su.IV.3.8), though this

(22) I Bra.SQ.IV.3.6.

(23) N JunrRf • (Oha.XJpa.IV.I5.6,) and i (Br.Upa -

VI.2.16).

(24) i (Bra.Su.IV.3.7). means ‘of this condaotor,
not as S aAkara says, and means "going”, not

(26) I ( Bra.8u.IV.3.8 ).

(26) (a) eg eftjpg eg
dewier wkne *r mf&sfrsftfrf ^

.1 (Br.Upa.III.6.1).

(b) g^ '^wrmrgiw g g i (Kau.Upa,l.3).
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distinction is not found in the Sruti, e. g., Cha.Upa.IV.

16.6. If it be asked, ‘How would you explain the Oha.Upa.

Sruti ? ”, B^dari replies, ” It does not mean that the conductor

leads the knower of Brahman upto the Para, but in that Sruti

the Prajapatiioka is meant by ( the Para ) Brahman, because the

former is spatially very near the latter, just as according

to the Sutrakara this world is very remoie^tom Brahman.^*^ An
express statement like the one found in Mu.Upa.III.2.6 shows

that the knowers of Brahman (whom the conductor carries upto

the go further than that in company of the governor of

that loka' when that hha comes to an end.^^ And there is a

Smrti text, viz., “All of them who have achieved the aim of

their life enter the Supreme Abode in company of Brahman

(Hira^yagarbha) at the end of the Para when the dissolution of

the Universe is at hand.^ Thus, in addition to the three ar^u*

ments, viz., (1) the capacity of the conductor to go upto the

Karya, (2) the mention of the distinction between the Karya

and the Para in some Srutis, and (8) the explanation of the

word ‘Brahman’ occurring in the Cha.Upa.Sruti as Karyaloka

(Bra.Su.IV.3.7-9), Sruti and Smrti can be quoted in support of

the view that the conductor leads the knower of Brahman upto

the KSrya, the Prajapatiioka (Bra.Su.IV.3.10-11).

Jaimini holds that the conductor leads the knower of Brahman

upto the Para, because the Para is the chief aspect of Brahman,®®

(27) 5’S[-*r^’5r: ( Bra.SU.IV.3.9 ).
“ wntwrui

’’
‘spatially near.’ Of.

“very remote" in I (Bra.SQ.IV.4.17)

(28) Uftcf: I (Bra.Su.IV.3.10). This SQtra seems

to ns to refer to

vrigrTi: u? ii Mu.Upa.III.2.6.

are beyond according to Br.Upa.

(29) Vide S a. bhafya on Bra.Su.IV.3.11.

(So) The word in the Sutra stands for in Sutras I1I.2.11. and

111.8.12, and also in Su.lII.3.43, where we have proposed to read in

place of the traditional reading Vide oar Notes on these Sutras.
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but the KSrya is not the chief aspect, and because Srutis®^

show that he reaches the Para.®* Moreover, it is not that the

knower of Brahman has simply aimed at knowing (and reach-

ing) the Karya.84

BS^darayana, however, believes that the conductor leads only

those meditators on Brahman, who do not resort to the Symbol

‘Om’ for their meditation on Brahman.^® In the case of the

meditators who resort to the Symbol ‘Om’; there is no need of

a conductor because they are carried to their destination by the

Samans.®® Now, according to BadarSysDa the aspirants who
meditate on Brahman without resorting to its Symbol are of two

types; (1) those who meditate on the PiadhSna or the formless

( aspect of ) Brahman, and those who meditate on the

Puruga ( the aspect ).®'^ Therefore, there is no conflict in

both the oases, i. e., beetween the view of Badari and that of

Jaimini.®® And, again, either type of meditators has made a

speciflc thought that ‘he is going to be born unto that Brahman
after having departed from this world*, as stated in Cha.Upa.

111.14.4.®^ While accepting ""the views of both Badari and

. (31) vr ww I (Bra.Su.IV.3.12).

(32) E. g. > ( Tai.Upa.11,1 ).

(33) ( Bra.SQ.IV.3.13. ) •

(34) H I ( Bra.Su.IV,3.14. )

(35) iUTrm « (Bra.Su.lV.3.l5).

(36j u e'nr: n Jj«rr 'iTTtr-

f I u VMJtT u ( Pra.Upa.V.6 ).

It is interesting to note how the S^ruti ( U ) is interpreted by

B5dari, Jaimini and BfidarSyapa. Badari emphasises the fact that it is the

Conductor who leads the knower of Brahman ( and, therefore, he can lead

them npto the Efirya ), Jaimini emphasises that it is "Brahman" the Para to

which the conductor leads and, lastly, BSdarSyapa stresses the fact that
“ ’’ means “ 3nf^r^n»»Rr^.

’’

(37) Vide Chapter 1 and our Notes on Bra.Su.IIl.2.14 for these two

aspects, as taught by the SQtrakara.

(38)
'* a:»misafhna '' in Sutra IV.8.16. Vide Note (36) above.

(39)
“

i

’*
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Jaimini, the Sutrak&ra explains what he thinks to be the exact

difference between the two aspects of Brahman because it is on

this point that he does not fully agree with either Bidari or

Jaimini. For proving this difCerence he appears to depend upon

Pra.Upa.V.2-6 to which he seems to refer in Bra.Su,IV.3.16.

We have shown that the Sutrakara’s interpretation of this

Sruti is given by him in Bra.Su.I.3.13 and it is further discussed

by him in Bra.Su.IIL3.39.^ In the light of these Sutras, the

Sutrakara understands and in Pra.Upa. V.6 as two

aspects of ’Brahman, which are identical. (Bra.Su.I.3.13), but

which may be understood as separate according to the seeker’s

wish (Bra.Su.III.3.39).^^ This alternate optional identity and

a differentiation between there two aspects of Brahman suggest

to us the opinion of the Sutrakara about the distinction between

them. He believes that the two are not numerically two,

though they are not necessarily one and the same; at least for

the purpose of meditation they need not be regarded as identi-

cal. Now, in so far as the two are different, both Badari and

Jaimini are correct and acceptable to the Sutrakara because the

conductor is required to take both the types of meditafors of

Bsahmau to their Destination (the particular aspect of the

Para) and insofar as the two are identical, Badaraya^a modifies

the view of Badari and Jaimini regarding what these latter call

the difference of and <1^ because Badarayapa takes both the

the aspects as aspects of the Para only, of the Cause only, and

therefore, nothing less than the Cause Itself.

Now, we shall give further arguments in support of what we

have said above regarding the main point on which BSdartyapa

differs from BSdari and Jaimini, viz., the nature ef the hdrya or

the Prajapatiloka. According to BSdar^yapa the world of

(40) Vide our Notes on Bra.Su.II1.3.S9.

(41) The SQtrak&ra takes as the Pradhana or the arUpavat aspect of

Brahman and the Puruga ( in • Pra.Upa.V.6) as

the 1-upavat aspect. .The same may be respectively called the para and the

apara aspects also.
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Brabman (maso.) or Prajapati is not a KSrya, but it is only a

personal or or ) aspect of tbe Para, the other aspect

of which is the (orf^TRJK) one. Jaitnini and Badari

distinguished these two and aspects respectively as

Karya and Para which may be called KaraBa, but Badaraya^a

takes both of them as KaraBa-aspects, i.e., as two aspects of the

Para Itself. It is in agreement with this that he drops the

mention of the Prajdpatiloha in his list of the stations on the

Path of gods (Bra.Su.IV.3.3). That he would not admit it as a

loha at all, is clear from the fact that he denies that the Purusa

aspect of the Para is ‘^subject to the fault of being regarded as

a loha'* though there is something commoyi between the

Purusa aspect ( the Prajapatiloka ) and an ordinary loha.

Moreover, this aspect in his School is on an equal level

with the aspect, both being equally powerful means for

the direct attainment of absolute liberation, so much so that an

option of choice between the two is given to the seeker in Bra.

Su.III.3.1 1-54.^3 The two are only two different names of tbe

Para and the difference in the method of meditation on the two

is due to those nanuis.^ The difference between these 3U5?T^aud

aspects is not more than that between the serpent and

the coil of a serpent.^® Badarayana would, therefore, not

regard the Purusa aspect which may be called Brahman (masc.)

or Prajapati aspect as a loha or Kdrya of Brahman. For this

reason, it may be here pointed out that Sankara’s suggestion

(42) ^ t (Bva.Su.III.3.51). Vide our inter-

pretafcion of that SOtra.

(43) Of. I ( Bra.SO.III.3.28 ) and

I (Bra.Su.III.3.29).

(44) Cf. 3 l (Bra.Su,III.3.8) and I

(Bra.Sa.III.3.10).

(46) (Bra.Su.III.2.27) which is referred to iki

sa.ni.3.8.

17
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to add “Prajapati-ZoAia” after Varuija and Indra^® does not

appear to be consistent with the SutrakSra’s view about it.

As a result of this difference between these three thinkers,

we find that Badari and Jaimini quote or refer to Srutis like

Br.Upa.III.6.1 and Kau.Upa.1.3 in order to prove their view

about the difference between the Karya and the Para (Bra.

Su.lV.3.8,) and Bidari even explains the Chel.Upa.Sruti beginn-

ing with the rays (arcih), by giving a secondary sense to the

word Brahman in Cba.Upa.IV.16.6 and V.10.2. Badari had

the real support of By.Upa.III.B.J which places Brahmaloka^'^

higher than the Prajapatiloka and says that the former is the

^i*. This phraseology seems to have induced Badari

and Jaimini to interpret the difference between the Karya

and the Para in their own way. But, B§.darayai?a, who

mainly depends upon Cha.XJpa.and other Srntis and

also upon many other Similar Srutis like Pra.Upa.V.2*6

( Sutra IV.3.16 ) and Katha Upa.III.10-11 does not accept

their view but says that both of them are really the

aspects of the Para Itself. And he further says that because

the Para has these two aspects, the Destination to which the

conductors carry the knowers of either aspect is nothing less

than Brahman Itself, which is both and in all the

states (Bra.Su.III.2.11). For this reason, he accepts the view of

both Badari and Jaimini inasmuch as the conductor is required

to conduct such knowers of Brahman, but he corrects Badari by

saying that the Prajapatiloka is not a KSrya but the Para Itself

and Jimini by saying that besides what Jaimini calls the Para,

there is another aspect of the Para, viz., the or Puru§a

aspect to which also a conductor is required to lead the

^46) wrHTnrrfHRRqrzmeqfe i srrnrpsfqrarnr qq^rfsftsrnRr

m l (S'a. bhfi?ya on Bra. sn.IV.3.8)

(47) in Br,Upa.YI.2.15 also should mean i. e., the
highest principle called Brahman,
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Brahmajnanin and consequently Badari's view is not inconsi-

stent with his (Jaimini’s) own view.

Though these three authorities differ regarding the nature of

the two aspects of Brahman, all of them agree that the attain-

ment of the Para only is the state of liberation. BSdari holds

that the conductor leads the knower of Brahman upto the world

of Prajapati, but thereafter the knower proceeds to and reaches

( i. e. attains ) Brahman, which is in Badari’s view higher than

this Prajaptiloka, in company of the Prajapati on the dissolu-

tion of the Prajapatiloka ( Bta.Su IV.3.10-11 ). Jaimini believes

that the conductor himself leads the knower of Brahman upto

the Para (Bra.Su,IV.3.12-14 ). This also shows that in the

opinion of all the three “ going to the Para ” is a necessary

prerequisite of liberation. Thus, none of them exactly believed

in what Sankara calls liberation-by-stages ( and libera-

tion-in-this-life No view about the is men-

tioned even by way of a Pnrvapaksa by Badaraya^a in Bra.Su.

IV.l.13-19. If Badari had ever believed iu as he should

have, in case he believed that the Para was no goal to be

reached by going to it, his view about it would have been

recorded by the Sutrakara in Bra.Su.IV.l.13-19. But we find

no mention of it therein.^® Moreover, according to Bgdari the

knower of Brahman first goes to the Karya because the conductor

is not capable of going further than Karya. It is not that the

knower lacks some knowledge of Brahman and gets it by staying

in the world of the PrajSpati. He has to wait in the K^rya

(48) It would appear that Bddari upholds but it is entirely different

from that propounded by Saiikara, because Badari believes that from the

Prajapatiloka the knower of Brahman has to go further in the company of

the Prajapati, to Brahman.

(49) S'ahkara brings in the idea of in Sutra IY.1.14 by the unjusti-

fiable addition of to and of * ftjv: ' to qf^r in

that SQtra*
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because none could take him directly to the Para. Thus, Badari

does not believe in any kind of

Sankara’s view that Badari believes in the impossibility of

Brahman being achieved by the knower of Brahman going to

It, is founded upon his (i.e. Sankara’s) own interpretation of

-tind »n%: in Bra.Su.IV.3.7 as andusRsiicn respectively.

But, we believe that in the light of the context refers to

the mentioned in Bra.Su.IV.3.6, and is ‘going’

i. e., ‘the act of going’, not the poa.sibility of being reached

by the goer’s going to it. Moreover, his main arguments

viz., (1) ‘the omni-presence of Brahman’ and

(2) sugar: 5Tt*r«nc>T?sr ‘Brahman Itself being the inner soul

of the seeker,’ are not given by Badari; nor do we find their

refutation in the Sutras containing Jaimini’s reply to Badari.

These arguments of Sankara are refuted from the standpoint of

a supposed opponent by Sankara himself in his Com. on Bra.

Su.IV.3.14. Moreover, Badari seems to argue that the Praja-

patiloka is near Brahmaloka or Brahmau and thus gives a

spatial view about Brahman, as would appear not only from

RwfMratin Sutra IV.3 9 but also from the phrase in Su.-

IV.3.10 and in Bra.Su.IV4.17. But Sankara * inter-

prets “ruIfi” in a secondary sense. In order to prove that B&dari

believes in. Uberation-hy-stages Sankara says that according to

Badari those whom the conductor takes upto the K^rya get the

right knowledge of Brahman in that K^rya itself.,®® but from
the context Badari seems to believe that those whom the condu-
ctor leads to the K3.rya have already attained the perfect know-
ledge on this earth. The Sruti®i to which Badari seems to refer

under Sutra IV.3.10 appears to favour this conclusion.®^

(60) Vide in S'a.bhS. on Bra.S0.IV3.lO.

(61) i

'Tris?i^i8f vnim: ul n (Mu.Upa. III.2.7.)

(82) Of. the view in later Vedanta that all released souls go to the Isvara
and get absolute liberation only after the whole universe is released.
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To US it appears that tihe Adhikara^a consisting of Bra.Su.iy.

3.7*16 is not meant to discuss whether going to the ^Para'

is possible or whether only the ‘Karya’ can be reached by going.

The Sutrakara intends to discuss upto what station or loTta the

conductor can lead the kuower of Brahman, and if he cannot

accompany him to the Para who can lead him finally to his

Destination. While stating the stations oh the Path of gods,

the Sutrakara mentions the worlds of Vidyut and Varuua and

we believe, the discussion about the Prajapatiloka and Brahma-

loka is undertaken in Su.IV.3.7--16 in the light of the function'^

and capacity of the conductor mentioned in Sutra IV.3 6.

Su.IV.3.16 also seems to confirm our view because

in that Sutra®^ refers to the conductor and BadarayaUa gives

his own opinion that the conductor carries the meditators of

of (both the aspects of) Brahman other than those who resort

to the Symbol and that, therefore, he carries them to the Para.

In his opinion the Sruti and the Smrti about the knowers of

Brahman being accompanied by Brahman (maso.) or the governor

of the Prajapatiloka deal with the fate of those also who belong to

ihe circle of officers and have nothing to do with those who

know Brahman in this life on this earth. Thus, we are led to

conclude that the topic of this last AdbikaraDa of Sutras IV.3,

7-16 is difierent from what Sankara and some other commenta-

tors take it to be.

Lastly, Sankara’s Patha according to which Sutras 7-14 and

Sutras 16-16 of this PS,da form two different Adhikaraflas has,

as he says, the support of a predecessor of his,®® but according

(53) STPT in Bra.Su.IV.3.7 ( ) standing for tho

(54) l (Bra.sn.iv.3.16).

(55) Of. in |

(Bra.S^IV.4 18).

(56) Of. SJPIWI-

ng?«Nnsii: »riugi%: l (s a.bha).

on Bra.SQ.IV.8.14). This shows that according to this predecessor of S^aAka-

ra the Adhikarapa ended with SQtra 14.
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to our interpretation it would appear that even Sankara's prede*

eessor was not in the possession of a correct Patha. That Sutra

iy.3.15 should be a modification of what the Sutrakara has said

in Sutra III.3.3 1 and that Sutra IVi3.16 deals with the kamya

meditations on particular Symbols of Brahman, seeing to us to

be impossible on the ground of the context of the Pfida and of

the propriety of the subject-matter in this Adhyaya. Ramanuja

takes all these Sutras as forming one Adhikara^a. This is quite

consistent with other portions of the Sutras, where BSdaraya^ia’s

view is given by the express mention of his name. On a compa-

rison of the present Sutras with Bra.Su.IV.4 10-14, IV.4.6-7,

etc., we find that this is the case only when the Sutrakara

gives his own view after discussing the view or views of other

teachers.

If, thus, our suggestion about grouping all these Sutras (»7-16)

into one Adhikara^a be correct, the view of Bfidaraya^a would

naturally be the Siddhanta and consequently Sankara’s view

that the doctrine of B&dari is intended to be the Siddhanta here

will be found untenable. As he himself says, the general rule is

that in each case the preceding Sutras are the aphorisms of the

Purvapaksa and the succeeding ones those of the Siddhanta.

The same rule was followed by Sankara’s predecessor and is

followed by his successors. And if, as we have shown, Sutra

IV.3.7 deas with the question about the capacity of the conductor

to carry the Brahmajnanin to his Destination, it would not be

proper to insist upou taking Sutras IV.3.7-11 as the Sutras of

the Siddhanta.
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STATE OF UNION WITH BRAHMAN

After those actions, which have ‘begun to give their fruit’, have

been exhausted by the individual soul experiencing their results,^

the knower of Brahman leaves the body,3 and after finishing the

journey on the Path of gods^ reaches Brahman.^ The union with

Bramhan is preceded by the exhaustion of the jardrabdha kar-

mans
, (2} the Depature and (3) the Journey of the knower of

Brahman.

This union with Brahman” is not described in definite words

in the several Sruitis. Sometimes it is campared with the mer-

ging of flowing rivers into the ocean, having given up their names

and forms.® This may give the impression that the union with

Brahman is absolute and that after the union the individualUy

of the uniting soul making it a soul disappears. To remove such

a doubt, the Sutrakara says that after union with Brahman the

original form of the soul becomes manifest. He would like to

interpret the Srutis about the union of the liberated soul with

Brahman in the light of Gha.Upa.VIII.12.3. The union

is really ‘reaching’ as stated in Oha.Upa.VIII.12.3,

not absolute merging, because after union the sotd’s own nature

becomes manifest.®

(1) Of. ^ 3 ^ I (Bra.sn.iv.1.15) and fhrat

I (Bra. Su.IV.1.19).

(2) His departure from the body is the topic of Bra.SQ.IV.2.

(S) This journey is explained with all its stations in Bra.Su.IV.S.

(4) Of.^ in (Bra.Su.IV.4.1).

(5) | u«n

’Hlfqt ll (Mu.Upa.III 2.8),

(Oha.Upa,VIII.12.3).
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This ‘becoming manifest’ does not mean that the liberated

soul acquires any new form or quality, because the Sruti (Oba.

Upa.VIII.12.3) says that the form which becomes manifest is

the soul’s own form. The soul has the essence of the qualities

of Brahman;*^ and that essence remains latent during the soul's

bondage but becomes manifest in this liberation, just as manli-

ness which is concealed in a child becomes manifest in a

youth.® It was concealed on account of the desire of Brahman

to become many or on account of the individual soul’s contact

with the body.®

This same original own form of the soul becomes manifest

also in the deep sleep state when the soul lies in the (i^i) arte*

ries,^® because then the soul is separated from the contact with

the body. But that manifestation is temporary, while the one

in the state of liberation is permanent.

The soul whose ‘own form* thus becomes manifest is ‘the

released one’ This, it may be remarked, is in the opinion

of the Sutrakara the only g^, there being no other g?fi like the^flg^,

‘the one released gradually’ or the B^jlg*** “the one released at once”,

of the S'ahkara School because nowhere else in the Brahma-

sutra do we find any other type of In Bra.Su.III.4.62 this

gi% was called the fruit (’««) of the knowledge of Brahman. In

Bra.Su.I.3.2 we are told that the Purusa in Mu.Upa.III.2.8 is

the One to be reached by the released.^® There is no

(7) Cf. in (Bra.su.iT. 3.29 ). We
suggest that SQtras II.3.28'32 discuss the relation of the individual soul and

the Universal Soul. -The SiddhSnta is that the two are not absolutely

identical.

|8) 1 (Bra.S0.II.3.3l). Cf. also Bra.SQ.I.3.19.

(9) I flsft I
Bra.8Q.I.3.19.

(10) *nft3 ^ I (Bra.Su.III.2.7). Of. also Bra.SQ.IV.4.16.

(11 ) sRwrriI (Bra.Sfi. IV. 4.2).

(12) ?wr i (Mu.Up.iii.2 .8).
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Sutra treating of the state of the released other than Bra.Sd,

IV,42.

It is only the soul of the released, that becomes manifest,

because the Sruti describing the 595 clearly says that the phy-

sical body disappears in that state. The released one who
appears in his own original nature after reaching Brahman
appears without the subtle body which accompanied him during

Ins journey on the Path of gods.^®

Before the manifestation of the real nature of the soul, i. e.,

in the state of bondage, the soul is ‘ separated ’ (f^N95) from

Brhanian, but in liberation he is ‘ not-separated ’ from It.

This non-separation^® is the state of jftR, as described in

the Sruti. This ‘non-separation’ is, therefore, a state of union

between Brahman and the soul, so that the two are in that

state no more numerically two, ‘There is no second principle

separate from it, which the liberated muy see.’ It is the original

state of ‘one’ which means ‘without a second’.^®

Thus, the menifestatioii of the soul (only), in its own original

nature, in non-separation from Brahman is the state of liberation

(Bra.Su.IV.4.1-4). ‘Manifestation in non-separation’ means that

there is no ‘merging* of the sonl into Brahman.

The next question is, ‘What is the nature of the original

form of the soul ? ’ There are two views on this. In accordance

with Br-Upa.IV.4.4, Jaimini holds that the soul’s own nature is

that of Brahman (nw) and he becomes manifest in the am

(13) 3IRHI JWt'nrat I (Bra.Su.IV.4.3 ).

(14) Ill 5?* 5T0^*im I

I « ( OhA.Upa.VIII. 12.1-3 ). This is the

xmroT referred to in Bra.SQ.IV.4.3.

(16)

Vide 13 above.

(16) t ( Bra.SQ.IV.4,4 ).

(17) Cf. 51 g ' ( By.Upa.IV.3.23-82 ).

(18) l (0h5.Upa.VI.2.1).

18
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nature^® while Au^ulomi’s opinion®® which is based pn other

Srutis is that the original form of the soul is ’ mere conscious-

ness ' ( usinsr, ) and that is the nature of the re-manifest

released soul. The Sutrak&ra says that both these views are in

agreement with the Sruti because we find both of them men-

tioned in the Sruti and originally the soul was ‘ consciousness

pure and simple’.®^

In the state of liberation the soul is described in the Upani

§ads as enjoying various objects of desire.®® So the Sutrakara

discusses the question, ‘ How does the liberated soul get these

objects of enjoyment ? ’ We are not to suppose®® that these

objects of desire are present in the Brahmaloka, as they are in

the heaven or that the released soul has to depend wpon some

one else to get those objects. By the force of mere will he gets

them. He has to desire to get an object and the object appears

before him, as stated in Cha.Upa.VIII.2 .10.®* The Srutis which

speak of the liberated soul as ‘sovereign’ “wr” ‘having no other

Lord than himself’®® do not mean that he is the master of the

world,or that he can create or destroy the world etc., rather they

(19) an^ l (Bra.Su.IV.4.6).

of. cRPU »iT5rigqi«Ei«nwn»fWfrt

snsnqw WT Nlil I
(Br.Upa.IV.4 .4) Out of all these the »rw

form is the one with which the released soul becomes manifest.

(20) 1 {Bra.S«.IV.4.6).

(21) We may suggest that “br&hma” would mean that soul is conscious

and blissful (sKur??) while seems to mean that the soul is “consci-

ousness” only.

(22) Of.^i^ I Oha.Upa.viii.12 .3 .

(23) Of. « m HI It

d ^ ^ aimi; ?BWt: l ...... t

(Oha.TJpa.viil.12.6-6).

(24) 4 twfir 4 wi fiw^ 4isw

> (Ohaupa.viii.2.10).

(26) N«ricl 1 ( Oh5Upa.VIL26.2 ). And m I

(Bra.SQ.IV.4.9). .
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only mean that for his own enjoyment he has not to depend

upon even Brahman. In bondage the soul does actions, but the

result of the actions depends upon Brahman^^ because the action

itself is unable to give him its result. In liberation only his will

brings forth the objects of his desire {Bra.Su.IV.4.8-9).

Though the Physical body which the soul carries while in

‘bondage’ disappears in the state of liberation inasmuch as only

the soul becomes manifest in the latter state, it does not mean

that he cannot have a new body suitable to his remanifest,

natural state. Depending upon the different texts of the Upani-

sads Badari argued that the released soul had no body, and

Jaimini that he had not one only but as many bodies as he

liked.*^^ Badaraya9a’2® as usual with him, admits both the possi-

bilities because there are Srutis of both the kinds, viz., those

which say that the released one has no body^^ and those which

mean that he may have as many bodies as he would like,^ since

such a view would be in accordance with the example of the

Dwada^ba Sacrifice having a double nature because of two*fold

Srutis and since the enjoyment of desired objects in liberation

would be possible in both the cases, as in dream in case he has

no body, as in the waking state if he has a body.^i

(26) I
(Bi'a.SU.II.3.4l). Wo tbiak, the Sutra means IRSg”

and contradicts a view that the can be had from the or from the

(27) 3TUr4 • {Bra.Su.IV.4.10).

I (Bra.Su.IV.4.11).

(28) ' (Br.Su.IV.4.12).

(29) Vide (14) above. And gfll siNRcTl

StSni ^ • (Bra.Upa.IV.47).

(30) ^ 9ivn amu wn ^
**1 ItaRr; i (Ohft.Upa.vii.26.2).

(81) I ( Bra SU.IV.4.1S ). And =? srnqsc^ •

(Bra.8u.IV.4.14).
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In accordance with several Srutis®^ the Sutrakara holds that the^

released soul has the quality of pervasion but this perva-

sion is like that of a lamp pervading the place where it is placed.

The pervasion of the soul in liberation is like his pervasion in

the deep-sleep state,®® and therefore also the pervasion is like

that of a lamp. This view of the Sutrakara with regard to the

state of liberation is consistent with his statement about the

nature of the soul that the individual soul possesses the essence

(«k) of the qualities of Brahman and that this nature of the soul

becomes manifest in the state of liberation.®^ Thus, the soul has

the substance (?ni) of the quality of omnipresence of Brahman.

The revealed or remanifest form of the soul is devoid of the

operations or dealings of the world. Thus, in accordance with

ChS.Upa.VIII.7.1 that form is “without sins, without old age,

without death, without sorrow, without hunger, without thirst....’®®

We may also add that as stated in Br.Upa.IV.3,22, in the state

of liberation there is no relationship of parents and children, no

distinction of castes, criminals, gods etc. etc.®® Again, the form

of the 5^ is far remote from the world, so it is free from worldly

dealings and operations (^a?iniT). If it be argued that certain

Srutis like Mu.Upa.III.2.6®® mention expressly the end of the

Para and, therefore, the released souls also, who are there, would

(32) i

^ l (Mu.Upa.III.2.6)

And t jto iv.h.

(S3) • (Bra.su.iv.4.16)-

(34) SIRRgLi (Bra,Su.II.3.29).

And I (Bra.SQ.II.3.31).

(36) V |

Oha. Upa.VIII.7.1.

(36) *n?nsfli?n ^ srt

53*# I (Br.Upa.IV-S.22)-

(37) I (Bra.SQ.rV.4.17).

(88) I

% 5ITOI: qt^5F!J#?r # l (Mu Upa.ItI.2.6).
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be liable to death, the Sutrakara leplies that such texts deal with

those who belong to the group of officers in the Brahmaloka, i.e.,

the world of the Para and not with the released souls who are

there.®® Also Srutis^® mention the continuance of the liberated

in the Brahmaloka; and this shows that the form of the liberated

is not subject to any change.*^ Other Srutis and Smrtis^® also

state that the liberated are free from birth and death. As already

stated,^® the objects of desire arise from mere desire of the

liberated. The Sruti says that the only point of similarity

between the life in this world and the life of a released soul is

that of enjoyment only.^^ There is no action, but there is

enjoyment. In other words, there is without As the

released one does no actious, he is free from birth and death.

His revealed form is not subject to the operations of the world.

The released one in his remauifest form does not return to

this world. The SutrakSra has already stated the departure of

the knower of Brahman from this world^® and his journey on

the Path of gods.^ Consistently with this, he now says that

the released soul does not return from the world of the’ Para.

The Sutrakara mentions the return to this world of one who does

not know Atman;^’’^ but there is no such return in the case of

an Atmajha.

(39) I (Bra.SQ.IV.4.18).

(40) % ^ ’HI I (Br.Upa.VI.2.16).

R»n; I (Br.Upa.V.lO.l,).

SI ^ I (0ha.Upa.Vlil.l5.l).

(41) 5l«II I
(Bra.8U.IV.4,17).

(42)

’ 5iisigqif«RST I

SR5% «I ^ l (Bha.Gi.XIV.2).

(48) In g • (Bra.SQ.IV.4,8X

(44) < (Bra.SQ.IV.4.2l).

(46) In Bra.Su.IV.2.

(46) In Bra.SQ.iy.8.

(47) In Bra.Su,III.1.7-8 and 11.2.19-20 and IV.1.1.
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SUTRAKARA’S INTERPRETATION OF CERTAIN
UPANISADS

The difference regarding the interpretation of the chief Upaui-

sads between the Sutrak&ra and Sankara seems to her not less

important than the doctrinal difference between them. In Fart I

of our work the SutrakSra’s interpretation of various Srutis

from the Upanisads has been given and supported by what seem

to us to be the Sutrakara’s own arguments; and occasionally we
have also pointed out how he differs from Sankara. Here we

collect some of the more important of these passages and briefly

state the position of the Sutrakara and Sankara regarding their

interpretation.

The most important feature of the SutrakSra’s conception

of Brahman is the fact that according to him we have to

distinguish between the and rather than between

the and ^3^ aspects of Brahman. Accordingly, he seems

to point out the Srutis about these aspects. In an Appendix

we have given the Srutis, which form the ^^WSfWWs of Bra.Su.I.

1-3. On the strength of our interpretation of Bra.Su.IIL8.11

and 39 we may state here that the Srutis discussed in Brahma-

sQtra I.l are to be explained according to the Sutrakara as

dealing only with the aspect of Brahman. These Srutis

are Tai.Upa.III.6 and II.6, OhS.Upa.I.7.1-6, 1.9.1, 1.11.4-6, III.

13.1.7, and Kau.Upa.III.1.3.

Similarly, the SutrakSlra 'prefers to take the following Srutis

as dealing with the aspect and discusses them in Bra. Su.

L2;-Oha.TJpa.III.14.1-2, Katha Upa.II.24, and III.l, Cha.Upa.

IV.16.1, BF.Upa.III.7.1-2,Mu.Upa.I.l. 6-6,Cha.Upa.V.ll.l-6.

This same kind of he shows in the interpretation

of the following Srutis and discusses them in Bra.Su.l.3:-Mu.
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Upa.IL2.6, Oha.Upa.VII.23-24, Br.Upa.III.8.7-8, Pra.Upa.V.2

and 6, Oha.Upa.VIILl.l, Mu.XJpa.IL2.10, Katha Upa.IV.13,

Katha Upa.VI.2, Gba.Upa.VIII.12 and 14, and Bp.Upa IV.3.7.

According to the Sutrakara, we have to distinguish between

the Srutis dealing with the aspect and the Srutis dealing

with the aspect, but not with the and aspects,

because in his opinion both the aspects of Brahman have their

own peculiar 3“is and therefore there is no aspect of Brahman
absolutely without S’is. We have above said that the Sutrakara

•prefers to explain certain Srutis ( those discussed in Bra Su.1.2

and 3 ) as dealing with the This means that he would not

object to taking these Srutis as pertaining to the This

would be clear from a fact about the Sutrak^ra’s interpretation

of Srutis, which we are just going to mention, viz., the fact of

the interchange of attributes of these two aspects in the Srutis

themselves.

One of the most important points about the meaning of the

^-Srutis of the Upanisads emphasised by the Sutrakara is

that in those Srutis we have ari interchange of the attributes of

the arUpavat or the Pradhdna aspect of Brahman and of the

rupavat or the Purusa aspect?- He seems to say, “Take any Sruti

about Brahman, and you will find the truth of this assertion.’’^

On the strength of this fact of interchange of attributes of the

two aspects, the Sutrakara makes three important statements,

viz., (1) the attributes, and others, and the other group

of attributes and others,collected by the Sdtrakflra in

Bra.Bu.1.2 and 1.3 respectively may, at the desire of a seeker,

be taken in the meditation of the Pradhana aspect of Brahman,^

(2) it is not meant by the Sutraktra that in any meditation on

Brahman ( either on the Pradhiina or the Purusa aspect ), the

(1) I (Bra.Su.III.3.87).

(2) %5t fk I (Bra.SQ.III.8.88).

(3) s|5T»irlk?R?r ?Rr I (Br.Sfl.III.39). See Part 1.
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attributes of both these aspects be collected by the meditator;

all he means is that a meditator on a particular aspect should

not drop such attributes of the other aspect as occur in the Sruti

or Srutis from which he gathers the attributes of that particular

aspect;^ and (3) that there is no rule which would help us in

deciding which are the peculiar attributes of either of these two

aspects; and the result of this view-point is that the Sruti does

Tiot object to making separate tho%ight about each of the two

aspects.®

From this statement about ‘the interchange', we know that the

Sutrakara has discussed in Bra.Su.1.2 such Srutis as expressly

mention the Pradhaua aspect, but which the SutrakSra interprets

as dealing with the Purusa, because they characterise the Pra-

dhana with the attributes of the Purusa and that in Bra.Su.1.3 he

has considered those Srutis which profess to describe the'PuruSa

and which the Sutrakara also takes as such but which chara-

cterise the Puru§a with the characterstics of the Pradhana. In

the former Pada, the Sutrakara emphasises the mention of the

attributes of the Purusa and in the latter the express mention

of the very term Purusa.® In the first Pada he discusses only

those Srutis which mention the Pradhana or the Arupavat aspect

in express terms. In Bra.Su.III.3.11 he says that and

other attributes collected by him in Bra.Su.I.l are to be used in

the meditation on the PrSdhana.

From the interchange of the attributes and from the option

regarding their use in the meditation,’ we can safely conclude

(4) Bra.Su.III.3.40-41. Vide otir Interpretation.

(6) II (Bra.su.iir.3.31).

(6) We admit that this suggestion of ours regarding the scheme of the

arrangement of the in Bra.Su.I.2-3 cannot be. said to be finally

proved till we can show it by working out an interpretation of those PAdas.

But this we cannot do in this work. We refer the reader to our Paper on

the subject in the Bombay University Journal Vol. lY, Part III. In this

work we draw our conclusions chiefly from Bra.Su.III.3. See Appendix

I also.

(7) Vide (l)-(3) supra.
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that the Srutis discussed in Bra.Su.1.2-3 should not be inter-

preted as describing only the Pradhana or only the Purnsa. In

fact, they describe both the aspects of Brahman. But Sankara

does not hold this view. In his opinion some of these Srutis

describe only the Brahman and some only the Brahman.

According to the Sankara School Bra.Su.1.2 and 1.3 deal

respectively with the or Brahman and the jneya or

Brahman.® That the Sutrakara and Sankara differ regard-

ing the interpretation of these Srutis is also clear if we compare

Sankara’s commentary on the Srutis which form the of

Bra.Su.I.2-3, as written by Sankara under the various Sutras

with the same in the respective Upanisads.® We find several

cases where a Sruti interpreted by Sankara in his on the

respective Upanisad as dealing with the Brahman has got

to be interpreted by him as dealing with the «3«t aspect when

that Sruti is a of some Sutra in Brahmasutra 1.2-3.

Even the fact that the Sutrakara emphasises the guRas or W^s

of the supreme Being in his interpretation of several Srutis

which are according to Sankara l%5['>rqR(, brings out the difference

between these two Acaryas as regards the interpretation of those

Srutis.^® Moreover, Sankara in his commentary on the Upani-

sads has several occasions to explain a term describing the

impersonal aspect, e.g., Brahman, as HiraQyagarbha and a term

describing the personal aspect, e.g„ Purusa, as Brahman.^^

All these interpretational inconsistencies of Sankara would dis-

(8) Vide S'adkara’s remarks on Bra.SQ.I.2.1 and the remarks of the

Bh&matik&ra, the author of the Batnaprabha, and Anandagiri in their intro-

ductions to^r. on Bra.SU.1.3. Begarding ttiis and the views of BAmanuja and

Vallabha on the same, see the author’s Paper on the Scheime of BrahmasQtra
1.1-3 : A Beapproachment, Journal of the University of Bombay Vol. IV.

Part III, PP. 112-120.

f9) Illustrations of the result of this comparison have been given in our
Notes on Bra.Su,III.3.37-d9 and need not be repeated here.

(10) Vide Bra.Su.I.2.21, 1.3.10.

(11) -Vide on «f^s with the words Hi or and 3^.

19
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appear if the SutrakSra’s view about the interchange of attributes

of the two aspects ia the Sruti be properly appreciated.

About the interpretation of the s'rutis the Sutrakara holds

that the aspect has terms (or names) in common with the

Para, i.e., the aspect and that the particular application of

a term to either of the two aspects must depend upon the fre*

quenoy of use.^^ Thus, Brahman, Purusa, Atman, Aksara,

Avyakta, etc., are all of them terms common to the Purusa

and to the Pradhaua.^^ This would also mean that from the

mere occurrence of one of these terms in a Sruti we cannot say

whether that Sruti deals with the aspect or with the

aspect. The Sutrakara holds the theory of the interchange of

attributes in Srutis and would therefore say that each Sruti

may be interpreted as pertaining to both the aspects.

In this connection we may here note that on the above two

theories of interpretation, viz., (1) the interchange of attributes of

the two aspects in the Srutis and (2) the common terminology of

the two aspects, the Sutrakara bases his doctrine that the

meditation on either aspect practised independently of the other

aspect leads to the same result, viz., Moksa.^^ And, therefore,

be gives an option of choice from the two aspects.^^

Ftom among all the terms of the Supreme Being used in the

Upanisads, the Sutrakara seems to make two classes of terms

or rather be seems to regard two terms as definitely fixed for the

and the aspects respectively. These terms are

and 3^. On the basis of the difference of these two terms he

(12) • (Bra.Su.III.3.52).

(13) Vide Note (37) on the Sutra.

(14) I (Bra.Su.IIl.3.42).

and 5^1 (Bra.Su*IH,3.60).

(16) Sara; I (Bra.Su.III.3.28).

and I in Bra.SQ.lII.3.44.

(16) l (Bra.SQ.III.2.23X
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accepts a Furvapak^a view to regard the two ideas or aspects

of Brahman as different from each other.^"^ In the PurvamImSinsa

the difference of sarcifices is admitted on the ground of the

difference of names (akhyas). The Sutrakara follows that rule

in the matter of the independence of the two aspects of Brahman^^

One very important remark of the SutrakSra about the topic

of the Srutis of the various Upanisads is that the aspect

is described in a majority of Srutis.i® Thus, we can conclude

that the Purusa aspect is dealt with by a minority of Srutis.

The truth of this remark can be admitted by a studeut of the

Upanisads without, of course, making a calculation of the Srutis

dealing with either aspect.

We may also mention here another view of the SutrakSra

which he seems to us to give about the two K^das of the Veda.

According to him the Purvaka^da often gives the attributes of the

aspect but it never mentions the other attributes of Bra-

hman such as are found in the PurusavidyS of the Upanisads.*®

He refers to the Khila of the Baiiayaniya SakhS of the

Samaveda, a Sruti of which mentions and which are

two attributes of the aspect.*^ This absence of the attri-

butes of the Purusa in the Purvakai]ida is one of the reasons why
the Sutrakara looks upon the two KS^das as dealing with the

two independent topics, viz., Dharma and Brahman, and does not

wish to interpret the PurvakS^da in the light of the Upanisads.

The Sutrakara admits that in the Srutis about the Prajapati-

loka as well as about Brahman the persons going to that Moka’

or Brahman sre described as experiencing an enjoyment of

their desired objects.** This enjoyment of desired objects is

(17) I (Bra.Su.III.3.8).

(18) I (Bra.Su.III.3.10).

(19) Vide (15) supra.

(20) %?»>tni5U«rHra: I (Bra.snjII.3.24).

(21) l (Bra.SO.III.3.2.3).

(22) ^ l (Bra.Su.III.3.61)

and « (Bra.Su.IV.4.21).
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common to the Fraj&patiloka and Brahman on the one hand and

to the other worlds including our world and the worlds of the

dtdties on the ' other hand.^® But even inspite of this

the Sutrakara does not accept the view ( of Opponents

like Badari and Jaimini ) that the Prajapatiloka is an

ordinary Badari and Jaimini hold that the Prajapatiloka

is a of Brahman^ and, therefore, they seem to have

believed that the Prajapatiloka is a world like the

ordinary worlds. It is noteworthy that the Sutraksra denies the

fault of entailing on the Prajapatiloka. And, again, Sankara

says that there is no or experience of enjoyment in the

absolute liberation, but the Sutrakara ,( along with Badari and

Jaimini) seems to believe that* in the Para the Muktas enjoy

their desired objeets;^® but inspite of this enjoyment the state

and the form of the Muktas are devoid of the creation and

destruction, the two out of the three functions of our world.®®

The difference between Sankara’s interpretation of the word

‘Prajapatiloka’ where it occurs in the Srutis and that of the

Sutrakara can also be known from the fact that Sankara proposes

to add the Prajapatiloka to the worlds mentioned by the

Sutrakara,®'^ though the Sutrakara seems to have dropped its

mention in the list of the worlds pttrposely. The latter takes

the Prajapatiloka as an aspect, here the personal aspect, of the

KaraOa itself, whose other aspect is the impersonal one.®® Thus,

the Sutrakara would not take “Prajapatiloka” as an ordinary

In Bra.Su.III.2.13, the SutrakSra seems to us to give his

interpretation of the S'rutis which describe Brahman as having a

(23) This is the sense of in Bra.Su.III.3.51 and I

(Bra.Su.IV.4.21).

(24) ^ < ( Bra.SQ.IV.3.7 ). We have shown Jbhtkt

Jaimini also believed in the' Prajapatiloka.

(25) I (Bra.Su.IV.4.13); i (Bra,.SU.IV.4.14).

(26) I (Bra.8Q.IV.4.17) and Hi»nTT?r......(Bra.sa.IV.4.21). see
(Bra.Su.IV.4.19).

(27) Vide S'ankara’s bbSSya on Bra.Su.iy.3.3.

(28) Vide our Notes on ^ • (Bra.S«.IV.3.16).
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donhh nature or what may be called cogita oppositorumP

According to the SutrakSra such Snitis mean that the same.

Brahman is at the same time arUpavat and also the rupavat.

Thus, means that the Supreme Being is because

hands and feet which refer to a form, viz, the 3^ 8-**® denied

of Brahman here, while and respectively affirm feet

and hands of Brahman and thus assert Its form (^). We may

add that according to Sankara these Srutis describe the 8>nd

«g®i aspects of Brahman of which the is absolutely real

while ??g'>r is only relatively real; according to Bam&nuja they

deny all despikable or censurable qualities of Brahman and

affirm all meritorious characteristics in Brahman; while in the

opinion of Vallabha the negation refers to all worldly

attributes and the affirmation to all divine qualities, thus

according to him these Srutis mean that Brahman has no feet

and hands such as we have but It has divine feet and hands.

The Sutrakara interprets such texts as proving that Brahman is

both 355^1^ and ST3^^i^ at the same time.

The Sotrak^ra’s interpretation of the Srutis describing Brahman
as having a two-fold mutually contradictory nature, if correct as

explained by us above, gives us a clue to his explanation of the

Srutis which describe Brahman only negatively (^f^, and

those which do it only positively. The Sutrakara seems to take

the former type of Srutis as denying only and latter a affirming only

the (3^«j) f?? of Brahman and not as treating with the impossibility

or possibility of certain or all in Brahman. In fact, accordiagto

the Sutrakara, they have nothing to do with the 5'>ts of Brahman
except the one 3*^ viz., ‘form’. The Srutis^® which deny

that there is a second reality besides Brahman are interpreted

by SaAkara as denying not only a second principle similar or

dissimilar to Brahman but also the possibility of any distinction

like that of parts and the whole or attributes and the possessor

(29) f Bra.Su.III.2.13. Vide Pt. I for the gf^s.

(30) Vide, e. g., 5rtfr»n«r on 1 (Bra. S0.ir.l.l4).
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of attributes within Brahman Itself. The SQtrakara however

makes use of such Srutis in refuting a Parvapaksa arguing that

the IJnmanifest or Brahman is lower and the Purusa is

higher Brahman, and thus apparently believing in two principles

called Brahman both being conscious and eternal.®^ Thus,

according to the SQtrakara these Srutis deny only a second

principle and do not deny the possibility of in Brahman.

It is very difficult to interpret the Mu.Upa. Sruti in which we

read of 3^^’ because it seems to be the only Sruti in the

accepted Upanisads, placing and P"? in the same grammatical

connection.®^ An Opponent interprets this to mean that one

should know the Aksara as 3?^ i.e., the conception of 3^^ is a

mental projection on the 3l??r.®® But the Sutrakara

referring to the same Upanisad®* proves that the knowledge of

the Purusa is just as that of the Aksara.®® Thus, the

Sutrakara would explain as proving that Brahman is

at the same time and also ( 3^^).®® Saiikara

cannot explain this Sruti by referring 3^ to its conventional

sense of ‘anthropomorphic form’; the only way for him is to give

the word an etymological sense of

If it be asked “How tbe same Brahman be possessed of two

mutually contradictory aspects each of which would give the

same result, viz., Moksa ?’’, the Sutrakgra replies (1) that because

we find such a Brahman in tbe Upanisads, this principle

is quite reasonable on the analogy of an ordinary example

like the same destination being reached by persons approaching

(31) (Bra.SQ.III.2.31).

and ' (Bra.Su.III.2.36).

(32) ^ si s^sr i Mu.Upa.I.2.13.

(88) Jl«C'»n?C«RCfeSTJTt5r?rs?t(Bra.Su.IIL3.46).

(34) The SQtrak&ra seems to emphasise JVV and Hirf^irr also in Mn. Upa.
1.2'18. Vide (32) supra.

(86) g Hvfronri (Bra,Su.III.3.47).

?Mr (Ma.Upa.IIl.2.8) and >

(Bra.Su.III.3.48).

(86) Vide Sutras 1.2.21-28 which deal with the same S'rutis.
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it from two opposite directions,®'^ and (2) that as Smti and Smiti

are ‘more powerful’ than Preception and Inference, there is ho

contradiction in such a doctrine about B^abman.®® Ihus, it is

finaily by an appeal to the jwrtiof the Scripture that the Sutrakara

can explain the propriety* of the two mutually contradictory

aspects of equal status in his interpretation of the Upanisads.

In order to explain their propriety and reasonableness the

Sutrakara has not adopted the method of lowering one of the two

aspects; as seems to have been done by an Opponent who believed

that the Purusa is higher than the Avyakta, a view which we

shall soon discuss, or as has been, in later times, done by Sankara

who holds that the is absolutely real while the is

relatively so. Either of these two procedures may be justified by

the demand of rationalism but such a method would be hostile

to the belief in the equal authority of all the Srutis, because both

these procedures would make one set of Srutis literally true and

the other true in a secondary sense only.

We take up another point of interpretational difference between

these two AcAryas. There is a great difference between them in

the' interpretation of those Srutis in which the Purusa is said to

be higher than the Unmanifest or the Immutable or«i^).®®

The Sutrakara says that the Brahman is “Avyakta bedause

the Sruti says so’’,^ and in the same Adbikarana he refutes

a Purvapaksa according to which “From this Avyakta a seeker

is united with the Endless because such is the Sruti by saying

that ‘Because Brahman has two names, viz., ***fl'* and 3'^,

Brahman is like the serpent and like the coil of the

(37) I (Bra.SU.III.3.30).

(38) l (Bra.Su.III.3.49).

(39) Ufa: I (Katha Upa.III.il) and

3^: 9i^i?<ur5r; ir: < (Mu.Upa.II.1.2).

(40) ft ' (Bra.Su.III.2.23).

(41) wr ft • (Bra.SQ.III.2.26).
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serpent, and because in the case of the Purusa there is a

negation, viz., that His ^ is invisible to the eye.^ Immediately

after this Adhikara^a he takes up for discussion another

P^rvapaksa which argues that there is a second principle higher

than this Avyakta and refutes . it in five Sutras.^^ Lastly in

an the SstrakSra establishes that the Avyakta is

‘omnipresent*.^®

We have pointed out in course of our interpretation of the

Sutras referred to above that these Sutras refer to the famous

ladder of the Katha Upanisad'*® and that a Purvapaksa

based upon these Katha S'rutis is here refuted by the Sutrakara.

According to the Sutrakara the Avyakta is the highest principle;

It is the aspect of Brahman. So in the series of Katha

Upa.III.lO and VI.8, we have to take according to the Sutrakara

the Avyakta as the Brahman. In Katlia IJpa. VI.8 we read

that the Purusa is omnipresent and that He is higher than the

Avyakta. So a Porvapaksin argues that from the Unmanifest

a meditator unites with the or the Endless, viz., the

Purusa.*'^ The Sutrakara says that and 5W are two names

of Brahman and therefore Brahman is like and

like he ulso draws attention to tiie fact that in Katha
Upa.VI.9 we are told that the ^ of the Purusa is not visible to

the eye;^9 this shows that the Purusa is not different from the

Avyakta or that the Purusa is another name of the Avyakta.

(42) I (Bra Su.III.2.27).

(43) I (Bra.Su.III.2.29).

(44) Viz., Bra.Su.III.2.33-36.

(46)

et»nR5rm^TrJT5r*^ff^jr: i (Bra.Su.III.2.37).

(46) Eiatha Upa.III.lO*!! and VI.8-9>

(47) I Bra.Su.III.2.26.

gwrir ^ H (Katha Upa.VI.8).

(48) I (Bra.Su.III.2.27).

(49) I Bta.8Q.II1.2.80* This refers to

S|^ | Katha VI. 9.
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There are many Srutis particularly in the Earlier Metrical

Upanisads in which a principle higher than the or Avyakta

is mentioned; and Eatha Upa.III.il and VI.8 is one of them.

Another Sruti of that type is Mu.Upa.II.1.1-2®®. Bhagavad-

gita VIII.19-22,®! also places the Purusa higher than the

Avyakta. Here we are concerned with the Katha Upani.sad

Sruti. The Sutrakara having taken the Avyakta as the ultimate

principle called Brahman, the followers of the Katha Sakha argue

that the Purusa is higher than the Avyakta.®^ We have

explained how the arguments ofl3«Pi^H, N^wTsw^^iand

are based upon the Katha Upauisad itself. Thus, agswqsfr

refers to the fact that in Katha Upa.III.2®® the Avyakta or the

impersonal aspect of Brahman is called a bridge. The

seems to ns to be a reference to the description of the Avyakta

as argued by the Opponent, as gw in Katha Upa.

IV.12-13,®^ distinct from the pq of Katha Upa.VI.9. The
third argument is based upon the fact argued by the Opponent

that the individual soul seems to be already connected loith the

(50) srwb i

#iKr NPii: 5rarR?% nw ii i ii

TO: 5?q: wai: i

afsnoTl tl Mu.Upa.II.1.1.2.

(51) WHIf: qwt I

4 sfi'q *T qw *w ii

gw: tr q^s qi*5 Ntwi awRwqsqqi l

qwPNrwif^ cra^ii (Biia.Gi.viii.21-22).

Here the gw is higher than (qi[:) the :«!3r. Vide the pveset)t author’s

Akfara; A Forgotten Chapter.

(52)

' qwN:q?gqiTO«r?»qwqqqlw: 1 (Bra.Su.iii.2.31).

(53) q:lg<TORwqrt Ji?r I

qit II (KathaUpa.III.2).

(54) snpnq: gq^ nr I

»lyiqww q NNl I Ii

»nre*rw: 1

. ^IjnilWW « !?qw N II Eatha. Upa.IV.1243.
20
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AvyaMa according bo Katha Upa.IV.4®® and that therefore the

Beality with which he expects to be connected must be higher than

this Avyakta. The meant by the Purvapaksa would be

very probably the of 'll and an?, the ai®*l'^i5 Brahman

mentioned by the Sotrakgra®® being the latter.®"^

The Sutrakara having greater regard for the Oldest Prose

Upanisads seems to have refuted the view of the followers of

the Earlier Metrical Upanisads and the Smrti. He explains away

the arguments of %3, gwTW and from the stand-point of the

Oldest Prose Upanisads which was an historically correct stand-

point; and he refutes the argument of^ ‘difference’ between the

Avyakta and the Purusa by referring to the same argument as

he gives in Bra.Su.IIl.2.27-30 in reply to similar objection from

an Opponent, viz., the analogies of and its wsw or and

fosvs.ss By the word apPIT which was used for in Eatha

Upa.VI.8,®® it was implied that the Avyakta is not omnipresent,

bub the Puru§a only is omnipresent so by an the

SubrakS-ra also proves that the Avyakta is omnipresent.®® Thus,

it seems to be clear that the Sutrakgra interprets the Avyakta in

such S'rutis as Eatha Upa. as the final principle and the Purusa

as another “name” of that final principle®^. The same argument

of ‘omnipresence’ is once again used for the same purpose of

denying two ultimate omnipresent principles in Bra.Su.III.3.10®^.

(55) I

H5FU ^ ul=^% l| (Ka?ha Upa.IV.4).

(56) I (Bra.Su.III.2 23).

(57) For a detailed explanation of these four arguments based upon the

text of the Ka^.ha Upani^ad itself, vide our Notes on Bra.SQ.III.2 31.

(58) Bra.S0.III.2.S2-36 above. Vide our interpretation of these Sutras in

Part I.

(59) Vide Notes on SQtra 111-2.26.

(60) i (Bra-SQ III.2.37).

(61) 1 (Bra.SQ.m.2.27).

(62) s?nlr«r?nT53r«^l (Bi-a.SQ.riL8.ld).
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In the Sutras of Bra.Su. IIL2 discussed above we have a

Purvapaksa asserting that the Avyakta is Brahman but that

there is also another principle higher than that Avyakta. Besides

this, there is also another group of Sutras I.4.1-7 which dis-

cusses a Purvapksa that the Avyakta in the Katha Upauisad

is the Anumaaika®3, a principle based upon (i. e., a Smrti

like the shagavadgita ? ) of the Sarfikhyas®^. The Sutrak^ra says

tha.t the explanation of the Avyakta is mentioned in the

Allegory of the Chariot®®. If we look to that allegory we

find that the Supreme Abode which is the Terminus of the

Journey seems to have been taken by the SutrakSra as the

principle called ®®. The Sutrakara also draws attention to the

Katha Srnti in which the principle ‘higher than the Mahat** is

said to be Brahman and the Avyakta is said to be higher than

the Mahat in Katha Upa.III.il; so, the Sutrak5ra says that this

Sruti shoios that the Avyakta is Brahman, ‘the knowledge of

which brings release from the world’. But as Brahman has two

aspects-the and the the Sutrakara says that the

Avyakta is the or, in other words, ^§[*1 aspect of Brahman,

because the or which cannot be seen, being without

or form, can be fittingly called ®9. As to why the Purusa

is placed higher than the Avyakta, the Sutrakara says that the

Purusa is placed higher than the Avyakta, the 3|^wi*iBrahmau, be-

cause the Purusa, the ^^T^aspect, is dependent upon the Avyakta,

the or aspect, just as the or objects of sense which

(63) ^ i (Bra.Su 1.4.1)-

(64) See Appendix

(66) because the body is allegorically the chariot.

(66) Of. vrirt

*r ST TOWvriT w II (Bha.Gi. VIII.20-21) Here also

37331^ is declared to be the Supreme Abode of the Lord.

(67) qi wq

l^^TM Katha Opa.III.16^

(68) qsilqfir ^ i in the above Sutra.

(69) qjfq g (Bra.Su.1.4.2) In this Sutra means
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are dependent upon the senses for their perception are placed

above the senses in Katba Upa.III.lOa'^®. As the Purusa or the

WRI. aspect is said to be dependent on the Avyakta just like

or objects which are dependent upon the senses, we should

conclude that the Avyakta is the or sifS'Wcl. aspect of Brahman,

but not the Avykata of the Saihkhyas. Also the Avyakta

is not the Saiiikbya principle because in this Katba Upaniasad

passage the Avyakta or the is not the topic to be hiown.

If on the strength of Katha Upa.III.16, the Opponent argues

that the Avyakta is here taught as a principle to be known

for absolution like the Samkhya principle in the Sariikhya

works; the Sutrakara replies that the or the PuruSa is here

the object of knowledge rather than the because the context

shows that only the SRr or is intended to be taught in this

passage.'^^ In Bra.Su I.2.11 the SutrakSra has shown that one

of these “two in the heart” is the Purusa.’® In Bra.Su.II.3.29

the Sutrakara says that the or the Purusa, the personal aspect,

is called (i. e., the impersonal aspect) in

several Srutis because it possesses the substance of attributes of

the Avyakta or the arupavat aspect of Brahman.’^ We may say

that the question of Naciketas in Katha Upa.II.14,’® though a

question about the silt or the g^, who is different from

i. e., the created world and also from

ajfN i. e., the Avyakta Brahman, is in fact one question

(70) (Bra. Su. I 4. 3). is a reference to «rri:

in Katha Upa.III.lO a.

(71) I (Bra.Su.I.4.4).

(72) urit ft l (Bra.Su.I.4.5).

(73) gff ft I (Bra Su.I.2.11).

(74) Of. in I (Bra.Su.II.3.19).

(75) 3T«f^ '

3TKnr »twiT^ 5I5T <• (Katha Upa.II.14). We believe, f?T

and 3];^ mean the created world, and iP? mean

and the one other than these twcfl^he Purafa about whom the Questiou is

asked to Yama. fi^ shows that sffRr is Brahman.
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about iJiree, viz., the created world, the Avyakta or the

Brahman and the Purusa or the ’OTW Brahman. Similarly, we

may say that Katha Upa.III.10-11 is a reply mentioning the

created world (beginning with senses and ending with the

Mahat), the Avyakta or the aspect, and the Purusa or the

aspect.^'^ Thus, it is only in a secondary sense that the

Avyakta is included in the question and in the reply here. The

principal topic is the Purusa (Bra.Su.I.4.6~7). And as this

Purusa, the aspect of Brahman, is hero said to be dependent

upon the Avyakta in accordance with the analogy of the objects

of sense which are here said to be higher than the senses

because they are dependent on the senses), the Sutrakara

concludes that the Avyakta is the aspect of Brahman, on

which the ^W^^or the Purusa aspect depends.

From the above interpretation of Bra.8u.I.4.1-7 we gather

that according to the Sutrakara the Avyakta is the or

aspect of Brahman and that the Purusa, the personal aspect, is

said to be- higher than the Avyakta because the Purusa is the ’FWI.

aspect of Brahman and depends upon the Avyakta or the

Thus, the information about the Sutrakara’s interpretation of

Katha Upa.III.10-11 and VI.8-9, derived from Bra.Su.III.2 is

quite consistent with the same derived from Bra.Su. 1.4. 1-7.

SaAkara differs from the Sutrakara as regards the interpretation

of this Katha Upa. Sruti and brings in his theory about the

by interpreting the Avyakta as and the Purusa as

the Brahman,though ‘3W’ is not a proper term for the

one. This interpretation of Sankara makes a vast diJGfereuce

in the philosophical doctrine about the nature of Brahman,

particularly the ’5’?^ or Brahman.

(76) Ifsrgrsjiw ; aw«[ i s'ankara explains the Sutra as if it read

"anr inrw I”

(77) Of. 3q?ai?r: in (Bra.Su.I.4.6).
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For the above reason, we believe that the Sutrakara takes

and 3^ as respectively tbe and aspects of

Brahman. It is also noteworthy for the original interpretation

of the ^ itself that originally the Purusa was regarded as

really higher than the Avyakta, both being Brahman. The

Purvapaksas given by the Sutrakdra prove this.

An important point about the meditation on Brahman

leading to the achievement of Moksa in the opinion of the

Sutrakdra seems to us to be presented by him in Bra.Su.III.3.

He seems to interpret the Srutis which mention such meditations

as dealing with three different hinds of 7neditationsJ^ Some

Srutis describe the meditation on Brahman not conceived as

consisting of parts, while others present the same based upon

the parts of Brahman. An example of tbe latter is the meditation

on the Atman^^ or the meditation known as the

The former type of meditation is again two-fold according as

one meditates on the aspect or the Pradhdna and on the

aspect of Brahman or the Purusa. The latter can be

illustrated by the meditation on the Purusa in Mu.Upa.II.l.

2-3,®^ while the former by, e.g., the meditation on as

Brahman.®^ We have already given full details of these and we

may not deal with them here once again except only to show

how the Sutrakdra seems to divide the Srutis according to these

three kinds of ^«*iTs.®®

Besides these th^'ee types of meditations the Sutrakara seems

to explain the Upanisads as dealing with two more, which,

(78) i (Bra.SQ.I.1.31).

• (OhS.Upa.V.18.2).

(80) (Cba.Upa.IV.10-14).

(81) Vide (143) Supra on P. 42.

(82) srrefrfSr afRrif

(Tai.Upa.III.6).

(88) They are disoussed ip Bra.SQ.IlI.d.10-54 ( and aspects )

and Bra.Su.III.3.66-66 ( srifT^Jir; aqwiii:

)
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however, do not lead to Moksa. One of them is a voluntary or

meditation, an example of which would be the meditation

on as Brahman.®* The other is a meditation concerned with

some ritual or some text of the ritual.®®

Thus, a ^ruti in which a meditation on Brahman is mentioned

would belong to one of the above classes. This seems to us to

be the SutrakSra’s stand->point of interpreting the Srutis dealing

with the of Brahman.

In Bra.Su.III.2.1-8, the Sutrakara says that the dreaming

state does not explain the bondage of the individual soul because

the creation in that state is “only jugglery” (Bra.Su.III.2.1-4).

According to the Sutrakara, we cannot explain the Srutis about

the individual soul’s transmigration and release from it by referring

to the difierent states of the soul, but rather the transmigration

and its reverse are due to the fact tliat soul’s real nature has

been hidden or concealed on account of the thought of the Sup-

reme One (to become muny). Or, as an alternative, we may say that

the bondage of the soul is due to the contact of the soul with

the body ( not due to any of the three states of the soul ) and

that the absence of that contact ( not the absence of bondage )

takes place when the soul is in the hitd (^m) arteries and in the

Supreme Soul; and, therefore when the soul comes to the waking

state ( which means union with the body ), he does so from this

Supreme Soul ( Bra.Su.III.2.6-8). Thus, the soul is affected

really, not by the three states but by his contact with the body

or rather by the thought of the Supreme One, which led to the

concealment of the soul’s real nature and consequently his

bondage and freedom. ,

Having thus refuted the view that the three states affect the

soul and explain his bondage and freedom, the Sutrakara simi*

(84) A series of such meditations is given in ChA.tJpa.YII. Vide Note 5

(b) on Bra.SQ.III.3.65.

(85) E.g., ChA.Upa.r.11.5 where Brahman is identified with deity of sRrTr?.

Vide onr interpretation of I (Bra.SO.III.3-82).
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larly refutes the view that also the same three states explain the

application of the twor-fold Gratis ( about the and
aspects ) to the Supreme One, because these two-fold Srutis are

applicable to Srahman in <iZ2 .the states.®® He does not deny the
states but he denies that they affect the Para. If it be argued
that there is difference in Brahman caused by the different

states, the Sutrakara says that there is a expressly stating

that the Para is without any change in each of the three states.^'^

The Sutrakara probably refers to the Ghandogya Upanisad in

which Prajapati explains to Indra how the individual soul and
Brahman with which the individual soul is identical remain
changeless in each of the three states,^ Other arguments also
are given by the Sutrakara to prove that the Supreme Being is

is unaffected by the states and that therefore Brahman is both
and in all the three states ( glsf in Sutra III.2.11

),

viz., (1) the followers of a certain Branch of the Veda declare
that Brahman is both and in all the states, (2) that
Brahman is only because it is mainly so, and (3) that the
Para is not of the nature of Light though it can be compred with
light.®® It is also stated by the SutrakSra that the change of
Brahman in the form of Brahman being subject to increment
and decrement is due to the self-concealment of Brahman and
therefore it cannot be explained as taking place due to the three
states of Brahman.®® Thus the three states do not affact the
Supreme Soul as well as the individual soul.

It seems to us that in the above Sutras, the SutrakSra is

refuting a Purvapaksa based upon such a text as the Md^iiJcya
Upanisad. The Sutrakara understands this Sruti as taking the

(86) 5T ft * (Bra.Su.lli.2.ll).

(87) ^ I Vide our Notes on the Sutra.

(Bra.Sa.III.2.12).

(88) (Cha.Bpa.VIII.7.11). Vide also Bra.Su.I.3.1i.21-viz., the
(89) Bra.SB.III.2.13-19. Vide our Interpretation in Part I.

(90) Bra.SQ.III.2.20-22.
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dreaming world as really created by the individual soul himself

( as said in the Brhad^raQyaka Upanisad ) and as explaining the.

soul’s bondage and freedom from it as connected with his

different states. Similarly, the Sutrakara also believes the

Ma^dukya Upamisad to be explaining tbb awnrat and Srutis

of Brahman with reference to the different states ( WHs ) of

Brahman. He rejects these explanations of the Maiptdukya

(Jpanisad. He khows that transmigration and Moksa of the

soul are due to the desire of the Supreme Being ( to be many ?

)

or that the bodage is due to the contact of the soul with the body

and freedom from it takes place wheu the soul is in the i%?ri arteries

or in the Supreme Atman. He also proves that the ai^^ra^and

texts about the Supreme Being are not to be explained as referring

to the different states (w^s) of the Para, but thay describe Brahman
‘mall the states and that Brahman is the same (i.e., two-fold)

in all the states according to the Ghandogya Upanisad.^'^

It should be noted that the SutrakSra seems to differ from

the interpretation of Gaudapada and Sankara of the' Mapdukya

Upanisad and that he holds that that Upanisad does not agree with

the teaching of Cha.Upa.VIII.7-12. He thinks that the states

of the soul and the Supreme One are real, but that the creation

in the case of only the dreaming state of the individual soul is unreal

or “jugglery”. The Sutrakara unlike Gaudap5da and Sankara

does not think that these states are due to Avidya or MSyd.

One more Sruti on which the Sutrakara and Sankara seem to

have differed is Oha.Upa.VII.26.1, which seems to be discussed

in Bra.Su.III.2.20-22. According to the Maodukya Upanisad,

the different states offer an explanatiou of the change in Brahman.

The Sutrakdra holds that Brahman is the same, it is both

and in all the states ( Bra.Su.III.2.11 ), so he seems to offer

(91) This is the sense of arft in sT ft '

(Bra.Su.III.2.11.)

(92) I in Bra.8Q.III.9.12 refers to OhS.Upa.VIII.9*10‘l].
21
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in Bra.Su.IIL2.20-‘22 an explanation of the change possible of

Brahman, just as he offers an explanation of the bondage and its

reverse in the case of the individual soul iu Bra.Su.III.2.6-8,

because he does not accept the view that they ( bondage and its

reverse ) are to be explained by the different states of the soul.

We have shown that increment ( ffe ) and decrement ( ) of

Brahman discussed in these Sutras are two out of the six states

of an entity mentioned by Yaska. The SutrakSra has explained

the transformation ( )
of Brahman as a change iu which

the effect of Brahman is Brahman Itself. So, he explains the

^ and of Brahman in harmony with this kind of

of Brahman.

The increment and decrement in Brahman are due to the

cojQcealment of the attributes of Brahman. Only by this theory

we can explain properly and consitently both these states of

Brahman. He seems to support this ‘conceal ftient’ by

reference to Cha.Upa.VII.26.1.®^ In support of this explanation

of the Sruti ( Cha.TJpa. VII.26.1 ) the Sutraksra seems ^to

refer to Cbal.Upa.VII.l.ll.®® The Sruti refers to the whole

creation. Sanatkumara at every stage “denies that Brahman

is only as mitch as the item under discussion” and then “says

that Brahman is higher or larger than that.°® The Sutrakara

seems to hold that in there is a greater degree of conceal-

ment of Brahman than in and so on. So, the concealment

of Brahman explains the creation. The greater the decrement

of Brahman in its effect which is also Brahman, the greater its

(93) atIWfa : (Bra.Su.I.4.25).

(94) 3ncJT?I: i (ChS.TJpa.VII.26.1)

(95) Particularly to the series of the repeated sentence

I
”

“3fl?»ra: refers to the aTr^rWlf-fct^rwIV of JR : awn, efrv

WJRm:, sm:, etc., etc., Of. also aiRTf: 6H(ChS.Upa.VII.26.1). So the *

S rati refers to the whole creation.

(96) Of. Jif srRi^ I in Bra.SQ.III.2.22 and irfrfilr =ir in the

same SQtra. -
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concealment in it, and the greater the increment of Brahman

in its effect which is also Brahman, the less its concealment

in it.®’

The above explanation of Bra.Su.III.‘2.20“22 is suggested to

ns on the supposition, that Sutra 22 refers to Ch§..Upa.VILl-14,

26. Sankara does not take that Srnti as the one referred to in

these Sutras, nor does he explain the words fin

the Srnti ) in his on the Upanisad. We feel that here was

an occasion for the Sutrakara to explain his theory of causation

or creation from Brahman because he denies that any change in

Brahman can be explained by the different states of Brahman.

Before Sankara there was a commentary on the Sutras, which

explained the Sutras as teaching the view that the creation

took’place by the concealment and its re'^'erse (i^»TR’T) of

the attributes of Brahman.®®

In the case of Tai.Upa.II.5,®® the Sutrakara holds that these

are really the attributes o/ 5ra7<min according to the text of

the Srnti; but as these imply a change of degrees in

the bliss of Brahman and, as there is no change as a matter of

fact, these attributes should be dropped in the meditation on

the 31^^ Brahman.!®® This Sutra also shows that Bra.Su.-

1.1.12!®! takes the Sruti as dealing with Brahman or

Atman. But, as is very well known, Sankara differs from the

Sutrakara and takes that Tai.Upa. passage as dealing with his

theory of the five sheaths of the soul, and Tai.Upa.II.5 as

referring to the We think that in his bh^ya on

Bra.Su.IlI.3.12 Sankara clearly states that he differs from the

(97) For a. detailed explanation of the Sutras vide Part I.

(98) Vide Note (7, P.28) on Bra.Sri.III.2.20in Part I, also srf.^r. on

(99) i?Tr: I jIitI i srsix aftrr: laj: I anwr i W
sifirtll I (Tai.Upa.II.5).

(100) ft i (Bra.Su.III.3.12).

(101) (Bra.SQ.I.1.12).
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SGtrakSra and he admits that he has difiered from the SQtrakHra

on this point in his interpretation of Bra.SQ.L1.12.

In the case of the verbal or participal forms like

etc, occurring in the Upani£>ads, the SutrakSra holds that

these have the primary sense, viz., that of laying down an

Injunction in the case of the and the aspects of

Brahman. SaAkara, however, does not believe that his

Brahman can ever be a subject of Injunction. So, he interprets

the Srutis with etc., as referring to what he calls R3’>r

Brahman or if he is forced to take a Sruti as dealing with

Brahman, he changes the sense of etc. so as to suit the

view that Brahman as the knower himself cannot be an object

of knowledge. As we have shown elsewhere, (Chapter 1, P. 36)

the Sutrakara explains the whole process of the knowledge of

Brahman, on the lines of the explanation of karman or Dharma
in the Purvamimaihsa.

The Sruti which clearly says that the vital airs of a knower

of Brahman do not depart from his body^®® and which

Sankara interprets in the same sense, is explained by the

Sutrakara in a different way. The SutrakSra argues that in the

MS,dhyandina Sakha the same Sruti is read differently^®^ and

that in that Sakha it is clearly stated that the vital airs and

senses do not depart from the individual soul of the Brahma-

jMnin but*that they depart tOith him. Thus, he does not agree

vvith SaAkara in the interpretation of this text (Br-Upa.IV.4.6).

We may add that perhaps it would have been better if the

SutrakSlra had given an option in the matter of the departure of

the pranas from the body of the knower of Brahman. But his

attitude in this matter shows that like the AcSryas the

(102) Cf. in l (Bra.SQ.III.3.1).

(108) *r m\ ^ l (Br.Upa.IV.4.6)

(104) (Bra.Sfi.IV.2.13) refers to ST S?»n?aTilT s^Rnr/^er I which
is the reading in the Madhyadina S'akh& in place of ? erf? of the

Kanva S'§kha.
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Sutrakara also is sometimes inclined towards one particular

Sfuti. His interpretation of the Br.Upa.Sruti seems to have

been influenced by his preference for the view of the ChS.Upa.-

Sruti,^®® which he discusses in detail in Bra.Su.IV.2.1-17. An
option about the departure of the pranas would have reconciled

both the Br.Upa. and the Cha.Upa.texts without forcing an

an interpretation on Br.Upa.IV.4.6.

We would now only briefly notice several Srutis and state the

points that the Sutrakara seems to us to emphasise therein.

Cha.Upa.II,23.1 does not lay down the anwrs in general and

does not serve as a foundation for the Smrtis which deal with

the anws in detail, but it lays down the WWs to which a seeker

of Brahman may belong. Thus, its purpose is to say that a

seeker of Brahman may belong to any one of the four 9n«Ws.^®®

Sankara also quotes a predecessor of his, who interpreted the

Sruti in question as, we think, the Sutrakara has done.

The SutrakSra seems to regard the Sruti in Bf.Upa.-

IV.4.22-23,^®’ as a subsidiary to the Sruti which is also

a the result of this construction is that according to the

SQtrakara a seeker of Brahman must perform the sacrifice, etc.,

even though he may be possessed of w ‘control of mind’, *etc.

Sankara bolds quite the contrary view.^®®

. (105) 3Rjr sji: jtiSi

(Cha,Upa.IV.8.6) and ^ I

(106) aw SRl SWI^aq fjq

(Cha.Upa.II.23.1).

Vide I (Bra.Su.III.4.32). Vide S'aiikara’e interpretation of

Bra.SO.III.4.18 and also of the S'mti in the BhS^a on the Upanisad.

(107) wfwi «qi«i^ni%*r... nq^ii

... ^iwr >iwiw^q |cnw IR^II

(108) wwqrqm ?W17Wlft 3 (Bra.8u.III.4.27).

Vide S'&. bhatya on the same. .
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In the Sruti mentioned above, the Sutrakara takes the ’Ifi,

^jq^as laid down for a seeker of Brahman.^*® The Sutrakara

says that in the performance of these ’W, the seeker of

Brahman does not require the ordinary sacrificial fire, fuel, etc.,

but all his requirements resulting from the "Riil^ Sruti are of the

nature of the Horse described in Br.Upa.I.l. This explains both

the Sruti (Br.Upa.IV.4.22) and also Br.Upa.I.l.^®

The Sutrakara seems to explain the significance of the

preposition “'3^” iu ‘ in Oha.Upa. I.lO.S.^i^In Bra.-

Su.III.4.42,^^^ he seems to say that for a seeker of Brahman who

is an ascetic the secondary performance (311^ priestly

duties may be allowed; the case is like that of eating all food or

food from all persons in the time of the danger of losing one’s

life oul* of hunger as stated in Bra.Su.III.4.28. So,

means that Usasti only guided the priests or supervised them,

but did not perform the actual duties of a priest.

There are certain Srutis which say that a priest may perform

priestly duties and transfer the reward of the performance to his

master from whom he receives a fee. Such Srutis are found

even in the Upanisads. The Sutrakara makes use of these

texts to show that a seeker of Brahman who is outside the order

of asceticism may perform both the official and semi-official

priestly duties.!^®

Besides the (Br.Upa.IV.4.22) and mm (Cha.Up.n.23.1)

duties, the Upanisads mention several other duties, *«W*,

(109)
' (Bra.SVi.III.4.26).

^

(110) (Bra.Su.III.4.25)

(Bra.Su.III.4.26) ^ ^ etc. etc.

(Br.Upa.I.l) _ .

(111) ^ • (Cha.Upa.i.io.8).

(112) (Bra.SQ.III.4.42). Vide our interpret-

ation of Sutra in Part I. It refers to adUlMrika (official, priestly duties)

t^upoMikarika (secondary priestly duties).
-

-i **
' (118) I (Bra.SQ.III.4.49). ^IW^T: I

G^SQ.III.4.44). Vide also the S'ratis (Br.Upa.I.8.28) and the Sutras that

foll^. «
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etc., etc., as help to the knowledge of Brahman. The

SQtrakara makes these voluntary for the seekers of Brahman

belonging to orders others than that of a house-holder for whom
they are in his opinion compulsory.^^^

The silence (41’t
) prescribed in Br.Upa. II 1.6.1 is Qompulsory

for a householder who seeks Brahman and it means that this

seeker should not make a show of his knowledge before the

public.^i®

The Sutrakara seems to interpret CbS.Upa.I.l.lO as meaning

that both the obligatory duties like and the voluntary

duties like the sacrifices^ may be done by a seeker of Brahman
as a help to the knowledge of Brahman in the achievement of

Moksa.^i® According to Sankara this Sruti proves that as

performed with the mystical or allegorical knowledge of

the same is more ‘powerful^ the same performed without that

knowledge is powerful, i.e., it does produce its reward; the saori-

ficer does not stand in absolute need of knowing the allegorical

significance.^^^

Sankara emphasises the attributes of the Aksara,^^® i.e., the

negative attributes of Brahman, so much so that all the positive

(114) I ( Bia.Sri.III.4.47 ) and

I (Bra.Su.iri.4.48) and also I

(Bra.SQ.III.4.49).

(115)
| (Bra.Su.III.4.60).

qwTKi^rq: qif^ =9 ^
srwm: I (Bra.Upa.ra.6.1).

(116) I (Bra.Su.IV.1.18). Vide our interpretation in

Pi^rt I.

(117) Vide S^afkkara bhaiya On the above Sutra.

(118) I ( Bra.Su.m.3.33 ). Also

vide Bra.SQ.III.3. 13-15. The thoughts on the Ak^ara are

etc. etc.
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attributes wherever they occur are to be interpreted negatively;

thus, in Tai.Upa.I.l would mean ‘devoid of unreality’. The

Sutrakara thinks that these attributes are wot usefulin meditation

and should not be therefore collected in meditation on Brahman.

According to the Sutrakara the meditation on Brahman is of

the shape of ‘I am Brahman’ ( a»5 ). The text laying down

this method is Br.Upa.I.3.7-10, and particuarly Br.Upa.l.3.7.^i®

This meditation is not based upon the identity of the individual

soul and Brahman but only on the definite statement of Br.Upa.

1.3.7.^^® The result of this meditation is not the realization of

one’s Self as Brahman, but the realization of one’s Self as all, as

described in Br.Upa.I.3.10.^2^ This result is, moreover, Apurva

‘not already mentioned in the earlier KSnda of the Veda’.^®®

The Srutis which describe Brahman as ‘being of a limited size’

and thus residing in the human heart with the individual soul^^

show that the meditation ‘ar? ^if^’ is to be practised within

one’s own self.

According to Badaraya^a, the Sruti clearly says that is

superior to

We have already stated that the Srutis with

are, according to the Sutrakara, all Yidhis laying down the

knowledge of Brahman. Here the Sutrakfira opposes the view

(119) I (Bra.Su.HI.3.16).

1 (Br.Upa.I.3.7).

(120)
I (Bra.Su.III.3.17).

(121) ^ ' (Br.Upa.I.3.10).

V^madeva realized himself as
>”

(122) Also I (Bra.SU.III.3.18).

(128) I (Bra.SuJII.3.34.36).

enrenw; I

snreimr: 55^ II (Katha.Upa.IV.18).

aSo ^ %ir I (Bra.SQ.I.2.7),

^ 3 i (Bta.SQ.I.8.26).

(124> »li^q^5ir5 } (Bra.Su.III.4.8).
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of Jaimini. He quotes in his favour that Srubi which refers to

the equality or comparison of and The Upanisadic

episodes are neither stuti nor are they meant for the rite called

Here the Sutrakara differs not only from Jaimini but also

from Sajdkara who also takes these episodes in a secondary sense.

The SutrakSra seems to emphasise the fact that the two Ka^^as

of the Yeda are independent of each other so far as their

individual teaching is concerned.^^ For this reason, he would
not insist on interpreting the Upanisads in a secondary sense,

i. e., as subsidiary to the Karmaka^da or on explaining the

Pilrvakimda as subsidiary to the Upanisads. Thus, he differs both

from Jaimini and from Sahkara. He bases his view upon Srutis

like (1) Mu.Upa.Ll which describes both the Ka^das as

Vidyas though the Purvakanda is said to be the lower VidyS and

(2) Oha.Upa.VII where Narada tells Sanatkumara that he knows

all the Purvakanda and still he laments and therefore he wants to

know Atman in order to be free from sorrow. In tbe opinion of the

Sutrakara the Sruti itself differentiates between the subject-matters

of the two KSHdas.^27

According to none of the Acaryas we have any Sutras in the

Brahmasutra emphasising the meditation on the Pra^ava as

Brahman, to the de.scription of which almost every Upanisad

devotes some part of it. We have shown that the Sutrakara

pays special attention to the riieditation on the PraQava,

the symbol of Brahman. In this connection he seems to attach

more importance to Mu.Upa.II. 2 .3-4,^28 jq similar

(125) I
Bra.Su.III.4.19.

(126) Vide our iuterpretation of I (Bra.Su.lII.4.24);

51 I (Bra. SulII. 3.21) and ^ ' (Bra.Su.III.3.22)

(127) Of. Bra. SQ. III. 3.22 ai)0V6.

(128) Bra- SO. III. 3.25), and

cgqulil^TTHR^I Bra.Sa.III. 2.26) and I (Bra.SU.III.8.27)

refers to the following Mu. Upa. S'rutis :

—

atwwr »

9m\ ?if5wgwig r

apn??g|sr ^*4 h (Mu. upa. III. 2. 3—4).
22
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Srutis in the Katha and other Upanisads. He seems to say

that penetration, etc. mentioned in the MuQ^S'ha Upanisad

should he presumed in other Upanisads where I'lfv are not found

because they are subsidiary to the worn “resort” or “means”

used in other Upanisads for tihe Pra^ifiva as a means to

liberation.!®® He argues thatfor a meditator on the Pra^iava there

is nothing to he crossed (or achieved) in the life hereafter .and

says that “The followers of one Branch of the Veda say so.”

This seems to us to be a reference to Pra, Upa. V. h, according

to which a meditator on the Pra^ava consisting of three parts

and conceived as only one syllable with 'parts is conducted by

the SSmans to Brahman Itself, unlike a meditator on Brahman

Itself who after departure at the end of the birth in which he

achieves the knowledge of Brahman crosses Rays of the Sun,

and other stations till he reaches the Vaidyuta world from where

he is conducted by a Vaidyuta Conductor to Brahman Itself.

For this type of meditator on Brahman there is a possibility of

reaching perfection at some of these worlds; but there is no such

possibility of further development for one who chooses to medi-

tate on the PraiTiava for Moksa. Therefore, the complete

meditation on the Syllable Om should be fully practised

in this very world. The Sutrakara also emphasises in another

connection the above fact of the meditator on Om being

conducted by the S^imans.!®® He also notices that the meditation

on the PraJjava assumes the form of “ Om Brahma ” unlike the

meditation on Brahman Itself which is practised in the form

We have already stated above that the Conductor from the

world of Lightning carries or leads the knower of Brahman to

(129) VideNofceCS, P. '131)onBra.Su.TII.3.26.

(130) sir^mor:... i ( Bra.Su.IV.3.16 ).

This Sutra refers to the following SWti about the meditation on the
Piapava, the symbol of Brahman (pratika) 5-

e wpwhBH: ( Pra.Upa.V.5 ).

(131) H Jnri% ^ ft e; I ( Bra.Sa.IV.1.4 ).

• ( Bra Su.IV-1-5 ).
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Brahman Itself. The Sutrakara establishes this conclusion

after discussing the capacity of the Vaidyuta A^ivahika to go to

the Supreme Brahman with reference to two Purvapaksas of

Bidari and Jaimini on the same point. Thus, the Sutrakara

interprets Cha.Upa.lV.16.6i®2 in the literal sense, while S'ankara

takes the Sruti as dealing with the attainment of the world of

Brahman or Prajapati.

For the interpretation of Br.Upa.IV.4.2 gather the

information that both Jaimini and Badarayapia explained the

Vidya in this Sruti as Brahmavidyll, but while the former held

the view that the Vidya was subsidiary to Karman iu producing

a new body for the seeker of Brahman after he departs from the

body in which he got the knowledge of Brahman, the latter

seems to have believed that the Vidj^a, i. e., the knowledge of

Brahman, produces a new body for the knower of Brahman and

and the Karman produces a new body for one who is not a knower

of Brahman but longs to get one of the worlds mentioned in Br,

Upa.IV.4.4.1®^ Unlike both Jaimini and Badarayaija, Sankara

explained the Vidya as not the Brahmavidya, but as some lore

within the sphere of transmigration (at most a Sagnna Vidya ?).

Eegarding the Srutis and Smrtis which state that Brahman
is only Light or which compare Brahman with luminaries, the

Sutrakara clearly says that Brahman is Wee Light but not of

the nature of Light.^^s

There are several other Srutis discussed by the Sutrakara

in the interpretation of which SaAkara seems to differ from him.

We have noticed-them in Part 1.

(132) ^ 3151 « ( Cha.Upa.IV.15.5 ) Vide Notes ( 2, 4 ) on

Bra.SQJV.3.7.

(133) -f ^ I (Br.(Jpa.IV.4.2).

(134) ^ 5#
sn

i ( Br.Upa.iv.4.4 ).

Cf. Bra.Su.III.4.11.

(135) qsr I Vide Notes on Bra.8n;III.2.I9.
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We may also say that the Sutrakara undoubtedly makes

certain remarks about Smrti. Thus, referring to Bha. 07. III.

24-25 he says that these Sm^ti verses refer to time-deties

and that a Ttnow&t' of (the highest) Brahman is here declared to

be returning to this world without reaching Brahman if he

would depart from this world during the southern course of the

Sun, while he would attain Brahman only if he departed during

his northern course. The Sutrakara adds that these two Patns

ai’e mentioned in the Smrti ( not in Sruti ) and that too only for

the Yogins. Thus, he seems to discard them as not being ^rauta.

Sankara however seeks to interpret these deities as the Conductors

of the Brahmavid who knows only the limited Brahman and

thus Sankara tries to reconcile the Smrti with the Sruti.^^®

In this connection it is noteworthy that all such expressions

as etc. in the BrahmasQtra including also the

entire Smpti Pada (Bra. Sq. II. 1.) are in our opinon indicative

of the SOtrakara’s interpretation of certain Smrti texts, mostly

verses from the Bhagavadgita and the Mah&bbarata. We do

not think that the Sutrakara uses the word Smrti for the atheistic

Sanikhya School. Particularly in the Smrti Pada we have the

the Sutrakara’s explanations of such doctrines of the Bbagavad*

gita as he thinks are not literally agreeable with his interpretation

of the Sruti, chiefly the Cha. and Br. Upanisads. We have also

throughout in the BrahmasQtra many Porvapaksas, which seem

to us to proceed from a Smsrta Vedanta School (based upon the

Gitfi) and which seem to seek support from the Earlier Metrical

Upanisads, but the Sutrakara refutes these PQrvapaksas, taking

his stand on the Oldest Prose Upansads. Eor want of space

(136) ’s ’mlTs wiS %% I Bra.BQ.Iy.2.21.

(137) I (Bra. SQ. III.2.19 and also 18, 28).

(138)^
ffST itIWT II (Bra. Gi. VIII. 26).

%lPPT: Jn% ^ I
(Bra. Su. IV 2 21.)

(139) Vide S'aAkara's remarks on Bra. SQ. IV 2.21.
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we have to postpone our statement about the Sutrakara’s Inter-

pretation of certain Smrtis to a future occasion. -

Among the Upanisads the Sutrakara seems to honour most

respectfully the Cha. Upa. and then the Br. Upa. and his inter-

pretation of the Earlier Metrical Upanisads is inspired by his

reverence for those two oldest Upanisads. To give an example,

we have shown above how the Sutrakara interprets Eatha Upa.

III.lO-ll in harmony with the doctrine of Brahman in khe Cha.

and Br. Upanisads or how he seems to give up the literal sense

of BrUpa.lV.4.6 {

^

srnnr
) in favour of the Cha.Upa.

VIII.3,4, while Sankara prefers the Br.Upa. JTrnr RSRWfsN)

to the Cha.Upa. ( We have too

amply noticed the Sutrak^ra’s preference for certain Upanisads

elsewhere in this work and also in Fart I to need any

repetition here.



Chapter 8

THE SUTRAKARA AND SANKARACARYA.

Ap<art from the iuterpretational difference leading to doctrinal

difference between the Sutrakara and Sankara in the ^natter of

the interpretation of the Upanisads and between Sankara and

ourselves in that of the Brahmasutra, we may say here a few

words by way of a comparison of the Systems of Badaraya^ia

and Sankara.

As this book is being placed before scholars with a view to the

preparation of another work covering the entire Brahmasutrd

and going deeper into the various problems raised herein, it is

not quite safe at this stage to explain the Sutrakara’s System by

comparing it with any other System, e.g., that of Sankara, except

only on a few very prominent points, which even can be only

tentatively discussed here.

With the Sutrakara, as also with Sankara, the most important

problem is that about the two aspects of. Brahman. According

to Sankara these two aspects are and respectively; while

the SutrakSra describes them as snsnsRC. and Thus, with

Sankara one aspect is absolutely without any attributes, while

according to the Sutrakara one aspect has no form (^, the figure

of n 3^^) but yet it has attributes ( l^^'Ts ) as well as the other

aspect, there being no ( aspect of ) Brahman altogether without

attributes.^ The Sutrakara understands Brahman as a Reality

which is at the same Htne -sre'WaL and He seems to dis-

tinguish between (a) Srutis which describe the and (b)

Srutis which describe the ^'i^and thus he distinguishes between

the attributes of the and those of the aspect of

(1) « (Bra.Su.m.3.37).

(2) H fii i (Bra.Su.iii.3 .11)
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Brahman. The g^rs of Brahmau referred to in Bra.Su.I.l are

those of the viz., and others,-^ while those collected

by him in Bra.Su.1.2 and 3 belong to the Thus, si5U?R

‘ruling’ is an attribute of the aspect of Brahman. He has

collected these attributes under the two lists of and

ajWcRi?*?:.* Inspite of this distinction about the attributes of the

two aspects, the Srutis in the opinion of the Sutrakara chara-

cterise the are'ra^with the attributes of the WRl.and vice versa,^

In the opinion of the Sutrakara it is not possible to fix the

attributes of either of the two aspects.® So, ultimately, the only

distinction we can definitely make between the two aspects is

that of the possession or the absence of 3^*1 ^ according as the

aspect is or

Again, according to Sankara, one aspect (the one) is higher

while the other {
eg®i

) is lower. The Sutrakfira also takes one

aspect ( the as the chief one (
sinh or ),'^ but Brahman

is not in the sense that It is exclusively but It is

only in the sense that it is chiefly Therefore,

according to the Sutrakara Brahman is at the same time ^^<1.

also. Again, BSdarayaua regards the as the more
important aspect of the two in the sense that the aspect

depends upon the This dependence can be illustrated by

the example of the coil of a serpent which hasa^ dependent

upon the serpent (^f^) which is a term used for the serpent

w'ithout reference to any form of the serpent, or by the example

(3) Vide Note ( 73 ) in Chapter 1.

(4) Vide Notes ( 9, 10 ) on Bra.8u.III.3.39.

(5) I (Bra.S!i.III.3).

(6) NfWtU#|lItT: I (Bra.Sii.III.342).

(7) I (Bra.Su.III.2.14). snsnsT?*! i (Bra.8n.

III.3.11). I bra.Su.III.353). I (Bra.Su.IV.3).

(8) This is the sense of iP in (Bra.SU.III.2.14).

(9) (Bra.SQ.I.4.3).

(10) I (Bra.SQ.III.227).
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of the airayas of light, e.g., the solar orb ( i.e., the Sun ), the

lamp, etc. which has a form ( circular, vertical, etc. ) being

dependent upon and distinguished from the light itself.^^ On a

third occasion the SutrakSlra says that the aspect is ‘more

powerful ’
( ) because It is mentioned in a majority of

Srutis.^* But inspite of this superiority of the the Sutra-

k3ra does not hold that the meditation on the gives a

better result than that on the It is here that he differs

from Sankara. He clearly gives an option of choice between the

two aspects of equal status as re. the result and says that either

of the two gives the same result, viz., Moksa.i-^ He mentions

this option twice.^* No rational explanation can be given about

this option for which, of course, he refers to the text of the

Sruti and to loka ( worldly experience ) as the authority.^® In

the case of Sankara’s System the may be regarded as a step

to the but with the SutrakSra the ’IR^is on an equal status

with the both being Edrana aspects. The fact that the

same attributes or characteristics are applied by the Sruti to

each of these aspects, as stated above, and the impossibility of

making a sharp distinction between the attributes of the two,

proves in the opinion of the Sutrakara this option making each

aspect an independent aspect of Brahman.

According to Sankara, the ^3^ is Brahman (Mas.) or Prajapati

and the reward of meditation on it is the attainment of the

FrajSpatiloka. The Sutraktra does not mention this loha in the

list of the worlds in Bra.Su.IV.3, but it is Sankara who proposes

(11 )
I (Bra.Su.III.2).

(12) I (Bra.SQ.III.8.44).

(18) : I (Bra SQ.IIL3.29).

(14) (Bra.SQ.III.3.28) and : i

(Bra.8Q.III.3.44.45)

(16) sr^:| (Bra.SQ.III.3.49) and also

(Bra.SQ.m 3.30).
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to add the worlds of Indra and Prajapati after that of V'aruua.^'^

We have shown that this proposal of Sankara is based upon a

misunderstanding of Bra.Su.IV.3.7-15. We believe that the

Sutrakara does not take the PrajSLpatiloka as Kdrya of Brahman

but, depending upon Pra.Upa.V.5, he says that the (which

is in his case the Prajapatiloka) and the are each of them

the KdraV'a Brahman Itself}^ In another place, the Sutrakara

clearly says that the aspect, i. e., the aspect is not liabb*

to the fault of being (considered) a a world, like the

heaven,^^ etc. Lastly, according to Saiikara, the recipient

of the U3®I aspect is a seeker of a lower qualification

while the best is able to know and meditate on the

Itself. The Sutrakara seeius to refute a view like this when he

says that ‘the Purusa aspect is taught not because the individual

soul, being encased in a body, can comprehend the Purusa more

easily than he can the since the individual soul does not

necessarily exist when the body exsists’.^o In all these respects

there is a vast difference between the Sutrakara and Saiikara

regarding the relation between the two aspects of the Reality in

the System of each of them.

Again, in the System of Sankara the higher Brahman is above

all kinds of Vedic Injunctions, while according to the Sutrakara,

Brahman which has two aspects is subject to an Injunction.

The Sutrakara bases his doctrine of the identity of Brahman in

all the Upanisads on the fact that the Injunction, etc., about

Brahman are the same in all of them. Moreover, the Sutrakara

seems to us to regard the knowledge of Brahman as something

(i. e
,
an act) to be performed and about which the Veda

(17) Vide S'ankara bhasya on Bi'a.SU.IV.3.3.

(18) l>^ ^ I (Bra.Su.IV.3.15).

(19) ft l (Bra.Su.III.3.ol)

(20) ' (Bra.Su.III.3.63) JT ?iq-

(Bra.Su.III.3.54).

(21) I ( Bra.Su.III.3.1 ). Vide S'ankara
hhaSya on tlie same.
23
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lays down a According to Badaraya^a the unanimity of

of the teaching of the two Ka^das of the Veda, in fact, lies in

this that both the Ka^das teach something (Dharniaor Brahman)

which is the topic of a or

With Sankara the negative attributes (the neti neti texts)

describe the higher or Brahman M.nd the Srutis menti >niiig

these negative attributes are in his opinion the most important

ones. We have shown that the Sutrakara drops these negative

qualifications of the Aksara altogether from meditation because

they are not useful for that purpose. He twice meutioiis this

uselessness of the thoughts on the Aksar. 85 and we find that

there is no Purvapaksa even r.aised against the Sutrakara’s view.

In the System of SanJfara, Brahman being somehow associated

with Maya creates the creation. The Sutrakara does not seem

to mention Maya at all. In our opinion, the Sfitrakara takes

Brahman alone as the cause of the creation beginning with the

Ether.86 He emphasises the as the transformation

“There is a change but the effect (fi^) is also Brahman Itself.”

In consistency with a change of this nature, he explains

with reference to Brahman two more states, viz., ‘increment’

and ‘decrement’ out of the six states mentioned by Yaska.

These take place in the effects of Brahman which are also Brah-

man, by the self-concealment of Brahman .87 Thus, in the System

of the Sutrakara, no influence like that of Maya, from any

outside principle or no influence of any internal power except

the will of Brahman to oouce^ Itself is responsible for these

(22) I (Bra.Su.III.4.19) and I

(Bra.Bu.III.4.20).

(23) ?l«n (Bra.Sii,III.4.24)

(24) I (Bra.SQ.III.3.14).

(25) Bra.Su.III.3.13-15 and III.3.33.

(26) Bia.Sfi.II.3.1.

(27)
I (Bra.Sa.III.2.20).
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two states of the effects of Brahman ( Is Maya the same as the

will of Brahman ?).

With the Sutrakara, as with Sankara, the method of the

meditation on Brahman is the 3nf*?^CH%-mebhod. The meditator

contemplates on Brahman with the notion T am Brahman.-®

But according to Sankara the reason of this notion is the fact

that Brahman Itself is the inner soul, the Jiva in its real nature.

The Sutrakara seems to refute such a view about the reason of

t|te WlW^frf^-method, when he says that this method is prescribed,

not because of the grammatical constructioii of the Sruti,^'*^

but rather because the Sruti makes a definite statement about

the method, vix., Again, the result ( ) of this

method is not the realization of the individual soul as absolutely

identical with Brahman as it is the case in Sankara’s School;

bub the Sutrakara seems to look upon ‘the all-becoming’

as the mentioned in the same Sruti,®i which he says is the

‘the Extraordinary Principle’ resulting from the medi-

tation.®® Thus, the result of the meditation as “ait is the

realization by the meditator that he has been everything, Manu,

and the Sun, etc., as was the experience of Varnadeva,®® and not

that ‘whatever is, is nothing but Brahman.’

The above form of meditation '315 is to be practised

within the meditator’s self both according to Sankara and the

Sutrakara.®^ But in Sankara’s philosophy this inward practice

is prescribed because Brahman is the ‘the inner self’ of

(28) I fBra.Su.III.3.16), which refers to Br.TJpa.

1.4.10. Also I (Bra.Su.III.3.43).

(29) The anvaya of R R I

(Br.Upa.I.4.10).

(30) The Sutrakara emphasises in this sentence, Br.Upa.I.4.7.

(31) JUP R 55 N5i1t I Br.Upa.I.4.10.

(32) I (Bra.Sa.III.3.38.)
^

.

(33) \ (Br.Upa.r.4.10)

(34) 5q5WiT5I55cIU I (Bra.Su.III.3.34-35).
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man and because this identity of Brahman and the individual

soul is to be realized. The Sutrakara however seems to refute

such a view,3®'®® because according to him the inward meditation

is due to the fact that the Sruti declares Brahman to be residing

in the human heart and yet to be not identical with the

individual soul.®'^

According to Sankara, Brahman is the giver of the fruits of

our everyday actions and perhaps in his System Brahman cannot

be looked upon as the giver of the fruit in the form of Moksa,

but the Sutrakara is clear about his opinion in this matter.®®

We have shown that according to the Sutrakara a union

of the senses, the mind, the vital airs, the soul and the subtle

elements takes place in the case of a seeker of Brahman ever

since he begins the search of Brahman which he carries out on

the Path (^ ) of the gods
( )

as long as he does not get

Immortality.®® But when he attains Immortality and departs

from the body for the last time ( never to be reborn here once

again), the union of all these ending with that of the

subtle elements m the Para residing in the heart takes place.^®

This union is of the nature of non-separation. And the whole

group leaves the body being helped by the Para residing in the

heart through the bundred-and-first artery.^® He joins the Rays

of the Sun and, travelling on the Path of gods, he comes to the

world of Lighting from where this knower of Brahman is con-

(36) I (Bra.Su.iii.3.36).

(36) Cf. in Bra.Su.III.3.34-35.

(87) Of. in Bra.Sri.IlI.3.36 which seems to refer to such a

S'ruti as 51 ^
(38) 'PSJIU: l (Bra.Su.III.2.38).

(39) I Bra.Sfl.IV.2.7.

(40) UIW 5r«n l Bra.SurIV.2.15.

(41) (Bra.Su.IV.2.16)

(42) Of. (Bra Su.IV.2.17.)
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ducted to his Destination, the Para, by the Vaidyuta Ativahika.

All this is quite unlike Sankara’s doctrine on the same questions.

As regards the state of Moksa the Sutrakara seems to hold

that the fruit in the form of Moksa is the attainment of

Brahman Itself,*** but as we have seen this state is attained by

the knower of Brahman reaching Brahman. As Brahman is at

the same time and the Mukta Atman may have a

body or may not have it, says the Sutrakara. In either case he

is able to experience a divine enjoyment , the presence of which,

as we have seen above, does not make the attainment of

Brahman the same as the attainment of a world however

high it may be. Since this enjoyment is the only point of

similarity between a world and Brahman, there is complete

difference in all other respects between or and all

the worlds of gods. The Mukta Atman resides in this union with

Brahman which is of the nature of non-separation from

Brahman.*® He lives in this state eternally; this state of

liberation is not affected by creation and dissolution which do

affect our world;*® the Sruti describes the continuation or

permanence, but not the creation (qfe ) and dissolution of

of the state of the Mukta.*'* Thus, the Sutrakara’s doctrine of

the state of liberation is also different from that of Sankam.

In the former the liberated soul continues its individuality and

experiences a state of enjoyment; in the latter it merges into

Brahman.

There are some other points of difference between SaAkara

and the Sutrakara which we have noticed in their proper places

in Part 1. Both hold that is not subsidiary to ^4*1. as a

(43) (Bra.Su m.2.41)

(44) Bra.SQ.IV.4.10— 12, 21.

C45) I Bra.SQ.IV.4.4.

(46) .Bra.Su.IV.4.17).

(47) cMT ^ fHuW? I (B’ra.Su.IV.419).
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means to Moksa,^® but they differ as to the place of ^4^1: in the

attainment of Moksa. According to the Sutrakara two kinds of

must be done by a seeker of Brahra.an as a help to the

knowledge of Brahman in achieving Moksa.^ The first kind of

such helping actions are the saorifi<;e, donation and penance®^ and

the Sutrakara insists that they nuif>u be done by a seeker even

though the seeker may be possessed of the mental peace self-

control (?N), etc. But as we have shown (in Part 1) Sankara

gives such an interpretation to the Sutra in questien that he

concludes that a seeker may not perform the sacrifice, etc., but he

must perform (how ?) the etc., since they are laid down as

means to the knowledge of Brahman. Apart from the difference in

the interpretation of the Sutra, we make this note hero only to show

where the two Acaryas differ doctri ual ly. The other group of actions

to be done as a help to fTR by a seeker according to the Sutrakara

is the group of the duties of one’s own order of life,

e. g., etc.®® Sankara clearly says that these actions do not

help or cooperate with the knowledge of Brahman in the achi-

evement of Moksa but ’they are means only to the appearance or

rise of the knowledge which alone brings Moksa.®^ Perhaps, the

(48) I (Bra SU.Il 1.3.8)

(49) B4«nsi^ I (Bra.SU.TII.4.34)

(60) ^ I (Bra.Rri.III.4..^3) and 5 I

Bia.Su.IV.L16.

(51) These are prescribed in Br.Upa IV.4.22.

(52) ^iNi'^Rrg: Run'ItTi i

(Br.Upa. IV.4.23), and 3 I

(Bra.SQ.Tll.4.33).

(53) I (Bra Su.III.4.32) and I

(Bra.SQ.III.4.33).

l l

gi%: (S'a.bha|ya on Bra Su.III.4.33). And also *^3

l is'&.bha^ya on Bra.Su.IV.1.16).
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Sutrakara holds that even the voluntary duties help the

knowledge in the attainment of Moksa.^® The Sutrakara’s attitude

about these good deeds as a help to Moksa is clear froni the fact

that while the Sutrakara holds that only on thefall of the body

a seeker who has already attained the knowledge of Brahman is

freed from the contact with good deeds'^® and. that therefore there

is no destruction (f^w) of good deeds on the rise of the knowledge;

Saiil ara by unjustifiable additions to the w'ords of the Sutra in

question tries to being out of it his view that on the attainment

of the knowledge the good deeds ( at least the past ones ) of a

are destro5'ed. Tne absence of contact in Bra.Su.IV.

1.14) only means that they do not give him their ordinary reward,

viz., the heav( n or any other object of desire after his depature

from this world. Thus, the Sutrakara seems to rnean that the

goodde ds done by a before the attainment of the

and continued to be done by him even after its attainment, help

(i. e., co-operate with) the knowledge in the achievement of its

goal, but do not give the the usual ’reward. He appears

to ask even the to continue to do the good deeds

(both compulsory and voluntary) as a help to his till he

departs from the body.®'' In Sankara’s System there is no scope

for these good deeds being performed till the end of the body

even after the attainmeii^t of the knowledge, because according

to him the knowledge means the knowledge that the soul is no

agent.®® Sankara takes special care to show that in Bra.8u.IV.-

1.16®® the Sutrakfira mentions the good deeds which the ITIRst

has already done before the attainment of the knowledge, as

being, converted into a help to the know'ledge, and that the

Sutrakara does not say that the good deeds which a does

(55) Vide our Interpretation of (Bra-SU.IV.l 17).

(56) ^ 3 1 (Bra.Su.IV.1.14).

(57) 3 I (Bra.Sa.IV.I.14).

(58) Vide S^SAkara bhasya on Bra.SO.IV.1.14 and also on IV.1.16.

(59) 3^wN^ « (Bra.SQ IV.1.16)
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after the attainment of knowledge help the knowledge in getting

a common goal.®® This rather makes one believe that the

Sutrakara actually prescribes the good deeds oven after ;

The above discussion also shows that according to the Sutrakara

there is no liberation in this life as there is in Sankara’s

System.®^ According to the Sutrakara the most perfect state to

be attained on this earth is that of complete siulessmiss.

Though the Sutrakara and Sankara agree that the knowledge

is not dependent upon the for the achievernent of Moks i,

they differ as regards the nature of the knowledge just as they

differ about the nature of the help that renders to tlie

knowledge. The Sutrakara takes the as something to be

performed and as the subject of an Injunction;®^ but

Sankara does not take the knowledge of Brahman as laid down

by a ^

In the opinion of the Sutrakara a seeker of Moksa may

belong to any of the four orders of life, though he may take

to the ascetic order even from the order of religious student-

ship.®* He says that a seeker of Brahman who is outside the

order of asceticism may do the duties of his caste because the

Smrti asks him to do them and because there is a practice of

doing them among the seekers of Moksa in the Upanisads.®®

The actions thus done by a seeker do not bind him because

their reward goes to his master. Particularly, a Brahtnana

.

I (Sa. bha^ya on Bra.Su.IV.1.16).

(61) The JtoanMwkti is not described also in Bra.Su.lII.4.-ll, though

S'ahkara takes in that Sutra as *T^I%
| Vide our inter-

pretation.

(62) argl'I l {Bra.Su,III.4.19) and I

(Bra.8M.flI.4.20).

(63) i (S'aAkara bhasya on Bra.Su.III.4.33).

(64) I (Bra.Su.III.4.32). Vide our interpretation of

Bra.Su.III.4.36-39.

(66) I (Bra.Su.ni.4.43.)
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seeker, who is a householder may do his priestly duties because

these can be “ sold ” to a master. A householder-seeker has

also to do by way of help to the knowledge other deeds over

and above the two sets of works noticed above.®® He has to

collect all the duties prescribed by the Upanisads as a

help to the knowledge for the attainment of Moksa, because

he. does not lack those conveniences which a student,

a hermit or an ascetic who is a seeker cannot possess.®"^

Again, a householder trying to get the knowledge of Brahman
may do even worldly duties only in order that the '^orks he has

already begun may not he obstructed.^ They do not help the

attainment of Thus, according to the Sutrakara a seeker of

liberation may be a member of any one of the four orders of life.

But, as is well known, Sankara insists on his belonging only to

the ascetic order.

We have given above most of the points of agreement and

difference between the Sutrakara and Sankara, that we come
across in Bra.Su.III.2.11-IV., the portion of the text which is

discussed in Part I. They show that between the two Acaryas

there is essential difference about the nature of Brahman, the

creation, the individual soul, the knowledge of Brahman, the

utility of the good deeds in the attainment of Moksa and the

of Moksa. Both of them differ also about the nature of

the relation of the and of the Veda. Sankara does

not believe that. is the immediate prerequisite of

He almost seems to hold that the., has no independent

goal to achieve and that the goal of the is in no way
concerned with a of the Veda just as the Dharma, the

goal of the is. Thus, according to Sankara there is no

(66) Vide Notes on PP. 92-938upra.

(67) | (Bra.Su.III.4.48)

(68) I (Bra.Su.III.4.51)

(69) {Bra.Su.III.4.24).

24
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possibility of a unanimity of sense of the two

Ka^das. But, the SutrakSra holds that the goals of both

the K^das are laid down hy the respective (

)

Yidhis and that both have their respective ApUrvas and

in this way there is an esential ‘unanimity of sense

and purpose’ of the two Ka^das so that they could belong

to the same Scripture, viz., Sruti or.*Veda.

We should repeat that the present work is being submitted

to scholars only as a part of a proposed interpretation of

the entire Brahmasutra and is so far incomplete both in

its extent and the finality of its conclusions which are liable

to be revised on a future study, ^ and that therefore, the com-

parative statement about the Systems of the Sutraklira and

Sankara presented here may be read with caution and need

not be hastily accepted.



Chapter 9.

IMPORTANCE OF BRAHMASUTRA III. 3.

The third Pada of the third Adhyaya of the Brahmasutra is

of supreme importance for the interpretation of the entire work

of Badaraya^ia. It is this Pada, which holds the key of the Sutra-

kara’s scheme of arranging the Srutis for discussion in the fiist

three Padas of the first Adhyaya of the Brahmasutra. This is

our view about Bra.Su.III.3. The traditional view, however,

presents this Pada as the least important portion of the work.

We give here the traditional view about the contents of

Bra.Su.III.3

“The first and second Padas though belonging to the SSdhana-

dhyaya or the chapter dealing with the meaus of attaining

Moksa, really deal with the nature and attributes of Brahman

and the nature of the transmiaration. It is with the third Pada

that the consideration of the meditations or congnitions leading

to the attainment of Brahman really begins.

“We know, that in the different Upanisads, belonging to the

different Vedas or belonging to the different SakliSs of the same

Veda, meditations or congnitions (f^is) of the Brahman are

described, sometimes under the same name, but with some

differences of detail. Thus, for instance, the so-called

whidi is met with in Chandogya Upauisad III.14, is found again

in an abridged form in Brhadara^yaka Upanisad V.6 and again

in Satapatha Brahma^a X.6.3. All these three passages enjoin

a meditation on the Brahman as possessing certain attributes,

some of which are specified in all the three texts (as for instance,

eto.l while others are peculiar to each separate,

passage, sn*HEm«i and for instance, being mentioned in the

0h5ndogya and Satapatha Brabma^a, but not in the Brhadara^'
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yaka Upa., which on its part specifies not referred to in

the two other texts. Now, the question is whether all these

meditations are one and the same or they are different. In the

case of ritual or of the sacrifices, the different descriptions of a

sacrifice bearing one name, found in different passages, do not

present any such diffculty; for, acts may he •performed in dijfet'ent

fashions, according to circumstances', since they are all sddhya

(to be accomplished), and each one may follow the practice taught

in his own Sakha to the exclusion of the re.st. But tvith cogni-

tions the case is different. The object of these cognitions is the

Brahman, which is one, eternal, aud unchangeable in character;

it is something ( accomplished ) as opposed to which is

and so the cognitions also must be one without difference.

If, however, there are different cognitions, only one of them can

he true, because it is faithful to its object; white the rest should,

he false, it being imposihle that one and the same object canlbe

cognised in more than one ivay. It is this question then with

w’hich this entire pada deals ; whether the cognitions of the

Brahman, which form the subject of the different Vedanta texts,

are separate cognitions or not. The question' though appearuig

rather trivial and of no philosophic importance to us, is however,

very important for the practical follower of the Vedanta doctrine;

inasmuch as, if the cognitions are separate, he will have to

practise so many different meditations, whereas, if they are all

one, only one meditation would suffice.

“ All the commentators agree in a general way in holding that

such is the subject matter of this pada. Vallabha more

particulary connects the question with different forms of the

Bhagavat, i. e.. His incarnations and asks whether the

particulars connected wuth the incarnation of the Fish, for

instance, are to be combined with those of the Dwarf incarnation

and so on
;
and decides that the different forms may be combined

according to the Avatdra, which a devotee worhips in particular.

Madbva also is of accord with the rest
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We have given a long quotation from one of the latest booksf

on the subject-matter of the Bra.Su.III.3 according to the

tradition. Our intention is to rtiow to the reader in necessary

details what the Xcaryas have to say about tbe contents of

this Pada.

We must admit that we are not convinced of the truth of the

arguments advanced regarding the necessity and utility of the

discussion of Srutis, which deal with the same Vidya and occur

in different parts of the Sruti, in a book like the Brahmasutra,

particularly in the SddhanMhydya. And we belive that, though

modern scholars assert that such a discussion of such Srutis was

of supreme importance to a practical Vedantin; ultimately, they

agree with us in our judgement about the traditional interpreta-

tion of Bra.Su.III.3. Dr. Ghate himself writes,: “Now, coming

to the Sutrakara’s point of view', we cannot easily explain why

he should take pains and devote one entire Pada to the treatment

of something connected with the saguV^ Brahman, which is not

after all to him the highest verity.

Why should a reconciliation of the Srutis supposed to be

separately teaching the same occur in the Sadhanadhyaya,

and not in the Avirodhadhyaya (i. e. Bra.Sn.II) of which such a

reconciliation is the sole object ? Why should a reconciliation

of different Sruti texts dealing with the same be important

and why should a reconciliation of different Srutis dealing with

the same be unimportant ? The Hindu tradition rather shows

that the latter was considered to be very important. The

Jaiminisutra devotes as many as twenty-six Sutras to such a

discussion of (Jai.Sfi.II.4.8*33). That which involves action

is undoubtedly more important than that which involves cognition

or meditation, even though the fruit of the latter be much
higher than that of the former. Therefore, ^4? or a sacrifice

would be more importont, from the stand-point of its practice,

(1) V. S. Gate, The Vedanta, PP.133-135.

(2) Dr. Ghate, The Vedanta, P.136.
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than the knowledge of Brahman. We may again ask, “ After

having once decided in Bra.Su.I that the several Srutis indivi-

dually deal with the same topic viz., Brahman, where is the

necessity of again raising a question whether the topic of two or

more Srntis is the same or not ? ” When the various topics of

the Sutras are said to be Brahman and not the Jiva or the jada,

all Sriitis dealing with one and the same topic must be taken as

discussed. This is the sense of Bra.Sri.I.4.28. The difference

of detail only would never make the topic different. The mere

fact that the attributes of a particular topic are different in

different Srntis would not make the topic different in different

Srutis, unless the attributes are mutually exclusive or contra-

dictory. For the same reason a superficial difference between

two or more Srutis would not make one Sruti true and the other

Sruti or Srutis false, because after all they all are Srutis. Nor

would such a difference make different i^is and force a practical

Vedantin to practise so many different meditations, \yhere is

the proof that a particular follower of the Vedanta doctrine must

not follow at least for the purpose of meditation on a particular!^

the precept of his own particular Branch only and must go to all

the Branches? If the Scripture, accepted as valid and discussed

in Bra.Su.1, does not contain the Srutis about the Avataras,

why should the SSdhanadhaya base its conclusions on entirely

other Upanisads than those referred to in Bra.8u.I ? Moreover,

what possibly would be the School of Indian Philosophy, to which

an Opponent urging that the attributes of one of Bama and Krsua

should be added to the attributes of the other during the worship

of the latter Avatara, may belong ? We humbly submit our view

that there was no possibility of such subjects coming up for

discussion before the Sutrakara in the Sadhanadhyaya at least.

Moreover, let us see for a moment how a great Xcarya like

Safikara whom we choose here as a representative of the

Commentators, performs the task he undertakes in this Pada

(Bra.Su.III.3). We here collect only the most apparent remarks

made by SaAkara himself in his own commentary on 6ra.Su.III.3,
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requesting the reader to refer to our Notes (in Part I) and to our

Chapter 1© (in this work) for a number of oth^ discrepancies

in Sankara’s bJiaSya on this Pada making it impossible for us to

accept it as an interpretation of the Sutras in question.

Thus, (1) In Bra.Su.IJ 1.3.1 Sankara says that in Sutra 111.2

the real nature of the Brahman which is an object of know-

ledge has been described, while the discussion in Bra.Su.III.3

refers to the Brahman.®

(2) Bra.Su.III.3. 5 Sankara says that Sutra 6 is an aphorism

stating the aim and that the details of that Sutra are

given in Sutra 10 and in those that follow it. Thus, Sutras

6-9 are a digression according to Sankara.*

(3) Sankara explains Sutras 16-17 at first as referring to a

passage of Aitareya Upanisad I and then as dealing with Br.-

Upa.IV.3-4 and Cha.TJpa.VL2-8.Thu8,he is not sure of the

of these two Sutras.

(4) In Bra.Su.III.3.26, SaAkara says that this Sutra is a

digression to show the collection of ‘secondary praise’

while the chief topic of the Pada is the discussion of the

collection of the attributes of Brahman (g®n»?45R). Moreover,

Sankara gives two interpretations of this Sutra.®

(6) In Bra.Su.III.3.30 Sankara tells us that the topic of

Sutras III.3.29-30 will be more minutely explained once agaiifi

(3) 5?n»s*jid t.... *13 jri

?i5r fdr 1 ...

I gifT4ns!r on Bra.Su.iii.3 . 1 .

(4) I S'a. bha^ya on Bra -

SQ.III.3.5.

(6) WU 1 qiliq5|3I% ai?^ %R-
u*l: in^'3 ( f. vUiv* ) |

(6) ^q^q?»kw%^ Hsni. I

+ + +
atJWT i%»?^ gira-

^Rl^I3R*?l5iqfl*Rr 1% I S*i. bha^ya on Bra.SU. 111.3.26.
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in Adhyaya IV. How can the Fruit be discussed along with

the Means ?
^

*
(6) According to Sankara the topic of Bra.Su.III.3.31 is

resumed for further discussion in Bra,Su.IV.3.15^^

(7) Sankara finds the context of Bra.Su.III.3.33 in Sutra III.

3.11 because according to him the latter describes the positive

attributes of Brahman while the former deals with Its Negative

attributes.®

(8) In Bra.Su III.3.34, Sankara discusses Mu.Upa.III.1.1 and

says that the problem is discussed in detail under Bra.Su 1.2.11.*’

(9) In Bra.Su.IIL3.35, Sankara gives two explanations of

(10) Under Sutra III.3..39, Sankara discusses Cha.Upa.VIII.-

1 and Br.Upa.lV.3 and finds that the former text deals with the

Brahman only while the latter deals chiefly with the So,

he says that the collection of the attributes taught in this Sutra

is not nieaut for g'lrN*!! ( because Br.Upa.IV.3 deals with the ^
Brahman ), but for showing the special prowess of the condi-

tidhed Brahman which is the only topic of Cha.Upa.VIII. 1

and of which some attributes like are incidentally

mentioned in Br.Upa.IV.3^®

(11) According to Sankara Sutra III.3.48 repeats the argu-

ment of Sutra III.3.44.11

I Ibid on Bra.Su.III.3.30.

Vide Sa. bhafya on Bra.Su IV.3.16:— tt<?N1|l[!|r>Tr^ I

‘

mm. ’— ( sr» ?£.• 1 u 111

)

(8) N«n 5WI5T^’ No ^1^0 n n T) sqpsqi?f5^ I f^|^.

l sa. bhaiya on Bra.Su.III.3 .33 .

(9) sfT 1 1 ^m ) fnw I Nwrsri^ nnn?-
«

(10) NUN NWINNlNfir

S^5.fefe5. on Bra Su.III.3.39.

(11) %Nr I ‘^1P^?NR( ( N. ^ lillW )

fUN I
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(12) Under Sutra III.3.63, Sankara discusses the question of

the soul being, not identical with the body. He knows that this

question ought to have been discussed at the very beginning of

the Science of the Vedanta Sutras, because it is this soul who

undergoes transmigration and realizes freedom from the same,

which is the goal of this Science. He is not able to account fur

this discussion so late in the Brahmasutra as in Sutra

III.3.63.12

(13) Under Sutra III.3.68, Sankara says that the rule esta-

blished in this Sutra must be taken as having preceded even the

very first Sutra of Bra.Su.III 3.^^

(14) We may also note that under two Sutras, Sankara says

that he has rejected the view of his predecessor.

We believe that the above fourteen Notes made by Sankara

himself on his commentary on this Pada consisting of 66 Sutras

supply ample proof for doubting the correctness of his interpre-

tation of the same.

Besides these, there are several other reasons leading to the

same conclusion, e. g., (I) the taught in Sutra 6 is taken

as granted in Sutras 1 and 2, (2) the restriction of, or the change

in, the sense of several words, e. g., nI in Sutra 1 is interpreted

as ‘some’ (not as all), (3j the connection of Sutra 12 with Sutra

1.1.12-19 is overlooked by Sankara, (4) the unjustifiable separation

of the words of one and the same Sutra, e. g., that of and

s(4l^NT«fi?l,in Sutra 14, (6) the unlikeliness of several Purvapaksas,

(12) 'n't

m ST g i ?? g tist??ti

S a. hhd. on Bra.SQ.III.3.53. Of. also Wl, 4sT% g SffNl^-

I S^5. bhd. on Bra.Su.III.3.d5.

(13) i

S'i. bha. on Bra.SD.III.d8.

(14) Vide S'a. bha. on 6ra.Su.in.3.38 and III.3.57.

26
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e. g., in Sutra 14, 16, 4041, etc., (6) the Impossibility of several

topics being discussed in the Brabmasutra, e. g., the meditation

on water as the dress of the food in Sutra 18, the Upanisadic

texts about rituals in Sutras 26, 42-62, 66-66, 61-66, (7j the

overlapping of the subjects of discussion in the S&dhana Adhyaya

and the other Adhyayas, e. g., in Sutras 26, 27, 29, 30, 3J, 32,

which ought to be and are actually discussed in the Phala

Adhyaya; in Sutras 14, 34, etc. whicli are actually discussed

in the Samanvaya Adhyaya.

The above is the list of drawbacks or blemishes of Sankara’s

commentary such as a critical eye would often easily discover in his

hhasya on the Brahmasutras, but we submit that they prepon-

derate in this particular P3da.

There are several other similar defects (in uifl on III.3)

which are of a more critical nature and for which no commentator

should be blamed. We enumerate here only a few of them because

we have explained in our Notes (in Part I) how these and many

other defects can be easily made out by a critical student. (1) The

word in Sutra I should mean exclusion of Mantra,

Brahmaua and ^raUyaka. (2) in Sutra 2 should refer

to because we have in Sutra 66. (3 in Sutra

2 should mean because of the context. (4) With

in Sutras 6 and 19 we should take as understood.

(6) in Sutras 8, 33, 43, 60 should undoubtedly refer to

some Sutras in the Brabmasutra only, and not to some other

works. (6) in Sutra 24 should refer to the Lore of the

Purusa or the Personal Brahman. Of. in Bra.SQ.

1.2.26. (7) should refer to the act of piercing with an

arrow in Mu.Upa.II 2.^® (8) in Sutra 28 should mean

the Personal Aspect and the Impersonal Aspect of

Brahman. (9) in Sutra 31 should mean

(16) anwn jw i

^ H g. OT. II.2.4.
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(10) in Su.37 should refer to either of the Personal and the

Impersonal Aspects of Brahman and should have

for its subject. (11) in Sutra 58 should mean

and in Sutras 6, 7 and 8 of this Pada. (12) in Sutra

61 should refer to the conception of Brahman as possessed

of limbs, e. g., that of the Vaisvanara in Cha.Upa.V.18.2.

Besides this lack of a critical standpoint, which has

easily lead the Xcaryas to unknowingly commit mistakes

in these respects, it seems to us that they were also

unlucky in two other .
ways. Firstly, they had no exact

text of the Sutras; and, secondly, the tradition about the meaning

of these Sutras was already lost in their days. Both these things

are true about the whole text of the Brahmasutra; but it is

specially so as regards Bra. Su. I £1.8 which undoubtedly contains

certain crucial Sutras of the greatest importance for the interpre-

tation of the work.

As regards the text and its reconstruction we are going to

suggest definite rules in a subsequent Chapter. Here we would

content ovrselves with a few remarks only. By a critical study we

have come to the conclusion that as a rule we should have no new

AdhikaraDa beginning with a Sutra having ca (=^) in it. If this

conclusion be correct, we shall have to regroup the Adhikara^as

accordingly. Thus, unlike Sankara, we should have no fresh

AdhikaraDas with Sutras 9, 19, 23, 24. The application of this

and several other rules would reduce the number of AdhikaraDas

in Sutra III.3 from 86, which is the number according to

Sankara, to only 18. But the most important point about this

P3.da regarding the textual criticism is that about certain read'

ings tvhichy we believe, have been lost during the long oral

traditional handing over of the text from one genratiou to

another. The most important of these are the following

(1) Sutras 84 and 35 ( of Sankara’s *113 ) must have been

originally only one Sutra, viz.,

(2) Sutra 38 should be “l?r ft” and which is a part of
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it according to SaAkara should be transferred to /Sutra 39. More-
over, should be so that we have two words,
viz., and instead of and

(3) According to (2), Sutra 39 would read as

m =9?«r?unf^wr:.

(4) Sutra 42 has a traditiolal reading, viz., where
the correct reading, ought to have been i«nT

;
so that we

have tl^e words and 9ii5ri^^»q’; Thus, we have proposed to

read ^ in place of ( or
) because we believe that

intSutra 60 is a reference to in Sutra 42 as proposed by us

( Vide our Notes on these Sutras in Part I !.

(6) is Sutra 43 should be Of. wh in Sutra 11 and
in Bra.SG.III.2.14 (Vide our arguments in Notes on S^tra 43).

(6) in Sutra 46 should be transferred to Sutra 44 and
added to ‘ sift”.

Perhaps, the number (five) of these proposed changes in the

readings may be argued as a sufficient proof against the inter-

pretation of Bra.Su.III.3, which we have there suggested. We
can only request our readers to go through the arguments that
we have given in our Notes on those Sutras /or these proposed
readings, before they form any opinion about them.

We believe that particularly in this Pada we have certain
crucial Sotras. Sutra 11 ( sstr^

) and Suira 39 (as pro-
posed to be read by us, viz., as friisr

are the most important Sutras. We have already given ample
evidence to show that and in these two
Sutras refer respectively to the attributes of Brahman collected
and the Srutis discussed by the SutrakSra in PGda 1, PSda 2,
and Pada 3 of Adhyaya I. Here we would not repeat the argu-
ments but would only say that is a clear reference tom ^wift ^*1^” the ftqJTiuw of Bra.Su.I.1.2, in mm:
to ^9^ in the ftwiffn of Bra.Su.I.2.1, and an^reR in to

in Bra.Su.I.3.1. In this discovery of the identification
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of these three lists of attributes we have the hey to the original

meaning of and to the scheme of the distribution of ^rutis for

discussion into the first three Pddas of the first Adhydya. From

this stand-point the entire Adhikarai^a (Sutras 37-42) becomes a

crucial Adhikarapia. From Adhyaya I, Padas 1-3 and from

Bra.Svi.IIL2 we know that according to the Sutrakara Brahman

has two aspects, one Personal (called the Purusa) and the other

Impersonal (called the Avyakta). But from these Sutras (III.3.-

37-42) we know that according to the Stitrakara the various Srutis

distinguish the Personal as the Impersonal aspect and vice versa

and therefore (a) an interchange (e*ri^?R) of attributes of either is

allcf^ed in meditation on either, (b) the attributes enumerated

and the Srutis discussed in Bra.SuJ.2 and explained by the

Sutrakara there as dealing with Personal Aspect or the Purusa

may be utilized at the desire of the meditator for the purpose of

meditation on the Impersonal 5^1^^), and (c) the attributes

enumerated and the Srutis explained by the Sutrakara in Bra.Sfi.

1.3 as treating of the Purusa may be optionally used in medita-

tion on that Impersonal One ( ). The result of this stand-

point is that one can meditate on the Personal Aspect of

Brahman as independent of the Impersonal One and vice versa

(Sutra III. 3. 42, also Sutra III. 3. 60).

Another equally crucial Adhikara^a is that consisting of Sutras

43-64. From that Adhikara^a we learn that according to' the

Sutrakara Brahman may be optionally meditated upon as the

Purusa or as the Avyakta and that the meditation on the PuruSa

is not a mentation performed on Brahman which may be

supposed by the Opponent to be only an Impersonal Beality, but

rather it is Brahmavidya as doubtlessly as the meditation on

the Impersonal Aspect (Sutra 47).

One more point proving that the original tradition of the

doctrine of the Brahmasutra ( particularly in Bra.Su.III.3 ) was

already lost in the days of Sankara is noted above but we would

like to repeat it briefly here. Ht has been stated' occurs
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in as many as five Sutras in this Pada. We give here a list to

show how it is interpreted by the different ScSryas :

—

Sutra No. Sankara Bamanuja '

^Vallabha Our Suggestion.

(1) Sutra 8 Bra.SU.III.3.7 ChS.Upa.I Bra.Su,III.3.7. Bra.Su.III.2.27.

(2) Sutra 26 Jai.Su.X.8.15 Jai;SQ.X.8.16. Bra.Su.II.3 Bra.Su.III.3.6

(3) Sutra 33 Jai.SU.III.3.8 Jai.8u.II1.3.8 Bh&gavata

Pu.II.9.10

Bra.Su.III.3.13

(4) Sutra 43 Jai.SQ.

33^3

Section.

Jai.SU.

Section

Mu. Upa.

III.2.3

Bra.SU.IIL3.16

(5) Sutra 50 Jai.su. Jai.SU. Bha.Pu.

IX.4.7. III.5.21 IX.4.63 Bra.Su.IIL3.42.

It would be seen that in all these cases of 3^'’ Sutras,

the Xcaryas trace the reference to whatever book they like, while

we trace every reference to the very Brahmasutra itself.^®

We abstain from reproducing our arguments and repeating our

interpretation of these Sutras here, because they are fully given

by us in their proper places in Part I.

Now we would briefly indicate the result of our reconstruction

of the meaning of Bra.Su.III.3, based upon our critical study of

the same. We shall also state very briefly the topic of each

Adhikara^a according to Sankara. ( For a detailed account of

Saffkara’s interpretation of this Pada of Bra.Su.III, vide PP.

LXVI-LXXV of the Introduction of Thibaut’s Vedanta Sutras

with the commentary by Sankaraoarya, S.B.E., Vol. XXXIV,
which also contains a summary of B5m5nuja’s interpretation of

the same. )

AdhikaraVa I ( Bra.Su.III.3.1-4 ) establishes the Proposition

that the knowledge of Brahman is to be had from all the VedS-

ntas. It is to be had neither from only some VedSntas, nor

(16) There are about four more “^3^" Sutras and we have shown that

they also refer to the Brahmasutra only. Vide Notes on the BrahmasQtralll,

3.8,26,38,48,50. Vide also our Paper ‘The problem of the “^^3313;,*’ SQtras in

the BrahmasQtras t in Indian Historical Quarterly, Vol. XIII, 1937,PP.514-526.
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from Sruti texts other than the Vedantas. In spite of this rule,

it is not necessary to give up one’s Svddhydya rule, because the

Svddhydya being meant for the followers of one particular

Branch one is religiously entitled to the text in vogue in one’s

Branch only (Sutra 3). Thus, the rule that one should day by

day recite his Svddhydya is not in conflict with the Proposition

that the knowledge of Brahman is to be had from all the

Vedanta texts. Again, to establish this Proposition it is sufficient

tliat and about Brahman are the same even

in only one Branch of each Veda, because even then the Sutra-

kara would conclude that ‘the knowledge of Brahman is to be

had from the Vedantas of all the Vedas’ ( Sutra 2 ). Thus, it is

allowable that one Upanisad of one Veda may teach the Personal

Aspect ( or the Purusa ) while another Upanisad of the same

Veda may teach the Impersonal One; still, one can say, that all

the Upanisads of all the Vedas teach Brahman.

According to SaAkara, Sutras 1-4 prove that there is unity of

knowledge in the saguna Vidyas and hence there is no contra-

diction in the Vedanta texts of the same saguna Vidya.

In AdhikaraDa II (Sutras 6-9), the Sutrakara establishes a rule

that a meditator on Brahman should collect the attributes of,

and other information about, Brahman from all the Vedantas or

Upanisads, because they all teach the same topic, viz.. Brahman.

The only restriction is that the Vedanta text must be Hmilar,

i. e., the meditator on the Purusa should collect attributes from

the Vedantas describing only the Purusa and those on the

Avyakta should do the same '.from the Vedanta texts describing

only the Impersonal Aspect (Sutra 6). The Srutis which declare

that one should know Brahman thus, e. g., ^RT

...3iwnsi (Br.Upa.IV.4.23), or the fact that each Vedanta or

Upanisadic text is in a different context, does not go against the

above rule of Collection of Attributes from all similar Vedantas<

Also the various names of Brahman like 3^, ariNi^, niPI,

etc. etc., do not matter, because we have admitted a
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two-fold classification of names, viz., the names of the Personal

Aspect and the names of the Impersonal Aspect and these two

Aspects are regarded to be independent of each other for the

purpose of meditation (Sutra 8); moreover, as Brahman under all

these names is declared to be alb pervading, it is only proper that

these names should not mean different principles because there

can be only one all-pervading principle (Sfi. 9 .

According to Sankara Sutra 5 states that as a result of the

unity of knowledge the collection of the various l^Hs is

necessary. Sutras 6-8 discuss the question of the differences

about the in Cha.Upa.1.3 and Br.Upa.1.3. Sutra 9 deals

with the relation between Om and UdgWia in Oha,Upa.I.l.l.

In AdhikaraDia III (Sutra 10), the Sutrakara says that as there

is no difference in all ( other ) respects like

(
Sutras 6-8 ), these two (f^ #) or rather these two aspects

(the Puru§a and the Avyakta, proved in Sutra III 2) having two

different classes of names should be regarded as different from

each other.

According to Sankara’s commentary on Sutra 10, the parallel

passages, Br.Upa.VI.1.14, Cha.Upa.V.1.13) Kau. Upa.II.14 about

the are to bo conbined.

We may here add that the subsequent portion (Sutras 11-66)

of Bra.Su.III.3 is concerned with describing the method of

meditation and actually .collecting, from the recognised

Upanisads, for the propose of meditation, the information on

various points pertaing to the meditation on Brahman. With

this aim, the Sutraktra seems to have disting'uished between the

meditations (^^t:, cf» in Bra.Su.I.J..31) on Brahman which

lead to the achievement of some desired worldly or other-worldly

objects, like the meditation on the as Brahman (Gha.Upa.

VII.1.5), and those which lead to the attainment of Mok$a.

The former are stated in Sutra 60 and the latter in Sutras ll<-66.

The latter type of- meditations are again of two kinds, viz..
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(1) those in which Brahman is conceived of as One Beality

without any 'parts and (2) others in which Brahman is thought

of as consisting of parts, e. g., the meditation on the Yai^vauara

when He is thought of as having a head, eyes, breath, body,

bladder, feet, etc. {Cha.Upa.V.18.2). These last meditations in

which one fixes Ijis meditation on the limbs or parts of Brahman

) are described in Sutra III. 3. 65 and those that

follow. Therefore, we conclude that Sutras 11-64 describe the

meditation on Brahman not thought of as constituted of limbs or

conceived of as one entire entity. Here also we fiad that

throughout the Sutras (11-54) the Sutrakara narrates the method

of meditation on the two aspects of Brahman, viz., the Avyakta

and the Purqsa adding occasionally some remarks wherever

necessary to distinguish between these two aspects. This seems

to us be the back-ground on which Sutras 11*66 are based.

In Adhikarana IV (Sutras 11-16) we are told that ann?? and

other attributes mentioned in Bra.8u.I.1.2-31 belong to the

impersonal or the aspect of Brahman, which is the pre-

dominent Vide Sfitra 111.2. 14) aspect. Attributes like

(including mentioned in Tai.Upa.II.5, and

other attributes like 31^4, etc. which have the same

common meaning
( ) are also to be dropped. These

latter arc to be dropped also because they are not useful for

meditation on Brahman (as and because the word

is used as the one qualified by the attributes 3R3, etc.

(Sutras 14 and 15.)

According to Sankara Sutras 11-13 decide that the essential

and unalterable attributes of Brahman, such as bliss and know-

ledge, are to be taken into account everywhere, while those

which admit of a more or less (as, for instance, the attributes of

‘having joy for its head’ mentioned in the Tai.Upa.) are confined to

special meditations. Sutras 14 15 state that in Katha Upa.III.

10-11 it is not intended to teach that each member of the series

of principles is higher than the preceding one, but the passage

aims at teaching the Furu§a only as the highest of all.
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Adhikaraua V (Sutras 16-17) seem to refer to Br.Upa.I.4.7-10

and establishes a rule about the metbod in which the impersonal

aspect is to be conceived of or understood during meditation.

It is to be meditated upon as being the Self of the meditator

of. Bra.Su.IV.1.3), just as also the other (i e., the

personal) aspect, because in the succeeding sentences, we read,

*‘He who meditates on “ ”
i. e., with the conception

‘He is another, I am another’ { ), never knows

Him” ( Br.Upa.I.4.10 ). A Vedantin Opponent seems to have

argued^hat the method resulted from the grammatical

construction of the Sruti in question (Br.Upa.L4.7'10). The

Sutrakara does not accept this argument (perl^^ps because he

does not accept the identity of the individual soul with Brahman

as taught in
“ ” Br.Upa.I.4.7), because he says that

the method may be the result of the definite statement

(8R^?u>i) viz., 8?7#i^4iqrafcr (Br.Upa.1.4.7).

In AdhikaraUa VI (Sutras 18-24) the Sutrakara seems to refer

to the effect (^v) of the meditation according to the

method, viz., ‘He becomes all this (u mentioned

(sn^) in the same Sruti (Br.Upa.I.4.10). The mention of this

effect of the meditation proves that there is an Apurva

or Invisible Result arising from the meditation (Sutra 18). This

A'purva (sr^) stated in Br,Upa.I.4.10 should be taken as under-

stood in other similar (i. e., Vedanta) texts, because, in these

texts the topic is the same (Sutra 19). In Sutra 20, a Purva-

paksa argues that this Invisible Result should be taken as

understood in other i. e. dissimilar Sruti texts, like the Mantra,

the Brahmaipia and the Arauyaka because all these (similar and

dissimilar) texts are connected with one another. The SutrakSra

does not accept this view because there is an insurmountable

gulf of difference between the Yedantas or Upanisads and the other

Sruti texts (SOtra 2 i ) and because Srutis like Mu.X7pa.I.1.4-5,

Cbfi.Upa.YII.4, etc., show this difference. The Muudaka Upa.

calls the Mantra, BrSLhmaVa, etc., apa/rd vidyd (snu the
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Eower Science and the Vedanta Sruti para vidyd (w iroi) the

Higher Lore, while in the Cha.Upa. Narada laments that though

he knows the Mantra, etc., he does not know Xtman (Sutra 22).

The texts which are other than Vedanta do sometimes mention

attributes of the impersonal aspect of Brahman, e. g., the

Ba^ayaniya Khila of the Samaveda mentions sathbhTti

and dyuvydpti both being attributes of Brahman. But

the Sutrakara has not included them in his collection of attri-

butes of Brahman, because of the distinction between the

Vedanta Srutis and other Srutis (Sutra 23). One more* reason

for giving this treatment to the Purvaka^da of the Veda is that

that does not mention other attributes such as are

mentioned in the Doctrine of the Purusa (the personal aspect of

Brahman) in the Upanisads (Sutra 24). Thus, the Sutrakara

makes a sharp distinction between the teaching of the Purva

Ka^da and the Uttara Ka^da.

According to Sankara’s commentary on Sutra 18, Cha,Upa.V.2

and Br.Upa.VI.l, discuss a minor point connected with the

These Srutis lay down not According

to Siitra 19, the Saj^idilyavidyl of Satapatha Bra.X.6.3 is to be

combined with Br.Upa.V.6. Sutras 20-22 decide that in Br.Upa.-

V.5. and «i?^.are to be held as belonging to separate Vidyas.

Similarly Sutra 23 concludes that the l%)i!%s in the Ea^ayanlya

Ehilas and Gha.Upa.IlI.14 are not to be combined with each

other because the stated difference of Brahman’s abode involves

difference of Vidyas. According to Sutra 24, as in the preceding

Sutras, the ^ of the Tandins and Paingins on the one hand

and the same of the Taittiiiyakas on the other are to be held

apart.

Adhikara^a VII (Sutras 25-27) deals with the meditation on

the Pra^^ava. In Shtra 25 a Vedantin Opponent argues that

the penetration (^), etc.i mentioned in Mu.Upa.II.2.2-4 should

not be collected by the followers of other Branches because the

topic of that text is different from the topic in any other Vedanta
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text. The Sutrakara rejects this view (5) and says that if thdy

are missing in a Vedanta text, they should be received by the

followers of such (incomplete) text from the Mii.Upa., as (1) the

Penetration, etc., are subsidiary to the meditation on Brahman
because the Prauava is called “a means” just as grass,

etc., is subsidiary to a sacrifice (Sutra 26) and (2) as there is

nothing to be achieved by a seeker after he begins his journey

to Brahman as stated in Praina Upa.V.5 according to which a

meditator on the Prauava, on leaving this world, goes to the

Ak§ara* which is a mass of life and which is

STW (Sutra 27, Pra.Upa.V.7). Thus, the Sutrakara discusses

the meditation on the PraUava as a symbol of the impersonal

aspect of Brahman.

According to Sankara’s commentary on Sutra 25, various

passages of the nature of Mantras and Brabmanas though

occurring at the beginning of certain Upanisads have nothing to

do with Brahmavidya, but are connected with sacrificial acts.

Sutra 26 says that Cha.Upa.VIII.13, Mu.Upa.IIl.1.3, etc. are to

be enlarged with the help of Kau.Upa.1.4, which says that the

good and evil deeds of one who knows Brahman pass over to

the friends aud enemies of the deceased. Sutra 27 is to be

connected with Sutra 28 as forming the same Adhikaraija (XVI).

In AdhikaraUa VIII (Sutras 28-30) the meditator is given an

option of choice about the aspect of Brahman because both the

personal and the impersonal aspects are not inconsistent (with

each other, Stitra 28), because the Liberation will be achieved

by accepting either of the two (Sutra 29) and because we find in

the Scripture itself a principle, viz., Brahman, having the nature

of being attained in either way, just as it is found in the case of.

several things in the world (Sutra 30).

According to Sankara’s interpretation Sfxtlras 27-28 'decide

that the shaking off of the good and evil deeds of a Brahma*

jfiwin, takes place at the moment of the soul’s departure from
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the body. Siitras 29-30 show that the is tenable only in

the f^s.
•

In Adhikara^a IX (Sutras 31-33) the Sutrakara seems to us to

discuss the question as to how many attributes are necessary for

the purpose of meditation on Brahman. There is no rule that

all the attributes { ) of either aspect, collected by the

SutrakSra in Bra. Su.I.1-3 are required, but there is no inconsis*

tency of all of them with- Sruti and Smrti ( Sutra 31 ). There

are several attributes of Brahman connected with the official

duties at a sacrifice like those mentioned in the episode of Usasti

(Gha.Upa.I.7.6-9, I.9.1-2, 1.11.4-6). The meditation on these

attributes should be continued as long as a

seeker (933) attends his duties at a sacrifice (Sutra 32). But the

attributes of are to be confined to their respective Srutis on

account of the sameness of their purpose and because the indi-

vidual soul is what those attributes imply (Sutra 33, Vide Sutras

13-16 supra).

According to Sankara, Sutra 31 says that the is followed

by those who are acquainted with the f^?ns of Brahman.

Sankara refers to the difference of BR3^(Br.Upa.VI.2.15) and

{Cba.Upa.V.10.1) in the Pancagnividya. Sutra 32 decides that

though the true knowledge of Brahman is generally immediately

followed by release from all forms of body, yet even such beings

as have reached perfect knowledge may retain a body for the

purpose of discharging certain offices. According to Sutra 33

the passages about the Ak§aram (e.g.Br.tJpa.III.8.8, Mu.Upa.

1.1.6
.
teach negative attributes which are to be included in all

meditations on Brahman.

In AdbikaraQa X (Sutras 34-36) the Sutrakara tells us that

Brahman is to be meditated upon as present within one’s own
self because Brahman is stated to be ‘of this much size’ for this

very purpose of meditation (Sutras 34-36. Vide Sutras 1.2.7 and

1.3.21). A VedSlntin Opponent argues that this inward medita-

tion is the result of the identity of the soul and Brahman. The
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Sutrakara rejects this view aad says that the inward meditation

is like the one suggested in other Srutis about inward realization,

e.*g., Sve. Upa. 1.16, Katha Upa.IV.l (Sutra 36).

According to Sankara Sutra 34 says that (KathaUpa.

III.l) and (Mu.Upa.IILl) constitute one Vidya only.

Sutras 36-36 decide that the two passages, Br. Upa.III.4 and

III.6, constitute one Vidya only.

Adhikarajnia XI (Sutras 37-42) is a crucial Adhikara^a. We
have proposed a correction of the text of the Sutras as already

noted by us above. The Sutrakara here allows an interchange

of attributes for meditation on either aspect of Brahman because,

he says, the Srutis themselves characterise in the same manner
one aspect of Brahman as they do the other aspect (Sutra 37).

Even one and the same Sruti describes the Purusa in the terms

of the Avyakta and vice versa (Sutra 38).

Stitra 39, as explained above, reveals the Sutrakara’s scheme

of arrangement of Srutis for discussion in Bra. Sil.l.l-S and,

we may add here, that at the same time it throws further light

on the Sutrakara’s interpretation of those Srutis. Though the

Sutrakara distinguishes between the two aspects of Brahman

for the purpose of meditation, he would never say that the

Srutis discussed in Bra. Su.I.2-3 relate only to the Purusa or

only to the Avyakta.

A Vedantin Opponent seems to argne that no attributes of

Brahman (even those of the aspect other than that on which a

seeker meditates) should be dropped because of the respect for

the Sruti (Sutra 40). The SutrakSra says that when an attribute

(of an aspect other than the one on which a seeker meditates)

presents itself in a Sruti it should not be dropped out of respect

for the word of the Sruti (Sutra 41). According to the Sutrakara

there is no rule for fixing the attributes as belonging to only one

of the two aspects (difi«5fi^«nPf»w;) The result of this stand-point

is that there is no objection from the side of the Sruti to taking
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each of the two aspects of Brahman as a separate or independent

aspect (Sutra 42).

According to SaAkara’s commentary on Sutra 37 the passage

Aita. Xra.n.2.4.6 constitutes not one but two meditations.

Sutra 38 decides that the Vidyd of the True One contained in

Br.Upa. V.4 and V.6 (not in Br.Upa.V.4.6 and Cha.Upa.L6.7) is

one only. In Sutra 39, we are told that Cha. Upa.VIII.1.1-6

and Br.Upa.IV.4.22 cannot constitute one Vidya. The Adhika-

ra^a (XXVI) consisting of Sutras 40-41 treats of a minor

question concerning the rituals of the Vaisvanaravidya of Cha.

Upa.V.11-24. Sutra 42 shows that those meditations (e.g., in

Cha.Upa.I.1.1) which are connected with certain matters forming

constituent parts of the sacrificial actions, are not te be consi-

dered as permanently requisite parts of the latter.

In Adhikarana XII (Sutras 43-64) the Sutrakara gives us the

method of meditation on the Furnsa. In Sutra 43 he refers to
^ •

Sutra 16 above and says that the Furu^a is to be meditated upon

as being identical with the Self of the meditator {dtmagThUi),

Sutras 44-64 form a crucial group in which the Sutrakara

upholds his option given to the meditator to choose either of the

two aspects of Brahman for meditation. He says that a majority

of Srutis mention the FradhSlna or the impersonal aspect and

therefore that aspect is more predominent. But, the Sutrakara

asserts, “inspite of this predominence, the option of choice

already stated in Sutras 28-30 stands (Siitra 44).'*

In Sutras 46-60 we have a discussion, which is, we believe,

based upon the Mu^daka Upanisad. A VedSntin Opponent

opposes the above option by saying that the meditation on the

Furusa may be regarded as activity of projection, on the

impersonal Brahman, of the ^-idea, like a mentation. The

Opponent’s arguments are that according to the context (

Su.III.3.46) the Mu.Upa. proceeds to describe Brahman as

being only an impersonal principle (Sutra 46) and that we have
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an ( in Mu.Upa.I.2.13-^JTm ^ u??r5.) which saya that

one knows the Aksara, the impersonal Brahman as the Purn^a,

the personal One ( Sutra 46 ). The Sutrakara emphatically

asserts that the meditation on the Pnrusa is nothing else but

Prescience (Vidy5) because of the definite statement Sutra

47) which says that the Lore by which one knows aksara punisc^

(the Aksara to be the Purusa, as the Opponent says) is Brahma*

vidya (Mu.Upa.I.2,13) and Mu.Upa.III.2.10 calls the knowledge

of the PuruSa “Vidya.” The Sutrakara further says that there

is no irreconcilability of the personal aspect with the impersonal

aspect because the Sruti and the Smrti which teach both

these as equally important aspects of Brahman, are more

authentic means of knowledge than the Preoeptiou and the

Inference (Sutra 49). The SutrakSra adds that on the ground

of (peculiar usage of words, vide Sutra 52), etc., the PuriiSa

is found to have the separateness of a second aspect

to be a second independent aspect) of Brahman. He
refers to Sutra 42

In Sutra 61, the Sutrakfira seems to deny the charge of the

Puru§a being liable to be considered a a world, though he

does admit that there is some common characteristic between

the attainment of the Purusa and that of a world (viz., the

enjoymefit of all desired objeots),!^

In Sfitra 52, the Sutrakara says that the same words arc used

for the Purusa as for the Avyakta, but the application of some

particular word to either of the two depends upon the

frequency of use.

In Sutras 53-54, the Sutrakfira seems to refute the view of

some Yedfintins who hold that the meditation on the Purusa or'

the personal aspect is taught in the Scripture because the

individual soul is in the body (Slitra 53) and therefore can easily

understand the personal aspect (Gf. Bha.Gi.XII). The Sutra*

(17) Of. the fact that the SutrakSra does not mention the in

the list of worlds in Bra.8Q.IV.2.
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kara on the contrary emphasises the fact that the soul is quite

different from the body because the soul is not present

always while the body is present ( The existence

of the soul does not depend upon the body, as it is implied in

the statement found by the Opponent in the Scripture, i. e., the

Smrti (

3

).

According to Sankara’s explanation of Sutra 43, in Br.Upa.I.

5.21-23 and Cba.Upa.IV.3 VSyu and Prana are not to be

identified, but to be held apart.

According to Sankara hhdsya on Su,44-52 the fire-alters made

of mind ( ), etc., mentioned in the Agnirahasya (Satapatha

Bra.X.6) do not constitute parts of the sacrificial action, but

they are merely subjects of meditation. The AdhikaraUa (XXX)

consisting of Sutras 63*54 treats, in the way of a digression, of the

question whether to the individual soul an existence independent

of the body can be assigned or not (as the Materialists maintain).

In AdhikaraUa XIII (Sutras 65-56) the Sutrakara introduces

a discussion about the meditations on Brahman thought of as

consisting of parts or limbs, e. g., the meditation on the

parts of the Vaisvanara ( Cha,Upa.V.18.2 ). An Opponent

(a Vedantin separatist) seems to hold the view that these

meditations are not to be adopted by the followers of a different

Veda, because they are taught in the Branches of each Veda (so

that the other Vedas have nothing to do with them).

The Sutrakara rejects this view and says that there is no

inconsistency involved in the adoption of such meditations in

other Vedas than the one in the Branch of which they are

taught, just as there is no inconsistency in the adoption of the

same Mantra, etc., in different Vedas.

According to Sankara’s commentary on Sutras 65-66, medit-

ations connected with constituent elements of the sacrifice (e. g.

in Cha.Upa.I.1.1, II.2.1, Aitareya Xra.II. 1.2.1, Sata.-

BrS.X.6.4.1) are valid not only for that Sakht in which the

meditation is''aotual}y met with, but for all SSkhas.
'27
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In Adhikara^ja XIV (Siitra 67) the Sutrakara says that out of

the many limbs of a particular meditation of the above type in

which one meditates on the limbs of Brahman, the meditation

on a majority of the limbs is better (than that on a minority of

the same) just as a Tcratii is better (than a Yajna ?) and this is

shown in the Sruti.

According to Sahkara, Sutra 67 decides that the Vaisvanara

Agni of Cha.Upa.V.11-24 is to be meditated upon as a whole,

not in its single parts.

In Adhikarana XV (Sutra 68) the Sutrakara says that the

meditations of Brahman as constituted by limbs or parts, e. g.,

that on the Vai^v3,nara, the Sodasakala Brahman, the Saihvarga

Vidya, etc., are each of them different from the rest because the

the and the Rfn (Vide Sutras 6-8) of each of these

meditations are different from the same of the rest.

Sankara’s interpretation of Sutra 68 shows that those

meditations which refer to one subject, but are distinguished

by different qualities, have to be held apart as different meditat-

ions. Thus, the Daharavidyi, Saujdilyavidya, etc., remain

separate.

In Adhikarana XVI ( Sutra 69) the Sutrakara says that out of

all these meditations a meditator should choose whatever

meditation he likes, because thay all give the same fruit, viz.,

Moksa.

According to Sankara Sutra 69 shows t[iat those meditations

on Brahman for which the texts assign one and the same fruit

are optional, there being no reason for their being cumulated.

In Adhikarana XVII ( Sutra 60 ) the Sutrakara says that the

kdmya meditations on Brahman may or may not be collected

together according to the maditator’s desire ( for the various

objects ), because each of them gives a different fruit from

the rest.
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According to Sankara’s commentary on Sutra 60, those

meditations on the other hand, which refer to special wishes,

may be cumulated or optionally employed according to the

meditator’s choice.

In Adhikarana XVIII ( Sutras 61-66 ) the Sutrakara solves

one more problem about the meditations in which a meditator

meditates on the limbs of Brahman. An Opponent says that a

meditator should have the respective notion on the respective

limb, e. g., he should meditate on the Sky as the head, the Sun

as the eye, etc. of the Vaisvanara ( Sutras 61-64 ). The Sutra-

kara rejects this view on the ground of the absence of Sruti

stating that the head and the Sky or the eye and the Sun, etc.,

exist together and because we find in the Srutis that the con-

ceptions of these limbs differ in different Srutis (Sutra 66).

The last Adhikarana ( XXXVI ) of Sankara consisting of

Sutras ( 61-66 ) extends the conclusion of Sutra 60 to the medi-

tations connected with constituent elements of sacrifice such

as the udgitha.

We have above given a summary of the contents of each of

the Adhikaranas of Bra.Su.III.3 as we interpret the Pada along

with a briefer one of the same according to Sankara’s inter-

pretation. Perhaps, a table giving side by side our interpretation

of each Sutra separately and those of at least the more important^

among the Xcaryas, viz., Sankara, Kamanuja and Vallabha,

would have better served for a comparative look at them. But
this was not possible since it would have immensely added to

the volume of the work. We also feel that such a presentation,

though undoubtedly helpful to the scholar, is not absolutely

necessary, because, as Dr. Ghate points out, ‘‘All the comment-
ators agree in a general way in holding that such ( like that of

Saiikara
) is the subject matter of this Plda”.^^ So far as the

general contents of the Pada according to the traditional inter-

(18) Dr, Qbate’s The Vedanta, F. 135.
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pretation are concerned, Sankara would serve as a model, though,

as Thibaut says, occasionally Eamanuja’s interpretation { or that

of any other Xcarya) may “seem to fall in more satisfactorily

with the form and the wording of the Stltra’’.^®

Without being arrogant or even proud we may be allowed to

explain our view that inspite of|the absence of any direct support

from tradition, the interpretation of this Pada, that has suggested

itself to us in the course of our intensive study of the Sutras,

with the help of the principal Upanisads and the Sutras them-

selves, seems to us to reveal the Sutrakara as giving us in this

Pada a series of links of his doctrine one after the other as we
proceed from one AdhikaraQa to the next successively till we

reach the last one. There is no such line of consistent, connected,

and consecutive ideas in the interpretation of this Pada preserved

or offered to us by any of the Acaryas. If we are correct in our

judgment, this succession of thoughts itself would be a point in

favour of the interpretation of this Pada that we happen to

discover and that is being offered here to the reader, though it

may be, ( and it has really been, ) that some part of the details

of any particular Sutra may have to be dropped in future on

finding a still better explanation for the same.

The connected series of the links in the chain of thoughts,

which can be already seen from the summary of the contents of

Bra.Su.III.3 as interpreted by us, some parts of the very contents

and the difficulties that the Acaryas have themselves found in

explaining this Pada in their own way— all this shows that

Bra.Su.III.3 is more important than any other Pada of any

Adhyaya of the work and it is the key to the interpretation of

Bra.Su.I.1-3 and to that of several Upanisadic Srutis. It was

the traditional interpretation only that led Dr. Ghate to think

:

As the majority of the Adhikara^pias treat of nothing but special

cases to which the decisions given in Sankara’s hhasya on Bra.

(19) Vide Thibaufc’B remarks on Bilmaauja's interpretation of Bra.Su.III,3.9,

F. Ixviii of Introduction, Yol. xzxir, S.B.E.
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Su.III.3.1“13 are to be applied and as they are of no importance

for the question^o before us, it is not necessary to review their

contents in detail, as we have done with the preceding Padas.’^^

It was the same reason that made Thibaut give his opinion

about the Pada, that “To the devout Vedautin the question ( of

^tfasafnlidra as understood by tne commentators ) is not a purely

theoretical one but of immediate practical interest”.^^ We think

that the Pada is very important not only to the devout VedSutin,

but also to such students of the Vedauta as we are. In fact, it

would be no exaggeration to say that the third Pada of Bra.Sii.

Ill has its importance for the history of the Indian philosophy

because it tells us very clearly how one of the most important

problems of philosophy, viz., the relation of the personal and

impersonal aspects of the final Principle, was understood in the

days of the Sutrakara with reference to the Upanisads and thus

it helps us in appreciating the interpretation that must have

once been given to them.

Among the other portions of the Brahmasutra interpreted here

Bra.Su,III.2.11-41 comes next in importance to Bra.Su.III.S.

Bra.Su.III.4 as interpreted by us reveals also its importance on

two questions: (l)The nature of the of Brahman, which Jaimini

regards as mere reflection while Badaraya^a as ‘something

to be performed’ ( ) or even ‘laid down’ ( Bra.Su.III.4.

19-20 ) and { 2 ) the actions or duties ( ) that a seeker of

Brahman ( ggs ) must do and the part which these actions,

play along with fTH in the achivement of Moksa which, according

to the Sutrakara, is the common goal of both Ttarman and jnana

though the former only help the latter.

In connection with the question of the comparative import-

ance of the several Padas of the Brahmasutra, we may add that

(20) The questioD is what are the philosophical thoughts of the Sutrakara

and his Commentators.

(21) The Vedanta, P. 137.

(22) Thibaut. S. B. E, vol XXXIV, P. Uvii.
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Bra.Su III (called Smrfcipada) is also very important. We
believe that in does not mean as the

7Cc§.rya8 have understood it, but it means as distinguished

from^ discussed in Bra.Su.I. So, the in our opinion,

gives the views of Badarayaija on topics of the particular-

ly the QUa, not accepted and also not rejected, by him, but

rather interpreted by him to suit his own ^raiita VeddntaSchool

(Cf. s^n’s’ntiu in Bra.Su.lI.1.12; can only mean ‘explained;

not ‘refuted’). As we have not included a detailed iuterpretation

of the in the present work, we would abstain from

writing here anything more about the Importance of the Smrti-

pada**3 (Vide Appendix).

Thus, there are several portions of the Brahrnasutras, impor-

tant for the history of the Indian philosophy and of all these

Bra.Su.III.3 seems to us to be the most important. The Pada

is traditionally called and the word 5®! is traditionally

understood to refer to the so-called qualities of Brahman given in

theseverall^s of the Upanisads. However, from the contents of

the Pada as discussed by us we are led tp’think that the word “g®T” in

this case is used in the Mimaihsaka sense^^ of a secondary

element or ‘ a subsidiary part ’ and ‘ upasamhdra ’ in Siitra III.

3.6 ( ) would mean ‘ a collection ’ or

‘gathering together’ of all the subsidiary parts of the knowledge

of Brahman. Tbe word
“ ” in this Sutra can be quoted

in support of our meaning of 3'>i in ” It is this colle-

ction which gives its immense importance to the Pada.

(23) We have given in a nutshell a summary of the arguments for our con-

clusion that the Smrtipada gives the Sutrakara’s view about several tenets of

the BhagavadgitS, in a Paper : Meaning of “Smrti’’ in the BrahmasQtra,

in the Indian Historical Quartely, 1936. A detailed
’

interpretation of all the

Sutras of tbe P§da is ready with us waiting for the Press.

(24) See particularly the use of the word gq in Jai. 8u. II. 3.



Chapter 10.

TRADITIONAL METHOD OF INTERPRETATION ;

SANKARA’S METHOD.

In a succeeding chapter we have made several suggestions for

the correct interpretation of the Brahmasutra. These suggestions

occurred to us while examining the method of interpretation of

the Commentators of the Brahmasutra. In our opinion, all

Commentators have generally followed the same method. Here

we propose to point out some of the chief defects underlying

this method as illustrated by Sankara’s commentary.

These defects in the case of Sankara’s blidsya can be classified

under several divisions, viz., (1) defects which involve a wrong

conception of the dijrision of the chief topics of the Brahmasutra,

(2) defects which result in a double interpretation of a Sruti or

a Smrti; (3) defects which are due to a wrong conception of the

of the Sutras; (4) defects which are the results of taking

too ranch liberty with the Sutras; (5) defects due to wrong

splitting up of the words of a Sutra; and (6) defects due to

not assigning the correct sense to a word in a Sutra; etc. etc.

The chief topic of the Brahmasutra can be only Brahman.

By the very nature of the Inquiry ( ) undertaken by the

Brahmasutra, it is not very likely that the Sutrakara would

discuss topics not directly connected with his undertaking, such

as the atonement of a lifelong celibate breaking his vow,^ the

four stages of life ( «nwi; ),2 etc., etc., which would be properly

discussed in a Smrti, the lores of ritpals ( ) which lead

to the enrichment of the fruit of the Sacrifice ( ), and
several other topics which could find a proper place in a work

(1) Of.

l vide S's.bha. on Bra.Su.III.4,41-42.

(2) Of. i wura. I etc. etc. Vide S a.

hhaiya on Bra.SQ.III.4.19.
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on the Sacrifices.^ Again, if the Sutrakara at all wanted to dis'

cuss such topics, he would have given them in one and the same

Pada or Adhikaraija in his book. Moreover, if he accepted the two

aspects of Brahman and fas’ll taught by Sankara, he would

have very probably divided his discussion into two definite

separate places or at least in some regular order, so as to make

it easy for the reader to understand his meaning and explana-

tion of these two aspects, wherever he would have chosen to

state them in his book. A commentator should not assert, at

his will, that a few Sutras in one Pada deal with the Para Bra-

hman, while others in the same Pada deal with the Apara

Brahman, unless he gives sufiicient reasons for such a sudden

change of topics. Again, if certain Sutras in one Pada (Bra.Svi.

IL3.33-42) deal with the and of the individual soul,

it is not likely that the giver of the fruit T)f these actions will

he discussed in another group of Sutras in a different Adhyafa,

(Bra.Su.IIL2.38-41).^ It is not possible that the Sutrakara will

discuss one and the same topic in two different places, once in

brief and again in detail; much less possible is it that one and

the same subject should be the topic in both ^he Sddhanddhydya

and the Phalddhydya, since the same subject caunot be Sddhana

and Phala.^

We shall, first of all, examine how Sankara shows that parti-

cular Sutras deal with the Ignorance the Eelative Know-

ledge and the Absolute Knowledge ('TOf^O-

(3) Vide S^a. bhaSya on Bra.Su.III.3.65.

(4) Vide our Notes on Bra.Su.IIi.2.38.

(6) Of. I

S\bha^a on Bra.Su.III 3.30.

(5) Of. ^
I S'a. bha^a on Bra. S.III.2.1I.

Aleo, | s\bha?ya on Bra.

Su.iii.2-22. srji

RqW: I S^S. bhaiya on Bra.Su.III.2-31.
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According to Sankara, Bra. Sri.III.2. 11-37 deal with the

Supreme Brahman,® while Bra.Su.III.2 38-41 deal with Brahman

in the state of relative reality when It divides Itself as the Ruler

and the ruled.'^ In our interpretation of this latter group of

Sutras (III.2.38-41) we have explained why we believe it to be

possible that they relate to Brahman as the giver of the Moksa

in Bra.Su.III.2.38-39) and as the Moksa itself (in Bra.Sfi.

III.2.40-41). We may here add that the word occurring in a

chapter about which precedes a chapter about ’B®, should mean
The word itself occurs in Bra.Su.III.4.52 which is the

last Siitra of the Sddhanddhyaya. Moreover, the nature of the in-

dividual soul, and along with it the nature of his actions

have been discussed by the Sutrakara in Bra.Su.II.3.17-53, (parti-

culary Bra.Su.II 3.83-40 . There is no reason why the Sutrakara,

who does noc regard the section of the nature of the soul as a

part of the should not discuss the fruit of the soul’s actions®

in same place where he discusses the of the soul (in Bra.Su.

II.3). We believe that the question of the giver of the fruit of

the soul s actions is discussed by the Sutrakara in Br.a.Su.11.3.

41-42.® For these reasons, w'e believe, the Sutrakara does not

discuss in Bra.Su.III.2.38-41.

Bra.Su.III.3 seems to have been taken by Sankara as dealing

with the meditations on the ngor Brahman and with certain i%?ris,

e.g. ; the meditations on the Brahman are again

three-fold—those which give their fruit in this world (€S'B«hh),

those which give their fruit in other worlds and

(7) Of. anoii ^<>55^ i

" S'5. hmya on Bra. SQ. Ill 2.38.

(8) Of.

l S'a. on Bra.Su.III.2.38.

(9) With fRPrsTRRSsfi in Bra.Su.II.3.42 of. f^f^?r«l<iTgq'Tr<nT^lsr'r $rqr:

^ I
Sa. bhaSya on Bra.SU.III.2.41. Suka

II.3.41 means g
28
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those which lead the seeker to liberation-bystages

This is Sankara’s interpretation of Bra.Su.III.3.1.

We give below a short statement of the subject of each Sutra

of Bra.Su.lII.3 to show how Sankara construes the same as

dealing with Para Vtdyd, Apard Vidyd and A-vidyd :

—

Sfitras 1-4

Sutra 6.

Sutras 6-8

Sutra 9

Sutra 10

Sutras 11-13

Sutras 14-16

Sutras 16-17

Stitra 18

Sutra 19

Sutras 20-22

Sutra 23

Sutra 24

Sutra 26

Sutra 26

Sutras 27-28

Siitras 29-30

Sfitra 31

A Proposition about various anu fq?ris.

A Sutra.

or i. e.,

Discussion of which means duties

of an i. e., 3t%n.

Discussion of
“ ” Sruti;

Para Vid)'a or Apara Vidya ?

(Discussion about the of Purusa in Katha

Upa. III. 10-11), i. e., qui^?ii.

(3n?jRt.in Ai. Upa. 1,2 means qWRqsi.) ami

(Discussion of an^qw and ajqj

ami

ajqn i^?n.

ajq^ f^i.

(pq: q?-. ^ilqq:) i. e., ai^qi.

Delation between and an^i %n.
(Disposal of the good and bad deeds of the

Knower of Brahmau-qn

q^l i. e., awri 1^.
^qqiq: q«n!, i. e., anu i%n.

qpi ft^ris leading to worldy prosperity (angqq-

qqi), i. e., arf^.

(10) Vide S ankara's commentary on Bra.Su.IIl.3.1, viz.,

aqpiqiq
I *ig JRi ^sqq-

qq^qwii^rf rrar
: i qlqqRif^qrqiq^q

=3^1 «fr%mqT^qqia«0nn?qRi.|: «pqq qg»unn%qqT snqil^qi
| aiq ^q^gqrqqiqt qqqcf: «B4q^

I
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Sutra 32

Sutra 33

Sutra 34 -

Sutras 36-36

Sfitra 37

Sutra 38

Sutra 39

Sutras 40-41

Sutra 42

Siitra 43

Sutras 44-52

Sutras 63-54

Sutras 66-66

Sutra 67

Sutra 68

Sutra 59

Sutra 60

Sutras 61-66

(Whether there is a fresh body of the knower

after the present body)-9lTO

amr

3TTO 1^.

3ITO i%i.

A (5uriou8 combinational of egoir
( of

Gha. Upa. VIII.1.6 ) and Brahman
( of

Br. Upa. IV.3 ). How is this combination

possible ?

i. e., ari^,

A question about stm, the Breath, 3i^?n ?

annar:
), i. e., an^n.

afifJH: i. e., arf^gi ( ?

)

srt*nn:-3f^i.

1^, i. e., aiq^l

an?T

awn

ann (because we have here ^l^n: f^:)

i, e,, a?i^.

It is likely that in the case of some of the above Sutras, scho-

lars may differ as to whether they deal with ajqri or 3?^?ri

and we have ourselves expressed our hesitation in assigning to

a few of them such a classification. But such a difference of

opinion would hardly be sufficient to disprove a general conclu-

sion to be arrived at on the basis of our classification. According

to the above classification, about seven Stltras deal with Para

Vidyd ( Sutras 11-13, 14, 15, 26, 33 ), twentysix with Apard

Vidyd ( Sutras 1-4, 16-17, 19, 20-22, 23, 26, 27-28, 29-30, 32,

(11) S'aiikara’s reply, “ ^
Is hardly satisfactory. See our Notes on

the same.
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34, 36-36, 37, 38, 67, 68, 69, 60 ), thirtyone with Avidya (Sutras

6-8, 9, 10, 18, 24, 31, 40-41, 42, 43, 44-62, 63-64, 66-66, 61-66),

one Sutra deals with the aim of the Pada (Sutra 6, Sutra ),

and iSutra 39 is a curious mixture of Par« and

Vidyd, out of a total number of sixtysix Sutras. In our opinion,

no scheme can be offered or discovered to explain either the

proportion allotted to these different classes of Sutras according

to the System of Sankara or the order ( or rather the disorder )

in which they occur. So far as this (third) Pada of the third

Adhyaya is concerned, we have already explained a scheme

which we have discovered in these Sutras and in our Notes ( in

Part I ) we have also stated with reference to each individual

Sutra, why we regard Sankara’s division and interpretation of

the Sutras as untenable.

Now, we give below the classification of the Sutras of Bra.

Su.IIl.4 into those dealing with Para Vidya, Apara Vidya and

Avidya according to Sankara.

Sutras 1-17 ( Kelatiou between and

Sutras 18-20 ( )
- A topic fit for the

Smrti (Law Books). ‘‘ There is no Sruti

for these 3n«Ws ” - Sankara.

Therfore,

Sutras 21-22 fFfrts i. e.,

Sutras 23-24 i%n.

Sutra 26

Sutras 26-27 TO l^t.

Sutras 28-31 wn
Sutras 32-36 Whether a non-seeker (

arggg
) should do

i. e.,

Sutras 36-39 Widowers and others are entitled to

( TO or aWT ? )

Sutra 40 No fall of the

Sutras 41-42 Atonement for a lifelong celibate violating

his vow of celibacy. A subject fit for Smrti.
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Sutra 43 Excommunication of the fallen arf^.

Svitras 44-46 Actions performed by a hired priest give

their to the master; ari^.

Sutras 47-49 sanctioned by the Sruti. an^ (?)

Sutra 50 Meaning of in Br.Upa.III.6.1.

Sutra 51 The fulfilment of the in this very life.

(?)

Sutra 52 No distinction in the Tits, viz., absolution.

f^r.

Though there is a possibility of difference of opinion as regards

the exact calssification of these Sutras under the above heads,

we may say that approximately twentyeight, four and nineteen

Sutras deal respectively with TU ( Sutras 1-17, 23-24, 25,

26-27, 36-39, 51, 52 ), ( Sutras 28-31 ) and ad^ ( Sutras

18-20, 21-22, 32-35, 40, 41-42, 43, 44-46, 47-49 ), and that

Sutra 50 contains a parenthetical statement, out of the total

number of 52 Sutras of Bra.Su.III.4. It is strange that no rule

emerges out of Sankara’s interpretation of these Sutras, to

explain the proportion and the order of these three kinds of

Sutras as they are strung togather by the Siitrakara ( according

to Sankara ).

In Bra.Su.IV.1 seven Sutras deal with TOft^Ti ( Sutras 3, 14-

19 ), six Sutras with 9TTO l%?li ( Sutras 4-5, 7-10 ), four Sutras

with TO and «!TO ( Sutras 1-2, 12, 13 ) and two Sutras with

TiRfiiiTiasilR or thus making up the total of 19 Sutras.^^ In

Sankara’s opinion the second and the third Padas of the fourth

Adhyaya deal with The departure from the body

described in Bra.Su. IY.2 is common to the ignorant and to the

knower of the 9!TO fiRTi, and this departure is described by

(12) Sutras IV.1.1-2 deal with Para and Apara VidyS, but only for second-

rate students. Sutra IV.1.11 seems to deal with all meditations according

to S’aAkara. Sutras IV.1.12 deals with Icamydni or abhyudayaphal^ni

upasandni, i. e., Avidyh ( See S&. bha^ya on Bra. Su. IV.1.12 and our

Note 4 on the same .S«tra ).
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the Sutrakara to introduce 'the path of gods’, by which the fruit

is reached in the ar?5ci f^s.^® In Bra. Sutra IV.4 which consists

of twentytwo Sutras, eight Sutras deal TO firar (Sutras 1-4, 6, 16,

19-20),^^ thirteen with aniT f^?n (Siitras 5,8-9, 10-14, 16, 17-18,

21-21) and Sutra 7 with TO and

As already stated above, we fail to see whether any explanation

of the proportion or of the order in which the Sfitras ( as per

) about each of the three classes of Para Vidya, Apard

Vidyd and Avidyd occur in each Pada can be offered from the

stand-point of Sankara’s School.^^ It is indeed strange that in

some Fadas there are no Sutras of the TO in some there are

no Sutras of the while some Sutras of the 3ITO are

present in all these Padas. The number of the Sutras of each

kind varies in each Pada. Some Sutras are said to deal with

both the TO %n and the aiTO i^i, e. g., Bra.Su.III.3.39, IV. 1.1-2,

12, 13, IV.4.7. It is also strange that the whole of the departure

( ) described in Bra.Su.IV.2 is interpreted to be common

to both the ignorant and the knower of the Apard Vidyd, the

(13) Vide ^^.bhd?ya on Bra.Su.IV.2.1.-«t«mvg q?«n-

(14) Vide SXbhaSya on Sutra IV.4.16.

(15) On Bra.Su.IV.4.7, S'ankara says,

(16) The following table can be tentatively prepared about the proportion:-

Bra. Su. Pada. Total Sutras. Para Vidya, Apard Vidyd. Avidyd.

III.2 (11-41 “) 31 37 4 0
III.3 66 7 26 31

IH.4 52 28 4 19

IV.l 19 7 6 2

IV.2 21 0 • ( e»TRT ft

ftft )

IV-3 16 0 16 0

IV.4 22 8 18 0
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same Sfitras being taken as dealing with the Avidyd mdi Skho

with the Apard Yidyd with the result that the knower of the

Apard Vidyd has no distinction so far as the method of departure

is concerned and yet he passes on to the Path of the gods des-

cribed in Bra.Su.IV.3. This latter Pada is consequently said to

deal with only the Apard Vidyd^ though there is no other Pada

( from Bra.8u.III.2 to IV ) which is devoted solely to the treat-

ment of one single topic out of these three topics of the Sankara

Vedanta School Moreover, there is no fixed order in which

these Sutras of these three topics should occur in a Pada. If

the Sutras were really meant to be classified under these three

heads, we think it probable that we should find some such order

as that the Sutras of the Pard Vidyd should be treated first, then

those of the Apard Vidyd, and lastly those dealing with Avidyd,

or any other fixed order. But we come across no such fixed

order. Thus, no scheme is proposed by the Sankara School to

explain how and why any particular Sutra or group of Sutras

should be supposed to deal with 'TO af'TO or The

only apparent evidence for this supposition is the meaning which

^anhara attributes to certain word or words of a Sutra and

certain other tactics adopted by him in his interpretation?^ We
have amply discussed particular cases of these in our Notes ( in

Part I ) and need not repeat them here.

Parallel tq^ the case of Sankara’s above-mentioned three-fold

classification of the topics, we have the case of the topics which,

if his bhdsya is followed, have either nothing to do with the

declared aim of the work of BadarayaDa, viz., the Inquiry about

Brahman, or which are at least out of place in the particular

P^da or Adhyaya. Most of the Sutras which Sankara explains

as dealing with subjects not bearing upon Brabmajijnasa have

been classified above by us as the Sutras about the standpoint

of the Avidyd.

We must note that occasionally Sankara himself become^
aware of the absence of any connection of his topic of an Adhi*

(17) Vide the other defects of S^aiikara’s bhdiya in this chapter.
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karaUa with the Brahmajijnasa or with the topic of the Pada or

the Adh 3'clya wherein the AdhikaraUa in question occurs, and

tries to offer an explanation for the same, which seems to us to

be far from being satisfactory. An example of this is supplied by

the (Bra.Su.III,3.53-54). Here, Sankara says that

in the Pada (III.3) we have a topic about the existence

of the individual soul independent of the body ailUH:

because “he (the 3nc»ni,) is the recepient of the Moksa and

he is declared by the Scripture to be identical with Brahman.

No such explanation is, however, offered by him in tlie oa;ie of

the topics which we are now going to mention.

There are several Sutras, which, as interpreted by Sankara,

discuss topics which would have found a better place in a Sinrti.

In Bra.Su.III.3.18 Sankara finds a discussion of and

Based upon a comparison of Cha.Upa.V.2.2 and Br.

Upa.VI.1.14. In Bra.Su.III.4.18-20 Sankara has a discussion

based upon Cha.Upa.II.23.1 as to whether the orders of life other

than that of a householder are sanctioned by the Sruti directly

mentioning them or only by Smrti and Practice.'^o Sankara

holds that Bra.Su.III.4.32 discusses the question whether a

non-seeker of liberation who is not desirous of should

perform the duties of the orders.^i It is rather strange that,

according to Sankara the Purvapaksa is here based upon Br.Upa.

IV.4.22, while the Siddhanta is based upon the BrSlhmaUa text

(18) S\bha!tya on Bra.Su.III.3.53.

(19) S\bmya on Bra.SQ.III.3.18, ^ snW STrftJI^

?ri^*R*?Pr i

(20) ^&.bha^ya on Bra.Su.III.4.18. *^3 I I

(iJl) S'a.bhMya on Bra.Su.III.4.32, 9 i%»?gg«f)ransr<nn5n%g^q

501% (snwrWifoi) 35nti %!% i
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AccoriUng to Sankara Bra.Su.1 1 1.4.40 esta>

blishes a conclusion that there is no moral fall of those who have

adopted the orders of celibacy (i. e., the three orders, that of the

householder being excepted), while in Bra.Su.III 4.43 he himself

comes to the conclusion that one who, though belonging to an

order of celibacy, falls, must be excommunicated.^^ In Bra.Su.

III.4.41 42 !is interpreted by Sankara the topic is whether a

life-long celibate who breaks his vow of celibacy out of care-

lessness, commits a ‘ one of the five great sins ’ or an

‘a minor siti’.^* Here at least Sankara does. not say that

the discussion of this topic is based upon any Upanisadic text.

He supports his Purvapaksa and Siddhanta by quoting Sutras

from the Jaiminisfitra,

There are several other Sutras also which should be conside-

red along with the above Sutras and in which Sankara finds a

top*ic about a ‘a lore connected with the Karman or Sacri-

fice’. In Bra. Su.II 1.3.42 Sankara says that the tf»pio is whether

the ‘meditations’ (i^HiR) superimposed upon the parts of a Kar-

man like those mentioned in Oiia.Upa.I.1.1 are ‘obligatory’

or He holds that the topic of Bra.Sfi.TII.3.56-56 is

(22) As shown in our Notes on Bra.SU. 111.4,32-33 S'ankara’s interpreta-

tion of Sutra III.4.32 is weakened by his own interpretation of Bra.Su.III.4.

33. Wo believe, as a rule, both the PiirvapakSa and the Siddhanta must be

based upon only Upanifads.

(23) S'a..bhd!>ya on Bra.Su.III.4.40, WISUTI I

suilcT I 5

H cici:
| S'a./^Artfyn on Bra.

Su.JII.4.43,

I

(24) S'a.6/ta%a on Bra.SQ.III.4.41. f%

(25) S'a.5Aa?ya on Bra.SQ.III.3.42,

I
i%

f%^i??n*r: i

*

29
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whether the thoughts fixed upon tlve and other parts of a

Karman mentioned in Cha.Upa.Ll.l and other Srubis (some of

them being Brahmana texts also) are laid down for each parti-

cular Branch of each Veda or for all Branches of all Vedas.**®

The subject of Bra.Su.Iir.3.61-66 is explained by Sankara to be

whether the meditations resting on the '3?n«r and other parts of a

Karman and laid down in the three Vedas are ‘to be collected’

or a ritualist may deal with them as he desires.^'^ In Bra.Su;

III.4.21-22 .Sankara finds the discussion of a question whether

the Srutis like Cha.Upa.I.l 3, 1-6.1, are meiint for the glorifica-

tjon of the etc. (which are parts of a Karman) or for laying

down an injunction about those meditations.2® Again, Sutras

III.4.44-46, as commented upon by Sankara, give different

views on the subject whether the meditations which form part

of a Karman are the actions of the Sacrificer or of the priests.®*’

In Bra.Sfi.IV.1.6, as explained by Sankiua, we have the solution

of a doubt about the meditations fixed upon the parts of a

Sacrifice mentioned in Srutis like Oha.Upa.I.3.1, 11.2.1, II.8.1,

1.6.1, as to whether in these meditations the notions of the

etc., are prescribed as to be superimposed on the Sun, etc., or

vice versa.^

(26) S'a.&A5?yo on Bm.su.iii.3.56, '(gr.3.inn)

(27) S'5.6iiu¥ya on Bra.SU.III.3.61-66, ^

(28) S^^.bmya on Bra.SQ.III.4.21-22, ’('7 qw

'
(29) S'tk.bmya on Bra.SQ.III.4.44-46, I ?jn%

(30) S a.fc;.C?j/o on Bia. Su.IV.1.6. ag]^Wgqi^?r’ (01.3.1 13 i1 ),

qjai^ (0?. 3^=7: Pfenifit-
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lu Bra. Su,IlI.3.24, Sankara says that we have the discussion

of a fancied identification of man with a sacrifice based chiefly

upon the Rahasya Brahmana (of the SSmaveda) and also upon

the text of the Taittirlyakas.*^ In Bra. Su.III.3.40-4l, the

Xcarya finds a discussion of the offered into the fire in

the form of the the breath, arising from Cha.Upa.IV.19-24.^^

In a group of nine Sutras (BraSQ.III.3.44-52) Sankara says that

the Sutrakara discusses the question whether the thirtysix

thousand fires called etc., mentioned in the Agni-

rahasya BrahmaUa are subservient to the rite or are of the

nature of pure meditations.®® Here, Sankara bases his Purva*

paksa and Siddhanta on certain texts from the Brahmana and

on some Sutras from the Jaiminisutra. He does not support them

by any Upanisad. The above topics number fifteen and cover

about thirtysix Sutras from among the nintyfour topics

consisting of twohundred thirtyseven Satras (from Bra.Su.III.2.

.11 to IV.4.22), i.e., they are onesixth of Bra.Sfi.Iir.2.11 to

IV.4.22. They discuss questions which would have been better

discussed either in a Smrti or in a book on ritualism. Most of

them are not even remotely connected with the BrahmajijnSsd

and Sankara does not state that they have anything to do with

the Inquiry about Brahman. That some of them deal with

meditations resting upon ritualism does not in our opinion make

it probable that the Sutrakara ment them to be discussed in

(the particular Siitfas of) his book. We have shown (iu part I)

that the Sutras in question rather deal with the (limbs) of

Brahman (Vide Notes on Sutras IIL3 65 and 01, IV. 1.6 ).

(31) Sa. bhasya oh Bia.Su.III.3.24, ^

I ?i5r 3W1 | fisr : 1% ^

(32) S a bJta^i/a on Bra. Su.III.3.40-41,

5n«nfiT«l3rwi«nalq i

(33) 55 on Bra.Su. in.3.44. aflR;

,^SRU=5ir; I
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That most of them can be or have been explained by Sankara as

based upon Upanisadic texts does not at all make it sure that

the Sutrakara would have intended to discuss them in bis book

though they have nothing to do with his Inquiry. We have also

shown (in our Notes in Part I ) that most of these Sutras do

not at all refer to the Srutis mentioned by Sankara (See, e. g.,

our Notes on Bra.Su.IIL3. 18, 111.3.42, III.3.65, 111.3.61,

III.4. 21, etc). That the as a part of a sacrihce should

figure so prominently in the Brahmasutra seems to us to be

impossible and probably serves to reflect only the dominance of

Ritualism in the days of Sankara and his predecessors from whom
very likely he inherited a traditation about etc. The cases of

Sankara’s interpretation of those Sutras where he substantiates

his Pfirvapaksa or Siddhanta by referring to Sutras from the

Jaiminisutra or to BrabmaUa texts are the weakest (See Sa.

hhasya on Bra.Su.III.3.44-62, 111,3.24, III.4»41-42).3^

We shall now consider cases of cross references according to

Sankara. Thqre are several Sutras in interpreting which

Sankara says that the Sutrakara discusses the same topic also

elsewhere in the Brahmasutra or that a later Sutra is a

modification of the statement of a former Sutra.

In Bra.Su.IlI.3.29-30, Sankara finds an independent Adhi-

karaUa and takes the topic to be whether Agoing' in all the

Vedantas is to be taken literally or metaphorically; he says that

in the meditations Agoing' is literal, while in the higher

Vidyd 'going' is metaphorical. Sankara adds that the same topic

will be explained more thoroughly later in the fourth Adhyaya.®^

(34) We believe, there is only one Sutra where the Sutrakara refers to the

meditation of Brahman “refei'ring to priestly duties", viz., Bra.SQ.III.3.32, and

this is referred to by the Sutrakara because it is a meditation on Brahman and

deserves a place in Brahmajijfi^.

(36) S'a. bha^yaron Bra.Su.III.3.30 ft^r%

5*w^i...’. 5ift ft»»i*i
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Really the topic|of *gati’ or going is discussed only in Bra.Su.-

IV.3.7-14. In Bra.Su.III.3.33 Sankara says that the negative

attributes of the Supreme Being are considered, while in

Bra.Su.IlI.3.11 the positive ones are the subject matter. He
holds that in both the Sutras the ‘collection’ of all attributes

from all Srutis for the purpose of meditation on Brahman is

prescribed. The purpose of a fresh separate consideration of the

two- types of the attributes of the Supreme Being is the

details,^ According to Sankara the topic of Bra.Su.III.3.6 is

continued in Sutra IIL3.10 and the subsequent Sutras, so that

the Sutras III.3.6-9 are a- digression. In his commantary on

Bra.Su.IV.3.15 Sankara says that in Bra.Sri.III.3.31 all those

who. meditate on any transformation of Brahman whatsoever,

were declared to go to Brahman and note in Bra.Su.IV.3 15 an

exception is made to the rule of Bra.Su.III.3.31, viz., all those

who meditate on transformation (like the Sun) of Brahman

other than the symbols like etc., have to go to Brahman.^®

Sankara says that in Bra.Su.lII.3.3<l the topic of discussion is

whether the two birds in Mu.Upa.III.1.1 are the two souls in

Katha Upa.III.l and says that this same question is treated in

detail under Bra.Su.I.2.11.®® In Bra.Su.III.3.68 Sankara comes

to the conclusion that in certain Srutis the object to be known

may be declared to be the same (e. g., the yet the fwis in

(36) S a. bh&rya on Bra. Su. III. 3. 33, ^ (jf. ^

(37) Sa. bhaSyA on Bia. SU.Ilr.3.6. 91?^^ 3 HW;

(38) S’a. bhSgya on Bra. Su.IV.3.15. sqfsUJ.’ (Jf. ^ V^l)
i

(39) S’a. bhaSya on Bra. Su. III.3.34, ‘ 3ff ’ (si. 7
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all of those Srutis should be imderstood to be different from one

another, and says that Bra.Su.III.3.1 and those that follow

should be interpreted in the light of Sutra III.3.58. Thus,

Sankara places SutraIII.3.58 as if at the very beginning of the

Pada.^® Similarly in Bra. Su. 111,3.63 Sankara finds a question

about the individual soul being different from or identical with

the body, and his remarks show that ho wants that Sutra ’.to be

understood as if it occurred at the very beginning of the

Brahmasutra.*^

Sankara interprets Bra. Sit. IIL4.26 to mean that “Because

Vidya ( and not Karman ) is the means of liberation ( in

the Sutra ), the Vidya does not need, in the achievement of its

goal, the help of the duties of the orders (arwqWiR), viz
,

(those

perfomed with) the fire, /uel, etc. ” Thus, he connects “ aifl gg
”

of Sutra 1II.4.26 with Sutra III.4 1, “because of the propriety,

though Sutra III.4.26 is separated from the first Siitra (111.4.1)”.^*

Thus, he finds a connection of Adhikara^a V with Adhikar^i 1

of Bra. Su. Ill 4 . According to Sankara, Sutras 26-27 form

Adhikaraija VI and Sutras 32-.33 are part of AdhikaraDa VIII.

He thinks that the duties of the orders for a seeker are laid down

in Bra. Su. III.4.26, and a doubt about them, which arises out

of Sutra 32 which deals with a non-seeker ( ), is answered

in Sutra 33.43

(40) S'a. hhds.ya on Bba Su. III. 3 58, 1^^

If«n3.

1

(41) s'a. bha^ya on Bia. Su. III. 3.63, sig gST gll

(42) S a. on Bra. Su. 111.4.23. ’
( ^. g, ^*11 )

(48) S's. bhaSya on Bra. Su. III. 4 32,
‘

’-( *f. III. 4.26 )

I and on Bra. so. Ili.4.33, ftgi-

iiport ’ (f.
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In Bra. Sfi. IV.4.3 Sankara says that the topic of the Sutra is

that the Supreme Light in Cha. Upa.VIII. 12.3 means Paramat-

man and tijat this fact has been detailed in Bra. Su. 1.3.40.**

In his commentary on Bra. Su.IV.4.22, Sankara s.ays that though

the lordliness of the seeker who goes to Brahmaloka
(
the world

of Brahman ) is not absolutely eternal, there is no return of the

seeker after ^ having gone there, and that how this is so is

explained in Bra. Su IV.3.10.*® While interpreting Bra. Su.

IV.2.20, Sankara explains ?ri5i. (Cha. Upa.

IV.16.6) ‘ the six months during which the Sun goes to the

north ’ as arasr * the summer solstice,’ in accordance with the

Sutra itself, hut then he adds that the meaning of that ^rnti

ivould.be explained in Bra. Su IV.3.4; thus he tries to set aside the

meaning of given by the Sutrakara in Bra.Su.IV.2.20. by rely-

ing wpow interpretation of Bra.Su.IV.3.4, (which only

means that the rays of the Sun are conductors upto the world of

the Lightning).*® In Bra.Su.IV. 2.1,.^Sankara relies upon his own

interpretation o/sirawn, ‘non-separation’ in Bra Su.IV.2.16, and

says that the ‘Speech’ in Bra.Su.IV.2.1 does not mean the organ

Speech, but only the function of speaking (^UH%).

It must be noted here that we do not object to the method of

comparing two Sutras in two diflEerent pbices in the Brahrnasutra

for the purpose of explaining either of them; rather we believe it

to be a part of the proper method of interpretation. As an exa-

mple we may refer to how Sutra IV.1.3

would help in interpreting Sutra III.3.1C (
—*'^

(44) S'&.bhdiya on Bra.Su.IV.4 3, I

'

(45) S'^MaSya on Bra.Su IV.4.22,

?(. 6f9i5r i

(46) S'a.6ya?yaonBraSu.IV.2.20.

( <1; vIXlv ) I

(47)

Vide our Notes on the SGtras in Part I.
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Sankara himself follows that method.^® - But, by pointing out

the above example of we want to say that it is not very

likely in books written in the Sfitra style that we should have

frequent cases of the treatment of the same topic in two different

places of the same book, once in detail and again in brief or vice

versa, or that we should have oases in which the apparent mea-

ning of a Siitra or Sutras should have to be modified in conside-

ration of a Sutra that may follow or precede the former iu a place

of the book Jar remote from the context.

We have above given about a dozen cases where Sankara him-

self notices how in his opinion two Sutras in two different places

in the Brahmasutra deal with the same topic or modify the

the meaning of each other. But, we believe, there are several

other similar oases which liave not been so noticed ^y him. We
have already seen that according to Sankara the meditations on

the parts of a sacrifice have been dealt with in many Sutras;

particularly the sacrificial topic of Bra.Su.III.3.56-66 seems to

have been repeated in Bra.Su.IV.1.6 according to Sankara’s

hhdfya. Again the disposal of the good and bad deeds of the

knower of Brahman is discussed in Bra.Su.III.3.26-28 and IV.l.

13-19.*® Sutra III.3.42 discusses whether the are

or But, in Bra. 8u.IV. 1.18 it is established according to

Sankara’s view that even in the case of a ‘a seeker of

liberation’ these meditations ( ) need not be a necessary

accompaniment of the karmaus ‘rites’. So, it would be evident

that in the case of ‘a soul in bondage’ they would be much

less necessary. Thus, one of the two discussions in Bra.Sii III.

3.42 and IV.l.18 seems to be unnece.ssary. Several other oases

of this tpye of repetition in the Sutras may be found out if we

(48) Vide S'snkara on Bra.Su.III.2.14,111.3.1, III.3.12, III 3.16,

III.3.19, m.3.48, III.3.66, III.4.8, III.4.27,IV.2.6 and IV.4.6.

,^(49) It is very likely that Bra.Su 111.3.26—28 .does not deal with the dis-

posal of the good and bad deeds, because Bra.SQ.lII is an Adhyaya of the

Means, while the disposal in question is a part of the Phala. .
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follow Sankara’s interpretation.®®

In our interpretation (in Part I) of all these Sutras we have

explained our reasons for our meaning thereof and for our doubts

about Sankara’s exposition.

Another type of defect in Sankara's method of interpretation

results in the fact that Sankara has to give two different expla-

nations of the same Srutis and Smrtis. Thu.s, while commenting

on the Sutras, Sankara has some, though not frequent, occasions

when his interpretation of certain Srutis differs from the same

given by him in his bhdsyas on the re.spective Upanisads. Cases

of this type occur generally in Sankara’s interpretation of Bra.

Su.I. We may note here only two such cases, e. g., Mu.Upa. I.l.

5-6 and Br.Upa.llT.8.7-12 have been interpreted by Sankara in

his bhasyas on these Upanisads as dealing with the nirgiina

Brahman, but when confronted with the same Srutis in Bra.Su.,

1.2.21-23 and 1.3.10*12 he has to interpret them as dealing with

saguna Brahman. We have explained Sankara’s and the

Sutrakara’s attitude in this respect in our Notes on Bra. Sil. HI.

3.37-42 in Part I,

There are some occasions when Sankara has to give two

different interpretations of one and the same text in his bha^ya on

the Brahmasutra and he boldly says that he differs from the

(50) According to S'aAkara

(a) Katha Upa. 111.10*11 is discussed in Bra SU.I.4.1-7 and again in

Br8.8U.in.3.14.

(b) Bra.SQ.I.3.42 discusses Br.Upa.IV.3.7 and the of Bra.Sn.I.

4.28 may easily explain Gha.,Upa.VI; and again, both these S rutis are discussed

in Bra.SU.III.3.16-17.

' (c) Bra.Su.I.3.14-17 discusses Cha.Upa.VIII.l- and Bra.Su.I.3.42

discusses Bf.Upa IV,4 and IV.3. And again Bra.Su.IIl.3.39 discusses Cha.Upa.

VIII.l an Br.Upa.lV.4.

(d) Bra.SQ.l<2.11 and 1.3.7 discuss Mu.U'pa.IlI.1.1 and Eatha Upa.

III.1, while Bra.SQ.in.3.34 discusses both these S'rutis.

30
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Sutrak§ra in the interpretation of a particular Sruti. In Bra Sfi.

1II.3.12 the SutrakSra takes ‘the characteristic of having

as the head’, etc., as attributes of Brahman and though

Sankara knows this fact, he dose not accept the Sutrakara’s

view and propounds his own view that etc., are attri-

butes of the sheath called In Bra.Su.III.4.11, the

Sutrakara gives his interpretation of Br.Upa.IV.4.2 { d

) as meaning that begins a new life for a Mumiihsii

and Tcarman for a transmigrating soul. Sankara also at first

interprets that Stuti in the same sense; but then he at once

gives up that interpretation and offers his own according to

which and ^^imitedly begin a new life for the transmigrat-

ing soul only. In both these oases Sankara openly sets aside

the clear interpretation of these Srutis given by the Sutrakara.

There are in fact many Srutis regarding the meaning of which

Sankara and the Sutrakara differ. These can be gathered from

a correct interpretation of the Brahmasutra. We have treated

these -Srutis in Chapter VII.

As with the Sruti, so is the case with the Smrti. In his

bhdsya on Bra. Su. III. 3. 31 S.'jnkara says that Bha. Gi. VIII.

26 refers to all aagtiV'a vidyds, but Bra. Sutra IV. 2. 21 shows

that the Sutrakara takes this Smrti to refer to the snidrta view

about the Brabmavid Yogin. Sankara notices this difference

between the Sutrakara and himself about Bha. Gi. VIII. 26.

but still proposes to optionally interpret that Smrti as referring

to the Day, the Bright Half, etc., in the capacity of Conductor-

(61) 8'&.bJmya on Bra.SQ.nl.3.12, *! aRgSRl ^5l«r4l-

9nst5?JTOiswn«Ri(N.
i

(52) S'a. bha. on Bra. Su. III. 4. 11, ^

(i.
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deities and not as Time-deities as the Sutrakara takes them to

be. Bis aim is to remove the contradiction between the Smrti

and the Sruti and therefore he expresses the difference of opini-

on between the Sutrakilra and himself.^^ Sankara holds the

Bhagavadgita in greater honour than does the Sutrakara to

whom a Srnrti without the support of a Sruti has not much
value. In the particular case Sankara does not interpret the

G-ita literally, as is done by the Sutrakara.

The tradition which Sankara has himself preserved shows

that the Sutrakara has a scheme of dipision of his work into

four Adhyayas, which are therefore called the Samanvaya, the

Virodhaparihdra, the Sddhana and the Phala AdhySyas.

There seems to have been also a tradition about the classifica-

tion of the matter of eacli Adhyaya into four Padas with a name
for each Pada. Thus, we have such names as Smrcipada (Bra.

Su. II. 1), Tarkapada (Bra. Su. II.2), GuDopasariiharapada

(Bra. Su. III. 3). We believe that on the strength of this

scheme we should take it for granted that the Sutrakara did

not intermingle the subject-matter of one Adhyaya with that

of another Adhyaya or of one Pada w'ith that of another P§da.

But there are several cases in which Sankara does not follow

this scheme of the Sutrakara. Some of these cases we have

already mentioned under the class of Sutras dealing with the

Avidya, and we here discuss a few of them in detail.

Sankara takes Bra. Su. III. 2-38-41 as dealing with the

question of God being the giver of the fruits of the individual

soul’s actions. As we have seen above, the problem of the soul

(53) S'S. bhdSya on Bra. Su. III. 3. 31, —
‘ *T?fl

’auT?!: I ^ g*T: |
’ S a. thaSya on Bra SQ. III.

3. 21, sig— nwnai (m. »ft. ^

^ ‘h w* sr«pnfir’ («!. Wi.

^ 3^: I ^ gsr:
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being an agent is discussed in Bra. Su. 11. 3. 33>40 and we be-

lieve that in Bra. Su II.3.41 the SutrakSra says that

the soul gets the phala from the Supreme Being. It is strange

that (God’s dependence on the efforts made by the

individual soul) mentioned in Bra. Sii. II. 3. 42 ia taken by

Sankara in bis commentary on that as an argument for the

causal agency of God while he adduces the same hs an

argument for (God’s being the giver of the fruit of

the soul’s actions) in his commentary on Bra. Su. III. 2. 4.®^

In fact, (Bra. Su. II. 3. 42) is an argument for God’s

being the giver of the phala. We have already mentioned other

reasons why Bra. Su. III. 2. 38-41 should not deal with the

question of the giver of the fruit of the worldly actions of the

soul, but with that of God’s being the giver of the phala in the

form of the liberation and with that of the nature of that phala,

as suits the title of the Adhyaya, viz., the Sadhana AdhySya.

According to Sankara's commentary, there is a number of

topics in Bra.Su.III.3, which have nothing to do with “otbsr”

the traditional title of the PSda or with sadhana the title of the

Adhyaya, but which could have a more suitable place in other

Adhyayas. Here we shall onlj' enumerate them very briefly,

because we have fully explained our arguments in our Notes on

the respective Sutras
(
in Part I ).

According to Sankara,

(1) is taught in Bra.Su.III.3. 6-8 in a P5da dealing

with ‘Collection of attributes, etc. of Brahman).’

(64) S’5. bJiafya on Bra. Su. II. 3. 42,

I I 31:

i ?t-

q»R3iicH

S'& bhaiya on Bra, Su. III. 2. 41, 3lcl.

« The adduces these as ^s. of f
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(2) Bra.grt.III.3.16-17 discusses whether “Atman” in Ai.

Upa.I.l means Jivatman, Prajapati, or FaramStman. But this is

a topic fit for Bra.Su.Li“3. Sankara avoids this difficulty by

suggesting an alternative interpretation of the Sutras.

(3) Bra.Su.III.3.14-16 deal with neither nor

The topic, according to Sankara, is that of what we may call

“explanation of Srutis” and, therefore, fit for the first

AdhySya.

(4) Bra.Su.III 3.26 discusses the disposal of the good and

bad deeds of a knower of Brahman (Sankara would say ‘the

low’er Brahman’). But this is the 2)hala of the Vidyfi, Sankara

would say, Xpara Vidya. Even then, it is a subject fit for a

discussion in the Phaladhyaya, viz., Bra.Su.IV. (Cf.Bra.8u.IV.

1.13-19). Sankara knows this .and, therefore, tries to explain

his interpretation of these Sutras as a part of sriisK, the title of

the Pada.

(6) Bra.Su.III.3.27 discusses the exact time when the good

and bad deeds of a knower of Brabman are “destroyed”. This

is really discussed in Bra.Su.IV.l. 13-14.

(6) The discussion of ‘going to Brahman’ is a topic for

the Phaladhyaya (Bra.Su.IV.3. 7*14), but Sankara finds its brief

discussion in the Sadhanadhyaya (Bra.8u.III.3.29-30, and

also III.3.31).

(7) In Bra.Su.III.3.32 .as interpreted by S.Tnkara the topic

is whether a knower of Brahman has a new body after the fall

of the present one. It is clear that this cannot be a proper topic for

the Gullopasariihara Pada. According to Sankara Bra.Sti.I.3.30

says that Indra and other gods who occupy certain offices are to

return to their posts after the attainment of the knowledge of

(56) Of. Bra.su.l.4.28, s?lIiRT?rr : s^ints^imr : i

'‘Herewith all Vedantas have been explained, have been explain^.”

“vyakhyata' should mean only, ‘explained’, not ‘explained as prohibited’

: as S'aiikara says.
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Branman; and the fall of the body of a human being who knows

Brahman is discussed in Bra8u.IV.1.19; and the time of

exhaustion of notions in his case in Bra.Su.IV.1.13
;
so, the

question of a new body of the knower of Brahman which is not

a proper one for the G-nijopasamhSra PSda or for the S5,dha-

nadhyaya could have been easily discussed by the SutrakSra

in another place in his book.

(8) The immortality of the individual soul and all other

questions relating to it have been discussed in Bra.Su.II.3.

17-63. But, according to Sankara’s commentary, the question

of the soul being not identical with the body is discussed in

Bra.Su.III.3.63-54. Sankara thereon says that in Bra.SuI.l

there was no Sutra about the existence of the soul indepen-

dent of the body and, therefore, these Sutras have been compose-

ed by the Sutrakara. But he does not notice that the question

had already its proper place in Bra.Sfi.II.3. The Sutrakara,

unlike Sankara, does not look upon the knowledge of the nature

of the JivJltman as a real means to liberation, and therefore, it

is out of place in the SSldhauadhyaya.

(9) In his commentary on Bra. 8u. IV. 1. 1 and IV. 1. 13,

Sankara says that Bra. Su. IV. 1. 1-12 pursues the remaining

portion of the means.^ We may also add that all the socalled

Sadhanas which, according to Sankara, are mentioned in Bra.

Su. IV. 1. 1-IV. 1. 12 seem to us to have been already mention-

ed in Bra. Su. III. 3.69

(66) S'a. 6fca?i/a on Bra. SU.III,8.26, f

(67) S'a. VhJ^ya on Brft.Su.III.3.63, *rg JBW»5^iq-

»nwrf?u q g ^TsnRii^ri^

(68) s'5. on Bra.ssiv.1.1, Jw*f

l and on Bra.Su.IV.1.13, *nRg?(Mlq: |

(69) Vide our Notes on Bra.Su.IV.1.3-6; also compare the interpretation of

Bra.SG.lV>1.4 with that of Bra,Su.III.3.61-66,
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In all these cases, the particular Adhikaralia, as interpreted

by Sankara, seems to us to be out of place in the 'particular

or Adliy^ya like several other passages already luentioued above

which were shown by us to be out of place in the Brahmasutra,

having nothing to do with an Inquiry about Brahman. We
believe that the Sntrakara strictly follows his scheme of one

single main topic for one entire Adhyaya and we have offered in

Part I our interpretation and arguments on that basis, which

may be referred to, if necessary.

Eegarding the reference in the Sutras to Srutis, we find (i)

that there are several Sfitnis which contain no reference to auy

Sruti at all and yet which Sankara interprets as referring to

some Srutis, (ii) that there are some Sutras which refer to some

Srutis but not to those which Sankara takes them as referring

to, (iii) and that there are a few Sutras which refer to the

Sutras themselves but which S.ifikara takes as referring to

certain Srutis or to some other texts.
* We do not mean that

Sankara’s visayavdhyas are always wrong. We must, rather,

admit that almost all his visayavdhyas in Bra.Su.I and in several

cases of Bra Su.III and IV are wonderfully correct and that in

the case of certain Sutras it would have been almost impossible

for a modern student to hit upon the exact visayavdhya out of

the ocean of the Sruti literature, had not Sankara (or his prede-

cessor, if Sankara in the particular case depended upon him)

pointed out and preserved for us the correct Sruti referred to in

the Sutra, e. g., the Sruti from the Khila of the Ea^ayaijiya

SikhS quoted by Sankara under Bra.Su.III.3 23.®® What we

mean is that the task of finding out the exact visayavdhya of a

Sutra had become very difficult even by the time of Sankara who
either says though rarely that he differs from his predecessor as

regards the exact visayavdhya of a Sfitra (e.g.Bra.Su.III.8.36),®^

or gives two or more Srutis as optional visayavdhyas for the

same Sutra (e.g.Bra.Su.III 3.17). Under such circumstantles

Sankara's own visayavdhyas become doubtful and require careful
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attention before they are accepted. This is so, particularly with

the portion of the Brahmasiitra treated in Part I ( Bra.Sfi.III.

2.11-IV ) because that is the portion which could give scope to

the commentators to differ not only about the interpretation of

the Sutra (and therefore about that of the visay%vcikya) but even

about its visayavdkya itself. Such is not the case with respect

to the Srutis referred to in Bra.Su.I where every Adhikara^ia is

meant to refer to a particular Sruti and where every Sutra of that

Adhikara^a explains that Sruti. In the case of a few Sutras either

we ourselves are not satisded with the visayavdkyas we have

suggested, or we are not able to suggest any msayavdkya at all.

But the interpretation of a Sutra which is intended by the

Sutrakara to refer to a Sruti depends solely upon its visayadvkya

and so far the question of tracing the exact visayavdkya of a

Sutra is of supreme importance.

We here give a list of the Sutras in which we believe no

is referred* to at all and which therefore should be

interpreted only in the light of the context. By way of compa-

rison we also state the reference to the Sruti given by Sankara

as the visayavdkya for the Sutra in the following list :

—

No. of the Sutra

In Bra.Su.III.2.11

14

15

III.3. 3

6

Sutras or parts of the

Sutras which refer to

no visayavdkya at all.

;

No reference

No reference

Sankara’s

visayavakya.

Br. Upa.III.8.8

of armuTs.

Br.Upa.1.3. or Cha.

(60) The author acknowledges his indebtedness to the late Prof. Hiciyanna

of Mysore for drawing his attention to the fact that Sutra III.3.23 can refer to

no other S'ruti but the one quoted by S'a6kara.

(61) ^ m, ^

» S'a.6Aa. on Bra.Su.III.3.38.
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Upa.1.2

9 Cha.Upa.I.1.1.

10 in Br.Up.,

Cha.Upa.jKau.Upa.

14 • Katha Upa.III.10'11

29 Mu.Upa.III.1.3.

36 SWR*?!!: WScirt
( within Br.Upa.III.4.1 and

one’s own self ) III.6.1

37 (Interchange! The text of Aitareyi*

ns and that ofJ4.b3.las

39 ( we read <Iha.Upa.VlII.16 and

Br.Upa.IV.4.22.

42 Cha.Upa.I.1.1

Cha.Upa.I.1.10.

43 (we read q«rH). Br.Upa.I.6.21;

Cha.Upa.IV.3.1

I1I.4.21 Cha.Upa.I.1.3, 1.6.1

24 .
Br.Upa.IV.6.6;

Cha.Upa.IV.3.1

28 srmwi^s in Cha.Upa.

V.2.1 & Br.Upa.VI.

1.14.

40 qiei5:R: Cha.Upa.IL23.1

IV.l. 2 Oh5.Upa.VII.6.1

la a great uuraber of Sutras we tiud that the Sutra in question

does refer to a Sruti but not to the one quoted by Sankara. We
have tried to find out the exact visayavdkya in each case. We
give below a list of these Sutras and what seem to us to be the

visayavdkyas along with the visayavdkyas given by Sankara and

request the reader to refer to our Notes on the respective Sutra

for our arguments.

31
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No. of the

Sutra.

Words convey- Sankara’s

ing a reference. visoyOv^hya.
Oar suggestion.

III.2.12. Br.Upa.II.6.1 Cha.Upa.VIII.7-12

13. Katha Upa.VI.l

& <^ve.Upa.I.12 Sve.Upa.III.16-20

16. an5 ^ ?I?*TI5rH Sruti declaring,

Brahman to be on-

ly praJcasa, e. g.,

JUT

17. %^f?T *[a2r: Katha Upa.V.16;

SVe.Upa.V1.14;

Mu.Upa.II.2.10;

Bha.Gi.XII.12.

18. 12. Katha Upa.V.ll,

Mu.Upa.II.1.1,

Bha.Gi.XL12.

20-21. Br.Upa.II.6.18 Cha.Upa.VII.26.1.

22. jnifkrnsr^ ^

^ H?: Br.Upa.II.6.6. Cha.Upa.VlI. 1-1

5

23. r? Mu.Upa.lll.1.3,

Br.Upa.ni.9.26,

Tai.Upa.II.7.1

Katha Upa.III.il

26. Mu.Upa.III.2.9,

Br.Upa.IV.4.6. KathaUpa.Vi8

31. Cha.Upa.VlII.4 Katha Upa.m.2

Katha Upa.lV.12-18

Oha.Upa.Vl.8.1,

Tai.Upa.jBf.Upa.

Katha Upa.lV.4

5r^5*rT$5r Cha.Upa.1.6-7 Katha Upa.III.ll

36. aFJTsRpi^r Various Srutis Br.Upa in.7.23

39. Br.UpalV.4.24 «r^ll«riS5rr ^«wr;

«n?*n

R3
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No. of the Word convey-
Sntra. ing reference

^ir’s Oar suggestion.

I1I.3.11. anf^ in S. refers to The attributes in

13ra.Su.I.l

16-17. Ai.Upa.I.l; Br.Upa.

IV.3-4 & Oha.Upa. Br.Upa.I.4.7

VI.2-8

18. Br.Upa.Vl.1.14. Br.Upa.l.4.10

16. A passage from Agni-

rahasya ( Sa.Bra.X ) Any Upanisadic

and Br.Upa. V.6.1 text

20. ai5*rsr Br.Upa. F.6. 1-4 aiRRR (Vide Sutra

19) textji.e., a Sruti

other than Upani-
Sad texts •

22. Cha.Upa.I.7.6

24. RloarilfiRW*T and Mu.Upa.II.1.2-5

of the Gupas of the

Purusa are

referred to.

25. Some Mantras Mu.Upa.II.2.2-4

26. Cha.Upa.VIII. Katha Upa.

13.1; Kau.Upa.1.4

27. ai^ Cha.Upa.Vni.l3.

1 &Kau.Upa.l.4

31. All i^iq.under«8tood

ugRi 1^8 are from Sutra 33.

referred to.

Br. Upa.VI.2.16 Srutis in general

aiguiH Bha.Gi.VllI.26 Smrbis in general

.82. aiii^raiftasiann awiyRTR*? and E.g. Cha.Upa.1.

other Masters 10. ^

34. Mu.Upa.III.1.1, Katha Upa.

Ka^bsi XJpa. III.I*
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No. of the Word conveying Sahara’s
Our suggestion.

Sutra a reference. Vi§atfavakya

40. Cha.Upa.V.19.1* Some attributes

V.24.6 (5tmiiihi)!r) of the Puru^ or

the Avyakta

III.3. 41. Cha Upa.V.19.1 Srutis in general

44,49,60,52. of Mu.Upa.Srutis.

the

e. g ,

Cha.Upa.I.l. 1

E. g.

68. in Cha.Upa.III 14.1 sr^n,

in SU.III.3.6-B

III.4.8. Mu.Upa.I.1.9 Mu. Upa. I. 1,

1.2. 7-16,

Tai.Upa.JI.8.1 Cha. Upa. VII.

Katha Upa.VI.2! 4. 1;

Bha.Gi. IV. 33

15. Br.Upa.IV.4.22 Mu.Upa.III.l.-

4, III.2.6; Sve.

Upa. VI. 13.

Even Bha. GI.

XVIII. 63;

16. «3W^ Br. Upa. 11. 4.14 Mu.Upa.II.2.8

18. Cha.Upa.II.23.1 E. g. Mu Upa.

Tai.Upa.I.11.1 I. 2. 12.

Cha.Upa.V.10.1

Mu.Upa.T.2.11

etc. etc.

1.2.1-10, III.1.8

19. Cha.Upa.II 23.1

Br.Upa.IV.4.22

Mu.Upa.

23. where *?3 KathaUpa.III.-

etc occur 16-17
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31
-.

^15^ Rl5?n Cha.Upa.1.10, or

Br.Upa.V.14.8,

1 . 4. 23, etc.

,

etc

32. ObS. Upa. II.-

23.1

34. 3VTqfeif and viz.,

Bp. Upa. IV. 4.

22 andsnwgf^

-Gba. Upa. II.-

23.1.

36. ^ Cha.Upa.VIII.6.3 Examples of

sn?R5f»r.

Or, Mu. Upa.

III. 2. 10.

36. The 8'ruti about

and

Br.Upa.IV,4.22

others.

39. Br.Upa.IV.4.9

44. ’Bags: Cha.Upa.II.3.2 Cb^ Upa. I. 2.

13-14

46. Cba.Upa.I.7.8-9 Br.Upa.i.3.26

60. in Br. Upa. in Bp.Upa.-

III. 6. 1 III. 6. 1. referr-

ed to in Su. III.

4. 49.

IV. 1. 2. CbaUp.a.1.6.1-2

12.

And Bha. Gi.

Vni. 6-10

PrainaUpa.V.l

IV.1.16 Br.Upa.IV 4.22 Cha.Upa.n.23.1

17 Sf^igsiT^pqw^etc Br.Upa.

IV.4. 6 Ch5.Upa.VlIl.7 Br.Upa.IV.4.4
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10 fpri. Cba.Upa.VIIL 12. Cha.Upa.Viii.

5 12.1; Br.Upa.

lV.4.7.

18 Jrc»I#I>5T Tai.Upa.I.6.2 qG5f?wi»in Mu.
*

Upa.

19 Cha.Upa.III.12.6 Br.Upa.V.10.1,

VI.2.16.

21 Br.Upa.I.6.23

There are a few Sutras which, according to Sankara, do not

refer to any Srutis but which seem to us to refer to certain

Gratis. These Sutras are a few, but if our suggestion about the

references be correct, they yield important information about the

doctrine of the SvitrakSlra. We give below a list of these Sutras

along with our suggestion about the Srutis alluded to in the

same.

No. of the Sankara’s regiarks. Our suggestion.

Sutra.

III.2.11
implies W: ^H?r: refers

to MS^dukya

Upa.

26
.$ve.Upa.II.ll

28
Cha.Upa.VIII.-

6.3(Wt?a^«i?a)

31 Katha Upa.

lU.ll.

III.4.11

17

5Ri*ra Illustration of Cha. Upa.

VlII.6 6

26
Br.Upa I.1.1-2.

42 sinnA: and Cha.Upa.I.10.8.
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In a few Sufcras -Sankara explains the reference to be one to

some Smrti, etc., but we propose to take it to be a reference to

a Sutra in the Brahmastitra or a Smrti or a -^ruti.

Sankara’s remarks. Our Suggestion.

Br.Upa.lii.7.23

in III. 2. 19.

Examples of Bha. GI. nWH
Saiiivarta and

others from i «i< ?*n

PuraDas and
MabSbhSrata. «ns^:ll

JWi JT^- Cba.Upa.I.10.

Jraatq
:
g*T:

wjw JTJTFis^ in Sutra III. 4. 28.

Jai. Sutra.

The last point that we wish to notice about Sankara’s visoya-

vakyas is that sometimes he gives a wrong i. e., a
quotation which does not exactly support his contention. We here

state a few cases from his bhdsya on Bra. 8\u IV. 4 only. We
have explained in our Notes (in Part I) how these and several

other in Sankara’s Commentary on other Sutras are

ivrong in this sense.

1. His quotation under Bra. Su. IV. 4. 21 does not prove
bhogasdmya even between the Mukta and Kvara.

2. SaAkara’s visa,yavdkyas under Bra.Su.IV.4.20 do not show
how Brahman is vikdra^avartin. They can at the most show
only that vikdras like the Sun, the Moon, etc., are not in

Brahman.

3. His '^ruti under Sutra IV. 4. 16 refers neither to ,dfe^a

nor to pradtpa.

No. of the

Sutra
Words

111.2,30 511^1?!,

UI.4.37

II 1.4.42
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4. The .^ruti he quotes under Bra.Sfi.IV.4.10 does not deal

with the absence of a physical body; it refers only to the mind.

6. The. Sruti to be referred to under Bra.Su.IV.4.9 should

have some word for ananyMhi'patiy e. g., sva-rat in Cha. Upa.
VII.26, but he quotes a .^ruti which makes no mention of this

fact.

6. The point in Sutra IV.4.6 requires a ^ruti describing the

-rSpa of the liberated as Brahma rupa, e. g., Br Upa.lV.4.4,

while .Sankara quotes Cha.Upa.VIII.7.1 which describes the

Muktarupa but does not tell us that it is the Brthma rupa.

7. Under Bra.Su.IV.4.4 .Sankara quotes many ^rutis, but

only one of them, viz., Br.Upa.TV.3 23 is the exact ^ruti

referred to by the Sutrakara.

We have noted these and other similar cases in our Notes (in

Part I) with a view to draw the attention of the reader to the fact

that if we minutely examine the sense of the vi^ayavaJcya given by

Saiikara in his Commentary on several Sutras of Bra.Su.III-IV,

it seem to ns that a better and more exact vi^ayavakya was in

the mind of the SQtrakSra.

We may now sum up the results of our study of Sankara's

visayavdhyas of the Sutras :—(1) Particularly in Brahmasutra

III.3 there are many Siitras which refer to no Sruti or Smrti

but Sankara quotes ^rutis chiefly from the Br. and Cha. Upani-

sads, a fact which gives the impression as if Bra.Su.lII.3 were

meant to be a discussion and a reconciliation of the S'rutis mainly

from these two Upanisads, and as if the, Srutis of these two

Upanifads were at conflict with one another
;

(2) S'ankara does not seem to have got a correct tradition

' about the visayavdkyas in Bra.Su.IIl and lY. This is in a

striking contrast with S'ankara’s commentary on Bra Su.I.

This loss of tradition is not unlikely or unnatural if we remember

that iu Bra.Su.I every Sutra is meant to be a reference to and

an explanation of a S'ruti, while in Bra.Su.III and IV the

primary object of the SutrakHra is to evolve and present in a
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systematic form his own views about the Means and the Goal

of the Upanisads.

(3) In Bra.Su.III and IV there are several Sutras which do

refere to a S'ruti, though S'aAkara does not say so.

(4) Some of these oases are very important (e.g
,
Bra.Su.IIL2.

11, 111,2.31,111.4.11, III.4.26, ni.4.42) because the

discovered, if correct, are a great help to the correct interpretation

of the Sutras in question.

(5) And, lastly, it is necessary to examine whether the visaya-

vdkya of S'ankara brings out the exact point in a particular

Sutra or whether it is only indirectly connected with a part of

the point discussed in a Sutra.

One very important point regarding which a student of the

Brahmasutra should be very careful is how far we can make
additions to the words of a Sutra in consideration of its apho<

ristic style. How far are the Sutras elliptical ? Every inter-

preter of the Sutras has to add to every Sutra certain words in

order to make out its sense. We are here perticularly concerned

with the additions made by S'aAkara. It is neither possible nor

necessary to enumerate and reproduce here all the unwarranted

additions made by S'ankara. We have pointed them out in our

Notes on the Sutras in Part I.

We shall here first give a list of the additions to the Sutras

which Sankara makes while interpreting Bra.Su.lli.3. Mo.st of

these are supported neither by any word in the Sutra nor by the

context, though S'ankara often supports them by referring to

the ^ruti which he supposes to be the of the

particular Sutra.

(1) Bra.Su.III.3.2. and

and S'ankara adds
“

”, There is no justi-

fication for the additions of S!*! and f^. We have suggested

that according to the context should mean and

that in the light of Sutra III..S.55. ( ^nns H

32
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should mean Also Jai.Su. justifies

(2) Bra.Su.III.3.3. The of the Mu^daka Upanisad is

not at all referred to in the Sutra.

(3) Bra,Su.III.3.6-awi^^ag®pn*i«fer

(4) Bra.8u.m.3.9.

(6) Bra.Su.in.3.11. Instead of interpreting

the Gen. case of in the simple sense of possession, S'ankara

adds “ snn : 5rfti<rn®*ir It is by this unwarraned addition

only that S'ankara applies the Sutra to all the Unanisads.

{6> Bra.Su.in.3.17. S’ankara adds after “ais^rat”"

and thus interprets as (Addition of

negation !).

(7) ,Bra.su.IIlj3.18 S'ankara adds *T after

(8) Bra.Su.lll.3.20.

(9) Bra.Su.III.3.21 and Sankara

adds " !n%:

(10) Bra.Su.IIII.3.26. The simple word “ fl4l ” is interpreted

by Sankara as ?i4t and as snR5ni%5T:

and then he adds " 5R*n^sr

(11) Bra.Su.III.3.31. afftfN’: should mean “

aiftflsr:; but Sankara makes it
”

(12) Bra.SuIII.3.32 • means according to •Sankara

WsftinBqk: aun%W^. ”

(13) Bra.Su.ni.3.33. swchf; = "dk” is a very

serious addition, because it totally changes the very sense of

‘restriction’.

(14) Bra.Su.III.3.36. sRRl'is explained as though

there is no reference to in the Sutra. Similarly, WNR:
is changed to

(15) Bra.Su.in.3.36.: is explained as

and as «nwn«i5l^ig^;.
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(16) Bra.Su.III.3.37. Sankara adds ( wrf<ffW )

(17) Bra.Sri.III.3.33. After ‘ssiiw’ Sankara adds “a<in

(18) Bra.Su.IIL3.39. <^ankara changes to nririr and

an«r?mn'^wr: to 9fRa*fn'^RWi«rrat

(19) Bra.Su.III.3.40. In the Sutra there is no reference to

But Sankara adds summitsrR ( in the Sutra )

snonfRfi^
( RI^cJ: in the Sutra ).

(20) Bra.Su.III.3.41. is explained as ai?T: as

(21) Bra.Sfi.ni.3.42. uWlor is explained as «iP#?n^T«rif^^*?Vwi«ri-

?»?n%r*u>ni% ( irnn ani^: ); as *i

as f^lTTO liaq.; and g«t^= and

as (anrf^fwr: meaning 9rr%wftr^:

*e{^). All these additions are nowhere suggested in the Sutra

(22) Bra.Su.IlI.3.43. An example of unwarranted additions

in Sutra iii.3.43, where not only the Purvapak^a but also all

the words of the Siddbanta are taken by Sankara as implied

( l I ). Even, the .^ruti which

•^aAkara takes as the of this Sutra is not referred to by

any word in the Sutra.

(23) Bra.Su.III.3.44. Sankara takes as understood

[t^ he explains as and as

(24) Bra.Su.III.3.46. Sankara explains as

and adds 8R«i*?:; he explains as ftRigsurfiPf:.

(26) Bra.8u.III.3.47. .^aAkara explains as
“

^RSisn ^
(26) Bra. So.1 1 1.3.48. ^^aiikara adds “ w<p*% and “

5^^”.
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(27) Bra.su. II 1.3.49. Sankara explains W; as Wiw:;

and as

(28) Bra.Su.ni.3.60. Sankara adds
‘‘

and explains sil^wr as “ l^*rra2rwR wani^ a?3»Hif^ ” and

as siyiseftvqqr

He explains ?e: as ai^; ^i^?[?5J^I«iqi3cri?n: q^igqswiJnat-

q^rcqw VS: .

(29) Bra.Su,ni.3.61. STRpqi?t= RiRSJTSSTRisRiti: ^q?s^: = %qa5WT-

; and 55i^qi%:='^a>W a(iJTRiRiqi%:

.

(30) Bra.Su.III.3.62. 5is^=:qia?^

aHPr%; »pR?qi<t » H?nR: 3 aii?qq?iqr: Rqiqft^rsqi: f^^nqii^cRcrwtqsi^Ria:;

afgqar; ss anini srgq^ra f^-

(31) Bra.Su.III,3 63. After -Sankara adds tp g an^Ri”

This conclusion is foreign to the Sutra.

(32) Bra.Sri.III.3.54. Rq®iS«: is .

(33) Bra.Su.III.3.66. annqa®: « 3?(l«ni^Rfwiqq?ri: r?«ri:;r»r

«rqi%0<5i, iankara adds
“

(34) Bra Sri.III.3.66. aif%^i«r:=qqi«tqr>rr qjqfjfRt Bbtigii%tqini^iqi*rfq

RSlRIRT^'i^: |

(36)

Bra.Su.III.3.67. T?wifq?!mRRi.

(36) Bra.8u.III.3.68. RiRi - fiian

(37) Bra.Su.III.3.69. ftas^q:

.

(38) Bra.Sil.III.3.60. = qnnn; te.

(39) Bra.Su.III.3.61. aikg = R anf?rai; agwf: ; q«n«wwq: = aw?

tjq t[ql ( qgWHlH )
an«pn: ( ^Niqar: )

Rqs#4 q?pn; arfk
( an«qc(??i?q(-

cRNWIRf^ ).

. (40) Bra.Su.III.3.62. i%k: = «WT RiNRi ( ^Isn^: ) ( fts )
f^iwrs% tjq-

anfSien artk sgRi;

(41) Bra.Su.III.3 63. RRura?^- RsnRR

BWWFINI^^'^cTRSPnqdfit

(42) Bra.Su.III.3.64. 5^ is fShngai; bwr»r = ^apsraRn«n?[ai^.
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(43) Bra.Su.IIL3.66.

It may be that in some of the above cases of “ unwarranted

additions ’* to the Sutras we have not been able to hit upon the

exact additions or that our suggestion is open to doubt. But

inspite of a few such cases we would not be wrong in our

conclusion that Sankara and those who have followed his way
of interpreting the Sutras hav£ not cautiously used the right of

a commentator to make additions to the Sutras in order to bring

out their full significance. This improper use is particularly

prominent in the case of Bra.Su.IIL3 and the great number of

these unjustified additions, we believe, is itself one more proof that

the Xcaryas have not got the correct tradition for the interpre-

tation of the GuDsopasaiiihara Fada. Not only have they freely

added to the words in a Sutra but in several cases the very

Proposition ( Siddhanta ) also is taken to be implied or under-

stood, th^Sutra being used only as an argument to prove that

PropositiOT.
,

We shall now give illustrations of the “ unwarranted addi-

tions ” from Ssnkara’s commentary on Bra.Su.III.4.

(1) Bra.Su.III.4.1. WR: means ?>Hni.or ; but Sankara adds

because he interprets am: as .

(2) Bra.Su.III.4.2. would mean ( NIHspi
)

but

Safikara makes unwarranted additions when be* interprets $((PITU

as WPR:

(3) Bra.Sri.III.4.8. Sankara explains as

( ). The addition of and is not even suggested by

the Sutra. Possibly the Sutra refers to Srutis in which knowledge

is said to be superior to action.

(4) Bra.Su.III.4.12. Sankara explains as anwif

There is no question of ^ at all in the Sutra. We have sugge-

sted that Wf in this Sfitra should be explained by referring to

in Bra.8ri.IV.2.17.

(6) Bra.Su.III.4.13. .^afikara explains as tbdUgb

it is likely that it means
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(6) Bra.Su.III.4.16. ‘may mean’ but Sankara

explains it as

(7) Bra.Su.III.4.17. By explaining ‘?r«V as •Sankara

adds ‘fihn.’

(8) Bra.Su.III.4.18. is explained as wwiTTHRmt 'ncwitq.

The Stitra does not mention the antfds at all. is explained

as air«»fF?Tt f
(9) Bra.Sri.III.4.19. must refer to or but

<Sankara says, “an«wn?cff means, according to

Sankara, “«*n 1^
*'

(10) Bra.Su.III.4.20, ‘f^V means, according to i^ahkara,

‘ l%lWs»niW*n5cR^. ’ Thus, he adds anWFcH in all the Sutras

(18*-20) of the Adhikara^a.

(11) Bra.Su.IIL4.21. .Sankara takes as thus

adding is explained as And, lastly he

takes Wil# as understood and then changes into

gqRR«T?nra[.

(12) Bra.Su.IIL4.24. Sankara takes ‘nqwfq?n.’ as ( «!U5?nqiqiq.

)

tjqsqiqqrll.

(13) Bra.Su.I] 1.4.26. Sankara explains as

we have explained it as “all needs”.

(14) Bra.Su.III.4.27. Sankara begins the explanation of the

Sutra by taking as understood q

....... ( g ^qqwqcf: ?ng;)”. By this the

whole force of is got rid of by .^afikara. The sense of the

Sutra is thus entirely reversed.

(16)

Bra.Su.III.4.32. Sankara explains aift as

though aiggS is not at all suggested by the Sutra.

(16) Bra.Su.III.4.36. Sankara adds JW^qii^€Wsi«'W?*r

( ) without any implication of the same in the Sutra.

(17) Bra.Su.III.4.36. Sankara adds ‘f^qwWiCTcr’.

(18) Bra.Su.IlL4.38. In explaining as afgwji

ftwu, SaAkara adds «nl and without any authority from the

Suti;^ itself.
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(19) Bra.Su.IIL4.41. .^aAkara adds without any restraint or

hesitation » aTî KgtgqiWisiriir

)

H aiqRiejn^q ( qe!!W'ni?i^from the Sutra ).

(2Q) Bra.Su.IIL4.42. »nqand 3q<j,^,are respectively changed to

^uq^and eqqi?W55^, without any reason given in the Sutra.

(21) Bra.Su.lII.4.43. .^ahkara explains qrl: as and he

takes q*w«n as referring to Rfwuq! and which are men-

tioned in none of these Sdtras.

(22) Bra.Sfi.III.4.44. Sankara adds ( ^qn^R: ) iR q5WR5 qqwi^S

(28) Bra.Sh.IlI.4.46. .^ahkara adds f^Eiqqq.

(24) Bra.8u.III.4.49. .^ahkara takes as understood.

(26) Bra.Sfl.IIL4.61. .^ahkara adds as the ft^«q of

without any justification from the Sutra and explains q^q*^ as

(26) Bra.Su.liL4.o2. .Sankara takes as a fitqq about

What we have stated above regarding .^ahkara’s additions

to the Sutras of Bra.Sri III.3 is generally true about his inter-

pretation of Bra.Su III.4 also. In the latter Pada he has always

to add a particular word to each Sutra of an AdhikaraQa in

order to show that the AdbikaraUa deals with a topic mentioned

by him, e. g., Sutras 18-20. His additions to Bra.Su.IIL4.27 and

41-42 are too clear to escape the notice of a oareftft student. We
have not noticed here the changes which he makes in the

sense of certain Sutras by very slight additions, e. g., in the case

of Bm.Su.III.4.47-48.^

We shall now mention a few cases of .Sankara’s unwarranted

additions in bis explanation of Bra.Su.IY.l.

(1) Bra.Su.iy.1.1. Sankara changes «nqfk: into qeqqii%:.

(2) Bra.Sfi.lV.1.2. Does Sankara take the word 9(1 in tl^e

sense of an indication, since be explains it as *nqq>wn(^l9iri51 and

since his Sruti is not a direct statement on the topic ?.
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(3) Bra.Su.IV.1.6. Sankara explains aiirg as and as

(4) Bra.Su.IV.1.7. Sankara takes as and

as

(6)

Bra.Su.IV.1.9. Instead of connecting ‘ ^ ’ with

an^;, SaAkara adds JWfit ( taken as understood ) to tlie

Sutra.

(6) Bra.Su.IV.l.ll. is, according to .Sankara,

^ ail^^wraL

(7) Bra.Su.IV.1.14. Sankara adds ‘f^w’ to the sutra and while

he interprets 'n^ as he adds without any hesitation

^i^”. The result of these additions is that he fails to

make out the difference between and ( regarding g<Rr

andw respectively ).

(8) Bra.Su.IV.1.17. He adds ‘cl?»n gw:’ and thus he

makes out a complete sentence out of only ‘ gfNBt: ’ in this Sutra.

(9) Bra.Su IV.1.18. Sankara takes the whole conclusion as

understood, viz.,

irnrii) *n9PN*R^ The

Sutra has 1^’, which shows that it supplies only an argument

for a conclusion already stated in a previous Sutra. But as

Sankara begins a fresh Adhikaraua with this Sutra, he has to

take the conclusion as understood.

A few instailces of these “ unwarranted additions ” from

Sankara’s hhdsya on Bra.Su.IV.4 may be also noticed here :

—

(1) Bra.Su.IV.4.7. Even according to Sankara .himself,

can only mean ‘ but Sankara interprets the

expression as similarly
‘ ’

should, according to him, mean nibin; but be takes it

as
‘

’ is interpreted as
‘
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(2) Bra.Sa.IV.4.16. SaAkara adds “ to

in the Sutra and he separates ft* which

according to him means

anwiRiq^ I

(3) Bra.Su.IV.4.17. should be taken as understood;

but Sankara adds the idea of N3<n3ti|^qiu«ilSL stw

1% ?Nt : ) which is out of

the context and also neither mentioned nor implied in these

Sutras (17-21).

(4) Bra.SG.IV.4.18. SaAkara changes into Ni^5W«sri^

in the Sutra itself there is nothing to support these addi-

tions of «nf^ and sfmne. Sankara explains, as

Moreover, “ is not found in the Sutra itself.

In fact, we do not know from the Sutras that the 9lq^fir

or the topic here is that of the 3^’s

(6) Bra.Su.IV.4.19. Sankara adds iSt^qi^to and he has to

add the whole explanation, viz., “
«r w q!qi^?Ri?5*q«n;

q>^qgdii% mA
sjpq tjqjqSlBSN ^ Tt«nqf^ci

It will be seen from the above additions that it is only by iheir

help that <$a&kara finds out some of his important doctrines in

the Brahmasutra. Thus, the addition of ^1%: to qi^

in Bra. Sii. lY. 1. 14 helps him to interpret that Sfitra as dealing

with his distinction between liberation-in-tbis-life and liberation-

after-this-life (jivanmuJeti and videhamuJcti). His interpretati-

on of Bra. Su. IV. 4. 17 and IV. 4.19 as stating his idea of the

lordship of the liberated ) and that of the twofold Brahman

(

)

are also derived from the^words be has added to the

respective Sutras.

In a number of Sfitras, SaAkara divides the words in such a way

th'at each of the division serves as a sentence. This breaking up of a

Sfitra is quite unnatural and the interpretation based upon sifbh

33
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a construction of the words of a Sutra must be examined very

carefully before it is accepted. We give below a few illustra*

tions from Bra.Su.III.3. To these words, when separated

from their connection with other words, he makes unwarranted

additions with the help of which he makes out complete sente-

nces, as we have already noticed.

(1) Bra.Su.III.3.3. The Sutra runs as

I : I Sankara makes four out of the two

sentences of this Sutra. (inter-

pretation of t??r swfi jf

in the Sutra) wimiciiJlik I

{inw ^^?n^-Mu.Upa.III.2.10)

(2) Bra.Su.III.3.14 reads as aTi«nsii*r Sankara first

takes as one sentence and then he takes «n«nHnr. as

another sentence.^^

(3) Bra.Su.III.3.18. Sankara first interprets

srm?*r ^ i

And then he takes as w qfiu: (Ni*rN or

As a matter of fact should be taken as the for

the an^.

(4) Bra.Su.III.3.27.—emi^ ?r^w?ra[. i u«n » Sankara sepa-

rates from He takes ’3Nn^ as »w^ ^
%i fiwnw*TWif?§fr?f5sfN?isf 5n%atnft?r; N^»nwi?C5^(S?i|«s?nwrt

(6) Bra.Sri.iii.3.28.— I .^afikara explains 0»^:

as 5WIRI ( i. e., because of the impropriety of the human effort,

stated by SaAkara in his bhSsya ) RWr«Ki*tw«rt aw?drsffR ?rw

(

g

wswwiw > And in

order to explain the connection of this Sutra with the preceding

on«, SaAkara adds ai i

(62) Vida Noto (18) on the Sutra.
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(6) Bra.Su.ui.3.39 .—

^

“^^ra^ni^wr: l Sankara splits

up the Siitra as “ 8fW«HTi^:”. We believe,

“ ?f5r
” should be taken as one sentence. Moreover,

Sankara takes
‘

’ twice, though it occurs only once in

the Sutra.

(7) Bra.Sri.lII.3 42— atg: ?»n«rai'^gaT; ^
makes three sentences out of this ^3';

3<»piw««iik«rU«ni^ {
ajiik:

I
I i«Fsgjn%w^;

tRaijsrsnir f4»rq!N«Rg ^ gqa>*g^

anbsRlg^: ( and he quotes Cha.Upa.-

I.l.lO).

He does not construe " but he makes one sentence

out of ‘ ci<tik*
’ only.

(8) Bra.Su.IU.3.44.—^nr»ip5r^i'ni% g5<rgr?r^f^ I Sankara —
aura. (Tjggt ); U uwr l

I Thus, Sankara splits up the Sutra into three

sentences. He separates from ?n|[ i

The number of Sutras, similarly dealt with by Sankara in the

other Padas than in' the one discussed above (Bra.Su. IIL3), is

comparatively not great.

(1) Bra.Su.IIT.4.27.-WTg*n^?f:
wwn<r3

Saftkara-C^rf^ H r^^TRin. ] wiPla

WTWTfqg: ^ ] ; [ ^ *ri«if^5u R^qgug ]

;
r »i«nw

Here Sankara has separat-

ed fnjk: and which really means “Because the Injunction

about those tranquility, control of senses, etc., is subsidiary

to that (Injunction about Sacrifice, etc.,)”

(2) Bra.Su.III.4.42.— ww«awipsg. I Safikara-(«ift^

«inn4 Hsrt )
jihii8^w

(feBpg) «i5i«W3Li Sankara does not take
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together but makes out two sentences from these two

words.

(3) Bra.Su.III.4.43.-?«PW*i5f?TT^<%fl^ nh»n<^| Sankara

makes out one sentence out of €?wSFcn['^j%':, viz.,

4!*!^ another sentence out of

viz., ^ W*nf?l«!Preq ui^i:

aif^qiHRl.
; q^ is as good as a sentence because

Sankara takes it as ;

and, lastly, is interpreted as one more sentence. Here

Sanknra has given up the case in apposition of and

which made them only one sentence
;
and

he has separated U5?T: from while really both these

word make up only the illustration.

(4) Bra.Su.IV.1.14.— qihai Sankara does not

construe with qi% 3; but he makes two sentences by sepa-

rating the two words and adding a?W5qJTTW*n i^q: —an addi-

tion necessitated by Sankara’s construction of and qr^ 3.

(6) Bra.Su.IV.2.7. whi wigqi«q I Sankara separates

GiTRi wi|gqJBki< and wip^ of which latter he makes one

complete sentence, while really snqgqqjflFf, gives the limit of the

beginning and anTcf?q wigqN the limit of the end of the «*nHT 39511^

(6) Bra.Su.IV.2.8

—

Rei^t»qqqw^, I SaAkara separates

( taken with qfqfir«5^ understood )"aadsRK«qqqqifq while the

Sutra seems to mean that “ the is called

We believe, in most of the above cases the unjustified

splitting up of the words of the same Siitra has made it necessary

for Safikara to add several other words to the Sutra in order to

bring out a syense from it which, of course, is not intended by the
Sotrakfira. We have amply explained this kind of defect in

Sankara’s oomwentary in our Notes on the various Sfitrat

in Part I.
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Another class of defects is that of single words not interpreted

correctly by -^ailikara. There is a number of cases in which As

does not give the exact sense to a word or words of a We
would notice here only a few cases first from Bra.Su.III.3 :

—

(1) Bra.Su.III.3.1.— does not

interpret * gA ’ as all the Yedantas, but according to him ' gA '

means ** only those ( or all those ) in which the same ( e. g.,

etc. etc. ) is mentioned We have shown that

this modification of the sense of gA is not njeant by the

SutrakSra, who probably refers to “ gI

(2) Bra.Su.III.3.5. ‘gGG*fR' means “collection in one place” but

Sankara takes it to mean “ transference ” because he ezplains it

as aFGtn^GlGT i^SGIGlGSGGlt^i ggi^ GGG?!!! ggi%.

(3) Bra.Su.IIl.3.7. ggig is explained as SWG. G?t in TO»r(lGf?GGG. is

explained once as (1) and again (2) as a suffix of

illustration.

(4) Bra.Su.III.3.9. G is taken as S- g in its usual sense of ‘and’

would show that the Sntra gives one more argument while G
interpreted as i would mean that a Ptirvapaki^a argument is

refuted in the Sfitra.

(6)

Bra.Su.III.3.17. ^afikara interprets «PGG as the SFGG of

the GRiEG, though sfgg irnplies the relation between two and,

therefore it should mean the «FGG of the ggggt and

(6) Bra.Su.III.3.28. Sankara interprets ‘ in such a way

that really no (yption is given in the Shtra.

(7) Bra.Su.III.3.29. Gwn means “ q^isAGVGg-

«nrti-|^GG GG^GGGrO g}^; g I The real sense

of the expression is that Gfh (=Mok$a) is achieved in either way

or in both the ways.®®

(8) Bra.Su.III.3.31. «r^GG: is explained as ‘ GilGVr ' which

ultimately means a itGG that the g% applies to all GSGKiGis

invariably.

(6S) Vide Note (11) oq the Sutra.
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(9) Bra.Su.III.3.33» means restraint or confinement

( in one place ); Sankara by interpreting it as totally

changes the sense of the word.

(10) Bra.Su.lII.3.34.
‘

' means ‘so much’, ‘so large’,
‘ this much ‘ of this extent but .^afikara explains it as

. (11) Bra.Su.III.3.37.
‘

' should mean ‘ interchange ’ of

only or f^^s only; but .Sankara explains it as ftq;

Some examples of this part of -Sankara’s method of inter-

pretation can be given from Bra.Su.III.4 also :

—

(1) Bra.SuJII.4.11. ‘ like in Bra.Su.IIL4.26

should be a reference to some ^ruti ( Cha.Upa.VIII.6.6) but

^afikara explains it as “ 5RWlwit

(2) Bra.Su.III.4.18. means ‘reflection’ which is the same

as a mental act. But Sankara explains it as ‘a reference*.

(3) Bra.8u.III.3.21. should mean ‘receiving’ or accept-

ance’
;
but Sankara interprets it as “with reference to*'.

(4)

-Bra.Su.III.4.22. Sankara interpret NWf as 1^1% which seems

to us to be an unusual sense. We take it as ‘existence’ in which

sense the word occurs often in the Sutras.

(5) Bra.Su.III.4.24. Sankara interprets .as the

of the episodes with the f^«ns they teach due to the fact that the

episodes are aimed at and ^ We believe

tp^nw^llcan be the ofjtwo things of the same category only

and in this particular case it would be the of the two

Sciences (Kapdas) of the same Scripture, viz., the KarmakSp^a
and the Jnankapda of the Yeda.

. (6) Bra.Su.III.4.31. A comparison of the Sutras in which

the word ‘^* is used shows that in the Sutras the word means
only ‘the Sruti’. <^ankara seems to understand it in the sense o{

fjil and

(64) Vids Note 16 on the Sutra.
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(7) Bra. Sii.III.4.34.
‘

’ should mean two types of

i^rutis, as in Bra. Sti. III. 2. 11. .Sankara interprets it (under

Sutra III. 3. 84) as .^ruti and Smfti.w Thus, .Sankara assigns

no fixed sense to the word

(8) Bra.8u.IJI.4.34-37. .Sankara does not distinguish between

the meanings of and or sik, though here the SQtrakara

seems to distinguish between all these words and also (in

Bra. Su. III.4. 37). ^

(9) Bra.Su.III.4.38.‘i%^i9*Tt* should mean ‘special favour’. But
Sankara by making unwarranted addition abandons the proper

sense of altogether, .^afikaras(l) srguf: f^*n; and

(2) snsw^qfJr: f^?n*n: I

(10) Bra.Su.IIL4.42. would mean a subsidiary

existence ( of ofBcial or priestly duties ). But Sankara making

unwarranted additions takes the expression to mean
and

There are several similar cases in Bra.Su.IV also :

—

(1) Bra.Su.IV.1.14. .Sankara explains 3 as

(2) Bra.Su.IY.4.1. Sankara takes not as sirNfi^H, but as

snwsT.

• (3) Bra.Su,IV.1.17. is explained in most cases by

Saftkara as referring to the context of a text but in this ^ be

interprets it as (-sisna?n<w)

(4) Bra.Su.lV.4.18. cannot be ’IT the word can

mean an officer like and others.
'

(6) Bra.Su.IV.4.19. should mean ‘ continuation, ’ but

.Sankara explains it as ‘ existence.

'

It is likely that in some of the above cases tbe explanation

of Safikara may be interpreted as correct. It is also likely that

(66) Vide Note 34 on Bra.Sa.llI.3.34i

(66) Vide Note 84 on the SQtra.

0
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perhaps the Sutrakara did not distinguish between and cfl

or ^ and or that it is not possible now to find out any

suoh distinction even if it bad once been meant. But we be-

lieve that in most of the cases collected by us above and in our

Notes on the Sutras in Part I as well as in the case of the SQtras

not examined in that work, we must always try to know whether

the particular word is interpreted in its exact sense by a

commentator, before his explanation of a Sutra is accepted.

There are some Sutras for which or for a certain word or

words in which .Sankara offers two and sometimes even three

interpretations. We give here some examples from Sankara’s

commentary on Bra.Su.III :

—

(1) Bra.Su.lII.2.33. is interpreted both as a foot and as a

quarter.

(2) Bra.S6.III.2.34-36. Sankara says that each of these

Sutras is a reply to each of the last two arguments of the

opponent in Siitra III.2.31; thus, he interprets

(Sutra 34) in two different ways, one of which applies to the

refutation of and the other to that of

(3) Bra.SQ.III.3.16'-17. Each of these two Sutras is inter-

preted in two different ways. According to one interpretation,

the Sutras refer to Ai.Upa.l.l, while according to the other

they deal with Br.Upa.IV.3-4 and Cha.Upa.VI.2-6.

(4) Bra.Su.III.3.17. The word is interpreted in

three different ways.

(6)

Bra.Su.III.3.26. Sankara gives two interpretations (sw^-

(6) Bra.8u.III.3.28. in is explained by

Sankara in two different ways.

(7) Bra.Su.in.3.29. is explained (1) as qwn: and

(2) as “ attainment ”, e.g., in

(8)

,. Bra.Su.III.3.36 The illustration of qjiinin^is explained

in two different ways.
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Whoever tries to interpret the Brahmastitra would be in-

variably faced with the difficulty of fixing the sense of some of

the Sutras or of deciding the of certain Sutras. We
must admit our own inability to find oat the exact

referred to by certain Sutras (Bra.Su.IIL3.27, Bra.8u.IIL3.33,

Bra.Su.III.3.36, III.4.44). But to assert that certain Sutras

have two meanings, meaning thereby that they are composed

with the idea of refuting two different arguments of a Pflrvapaksa,

is not the same as admitting one’s interpretation as doubtful.

Except in the case of such Sutras, the above examples illustrate

the interpreter’s difficulties. It would be also seen that in a

passage of 20 Sutras (Bra.Su.III.3.16-35), Sankara is doubtful

about six cases. This position of -Sankara means nothing more

than the diffidence he had about his interpretation of this parti-

cular Pdda, viz., Bra.Su.III.3 only. And it corroborates our

opinion that the Acaryas did not possess a correct unbroken

tradition about the teaching of this Padat which seems to us to

be the mogt important portion of the Brabmasittra.

In certain Sutras as interpreted by Sankara, it seems, we have

to take some part of the Sutras as making no addition to the

sense of the Sutra obtained from the rest of it. Thus, .Sankara

seems to explain and in Bra.Su,III.4.8 almost

in the same way, so that one of the two expressions would be

redundant. In Bra.Su.IlI.4.4] .Sankara .seems to leave out

N^ni?tas superfluous. In Bra.Su.lV.1.3 .Sankara’s interpretation

(
^55i: ^ ) shows that

*
’ alone was

sufficient to convey the sense because
‘

’ njfers a .^ruti

which could be easily included in “ the .^rutis ” referred to by

Sankara interprets Bra.Su.lV.1.4 (h «:
) as

“
*f

wwiIjiri. I nil r I
” Thus,

'
*1 JTcft% ’ is refuted by

'
’ and therefore only one of the two

experessions would have been sufficient to convey the sense of

either. ' in Bra.Su.[V.1.7 is explained as gNfRl.

which makes Sutra IV. 1.8 ( ) redundant. •

34
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As distinguished from, the oases of the errors of a wrong division

of the words of a Siitra (See PP, 257-260 above), there are some oases

of a wrong construction of the words of a Sutra. In Bra.Su.III.

3.36, is not talien as connected with In Bra.Su.

III.4.27, ‘ RNiNg ’ must be construed a/^gr so that

'‘even one who is possessed of must perform the sacrifice,

etc”., would he the sense of the Sutra; hut .Sankara connects

with jt taken as under-

stood, and places
“ ” after usil% This totally

changes the force of ‘cl«Til%’. In Bra.Su.III.4.43 Sankara places

after though the Sutra gives the reverse order.

In Bra.Su. IV.1.1, arefti. should bo naturally taken with

but Sankara interprets it with

One of the more important defects to be noticed about

Sankara’s method of interpretation partains to his Purvapaksas

and Siddhantas in the several AdhikaraUas or Sutras, In a

number of cases the Purvapaksa as presented by Sankara seems

to he impossible or even absurd if we looh to the visayhvdkya.

Let us first examine the Purvapaksas and the Siddhantas of

.Sankara in his interpretation of Bra.Su.III.2.

(1) Bra.Su.III.2.11. | We have

shown that this Sutra would mean, h ^Rmsiq

( s:N% I But .^afikara interprets 1^ as

I Here the valid Siddhanta is that

Brahman is twofold ( having two aspects ). This correct

Siddhanta is represented- by Sankara as an absurd Purvapaksa

because Sankara makes an unwarranted addition after

(2) Bra.Su.III.2.19. | As we have shown,

this is a Siddhanta Sutra; but <^ankara has taken it as a Purva-

paksa Sutra.6® Moreover, according to ,<$ankara the Purvapaksa

(67)

c Vide Note (7) etc. on the Sutra.

(68) Vide Note (8) on Sutra III.2.20.
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in Bfa.Sii.III.2.19 is the same as in Bra. Sfu 11.3.60 { ^),

viz., how Brahman can have a reflection, and the reply in both

the AdhikaraUas is also the same. One may ask. Why this

repetition ?

(3) Bra.Su.III.2.22. Sankara says that the topic of the Sutra

is the meaning of
‘

’ in Br.Upa.II.3.6. We have shown

that this discussion of this .^riiti is not likely, because, as •Sankara

himself admits, that ^ruti itself (Br.Upa.ir.6.6) clearly explains

the expression
‘

(4) Bra.Su.III.2.26. According to Sankara the topic of dis-

cussion is whether the individual Soul and the Supreme Soul

are different. We believe, these Purvapaksa and Siddhanta are

out of place in the Context of the AdhikaraUa. Really, the topic

of discussion taken by Sankara here is fit for treatment n Bra.

Sfi.II.3, particularly in Bra.Su.II.3.28-32. We may add that

Sankara finds the discussion of the relation of the Jiva and

Faramatman in many a Sutra in the Brahmasiitra, but he finds

no Sutras about the same in Bra.Su.11.3 which (Pada) is special-

ly devoted to the treatment of the nature of the Soul.

(6) Bra./Su.III.2.31. Sankara is right when he says that here

the Opponent holds that there is a principle higher than the

Unmanifest discussed in the preceding AdhikaraUa; but he is

indeed wrong when he says that according to this Opponent

the Principle beyond the unmanifest Brahman is a non-Atman
(anTiW5l). We cannot imagine a system or an Opponent who would

have believed in .Atman and insisted that there was a material

principle beyond It.’®

Moreover, Sankara says that according to the Opponent

Brahman is declared to be a bridge, to be measured, to be

coming* into connection with the individual soul in the deep-

sleep state and to be different from the individual soul.

(69) Vide Note (17) on Bra.Su.III.2.22.

(70) Vide Note ( 6 ) on Bra.Su.III.2.31.
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According to Sankara, the Opponent bases his arguments on

.^rutis which have been already discussed in Bra.Su.Ll-3.

We have suggested that if these very Gratis were to be the

basis of the arguments of the Opponent in this place (in Bra.Su.-

III.2), then, why should not these objections have been raised

by him when these Srutia were discussed in Bra.Su.I.1-3 ? In

our opinion, the Pvirvapaksa emphasises the fact that the

Piirusa is higher than the Unmanifest and bases all its arguments

on the Srutis of the Katha Upanisad only.'^i

Again, Sankara explains in the Sutra to mean ultimately

the same as the or measure"^^, which is also separately

mentioned in the very Sutra (111.2.31).'^® We think that such

an explanation of makes one of the two arguments of

and superfluous.

(6) Bra.Su.III.2.32. According to Sankara the Opponent

argues that Brahman is called ‘bridge’ in several Srutis and that,

therefore, there must be a principle beyond Brahman, just as

' when we cross a bridge we reach a place beyond the bridge,

while the Siddhantin replies that ‘Brahman is not really a bridge,

but It is called a bridge on account of a common characteristic

between Brahman and a bridge ( We believe that no

Pvirvapaksa would have argued that Brahman was called ‘Bridge’

in the Srutis in any other sense than that of a mere comparison

or metaphor. 6'ankara’s Siddhanta makes the Purvapaksa look

absurd and childish.'^^

(7) Bra.Su.TII.2.34 and 36. Here according to -Sankara each

of these two Siifcras is an answer to two different arguments of

the Purvapaksa. We know that difierent Xcaryas interpret the

same Sutra to suit their different needs, but here we have a

(711 Vide Notes (8), (10) and (12) on Bra Su.III.2.31.

(72) Cf. S’silkara bJia^ya on Bra.SQ.III.2.31

—

ivovif

(73) «Vide Note (10) on the Sutra in Part I.

(74) Vide Note (17) on Bra.Su.III.2.32.
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peculiar case in which one and the same Xc5rya interprets the

same Sutra to meet two different objections of an Opponent

!

(8) Bra.SuJII.2.37. This Sutra establishes the omni-presence

of Brahman according to SankaraJ® SaAkara, however, is able

to give no adequate argument from the Opponent’s side to

explain the necessity of this important problem being required

to be discussed at this place in the Brahmasfitra after more than

half of the book is finished.

We will now discuss the propriety of the Purvapaksas given

by Sankara in his hhasya on Bra.Su,III.3.

(1) Bra.Su.III.3.6-10. According to Sankara, the Opponent

raises a discussion about the Prauia Vidya and the Udgitha

Vidyd and the Siddhantin answers the Opponent’s objections.

We have shown that in an Inquiry about Brahman both the

Purvapaksa and the Siddhanta about these Vidyds are out of

place. They are foreign to the very aim of the work. Moreover

Sankara (on Bra.Su.III.3.9) raises a Purvapaksa on the inter-

pretation of Cha.Upa.Ll.l. ' I ). We beg to

suggest that a reading of the Upanisad text would hardly justify

Sankara’s Purvapaksa that the of and is likely

to be interpreted as meaning arwi?? and as well as

As a matter of fact, Sankara himself shows that the

words of the Sruti are too clear to make such a Purvapaksa

possible. In fact, there is no absence of a word that would

decide the point in favour of any one of the above four possibi-

lities in the Sruti itself.

(2) Bra.Su.III.3.10. Though the knowledge of Sfoi as

may be helpful in it looks impossible that the

in Cha., Br., and Kau.Upani^ads are meant to teach meditation

on the of snot as help to Therefore, a Purvapaksa

(75) In oar opinion the Sutra is meant to prove the omnipresence of the

Unmanifest, beyond which the Opponent tries to postulate a higher principle in

Bra.6U.I11.2.31.
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based upon such a view is out of place in the Brahmasutra. The

meditation on the attributes of Brahman onl^T is in our opinion

taught in the Brahmasutra.

(3) Bra.Su.III.3.14-15. According to Sankara, the Purva-

paksa asserts that each succeeding member in the series of

senses, objects of sense, mind, etc., etc., upto the Purusa

is intended in the Katha Upanisad (III. 10-11) os

hehig higher than each preceding member wliile the Siddhauta

establishes that the higherness ( ) of the PiiruSa.alone is

desired to be taught by the Sruti. We believe that such a

Purvapaksa is absurd and therefore not likely to be raised

at all.

(4) Bra.Su.III.3.16. Sankara says that Ai.TJpa.I.l. is the

visayavdhya. According to him, the Opponent asserts that

Atman in “anwi is a e.g.,

the Prajapati or Brahman, and not Param5tman. We believe

that the Sruti is too clear to admit of a doubt giving rise to

such a Purvapaksa.

(4a) Bra.Su.III.3.16-17. Sankara gives another interpreta-

tion of these two Sutras. According to this interpretation, the

Opponent says that the topic of Br.Upa.IV.3.7-IV.4.25 is not

the same as that of Cha.Upa.VI.2-8, because the two

Gratis differ in their statements This excuse for

showing a Purvapaksa as possible must be contrasted with the

excuse for the possibility of a Purvapaksa given by Sankara in

his bhdsya on Bra.Su.III.3.6-8, where the Purvapaksa argues

that the passages teach the same vidyd because

there are many points of similarity in the two Srutis though

there are some points of dissimilarity as well

In Bra.Su.III.3.6-8, the Opponent bases his view

of of the two Srutis on Thus, once -Sankara makes

(76) Vide Note (16) on Bra.Su.III.3.14.
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the Opponent conclude because there is «n^nT^ and,

again, he makes another Opponent hold the view of

inspite of there being 8irRR*T3[, We believe, it is very danger^

ous to raise Purvapaksas on ^ery subtle or sharp distinctions,

since any Pfirvapaksa may be supported on such excuses because

it is then left to the Opponent to judge whether the dissimi-

larity between the two -^rutis is greater than the similarity.

Again, let us compare the excuse for the Purvapaksa of

Bra. Su.1 11.3. 16-17 (the second interpretation) with the same in

Bra.Su.III.3.10 according to Sankara. In the latter, he makes

the Opponent argue that,“jr/iOM^7i there are many points of

similarity between the .Srutis, the ^F^ii^Sprs are not to be added

where they do not occur.” Thus, “there is iiispiie of

aiiRis^^’’in Bra.Su.III.3.10, while there is because of

in Bra.SQ.III.3. 16-17. There is no definite rule for

raising a PCirvapaksa.

(5) Bra.Su.IIL3.18. After reading the (Br.Upa.VI.

1.14 and Cba.Upa.V.2.2.) one wonders why Sankara should have

raised the discussion of these Srutis being a of either

or ^1 in an Inquiry about Brahman. How can this

Purvavapaksa be a means to ?

(6) Bra.8u.III.3.l9. Here the topic is said to be or

harmony of sense of two passages in the same Branch of the

same Veda, viz., (<^atapatha BrahmaQa X) and Bp.Upa.

which forms the last portion of the saine Brahmai^a. Though
evidently both passages deal with the same topic just as both

the passages of the Yfijnavalkya-Maitreyisaihvfida in the Br.

Upa.II.4 and IV.6 do, the Purvapaksa is made by Safikara to

argue that the Yidya in the one Chapter must be taken as

different from the Vidya of the other Chapter of the .^atapatha

Brahma:^a because of 'iNw’lsiBir ‘Contingency of one of the "two

Chapters being tautologous or superficial’; and the Siddhfinta is
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represented by .^aAkara as replying that “there is no "itsiwWRW

because one Chapter lays down the Vidya and the other Chapter

the giinas of that Vidya” inspite of the fact that we find some

gunas in both the Chapters. We hold that here the SiddhSlnta

view is absurd because the Purvapaksa is equally absurd.

(7) Bra.Su.III.3.20-22. According to Sankara, these Sutras

discuss Br.Upa.V.6.1 and V.6.2 and the Purvapaksa is represented

as arguing that the V'panisad STf: of Br.Upa.V.6.1 and the

Upanisad aiS’i of Br.Upa. V.6.2 should be mutually added to

each other, while the Siddhanta establishes that the particular

TJpanisad in each case must remain only where it is stated,

because Br.Upa.V.6.1 is the Upanisad of pq: and

BT.Upa.V.5.2 that of We suggest that there is^no

possibility of a doubt of this nature being raised at all about

these passages, because it was very easy to see that the two

TJpanisads are stated with reference to the two different aspects

of the same principle. If we read the original text it

looks too absurd for an Opponent to argue that the two

TJpanisads belong to only or only

(8) Bra.Su.III.3.23. According to Sankara, the question here

is whether and which are N|l3’^s mentioned in the

Ra^iayaniya Khil a are to be added to the NSfi^s mentioned in

the Upanisads of the same Branch such as 5nfolr5qi^i
( Cha.Upa.-

III 14.3 ( Cha.Upa.VIII.1.1 ), ( Cha.Upa.lV.-

16.1 ), which all are swf^^ns

The Opponent holds that because all these are Ngll^is and

because and, are snjt3®»s though mentioned in the

Ehila and not in the Upanisads, and should be

added tq the attributes of Brahman given in (l^e Ngii^s of the

Upanisads. The Sutrakara, according to •Sankara, rejects the

Opponent’s view and argues that the imi^s of the Upanisads

contain such attributes of Brahman as belong to the ddhidaivika
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aspect of BrahmaD, while the Khila mentions sitoh attributes of

Brahman as belong to the ddJiycitmilca aspect ( of abodes ) of

Brahman.
^

In our opinion, the addition or collection ( upasafhhdra

)

of

the attributes of Brahman is meant for meditation on, or know*

ledge of, Brahman; and Sankara does not distingj^sh between

the aspects of Brahman from the sb&Qdpoint ol ddhydtmika or

Sdhidaivika attributes; rather he distinguishes only between

jneya and updsya aspects qt Brahman, there being no further

sub-aspects of either of these two aspects, such as may be

characterised by ddhidaivika or ddhydtmiha attributes. There-

fore, the argument that the attributes of the ddhidaivika aspect

of Brahman cannot be mixed with or collected along with those

of Its ddhydtmika aspect for the purpose of meditation is not

consistent with .Sankara’s own doctrine and that of the Sutra-

kS-ra as interpreted by ^aiikara or is at least foreign to the

doctrine usually taught by i^ankara. . In a further discussion,

^a&kara admits that eyen in the ChSndogya Upanisad passages,

as in the Khila, we have ddhidaivika attributes, but he says that

the group of attributes of the Upanifiad and that of

tl^e Khila are exclusive of each other ( We
believe, this is a very feeble defence of his position by i^aAkara.

Sankara’s other argument ( m ^ )

gives rise to as many sects of the Vedanta School as there are

of Brahman and strikes at the very root of the intention

of the Siitrakara, vie., to establish a VedS-nta DarSana on the

basis of all the accepted revealed texts ( I

Bra;Su.III.3.1 ).

As regards our interpretation of this Sutra, we have shown

that the B&rvapaksa arises because it insists On the unanimity

( ekavdkyatd

)

of the FGrvakaijida ( which includes the SaihhitS,

BrSthmaQa, Araqiyaka and Khila ) with the UttarakaH^a ( i. e.,

only the Upani^ads } in such a way that Bmhman becomes the

m '
'

.

'
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only goal of the entire Scripture. But the S^trakSra accepts the

authority , of only the Upani^ads or the UttarakSn^S' for his

Inquiry of Brahman and therefore drops even the attributes of

Brahman in case they are mentioned in the works of the

Purvaka^da.

(9) Bra.SQiil 1.3.24. Here the Ptirvapaksa is represented by

Saiikara as misunderstanding the genitive forms in

snNTl *r5wnsT:. He takes these forms as and

interprets the Sruti to mean that the is himself the

while actually they are an<l the -^ruti should be

interpreted as dealing with a jicr/ormed a l^lraiisigw. We
believe that the Pdrvapaksa could have very easily understood

the of the genitive forms, because the .^ruti mentions

the Xtman of the as the *R*nN the Sacrificer and this

clearly means that the -^ruti speaks of ti ^ performed by th^

The two genitive forms and do not at all

require to be esplained. *The Purvapaksa presented by •^aAkara

is an unlikely one.

(10) Bra.Su.lII.3.26. Sankara mentions a Purvapaksa arguing

that when the TJpanisad texts about rituals occur very near the

Upanisad texts about Brahmavidya, the rites of the former

should be collected (upasafhhriyeran) in the Brahmavidyt of the

latter, because the two texts are so near each other. In the light

of i^ahkara’s hhd§ya, this view of the Opponent amounts to

making rites part and parcel of Brahmavidyjl ( jfidna ). Karman

( rites ) can be help to jndna, but it is quite absurd to argue

that Kdrmah is part of jndna and should be mixed with jUdna,

when, as Sankara says, even the attributes of the two of

Brahman were npt allowed to be mixed together for the purpose

of the Higi^tation on Brahman. Here also, •Sankara’s Purva*

pak§a is too absurd to be likely.

(|l) Bra.Sh.III.3.26. ^ahkara points out that with regard

to a Brahmajfianin there are three types of Srutis: (1) One
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declares that the knower of Brahman abandons his good and bad

deeds which are then received by others; (2) another type of Srutis

does not mention his getting rid of them but only the reception;

of good and bad, deeds of the BrahmajMnin by others; (3) while

the third type asserts that the Brahmajiianin abandons his good

and bad deeds but says nothing about the same being received

by others. According to Sa&kara, the discussion here refers to

only the third type of Srutis and the Opponent who is said to be

curious (
I ) to know what happens of the good and bad deeds

of the BrabmajMnin after he has abandoned tliem according to

the texts with which he ( the Opponent ) is concerned, is made

to conclude that no receiving of the good and bad deeds of the

Jnanin should be taken as implied in the case of such Srutis as

mention only their being got rid o/by the knowpr of Brahman

The Opponent is made to give three argu-

ments for his conclusion:—viz., (1) No ‘receiving’ is stated

in these Srutis, (2) The other Srutis which mention ‘receiving’

refer to Vidyas other than the Brahmavidya, and (3) The

‘abandonment’ of good and bad deeds is an act done by the

Jnanin, while ‘their reception’ is an act to be done by others

than the JMniq and therefore the former cauuot imply the

latter, because the two are not invariably connected.

We believe, no Opponent will offer arguments like these be-

cause what is essential here is the abandonment and not

reception and because he will never believe that the

Sruti^mentioning both the abandonment and the reception, deal

with a person other than a Brahmajhanin since it. is very clear.

In fact, the SutrakSLra as we have shown^^ does not at all discuss

the question of the since it is not essential to his Inquiry

of Brahman.

The other interpretation of the Sutra given by .SafiUara ih.<

vqIvss a wrong explanation of ( shaking off, abandonment

)

(77) Vide Notes on Bni.SQ.iy.1.17.
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of the good and bad deeds of the Brahmajnanin, viz., or

( i. e., isasn^JPTsn^WN^). We suggest that

Sankara would have hardly found an Opponent interpreting

In the sense of ‘making the good and bad deeds temporarily

ineffective’. /

'

(12) Bfa.Su.IIL3.27-28. We wonder by what method of

interpretation the KauStaki Sruti about the abandonment of the

good and bad deeds of a Jnanin during bis bait at the Station*

the Eiver Viraja-on the DevayS.na be reconciled with the other

Sruti teaching their abandonment as taking place simultaneously

with the attainment of the knowledge of Brahman in this very

world. No Purvapaksa could have proposed to interpret the

KausitakI Sriiti in such a way that its literal sense whioh is so

clear would be totally given up. To us it appears that on such

a question of minor importance as this, vfhere the Srutis differ,

the Stitrakira gave complete independence to the followers of

the YedSnta School and, therefore, did not try to reconcile the

contradictory Srutis on these points, as he actually does with

regard to the essential Srutis in Bra.Su.II.

(13) Bra.Su.III.3.29“30 There is no invariable connection

between the abandonment of the good and bad deeds of a

knower of Brahman and the starting on the Devaydna, because

the abandonment may be followed in Sankara’s School by no

journey on the'Devayanaas is clear from .^aAkara’s interpretation

of Srutis like NW N Therefore, there

is no likelihood of a Pilrvapak$a of that nature. Sa&kara quotes

no Srnti to support his doubt.

Moreover, no Siddhanta believing in both the possibility and

the impossibility of the DevaySna imtnediately following the

abandonment is likely, because no option between and

is given to the Jfianin by^the Scripture, though, -of course, either

Nftt or is certain in his case.
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(14) Bra.Sii.III.3.31. That Sa&kara later on’® finds it nece-

ssary to amend the Siddbfiata established by him under this

Sfitra shows, in our opinion, the impossibility of both the

Ffiryapaksa and the Siddhinta discussed by him under this

Sfitra.

(16) Bra.8tj.IIL3.34. This seems to us to be a. case of an

absurd SiddhSnta, and, therefore, of an impossible Purvapak$a.

The Mui;i4a>ka Sruti in question distinctly refers to Paramatman

and the soul in transmigration while the Eatha Sruti deals with

Paramatman and the released soul ( Gf. Tai. Upa.II.l). But

S'afikara takes both the S'rutis as dealing with Paramfitmau

and the soul in bondage and then he thinks that a Purvapak$a

can be raised about.these two S'rutis, which will argue that the

Vidyas taught in these S'rutis are different, though really they

teach the same Vidya.. Such a Purvapaksa is not at all likely

to have appeared, since the Eatha S'ruti distinctly mentions

the enjoyment oF® the Supreme Soul and the released soul and,

thus, its topic is easily distinguished from that of the MuU^^ka

^ruti.

(16) Bra.Su.iri.3.36-86. The agreement between the BF-Upa.

III.4.1 and 111.6,1 is so clear and so complete that we do not

believe, any opposition would have been raised on the ground of

in the S'ruti.

(17) Bra.Sit 111,3.38. The two passages BF.ITpa.V.4.1 and V.6.2

are clftsely connected and also BF.Upa.V.6.1 mentions the miya

Brahman which is mentioned in •BF.TJpa.'V.4.1 and V.6.2, We,
therefore, believe that no Pfirvapak$a interpreting these sections

of the BF.Upa. as teaching different Vidyas is at all likely. The

argument which S'aftkara makes the Opponent put forward is

not at all likely because iY is easy io &eethvti the

m of the while *^ ' is the m of an mjK (a part)

178) ViSe.'his on

(79) Vide Bra.SQJ[Y.4.21 for the enjoyment.
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of that VidyS. Moreover, in his bhasya on Bra.8u.III.3.2Ch22

S'aAkara takes it granted that By.Upa.V.6 disensses the same
as in V. 4; therefore also the topic of Bra.du.lII.3.38 seems

to be not likely to be discussed here.

(18) Bra.Su.III.3.39. ^'a&kara says that Cha.Upa.VIII.l.

l-Vin.1.6 and Br.Upa.IV.4.22 are discussed here. According to

him the Opponent wants to know whether these two texts teach

the same VidyS or not; or, rather, the Opponent argues that

they do not teach the same Vidyl while the Siddhantin establi-

shes that they teach the same Vidya. But S'aAkara's remarks

at the end of his hhdsya on the Sutra show that the Slddhahta

agrees with the Opponent that the two passages do not teach also

the same Vidya, How can a Parvapak§a with which the

'

SiddhSnta fully agrees, be taken as a likely Porvapaksa ?

(19) Br^.SQ.ni.3.40-41. A gfhastJia must perform in

his household sacred fires; but only one who takes his meal and

does not fast can be obliged by the Scripture to perform what is

called 5H»TriN^?T.‘ S'afikara, however, makes the Opponent argue

that even if a is to fast, he must perform even with

whatever drink he may take.^. He makes the Opponent depend

upon the JdbSla S'ruti. We believe, the Porvapaksa view is

quite absurd here and the Opponent would never resort to the

Jabdla S'ruti which is very clear inasmuch as it is clearly meant

for one who eats and does not fast. So, the conclusion (

^ ) is a superfluous one, not being at all

doubted by any reasonable Opponent. '

(20) Bra.Su.IlI.3.42. We hold that the vi§ayavakya ( Oha.

Upa.I.l.l.-I1.10) is so clear that nobody would doubt the efficacy

of done with the knowledge of the my'siiio meaning of the

rite ( ) and the greater efficacy of "S^s done with the

same and therefore, it is not likely that there wouldbe any

«n. on » lil.3.40.
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Opponent arguing that these ^*ts or i^fs about ’bW are

PlW or obligatory (not or w=!r). The StitrakSLra himself does

not think such a.discussion of the obligatory or voluntary nature

of the secret sense.of the rites to be at all necessary in his book,

though undoubtedly he takes it granted that the passage (Obil.

Upa.I.1.10) is ^eaily understood by every body to mean that

whatever rites or even others which may be

called or ?TWI, i. e., ‘voluntary* ) are done by argssmf^ the

mystical explanation, produce better lesult, viz., they work for

the attainment of the Moksa for which the knowledge of

Brahman is the chief means. ^ If, as <^ahkara himself remarks

the anthers of the Kalpashtras do not care to discuss these

about the rites in their books, why should the Sdtrakara

or his Opponent who is mainly concerned wit4, the Brahma-

vidya, unlike Jaimini who cared for Karman, raise a question

about these, knowing that the do not mean the Bm*
^mavi^yaat all ?

(21) Bra.Su.III.3.43. According to <^ahkara, this Sutra deals

with Br.Upa.L6.21 and Cha.XJpa.IV.3 l-r2, which mention (1)

8M1W srm: and (2) *113: ^19 The Opponent

ia represented by -Sankara as arguing that Y§yu and Pr&^a must
be understood* as identical because the two are essentially one

element . We take this Purvapak^a as unlikely because (1) from

the two Upanisadic passages in question it is quite clear that the

Yayu and the Pr&Ha are not to be taken as identical so far as

the meditation on them and their angas, four in each case, are

concerned and because (2^ the argument of the identity of the

element’ would ultimately obliterate the distinction

made so often throughout our philosophical texts between .the

ST'mNT and aspects of the elements (Ttv^s'. Moreover, t^ankara

is not able to establish a correct Siddh^ta by a correct and

(81) Sutra IV.1.18 and 111.4.4,10.

(82) 89 9gsnonfPI»?I«4l
I

I S'*. on the Sutra. See Bra.Su.II.4.
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clear interpretation of and and this fact itself iSj

in our Opinion, a proof that the Opponent here does not arguO id

the way he is assumed to have done by Saiikara.

(22) Bra.Su.III.3 44—62. Here is a very important group of

Sutras as we shown in our Notes in Part I. Sankara, however,

takes these nine Sutras as dealing with a question whether

the 86,000 fires mentioned in the AgniraJiasya text of the

^atapatha BTdhmana are subsidiary to the rites or

are of the nature of a Vidya i, e., independent of

the ritual. The Opponent holds that they are

and Safikara establishes the Siddhanta that they are

being not connected with ^4^ as subsidiary to the latter.

Sankara depends upon the words and other arguments

based upon the text. We believe, : cannot mean that

the fires are not subsidiary to . We beg to suggest that

here the Opponent seebas to be right if we examine the entire

Agnirahasya passage which forms the visayavdkya. For this

very reason, -Sankara seems to us to be mistaken in presenting

the Furvapak^a here, because here the Siitrakfira does not regard

the arguments of the Opponent as incorrect and hence does

not refute them, though he rejects the view of the Opponent.

(23) Bra.Su.II1.3.56->66. Saiikara makes the Opponent argue

that the mystical interpretations of the TJdgUha

and other rites in Sskh^ of the Veda, are different from

those in all others <^§khfis, because the accent, etc., of the texts

of the Udgitha and other rites are different in all .^SkbSs. 88 "W’e

think, this is a lame excuse for a Purvapak§a to differ from the

Siddhanta and, therefore, not a probable Pfirvapakfa at all.

.^afikara in his hhS^ya on Bra.Su.III.3.66 does not even care to

reply to this absurd argument of the Opponent.

(21) Bra.Su.III.3.67. Cha. Upa.V.ll.l-V.18. 2 ) is

the visayavdkya according to Sankara. Here .^afikara make the

S^aikarVs on
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%

Opponent argue in favour of a view for which each of the six

pupils has been severely rebjuked by A^vapati Kaikeya, viz., the

view that |r, (n^, etc., are, each of them taken singly, the

whole of the Yai^vSnara Xtman and not one a/flga of that

Itman. ( .^ahkara calls this view the doctrine of ). We
believe that Sankara would have found no student of Vedanta

to represent the Pdrvapaksa, because it is the very view for

continuing the belief in which Aivapati pronounces a severe

punishment.

The probable Purvapaksa would be either in which

each one of eto., is understood to be only one part of

the Vai^vSnara Xtman or in which the Vai^vSnara

Xtman with all its parts is believed .to be the only object of

meditation. The SiddhSntin, in reply to either of the two

Pitrvapaksas would be lying down that “the more the number of

the parts of the Vai^vSnara Xtman, the higher the efiOibacy of

the meditation itself”.

In any case, to make a Purvapaksa represent a doctrine which

is the very subject of criticism in a particular Sruti is to discuss

an impossible or absurd opposition.

(25) Bra.Su.III.3.68. We believe that what Sahkara gives

here as the Purvapaksa view ( 3«i3ncl-

) is the natural and necessary corollary of

the doctrine of Bra.Su.III.3.1 and this corollary 4s actually

taught by the SutrakSra in Sutra III.3.6
(

9111% w ). The SutrakSra himself has taken the trouble to

eolleot the atfoibutes of the two aspects of Brahman, viz:,

and 9*199, in Bra.Sii.I.1-3 and in Bra.Sii.III.3.11 and ni.3.37'39

he has himself revealed his scheme of Bra.Sd.I.1-3 ( See our

Notes in Part I ). The fact that the Sdtrakdra makes on

DarSana or Philosophical School out of all the authentic Upa-

ni^ads is ^self enough to prove that according to him the same

J^hman (n.) is taught in all the •^SkhSs of all the Vedas*and

a».-
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is to be meditated upon as such and this meditation would be

practically carried out only by collecting all the attributes of

Brahman from the different Upani^ads of aJl the Vedas. So SaAr

kara’s Furvapak^a here is rather the Siddhauta of the Stitrakara.

Sankara’s SiddhSnta would mean that no central system would

be evolved out of a union of all the Upanisadic sects which

would for all practical purposes remain disunited. His argument

for this Siddhanta that the word (^) is different in all the

Upanisadic texts is also very weak. He says that the expressions

‘I?’, ‘fl ^ have each of them a quite different

meaning. “ The Opponent ” here is quite correct in pointing

out that these expressions differ only in word, but not in sense

( ). His 'Siddhantin’s

reply to this view ( ) is

too weaJt to be accepted by anybody except a dualist or a

pluralist. It is due to this absurdity underlying both his Purva-

paksa and Siddhanta that Sankara is led to a further conclusion

that this Sutra (Bra.Su.III.3.68) should be regarded«as mention-

ing a rule which ought to have been mentioned at the very

beginning of the Pada (Bra.Su.IIL3) i. e. before Bra.Su.III.3.1

(26) Bra.Su.III.3.59. Sankara has established in his bhd§ya

on B:ra.Su.III,3.68 that all the Upanisadic texts teach -different

^s-and that therefore there should be no collection of all the

attributes of Brahman from all these texts.

Sankara’s interpretation of Bra.Su.III.3.69 is such that he

seems to reopen the topic settled and decided already in the

previous Sutra. Moreover, the Purvapak^a is here made to

argue that from among all the various vidyds which all have a

common aim, viz., the realization of God, the meditator may.

have i. e., complete independence of choice between

that of resorting to many vidy^ (i. e.’ at one and the |^'e

time* And that of selecting only according to his ^sire and

resorting to only that one. The Siddhantin then replies that!
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the if resorted to would be a cause of disturbance in the

iuind ( ) and finally an obstacle to the realization of

Brahman, the very aim; and that, therefore, only one out of

so many should be selected by a meditator. After the decision

arrived at in Bra.Su.IIl.3.58 the Opponent’s arguments for

and the Siddhfintin’s reply -of seem to us to be

not convincing at all.

The following Piirvapaksa and Siddhinta views from Safikara’s

commentary on Bra.Su.III.4 deserve to be examined before

they are accepted as probable :

—

(1) Bra.Su.III.4.1-17. Here the Purvapak§a of Jaimini

( Bra.Su.III.4.2 ) as presented by the Sutrakfira is that the

knowledge ( of Brahman ) is subsidiary to the, sacrifice and,

therefore, the reward of knowledge is called ‘the Aim of the

human life’ in a secondary sense. But Sankara represents the

Purvapaksa argument in this Bfitra to be that the individual

soul is subsidiary (^) to the sacrifice in so far as he is the agent.^

Moreover, the Siddhinta of BSdarfiya^a seems to us to be that

the knowledge is not subsidiary to the sacrifice and therefore the

Aim of the human life is primarily achieved by means of the

knowledge of Brahman. But Safikara represents the Siddhfinta

to be that the knowledge (Vidyd) alone is the means of attaining

Brahman®®. Here Safikara seems to us to overlook the possibility,

and, as far as we can interpret the Sutra, the fact, that Badarfiya^a

regards the knowledge o.f Brahman as the means of Liberation,

but he at the same time, regards certain actions, , viz., the

actions of the Sacrifice, religfous gifts and penance (Br.Upa.

IV.4.22, Bra.Su.III.4.26-27) and the duties of th^ orders of life

(Bra.Sfi.JIL4.32) as helps to that knowledge (Bra.8u.IIL4.33,

III.4.34. Vide our interpretation of these SCitras). As there is

*
(84) sTRiR: is S'aAkara's explanation of tvsn^C^in Bra Su.III.4.2.

(86) Of. (a) ffil: wrai: f5|«n*rr: S'a.bhS. on Bra.SQ.ni.4.1

(b) ^rat—^bbS. on Bra.Sfl.III.4.8.
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no word (in SQtra IIIAl) suggesting that the Yidya alone Is the

means to Liberation, we believe, Sankara is not right in adding

such a word, viz., (%^), in his inter pretation. Thus, Sa&kara

seems to us to have presented correctly neither the Purvapak?a

nor the Siddhanta in Bra.Su.IIL4.1-17.

(2) Bra.Sh.III.44l8-20. Saiikara takes these Sutras as giving

Ja(mini’s Furyapaksa about the orders oflife (snwNs), other than

that of the house-holder, being only referred to in the Srutis in

question, but not laid down, therein. We have suggested else-

where in this book that it is not likely that a Purvapaksa about

the orders with no reference to their connection with the knowledge

of Brahman is found in the Brabmasutra. Here we only wish to

point out that while SaAkara represents Jaimini as offering a

Purvapaksa on the point, he makes him forget or neglect, for

the time being, an important Sruti, viz., the JilbsHa Sruti,^^ the

recollection of which would never have made him take up a

view against the Sfitrakelra. As Safikara himself regards the

jftbala Sruti as taken to be one of the authoritative revealed

texts (Sa.bhslsya on Bra*6ri.iy.l.l), we believe that the Purva-

paksa presumed by him in these Sutras is not at all a likely one.

(3) Bra.Su.III.4.21-22. Here, again, SaAkara thinks that the

discussion is about some parts of the Sacrifice ( ), which

we do not think to be possible in a book on the Inquiry about

Brahman, unless the parts of the Sacrifice be such as are

indirectly connected with Brahman (Oba.Upa.I.11.4-5, Bra.Su.-

III.S.32).^ Moreover, it may be added here that there is no

possibility of a Purvapaksa holding that these Srutis mention

stuti ^mere praise' of the and the other parts of the

sacrifice, because the word in Ghfi.IJpa.I.1.1 is very

clear about the meaning of the Sruti, viz., that the meditation

on the Udgitha is the ver^ teaching of the text and not ^mere^

(86), Of.

INk rfit S^l. on Bra.SO.lII.4.18*'
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praise* The Ftirvapakfa isTepresented by Sa^ikara as basing

its arguments upon a comparison of the Ob4Upa. text with a

Sruti ^probably a BrlLhma^a text). We must admit that we do

not think ourselves fully competent to discuss the correctness

of an argument advanced on the basis of some illustrations given

from the Mimansil; yet we may be allowed to record our opinion

that a comparison of the two texts (the Gba.Upa. and the

BrahmaQa) in question shows that the absence of in ' the

Brahmalia text is quite easily noticeable.

(4) Bra.Su.IIL4.26-27. •^ailkara finds that the Siddb&nba

established in Sutra 26 as interpreted by him is in confiiot with

the same as established in Sutra 26. He finds out a -solution of

this conflict between the two Siddbantas by distinguishing

between the rise of the knowledge and the achievement of the

Fruit of the.knowledge. ^ Though Sankara may be right in

ma'king this distinction in his own system, we beg to state that

the Sutras in question do not seem to us to contain the slightest

suggestion for this distinction. The real cause of the clear

confict ' between the two Siddhantas lies in the Purvapaksa

imagined by ^^ankara, viz., the knowledge of Brahman requires

absolutely no help in the form of the preformance of the duties

of the orders of life.
•

(6) Bra.Su.III.4.28-31. According to .^afikara, SGtra' 28

discusses the question whether mjimNseps is laid down as a

or as a We do believe that this AdhikaraVa discusses

the question of a seeker of the knowledge of Brahman being

allowed to eat all food or food of all persons («Ek). But according
to "^afikara, the Opponent argues that '‘because the seeker seeks

the knowledge of Brahman or has got the knowledge of the

particular Ejpa form of Brahman, he need not observe “the rule

of food allowed and prohibited” (^wprwmw). We doubt, if

(87) !!f wiwwfijSr ftsn
: I e?«mf %

srfir i—
B».8a.III.4.20,
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any genuine seeker of the knowledge of, or any real knower of

Brahman would ever hold such a view about the ethics and

morality of the Vedanta School, as the Ftirvapak^a is here suppos-

ed by ^aiikara to do. ^a&kara’s reference to the Vidyd of

Vdmadeva (Oha.Upa.II.13.2) does not seem to us to be satiS^

factory. Looking to the context we-believe that the real reason

(Is) of the Opponent for his conclusion of Wwgufcf was that he took

fhe acquisition of the control of mind (wt), control of senses

etc. ” (Sutra III.4.27) to be a qualification which was sufficient to

give to the seeker of Liberation an exemption from the Scriptural

rule of food allowed and prohibited. Thus, the hetu of the

Purvapak^a according to Sankara in Sfitra 1II.4. 28 seems to be

an impossible one.

(6) Bra.SuJII.4.32. VTe wonder, if ever a house-holder in

Hinduism dare ask or deny that he should perform the obligatory

T duties even though he may not sedk the Vidya of

" Brahman. For this simple reason, the Pfirvapaksa presented

by Safikara seems to us to be impossible. Moreover, though the

present writer does not feel fully competent to discuss the

illustration of the rite other than the obligatory simil? from the

text of the Ku^dapayins given by Safikara, he is inclined to doubt

how a Purvapak^a be found, who would think that the srlitliir

which being an snuii is recommended by the Sutrakara as a

help to the Yidyd is in nature something else than the usml

obligatory The very fact that it is the proves

that it is nothing else but the usual obligatory rite.

Thusy <$ankara’s doubt in his commentary on Bra.Su.III.4.34

seems to be an impossible one.

(7) Bra.SQ.III.4.36-39. SaAkara’s Pflrvapaksa view here is

based upon the fact that the duties which the ButrakSra regards

as help to the knowledge of Brahman in the achievement of the

goal of liberation, are regarded by him as oply he., as

means to knowledge distinguished from the fruit of that

knowledge ( liberation ). Tl^us, his Purvapak^a here is made to
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look possible if we accept his own distinction between fiwn#
and and- not upon tb^ statement in any of the Sutras.

(8) '^Bra.Sii.III.4.4Q. Here the FCirvapaksa is reasonable while

the Siddhinta seems to us to be absurd. Tlie Furvapaksa holds

that one who has reached any stage of the celibates (3?5^?Rr) viz.,

the stage of a religious student, the stage of a hermit or the

stage of an ascetic, is liable to suffer ‘a moral fail’. But the

SiddhSnta is made to assert that there is no possibility of a

moral fall of^an This SiddhSnta is impossible, as can be

easily seen even from Safikara’s interpretation of Bra.Su.III.4.

41-42.

(9) Bra.Su.III.4.41-43. Here Sankara makes an Opponent
quote a text in which only an ordinary celibate, i. e., an ordinary

religious student is mentioned, while he is represented as arguing

that a life-long religious student who breaks his vow of celibacy

cannot wash off his sin by performing an atonement. This

Opponent also refutes the view of Jaimini about the

possibility of an atonement in Jai.8u.VI.8.21, even, though this

passage mentions only an ordinary Brabmac^rin and not a lifew

long one. The only text that really lends support to this

Opponent is a Smpti. While establishing the Siddhanta, it is

stated by SaAkara that the SiddhSnta is the view of only some
teachers; so that this Siddhanta is not a complete denial of the

Furvapaksa, as is usually the case. Moreover, the Opponent
discusses the case of a life-long celibate who violates his vow
by intercourse with any woman, while the Siddh3.nta expresses,

his, opinion only with reference to a life-long celibate whose sin

consists of an intercourse with any woman other than the

teacher’s wife. Lastly, Stitra 43 is interpreted to mean that

the ShtrakSra would inflict the same jpunishmenty viz., excommu-.

nication, indifferent of the fact whether the violation of the vow
of celibacy ( of the three orders of life ) is considered to be ‘a

great sin* ( for which no atonement is possible ) «or *a

secondary sin’ which admits of the possibility of an
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atonement). All this seems to ns to prove that the Opponent

here holds a view which cannot be refuted and that therefore he

is not a likQl;f Opponent. For our interpretation see Fart 1.

(10) Bra.Svi.III.4.44-46. Though the Scriptures always

state that the priests are to be selected and employed by one

who is to perform a sacrifice, the Opponent here is said to be

one who holds that the saorificer rmis^ himself perform certain

meditations which are parts of the sacrifice. The SiddhcLntin

easily draws the attention of the Opponent to the fact that

priests are employed on the promise of a payment of fee for the

entire sacrifice. We believe, this topic cannot find a place in

the Brahmasutra, unless it is shown that it has some connect-

ion with the knowledge of Brahman and with the seeker of

that knowledge. Moreover, the Opponent here is represented

to be ignorant of even the primary knowledge of the Bitualiam.

(11) Bra.Sfl.III.4. 47—49. Here the simple word which

usually means a sage, who is an ascetic, is interpreted in the

unusual sense of ‘perfect knowledge (ithtR^r)’ by SaAkara’s

Opponent. Then, he is told by the SiddhSntin that if one has

knowledge he is sure to get, in due course, perfection in that

knowledge; and such being the case he is asked by the Siddhfint*

in, “Why should there be an Injunction for the perfect know
ledge as distinguished from the Injunction for knowledge ?**

The Opponent is at this stage made to argue that this special

Injunction for perfect knowledge of which he is a staunch

upholder is meant for a seeker in whose case the perception of

duality is so strong that bis knowledge is never able to become

perfect knowledge.®® We doubt, if the knowledge which is not

likely of its own accord to become perfect in due course would

ever become so by reason of Injunction.

on Bia. so. m. 4,. 47. -
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In Bra.SuJII.4.48-49, the Opponent who provisionally

admits the order of renunciation is made to argue that the •^ruti

has great regard for the order of a householder because the Cba.

Upa. closes its topic with the mention ol the householder’s

stage of life (Cht. tJpa VIII. 15. 1). The Siddhantin, according

to i^afikara’s interpretation replies that the householder’s stage

is the'one.in which a man is asked to do many duties which are

full of great trouble and so be forms the concluding topic Of the

famohs Vedanta text. We fail to see the significance of this

discussion so far as the Opponent’s view of a special Injunction

is concerned. Moreover* oafikara’s interpretation of Sutra 49,

involves an unusual or rather absurd meaning of

(12) Bra. Six. IIL4.50. •Sankara interprets, the Sutra as discu-

ssing the meaning of in Br.Upa. III.6.1. Here the Opponent

is made to hold the view* that the seeker of the knowledge

of Brahman is asked by the •S'ruti to behave like' a child, i. e.^

to move, to speak, and to eat at his own whim and to give

out urine and excrement in the very place where he feels the

nature’s call. The Opponent holds this view as against the

view that should be interpreted to mean that a seeker of

Brahman should have purity of mind, should be devoid of fraud,

pride, etc., and should avoid those things which .a man whose

senses are fully developed would do (srsn^i^I^). This is

rather a very strange view about the hygieue of the Vedanta, just

as the PurvapakSa view in Sutra III. 4. 28 was a strange one

about the morality of the Vedanta.

(13) Bm.Su.lII,4.51. Here the Opponent, who must be taken

as the believer in the doctrine of the cycle of births and

rebirths, is made to argue that the achievement of the knowledge

of Brahman which one seeks must in dll cases take place in this

very birth of the seeker, and the SiddhSntin is made to hold

that it is only in a few cases in which there is nothing to impede

S'S. bha. on Bra. Su; III. 4. 49- t

37
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the operation of the means of the knowledge which the seeker

pursues in this world. One of the arguments of the Opponent

is that no seeker of the knowledge starts with the aim of achiev-

ing the knowledge in the next birth and the Siddhantin is made
to reply that it is not always so because a seeker should have

freedom about his aim of achieving the knowledge in this life or

in the next. We believe that the aim of the attainment of the

Vi'dySi in the duration of a single life in the case of all seehers is

not a likely FGrvapakfa^

We may conclude by saying that we may not be correct in all

the examples given by us to illustrate these “defects,” as we
have called them, of Sankara, and that we may not have our-

selves escaped from committing similar mistakes. But, inspite

nf such a
,
possibility, our general conclusions about these

blemishes will be found to be valid and that is why we have

devoted one dtiapter to the subject of the method of interpreta-

tion of Safikara. Moreover, Saftkara, as an Xcarya, enjoyed the

latitude allowed to philosophical systematisation.^ In any

case, we do not hold that the Upanisads do not allow themselves

to be systematised, because we do bold that underlying all the

principal Upanisads there is the chief doctrine of Advaita; and

so if an Acdrya attempts the task, we do not think, it would be

impossible for him to accomplish the same fairly and honestly.

This of course does not mean that he would not commit
mistakes like -those discussed in this Chapter. But a modern

scholar may avoid some of these mistakes if he carefully 'applies

the modern critical method to the Sutras while interpreting

them, as we shall see in the next chapter.

(90) About the extent of this 'latitude vide E. 0. Bhattaobaryya, Studies in

Vedantism. PP. VI-VIII.



Chaptbb 11.

METHOD OF INTERPRETATION :

SOME SUGGESTIONS.

The necessity to make some definite rules regarding • the

method of interpretation of our S*riptare was at the bottom of

the origin of the Jaiminisutra and has been felt by every

commentator. Sahara’s words ^ on this question at the very

beginning of his commentary on the Jaiminisfttra are indeed

inspired by the realization of the same necessity. Thibaut

while admiring the clearness and conciseness of other darsana

sHiras complains that Altogether different is the case of the two

MimiLnsasCitras. There scarcely one single Sfitra is intelligible

without a commentary because the most essential words are

habitually dispensed with and the phrasiology is so eminently

vague and obscure.” In these words of the great pioneer of the

critical study of the Brahmasutra in modern age we find him

registering his protest against the method of interpretation

followed by the commentators rather than a protest against the

attthor or authors of the Sfitras themselves. Professor Strauss

calls the method of the Sutrakara and <^ankara “system-making

orthodx” in contrast to the modern “historicocritical method”.

He adds that the old method is st/stem-makmg because it works

with the conception of the unanimity of the Scripture and

orthodox, because, it on the one hand pertains to the cultural

f?R«rr i

S’abara’s Inl)r(^aotion to his bhafya on JTai.SQ.I.l.l.

(la). Badhakrishnan also holds the view that the SQtra of BSda|3ya9a

reflects the indecision and vagoeness of the Upanifads* Vide

his Indian Philosophy, VoLII, P.444.
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need which we can know only from the commentaries of <^iiiikar>i

and EamSnnja and, on the other hand, beoanse it strictly follows

the principles of the Purvamirnansa, Professor Q-hate enume*

rates some of the great difficulties which are sure to stand in the

way of any efiurt to reoonstrqct the original sense of the Sutras.^

J3e also makes the suggestion that wo should apply to the

Sutra the critical method as distinguished from the traditional

method applied by several commentators.
* /

Professor Gbate explains the ovitical method as a method which

presupposes an attitude of absolute impartiality, considering the

work by itself without a leaning to any one particular doctrinp.

He says that the essentials of this method are given in the

following verse, which is quoted in the Sarvadarsanasaiiigraha

and ascribed to the Byhatsaihhita :

—

g:q^tqfR[m?twn^irs'j^cn

I

f«ijr ii

We may say that partly it is this method which Thibaut, Mr.

Teliwala and Professor Ghate have applied to the Brahmasutra

in their enquiries. But, as Professor Ghate admits, the com*

mentators also knew this method and claimed to have used it

themselves. In fact, the method pursued by all of them con-

sists in ( t) interpreting each Adhikara^a hy itself^ (2) consider-

ing what other Ucciryas or interpreters of the Sutras have said

on that AdhikaraQa and (3) examining whether the •^ruti quoted

under a particular Sdtra by an Acdrya has the same sense when

interpreted in the light of the context in the Upanifad from

which it is quoted. -

( 2 ) These difficulties are (1) the very ooooise nature of SQtra literature

in general, in which many words have to be supplied from the context,

. (2) the difficulty to decide which SStras contain the !PQrviv>ak?a and

which the SiddhSnta, (8) No division into AdhikaxppaB unanimously

accepted has come down to 0% (4) there is no padayStha handed down

by an authoritative tradition,. (6) the fact that the XJpanifi^ passages

* under discussion are not actually mentioned, in the Butras. Vide

Fe^tento.byif: S. Qhalie, PP. 44-49,
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We neitiher deny nor do we beUttle the utility of the above

line of argument adopted for arriving at the exact sense of the

Sutrae, because this task is to difficult to allow us to disregard

any help that we may get from eiuy source. But looking to thev

fact that the same method is used by the ancient Xc^ryas and

modern scholars with quite contradictory conclusions, we feel

that the method is not sufficient for the achievement of

its aim.

““We do not believe that the Sutras were meant to be ‘omnifac-

ed’ in the sense of being capable oi being interpreted in various

senses ad Uhitum.s It is never possible that the Sutrakara

should have more than one 'system in his mind. The Sutras are

not written in the style of works like, the B^ghavapt^davlyam

so that they may be' interpreted in favour of both the Kevaldd-

vaita of Sankara and the Dvaita of Madhva. Also we hold that

the Sutrakara bad a definite division of Adbikara^as, though it

has not been preserved in course of time. We believe that when

the Sutras were originally composed, they were never' vague and

that therefore they did not then require the help of *‘a volumin-

ous commentary” for being understood.

In order to get at this original sense of the Sutras we should

not proceed by asking ourselves, ‘-How far .^afikara truly

represents the view of the author of the Brahmasfitra ? ” Nor

should it be from the very start our object to see which, if

any, of so many interpretations, has faithfully represented the

natural and straightforward meaning of the original. Nor, even

should we begin our work by putting before us the question,

*‘How far does the author of the Brabmasutra represent correot-

(8) Gbate refers to the words in the famous definition of a

Sfitra:— -

w ft| : tt

Pr. Belvalkar explains as “haviag a universal apppUoatioa". We
agree with biiQ.
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ly the views of the chief Upanisads ? ” We think, the solution

of these and similar questions can be satisfactorily had only at

a later stage. We should take up such questions only after

fixing the sense of the Brahmasutra as a whole.

The first stage should be that of studying the Sutras intensively

and internally. Instead of going from Upanisads^to the Sutras,

as most probably the earlier Xcfiryas did or instead of going

from Upanisads, the Gita and one or two Furanas to the Sutras

as was done by some of the later XcSryas, or also instead of

going from the commentators to the SQtrakara as modern

scholars have done, we should go. from the Siitrakara to the

Upanisads. After the necessary preliminary knowledge of the

.

Brahmasutra we should repeatedly read ouly the Sutras and

when we get some idea of the sense of a Sutra from its context

etc., we should consult the Upanisads in order to find out the

Sruti referred to by the S^tra. We should, for the time being

set aside the belief in the - unanimity {eJtcCSdkyata) of the three

Prasthanas, in the correctness of the commentary of any

particular Xcarya, and also in the form in which we have been

accustomed to think of this unanimity from our preliminary

study. We should first try to go deep into the Stitras them-

selves and only at a second stage should we reopen and consult

a commentary or commentaries.

If we adopt the above line of research we should take up the

following points for study :

—

(1) We should inquire whether the SfitrakSra, in the course

of his work, anywhere refers to what he himself has said in the

preceding portion of .his work itself.

We meet with several (about eight in number) Sfitras in

which we find ‘the expression ‘EfOiq,’, ‘It has been said’. By.

comparing What has beeu said on the same problem in the fore*

gone j^rtion of the Brahmasfitra, we should try to make out

whether the reference is to the Brahmasfitra or to any other work.
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As a result of this inquiry, the present writer has come to'
^

the conclusion thati'^fosql always refers to what the SCitrakSra

himself has said in the respective earlier portion of his work. We
only give here a summary of the result, ^e arguments are given

(in Fart I) in our Notes on the respective Sutras.

The iadMam
Sdtra

1.

g?r?ri^ 1111.3.8.

2. fral

III.3.26
•

The Sutra

referred to

III.2.27

III.3.6

The topic in

both the Sutras

Brahman has

two different na-

mes, and

The oolleotion

of the information

of meditation on
f

Brahman from the

different Branch*

The reference

according to.

•^afikara.

Bra.SQ.III.3.7

(^d<M§<Tq : ' '

3. 8?8jo%j|t wdw:
ewi»i?i?rRnRrT-

i

Bra.Su.III-3.

33.

i. swH^
(We have changed'

JRr?!T^^.to JMH-

III.343

5.

af«q;rm.8.0d

3n«qi?n«i Ji4l=s^irfn*

5ne; «i?»r5i»TW i

III.3.13-16.

9HWKiimr?!r«i5Tr

» III.3.16

t m.3.42.
(We read

f«T: for lewwfir-

W;.

es of the Veda.

The thoughts

or attributes of

the Immutable

are not required

for the meditation

on the 9Wre?[, or

the ^^^aspect of

Brahman.

The method of

meditation ^n the

sT^FVe^tor JWIH as-

pect and the

or 3^ aspect of

Brahman is the

same, viz., that of

or' 8n?>Tiil

(-ant mni^).

“see" is an in-

dependent aspect

of Brahman quite

different from the

uenr or as-

pect of Brahman.

^ JWH !P*

tv ef» ni>3.8.

et

egfS! smteiweRspft

nm 1 1* xi.4.7
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The qtiestidn bf Jpn^ —
»T^«reTa«;l «^4FSn?i:l III.4.28 wntS.—

a

monk

nu:42

fioo; ft seeker titky .

illSM'd"

eati all kinds of 1.8.9

food; both these

.
• options, when

there is otherwise

the danger of los-

ing one’s life.

Besides these, ooours in two more SQfcras, viz., 1.3.21-

which is undoubtedly a reference . to the word

in Bra.Su.I.2.7 - «r^li«^rTB5n^5iw

where is used for and II.1.31

which refers probably to II.1.24 or 1.2.8.

We have stated in our Hotes that Bdmdnnja takes as a

reference to Gau^madharmasutra I. 8 in one case, viz., Bra.Su,

III.4.42 and that Yallabha takes it as a reference to even the

Bhdgavata PurdJllLa in three oases (Bra.Su.III.3.33, 60 and III.*

4.42),^ and that these Acaryas do not always agree as to the

exact Sutra in the Brahmasutra or Jaiminisutra when they take

the reference to be to those works. '

(2) A study Of the references made by the Bahuvribi cbm <

pounds might also help us since the author may refer to his own

work by such compounds.

We have shown that in Bra.Sri.III.^.il («n*wnw

swHW), in Bra.Su.III.8.38 and «fWfRi^«f: in Bra,Sfi.ril.3.39

(which we read as fW ^W?r5!if^;) refer to in

Bra.Su.I.1.2, in the Sruti discussed in Bra Su.1.2.1 and

^vqi^fR in Bta.SU.I S.l'and that the three groups of thoughts

expressed by the three Bahuvrthi.compounds are respectively those

collected by the Sutrakdra in the first, second and tb| third^ Padas

of the fimt Adbyfiya. As a result of this identification,» not only do

we get the correotaense of Sfitras IILd.ll, 38*:39, but tve also get

the original plan of the ^fitrakfira in this ariri^ghment of the

of Bra.Sfi.Ll'*3. BraSfi.I.l discusses only those Srutis^ which
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deal with the WEWi aspect of Brahman, Bra.Su.L2, those which

deal with the same but use words applicable to the aspeot

also, and Bra.Su.L3, those texts which deal with the 3^ aspeot

but use terms ap^lioable to the aspect also.

One more instance is that in Bra. Su. III. 3. 68 (WJ-

which seems to us to mean and mention*

ed in Bra. Su. III. 3. 6-8 i *t

I 3 i). The. Sfiwakara establishes

the *col lection’ in the case of meditation on Brahman

on the ground that the sense or the purpose is the same

*i¥^^i3r*Bra. Su. III. 3. 5), and rejects the three arguments of the

Purvapaksa based upon the of XSH®! and while in the

case of the he accepts the same arguments and

says that these meditations are different from' one another.

Sankara takes to mean 9% etc.

There may be other compounds, e. g.,

(Bra. Su. II. 1. 14), etc., which require to be studied as abotre.

(3) When a .^ruti which is the of a Sutra is to be

found out, as a rule we should expect that some word in the

Shtra must be also present in the -^ruti. An equally important

point is that the sense of the Sruti and that of the Sutra should

be the same. Neither of the two points should be given predo-

minence over the other: otherwise both the sense and the Sruti

of a Sutra would be mistaken. In finding out the of a

Stitra, we may have often to go through a hurried reading of all

the accepted Upanisads, which is only possible if there is already

a preliminary study of these Upanisads. Sometimes Jacob’s

word-concordance of the Upanisads comes to our help.

It would be here noticed that sometimes the Shtrakara uses a

synonym of a word which actually is found in the Sruti which

is ther Such cases are few, though not rare. The rea-

son why he does so, should be inquired into. Is it nutii ^lua f

88
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In these cases, it is naturally somewhat difficult to hit upon

the proper reference. We mention here a few instances where,

we believe, we have traced the correct

Oor suggestedS&tra

1 . H VTR

sH ft I

111.2.11.

2 .

111.2.12.

S. «Tfl3?Trf^4ft5lft^vftffiTr

irOft ^ ^9: 1 II1.2.22

4 . VirRWmf ft •

6. •RiftsfftsT wrft I

IIL2.26

8 .

stpftQvin i III. 2. 31.

T.

m. 8. 16

RJTWJT: and

f|!|RRr<T: in Up*

anifad 9*11.

Chi. Upa. VIII. 7-12

where JRTift explains

to Indra how mr with

which the soul is identi-

cal is the same in each

state.

3TRcT »Tq|lr ;Tr«=4 f

WFSt epil

WlfR+ti II 51IRR

sn«it Cha.Upa.VII.-

1-16.

jvv:

vr: n Eatha npa.III.ll

and VI.9‘

aiRWW'ir: 5^ RTPRlS

^ • ( RnsR corres-

ponds to WJpcl in the

SQtra ). Eatha Upa.VI.8

Ti:. Eatha

Upa.III.ll; VI. 8, and

other S'ruti given by

s'aAkara.

refers to ?rftr«i*^*

3R ^ISRf

ywia»»fts«i lseRwtft»r~

Br.Upa.

1.4.10

S'adkara’s

ftwVPR

s'a&kara explains RRS:

as ift«nw?[ft4tnigt

s'.— iftRt

fii 5iu^i: ... f- ix. II. 5.

1

sfVfcT Sffcl I Br.

Upa.II.3.6

!T =xgvt ^fT Sfift WWT

Ma.Upa.III.1.8; Br.Upa.

III.9.26; Mu.Upa.I.1.6:

Tai.Upa.II.7.1: Bha.Gi.

11.25.
,

vt v ^ ?T?<I^4m w
I Mu.Upa.III.2.9.

Br.Upa.IV.4.6.

Various S'rotis

wrwi VI *cvw wfft-

ttiRlSsw ftw I AI.Upa.*

1. 1-2.
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8,

I III. 3. 17

9. in. 3. 26

10. «i5rrIV^^w-

^^\ III.4.26

Br.Upa.-

I.4.7.

»ir3pi?T^tTf5rft ^

a?rfw«i^iT%5Tfli w«{V

JFI?I ^K: anmUW
?na»Fig««r^ I aisTRtR >554

I Mu Upa.-

II. 2.3-4.

3T»d refers to

gw#rac, etc, in

Br.Upa.I.l.

299

arrai^ in the

aboTe S rati.

fT4 5if^<r witstT:

iH5«r f^idsf5mf»<T iawr

I anar^f^t^r-

srrg>i9w?rR:»%

?i«iT ^ ST ssif

Our argaments why these particular Srutis seem to us to be

the in the corresponding Sutras have been given in our

Notes under the various Sutras. Here is also a list of other

references which we have proposed as worth consideration.

1. Bra. Su. III. 2. 12-Sve. Upa. III. 16*20, which is in sense

repeated in other Upanisads and the GitSl

also.

2. Bra. Su. III. 2. 20-Cha. Upa. VII. 26. 1.

3. Bra. Su. III. 2. 30.-Katha Upa. VI. 9

4. .^ruti or Srutis referred to by in Bra. Sq. III. 2. 31.

5. in Bra. Su. III. 2. 31 refers to Srutis in the Katha and

Muindaka Upanisads where we find a principle called said to

be higher than the aspect of Brahman.

6. Bra. Su. III. 2. 40-Kau. Upa. III. 9.

7. Bra. Su. III. 3. 13-16. refers to the ^s.

8. Bro^ Su. III. 3. 18. refers to the effect of the meditation

on Brahman in the various e. g. Br. Upa< I. 4. 10.

9. Bra. Sfi. III. 3. 46^8. Mu. Upa. 1. 1. 1, II. 2. 13, Hi. 2. 10.

10.

Bra. Sfi III. 3. 37-*>^%gT^ refers to -Srutis about and

aspects.
4
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In these (10+10) vi§ayavc[kyas suggested by us there are 8eve<

ral whose correctness is beyond all doubts; e. g., those of Bra. SO.

III. 2. 11, lil. 2. 22, III. 4. 26, etc., and whose discovery throws

a flood of light both on the Sutra and the <^rati itself. It should

be added that in a few oases we ourselves are not satisfied with

the vi?ayavdhya we have suggested, or we have abstained from

making any suggestion at all. These are yet to be discovered.

(4) We should always compare and contrast the statements

in the various Sutras both as regards the words used and the

sense conveyed in them, without of course neglecting the con-

text. Let us first take up the comparison of the same words

'Used in different Sfitras.

(i) In Bra. Su. III. 3 11 we have the word

SWF5T, which Sankara explains as and as he says that

etc, are the N^Ts of WPi, we may conclude that he takes swnn in

the sense of his «g"i NIR.. Now, if we compare, this Sutra with

Bra. Sii III. 2. 14 ( ffUUTNR??!?!, )we learn that Snist accord-

ing to the Sfitrakdra is the chief or main nature or aspect of

Brahman and the word is used by him in the sense of or

(not By an investigation for the correct text of

the Brabmasutra we have also shown that the same word occurs

also in Bra. Su. III. 3. 43 which should be read as

instead of Thus, SWIN in all the three passages is

used in the sense of the WWFHIL or aspect of Brahman.

(ii) The word which occurs in Bra.Sfi.III.2. 11. (n

has caused a great difficulty, so much that the

whole discussion of in Bra.Su.III.2.11-41 is suspected to be

an interpolation. ^ If we compare the Sutra with Bra.S{l.IIL

2.i (^ Hfeui I
) which refers to we find that

qqiq here means the three or four states, qnqiriHNM, etCi ahd also

that probably the Sfitra (II1.2.11.) refers to MSudukya Upa.9-ll,

where the qqiNs or states of the Supreme Being are mentioned.

in B^=Sfl.III.2.34 also I,) the word WN has

the sense of thaparticular state of deep sleep when the individuai;
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soul ‘Comes into contact with the Supreme One in the heart.

SaAkara takes in SQtra III.2.1 1 as and in

III.2.34 as s.

(iii) The word in Bra.SCi 111.3.6 is a very importent
word because it is one of the clues to the interpretation of Bra.

SQ.I1I 3 which is traditionally called Saftkara takes

it in the sense of %|5T3«iiHW5Jnni^ ’iW%,

i. e., the collection of the attributes of a sgofRlUJ from a particular

Sruti in another Sruti where the same Vidya is taught. We
think, the word has the general sense of collection of various

things ^attributes of Brahman, method of meditation, the effect

of the act of meditation, the nature of meditation, etc.) for a

particular purpose, here, for the purpose of the meditation on
Brahman. The same word- occurs also in Bra.86.111.4.48

where .Sankara takes the word in the sense

of ‘conclusion’ (of the 0h5.Upa.). But we have shown that the

Shtra does not at ail refer to that Sruti, but makes the collection

of all other helping acts (the third type of acts

according to the SutrakSra) compulsory for the householder-

seeker of liberation, since he is complete (w^), 1 e., he possesses

all conveniences which the members of the other three ordflVs

(asramas), for whom these acts are voluntary, do not possess.

In Bra.Su.II.1.24 the word has also the

same sense. ,

Thus, in Bra.Su.III.3'6 does not mean the of the

attributes (which are not referred to in that S^tra) from one

Sruti to another Sruti on the same Lore, but it means the

collection of all the information about the meditation on Brah-

man from the various Upanisads for the purpose of practising

that meditation.

(4) by modern scholars like

(5) The same word also oeeurs in Bra.BQJ.3.14 *
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(iv) The word in III.3.12 *11

is interpreted by .Sankara as

But from the context it appears that the SutrakSra

excludes them from the list of attributes of Brahman to be use^ in

the meditation on Brahman (See Sutra 111.3.14); so, would

mean non-acceptance for the purpose of meditation even in the

Taitiriyaka Branch itself. The explanation of also supports

the same meaning. The word is used in the same sense in

(Bra. Sfl.11.2.22) and in SffW |5%-

sPl (Bra. Su. 11.2. 18).

(5) We should also study the synonyms of the prominent

words in the Brahmasutra.

We have shown that the word^R inBra.Su.1.4.2 stands for

in Bra.Su.111.2.14,® and that in Bra.Su.lV.3.12 is a

synonym of ww in Bra.Su.llL2.14,111.3.11, etc.7

(6) We should compare several expressions in different parts

of the SCttras and we may get some important suggestions about

their interpretation.

(i) Thus, we should compare in Bra. Su. 111. 3. 2 with

«i4n3 fk sn^l^in Bra. Su. 111. 3. 66 (ann^^«re3 ^ );

we get the double suggestion that means ?[nan3rpj!

and that Stitra 111. 3. 2 lays down a condition about the teach*

ing of Brahman being common to all the Vedantas or Yedantas

of all the Vedas, while Bra. Su. 111. 3. 65 mentions the conditi-

ons why the teaching of is not to be collected in

the Branches of otherVedas than in the particular Veda in which

they occur. -Sankara takes as

(ii) Similarly, «w^«iV5l.in 111. 3. 6 w)

should be compared with in Bra. Su.III. 3. 19

(6) Vidd^ptes on the Shtrs in Port I.

(7) Vid^NbteB on the SQhra in Part I;

'
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^). By this comparison we come to know that in III.

3. 19 means ar<rf%7RlLand that means ‘in a similar text*, i. e.,

in a Yedauta text.

(iii) Some other examples of this method of comparison will

be found in our Notes in Fart I.

(7^ A comparison of the doctrinal statements also will

prove useful.

(i) H Bra. Sfi. III. 3. 34-35 should

be compared with I (Bra.

8u. 1. 2. 7), 3i?q2%i^u%Ti5^ I (Bra. Su.I. 3.21), 3*ignnl^rw-

fana. I (Bra. Su. 1.3. 23), and us^H?¥^is?eT:!ilcreRW %ii 5wre^-

I Bra.Su.1.2. 26. We thereby understand

the sense of Sutras III. 3. 34-35, viz., ‘because the Wl*! and the

3^ are said to be of the limited size of the heart for the purpose

of meditation on them as such, one should carry out the medita*

tion on Brahman inside one’s own self like (the meditation on )

the group of elements. All the four passages teach the inward

method of meditation on and 3^.

(ii) The following Sutras may be compared with one another:-

(Bra.Su.III.3. 16), «»i^?iynT5®(5?r (Bra.Su.

IV.1.3),^i^^*ri«ijf^*^^nT^^^?ILl {Bra.Su L1.30). From the comparison

we learn that Sutra III.3.16 does not aim at explaining in

anun m 8n?fl5i,l (Ai.Upa.I l,) as «rjhur. (as -Sankara says)

but that anur^l^Rlr explains the method of meditation

on ^rahman and that Shtra iy.1.3 tells us that those who have

been carrying out the means (for the knowledge of Brahman)

mentioned in Bra.Sri.III.3-4 but have not yet realized Brahman,

when repeatedly returning to this world, approach Brahman

as their own self and*make others understand it similarly. So,

SBtra III.3.16 explains the means of meditation on Brahman
and Sutra iy.1.3 tells us what the advanced seeker does when

he returns to this world for perfection.
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•

(iii) «f)r5 ; I (Bra.SQ.III.3.6;) and »f «rr *
| (Bra.

8U.III.3.66)
;

OT<m : I (Bra.8u.iV. 1.6). Here seems to

be little doubt that in Sutra III 3.61 is closely connected with

in Bra Su,IV.1.6. In the former the seeker is asked to have

the notion of the respective sn^^s in the parts or limbs of Brah-

man. In Sutra IV.1.6 we are told that the advanced seeker from

the time of his return to this world has the notions of the Sun,

the Sky, etc. in the limbs of Brahman. Bra.Su,III.3.61, 66

represent the stage, while Bra.Su.III.1.6 the stage when

that is about to turn into the fulfilment of the goal.

(iv) In Bra.Su. m.3.46 ^K:), we are told that the

individual soul is like the Light, etc., but the Supreme One is

not so. In accordance with this, we have in Bra.8u.lll.2.16-18

a *1^19 that Brahman is like the Light, while Sutra III.2.19 says

that ‘But, because Brahman cannot be reflected just as the Light

in the water. Brahman is not of the nature of the Light.^

Similarly, in Bra.Su.in.2.28 the two names of the Highest (9|«to

and SW) were explained asiWRi and because Brahman is of

the nature of the Light but again in Bra. Su.III.2.29 that

explanation is given up and the one in Bra.Su 1IL2 27 is preferred.

Thus, a comparison with Bra.Su.i1.3.46 helps us in making out

the exact sense of Bra.SQ.ni.2.15'19.

(8) Like comparison, a contrast between some Sutras also

helps us in deciding the sense of the Sutras.

(i) In Bra- Su. III. 2. 14 I ) Brahman is

explained as chiefly or while in Bra. SQ. I. 2., 23

i ) the SutrakSra argues that the topic of Mu. Upa. I.

1. 6-6 is 3f«r “because the figure or of that topic ismention-

ed in Mu. Upa. II. 1. 3.” Thus, we have a clear proof that

according to the Sutrakftra, Brahman is both and

and that the former is the chief aspect. A contrast between

these^Sfitras helps us also in interpreting the word snniq in nnWR*

and in other Satras. ‘snn<t’ means chief or main, so tiiat
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the aspect is also admitted by the Sutrakara, though the

aspect is the chief aspect. From this, we can also con-

clude that Sankara is not justified in adding to the Stitra

(ii) We should contrast in Bra. Su. m. 3. 6 (sqkli^ls«rf-

Mn. I
),
with in Bra. Sn. Ill* 3. 25 I ). From the

contrast we learn that in the latter Sutra the SutrakSra gives

uS an example of the absence of 3<Td|[H, that he bases and

«13<?d5ir on the identity and non-identity of the subject («l4), viz.,

Bramhan, that Sutra III. 3. •26* is a that Sutra III. 3. 26

is a and lastly that this latter Sutra refers to Bra. Su.

III. 3. 6 i
).»

Other examples of this kind of contrast between the state-

ments in two Sutras will be found in our Notes in Part I.

(9) Above all, the context should be the most important f^tor

to be considered in interpreting the Sutras. We think that the

various interpretations of the Xcaryas have been possible mostly

on Account ol the neglect of the context. It is the context by

the help of ubich we can decide what words should be taken as

implied or understood in a Sutra. <$abara, as we have

seen, also complained of the additions made by commentators,

which were not in agreement with the context. The context,

if strictly followed, also helps us in fixing the number of Sutras

in each Adhikarapa and thereby in reconstructing the original

Sutra pcitha.

It is not necessary and not possible also to repeat here how
each word in each Sutra of the following AdhikaraHas has been

interpreted by us with strict and rigid adherence to the context.

Our arguments founded upon the consistency with the context

and used in the interpretation of these Sutras, have been given

in their proper places in Part I. Here we can only briefly' state

the result of the application of this method. •

39 ,
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( i ) Bra SD.ni.2.11-19. These are very important Sotras beoansa

they deal with the exact nature of Brahman according to the

SutrakSra. On account of Sankara’s explanation of in SQtra

11, they have been doubted as an interpolation. But on the

strength of the context we have shown that here means

the three or four states, Wiwst, etc, and that here the

SQtrakara rejects a view which explains that the and

w1(s about Brahman refer to different states of Brahman. He

establishes the view, that Brahman is in afZ states both

and BWK. ®

{ ii) Bra.Su.m.3.19-24. If we strictly follow the context, it

appears that in these Sutras, the SutrakSra gives his view that

only the Ved&ntas or, in other words, the Upanisads are the

authority for the Lore of Brahman. He clearly says that

though there are some passages in the saifihitSs, Brahma^as and

TTraQyakas in which the attributes of Brahman are nentioned,

he would distinguish between the and the because

the i^rutis like Mu.Upa.I.l,Gha.Upa.YII.l, make this distinction.

This important piece of information was overlooked because the

strict contextual sense of aRPT, ® in these Sutras was

not followed and as a result there came to be a wrong division

of the AdhikaraBas in course of time.

(iii) The most important result of this line of argument abo^t

the method of interpretation is that if we follow it strictly in

Bra. Su. HI. 3, the Sutrakara seems to give an option of choice

between aisira and pq, the two aspects of Brahman, each leading

independently to absolute liberation. Throughout Sutras 11>64

of this FS-da (IH.3) there runs a consitent effort of the Sutrakara

t^ explain how the meditation on either of these two aspects

leads to the realization of Brahman. In Sutra III.3.10 he states

that he distinguishes between only the two names or aspects of

(8) See our Notes on the striotly contextual sense of

etc., in this Adhikarapa.

(9) Vide our Notes on the Sutras in Part 1.
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Brahman; in Sutras 11*17 he gives the method of meditation

on or the aspect of Brahman; in Shtras 28-30 he states

the option between NWFT and 3^ aspects; in SQtras 31-43 he ex*

plains the method of meditation on pq; and in Sutras 44-54

he refutes a which believed that was the name of

or the aspect of Brahman, but the Sutrakdra shows

that is a name of the Supreme Being; is not ‘a mental

act’ on the Unmanifest but an independent aspect of the Para.

The cases where a sense strictly consistent with the context is

assigned to the words in these Sutras are too many to be enume-

rated here. They would be found from our Notes (in Part I)

on the various words under the respective Sutras.

(iv) Bra. Su. III. 4. 18-28. In these Sutras, the SutrakSra dis-

cusses the nature of the Brahman which he regards as a and

refutes the views (1) that it is only of the form of reflection

(2) that the knowledge of Brahman is only and (3)

that the episodes of the Upanisads are only meant to serve the

purpose of the rite. He establishes that the unanimity of

the two Ka^das is based upon both of them being subject to i%i^s,

one requiring the help of fire, fuel, etc., the requirements of the

other being like that of the horse described in Br. Upa. I. 1

^ g«NT^,). The context also shows that these Sutras

make one Adhikara^a only, and not as many as five AdhikaraDas,

as with Sankara.

(v) Bra. Su. Ill* 4. 41-42. On the ground of the context we

have shown that these Sutras form a part of the preceding

AdhikaraRa, that they deal with the question whether a monk

who seeks Brahman can perform official (or priestly) duties or

not and that in SQtra 42 refers to siPSRjftf

(Bra. Su. III. 4. 28). According to ^afikara the topic of these

Sntras which he takes as one Adhikara^a is whether a life-long

celibate who commits adultery with a woman other tbfCn bis
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teacher’s wife can atone for his by a sn*?i%Tr or not. He inter-

prets to mean that the sin in question is called

(vi) Bra. Su. III. 4. 48-46. The context shows that these

SQtras make only one AdhikaraQa. According to the context

these Sutras allow one who is outside the order of and

(meaning of to perform both official and semi-official

duties of his caste. According to ^aAkara, Sutra 43 means

that whether a celibate commits a or he should

be excommunicated from the order to which he belongs. Sutras

46-46 deal with according to .Sankara, and thus they

further discuss the question stated in Bra. Su. III. 3. 55, etc.

(vii) Bra. SO. IV. 2. 7-14. These Sutras, if interpreted accor-

ding to the context, show that the does take place in the

Case of a knower of Brahman according to the Sutrakara.

Sankara has three AdhikaraUas out of these Sutras and they

discuss various topics, SQtras 7-11 and Sutras 12-14 dealing

with ( including ) and respectively. The

context does not justify any such division.

(viii) Bra. Su. IV. 2. 16. The context shows that this Sutra

deals with the union of the elements (with -which the soul is

already united) with the Supreme One in the heart and that the

topic is that of the of the knower of Brahman from the

body. Sankara interprets the Satra as dealing with his «?<i f^in.

There are innumerable cases where .strict adherence to the
9

context leads us to quite different conclusions from those of the

3fc5rya8 who seem to care more for the context of the Sutras

with the Srutis or f^TWIWTs as they understand the latter, rather

than for the context of the Sutras themselves. These have been

treated by us in Part I.

(10) See our Notee on arsfrsrand ?i5^in these

Sutms in Part I.

(11) See Notes on ibid. ,

(12) 4 See Notes on sffrfrrnTj^and ibid.

(is) See Notes on <r^ and anf in Part 1.
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(10) A practical suggestion regarding the question of discover-

ing the exact context can be made in the case of certain words

when they occur in the Sufcras. In these oases we must follow

the context strictly, as these words can never be taken as referr-

ing to something not stated in the immediately preceding Sutra

or Adhikaraua.

(a) sir: or sin: qN, e. g. in Sutra III.2.26. siN; should refer to «iwiw

mentioned in Sutra 23, but .Sankara takes it to mean

which is a reference to an argument given

by Sankara in his commentary on Sutra III.2.25.

SIN: in Bra. Svi. I] 1.3.23 ^IN:) should refer to the

mentioned in the preceding two Sutras. -Sankara takes it

as referring to suNNNl^NTOnRt which is a reference to a quotation

given by Sankara in his explanation of the preceding Sutra.'

SIN: in Bra. Su. 1II.3.41 should be taken as referring to some

word in the preceding Sutra (e. g. but Sankara takes it as

n^i\n which is mentioned in the Sruti quoted by

Sankara in his bhasya^ on the preceding Sutra.

(b) The word should always be interpreted as a reference

to what has immediately preceded.

in Bra. Su.lII.2.29 refers naturally to the example in

SHtra 27 and is meant to give preference to that example over

the example in Sutra 28. But SaAkara takes it to refer to his

interpretation of Sutra 26.

in Sutra III.3.44-46 is a reference to the option given

in Setra III.3.28 (g^n: and the subsequent Sutra

preceding Sutra 44. But Saiikara explains it as «i9n which

is mentioned in what he thinks to be the of the preced-

ing Sutra. Thus, in this case, by SaAkara refers to a sequence

in Ai* fWWiW.

(14) See Note 22 on Sutra III 2.26 in Part I.
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(o) or must always be taken as referring to the imme*

diately preceding Sutra.

in Bra. Sfi.III.3.44 should refer

to siNH (or according to Saiikara’s PStha) in the preceding

Sbtra, but Sankara takes it as referring to in Sutra 44 itself.

NT. in Bra. Su.IIL3.42 153^)

refers to the question of the irltTNs of siNH and discussed in

Bra. Su.III.3.37-41 or it should refer to some word in Sutras

40-41. But Sankara takes it to refer to Nlf^ Nifl«ni'^*i3»r«nNR»i-

f^sriunri^ which are given in the Sruti which SaAkara

takes as the of Sutra 42.

NTl in Sutra IV.2.17 (NTT^fsrrsra*!^) should refer to the or

the Supreme One in the heart mentioned in the preceding

S&tra, but Sankara takes it to refer to the individual soul who

is not mentioned in the preceding Sutra or AdhikaraUa. As a

result of this, he has to say that Sutras 16-16 deal with TU ftm

while Shtra 17 deals vvith

(d) Expressions like afsrui, aFapi, siwr, etc. should

always refer to the reverse of what is said in the preceding

Sutra.

aisJWicT^ in Bra. Su.III3.6 should mean ‘the absence of the

which is mentioned in the preceding Sutra, but Sankara

takes it as ‘h ’ with reference to a about a Sruti

which he takes as a ftrunfN of Sutra III.3.6.

In this case also shows that Shtra 6 should belong to

the same Adhikara^a as Sutra 5.
*

SFW in Bra. Su.III.3.36 should mean ‘if not within one’s self*

(or it should refer to some word in the Sutra as interpreted by

Saiikara)i but SaAkara takes it in the sense of «R^*iPNn%

i. e. the reverse of the conclusion he wants to prove in

the preceding Sfitra, which is of course to be taken as implied.
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in Bra. .Sfl.III.3.10 should mean ‘other than (in

in the Sutra) or ‘in 5|^’; but Sankara takes it to refer to

Srutis other than the Sruti which is the according to

him.

•F=*pr in Bra. Su,III3.20 should mean ‘elsewhere than in the

similar text’, i. e., in a dissimilar text (9N# in Sutra 19), but

<^adkara takes it in the sense of another section of the same

topic as the one in the .^l^^dilyavidya which he takes as discuss-

ed in'the preceding Sutra. By adding .Sankara

has in fact reversed the sense of

RT in Sutra III.3.16 should refer to the other of the two

(sWR and p** meant in Sutra III.3.10), i. e., to because JWIW

is mentioned in Sutras 11-15. But .Sankara takes as referr*

ing to other .Srutis about creation than the one which he takes

as the of Sutra 16. In fact throughout refers to

the aspect of Brahman other than the one mentioned in the

particular Sutra, but .Sankara takes it in various ways, e. g., see

in Sutra III.3.37 (srf^: tilrHSRl. ).

^ and other pronouns should also refer to some word or words

in the preceding Sutras.

in Bra. Su.III.3.10 refers to the two d9is mentioned in

Sutra III.3.8, but Sankara takes it as referring to

in his WWPR of Sutra 10.

(e) Another important word the sense of which must be

interpreted strictiy according to the context is ‘also’. This

word shows that what has preceded is to be included in or add-

ed to what follows.

in Bra.SCt.IlI.2.11 should go with In the case of

the individual soul the three states were proved to be^ not able

to explain the two-fold condition of ^ and in the preced -

ing SGtras; now the SutrakSra says that these states d6 not

explain the application of the two-fold Srutis to the Supreme
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One also. So, the states explain the nature neither of the

individual soul nor of the Para. But .Sankara takes ‘WU:

as understood and connects with it.^®

8iik in Bra. Su.IIl.4.32 shows that the seeker

of liberation should perform the duties of his order in addition

to other duties mentioned in Sutra 27, but Sankara takes ^13

as the topic of the preceding Sutras (26-27) and in the case of

Sutra 32 he says 1^.% '

Thus, he takes with aigSS who is neither expressly stated nor

implied in the preceding Sutras.

9̂ in Siitra III.4.41 (*i ) should refer to

3 ^ ^ ^ ^), but

Sankara says, *i .

Thus, we are left free to imagine what other atonement is

denied to the sinner in question in addition to the atonement

mentioned in the J ai. Sii.

ank in Bra. Su.III.4.5l should mean

‘One who is outside the order of ansu? or should do (or

may do), even the worldly duties in addition to the two-fold

duties mentioned in Sutra 48 and in Siitra 48. But Sahkara

connects with which he takes understood perhaps on

on account of in the Sutra.

(11) As already said, the arsqifi^g to be aken in any Siitra

should depend solely upon the context of the Sutra, and never

upon any thing else, like the Or the division of TO and

apTO i^pn, etc., which is not mentioned in the Sutra. By the

very fact of its being a s^tra, there are bound to be some gaps

in any Sutra whatever. And the interpreter’s right of filling up

these gaps should be exercised as rarely as possible, and only in

rigid agreeiuent with the Sutra itself. It is mainly by a wrong

(16)^Qea bhaSya'. n ^ Wf.* ipt rtfipitW ^If4
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use of this right that one and the same Sutra can be interpreted

in more than one way, unless the Sutra is oomposed of double*

meaning words like the verses with the figure of speech called

Slesa. We have given a list of some of the most important

additions made by •^aiikara without any support of the context,

in Chapter 10, where we have also given our suggestions for the

additions in harmony with the context.

We have given above some practical suggestions which must

be considered by everyone who would like to give a critical

interpretation of our Scriptures. They pertain to the method

of interpretation. We have tried our best to follow this method

in Part I. There are other helps to a critical interpretation,

e. g-, (1) the fixing of the text of the Brahmasutra so far as each

Sutra, and what is more important, each Adhikara^a are

concerned; and (2) also a critical study of the method followed

by the commentators. The latter has been dealt with in Chapter

10 as stated above. The former will be the subject of the next

Chapter.

40



Chapter 12

THE TEXT OF THE BRAHMASUTRA

Closely connected with the problem of the interpretation of

the Brahinasutra is the problem of the text of the work. Sa&kara,

our oldest authority on the text, has made remarks in his

bhasya, which clearly show his interest in this question. In his

commentary on Bra. Su.III.2.21 he tells us that though he him-

self takes Sutras III.2.11-21 as forming one Adhikara^a, a

predecessor of his has two Adhikara^ias, viz., one of Sfitras

1II.2.11-14 and another of Sutras 111.2.15-21.^ Again, in his

hhasya on Bra. Su. IV.3.14 he notices that one of his predeces-

sors regards Sutras IV.3.7-11 as presenting'the Purvapaksa and

Sutras IV.3.12-14the SiddhSnta, but that he is himself responsi-

ble for his own view, viz., that Sutras IV.3.7-11 present the

Siddhanta and Sutras lV.3.12-14 the Purvapaksa.^ In a few

cases he also notices a difference of readings.^ Professor

Belvalkar has carefully compared the Sutrapatha as given by

i^afikara with those by Bamauuja, Niihbarka, Madhva, Vallabha,

Bhaskara, VijMnabhiksn and Srikaij^tha and has been able to

gather evidence tending to prove that these latter Bha^yakaras

freely altered the very text of the Sutras not only by joining two

(1) I swiT

^IW55J5^gcili?»l55«SPin%|% 1 (ss. hUiya on Bra.8u.III.2.21.)

('2)

bhafya on Bra. SQ. IV.3.14)

(3) In Bra. SQ.II. 1.15 S'aftkara has two readings:

—

(1) ana (2) In Bra.SuI.2.26 he reads

but also notices the reading
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saccessive Sutras into one or splitting one Siitra into two or

changing their sequence, but they have also modified the words,

omitted some Sutras altogather and have actually inserted new

‘^Sutras'*. He gives iliustraWns of all these cases.^ Dr. Ghate

also eom plains of all these difficulties about the text and the

interpretation of these Sutras.^ ‘‘There is a traditional division of

the Sutras into AdhySyas and Padas handed down to us, on which

there is a unanimity of opinion. No such division into

Adhikara^as, unanimously accepted, has come down to us.”®

In this chapter we intend to suggest some rules derived from

critical tests to fix the text of the Sutras. We believe an

inquiry of this nature into the text itself will better give us the

correct perspective for setting forth the philosophical tenets of

the Sutras by themselves and independently of the special plead-

ings of the several Bhisyakaras, even better than a discussion

concerning the probable textual evolution of the extant work.

To begin with, the particle would help us in reconstructing

the text of the Brahmasutra and also in interpreting the

same. This particle seems to have throughout in the Brahma*

sutra the sense of ‘because’ and, for this reason, it is evident that

the Sfitra in which fk occurs, should always supply an argument

for the assertion in the same Sutra or in a preceding Siitra.

This would lead to a oorrolary that the SHtra with ill cannot

begin a new Adhikarana.

Let us examine some of the Sutras with %. We find that

in most of such Sutras has the sense of supporting a Proposi-

tion in the same SQtra or in a preceding one. We give here a

list of those Sutras where we find ourselves in agreement with

4 Vide Dr. Belvelkar’s Paper on “The multiple Authorship of the Vedanta-

sQtras’’ in the Indian Philosophical Beview, Vol. II, No* 2, October, 1918.

5 Vide P. 46 of Dr. Ohate’s ‘The Vedanta*.

6 Vide P. 46 ibid.
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Sankara. In the following Sutras ft supplies an argument for

the Proposition in the same ^Utra in which it occurs.

(1) it I

(2) R?[5q^iiin5 ft I

(3) ft I

(4) ft ftti^;l

“ap*l«IT ^ ftu«r : ” supports ‘n>iuw^g»?«l«n.’

(6) ftfifm^

‘ftfiW^ supports 5«ITt5R;

Bra. Su.IIL2.ll

Bra. Su.III.2.23

' Bra. Su.IIl.3.12

Bra. Su.IIL3.29

Bra. Su.IlI.3.39

(6) *T ft |
Bra. Su.III.3.61

Here ^qf%:” supports “sr uiRisqisrgqasw:”:

(7) anri«R51^ ^Wis ft sn%t^tq. I Bra. Su.III.3.66

(8) ft I Bra. Su.III.4.18

Here “awq^ft ft” supports qujn^ ^fi»f^^=5i^5ii =5r”.

(9) ft I Bra. Su III.4.46

ft qf^%«i%” supports

(10) *T 5Rfl% H it r: I Bra. Su.IV.1.4

(11) anwnil., ft • Bra. Su.IV.1.12

“R^ift ft supports ‘ «nqwn?t’ which is here as good

as a Proposition.

(12) ft I Bra. Su.IV.2.6

(13) twq. I

‘ Bra. Su.IV.3.10

It is easy to see that the indeclinable ft in the above Sutras

has the simple sense of ‘because” and that in all of them the

sentence with ft supports the first part of the same Sfitra.

The word is. similarly used in the following Sutras:

—

(1) ?r«nftf^^l Bra. Su.IIl.2.26

(2) l Bra. Su.III.3.27

(3) ?r*nft i Bra. Svi.III.3.67

(4) ?liP» qt 5wnn? I Bra. Su.IV.3.16

(6) »tiq«i^qnEU«nft i Bra. Su.IV.4.16

(6) f^Rmfii ^ u«iift fN^we I Bra. Sfi.IV.4.19.
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It would be noticed that while writing his work in the

aphoristic style, the author of the Sutras uses the expression

very sparingly as compared with if the smaller indeclinable

having the same sense. We may compare um SUf (Bra.

Su.IV.3.16) with (Bra. Su.III.2,23) and ask ourselves

why the Sutrakara did not frame the former as 'IL Wf ft’'

or the latter as ?f«ii5n5.

. The following Sutrah* with ft in them are arguments support-

ing a proposition in a 'preceding Sutra

(1) ft (Bra. Su. III. *2. 14) supports the

Proposition ft’ in Bra. Su. III. 2., 11.

(2) ft l (Bra. Su. III. 4. 17) supports the statement

in Sutra III. 4. 8.

(3) iftqin(Bra.Su.IV.1.17) contains an argument for

CRfisnft 3 in I3ra. Su. IV. 1.16.7

(4) il%qm(Bra. Su. IV. 2. 13) supports Bra Su. IV. 2. 12.

(6) ft • Bra.Su.IV.4.16 supports

ill Bra.Su.IV.4.16.

Now, we shall discuss the meaning of ft in Bra.Su.III.2.22,

III. 3. 38, III. 3. 44, and IV. 1. 18.

(1) Bra. Su. III. 2. 22 runs as: ft R

I If we interpret ft in the usual sense of ‘because’, we can

not take the statement in the Sutra as a Proposition; we must

take the Sutra only as an argument; and in that case it can be

an argument in support of a Proposition in a preceding Sutra.

Here, of course, Sutra 22 contains an argument in favour of

in Sutra 21.
' In our Notes on Sutras III. 2. 20-22 we have

shown that (1) in Sutra 20 means (1 ) that

in Sutra 20 refers to the word 8nftRfqft5Cl*nql in Cha. Upa. VII.

26. 1 and that (3) sff^RW ft srftqw^ in Sutra 22 refers to the fact

that in ChS. Upa. VII Sanatkumara tells Narada that Brahman

(7) For ft (Bra, SO. IV. 1. 18) vide infra.
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“is not so much” (lit. Brahman is more than the topic in question,

viz; the Name, the Speech, etc, etc.) and ^ in the

same SQtra directly refers to such sentences as

f1% vni^ci^ arsfl3 fieri in»*n sn*^ '

in Cha. Upa. VII.1-14. If we have rightly hit upon the

visaya-vSltya, our conjecture that Sutra 22 is meant to explain

in Sutra 21 would receive further support. We may also

add* a remark about the Sutrakara’s method. As we shall show

below, the Sutrakara at first gives rational arguments and then

he refers to the .^ruti or Smrti in support of the main Proposi-

tion; so, as a result of this method, it is likely that if a Sutra

containing a reference to a .^ruti or a Smrti is followed by a

a Sutra with ft, the succeeding Sutra is most probably meant to

explain that ^ruti or Smrti. In any case, a Sutra with ft and

thus making up only an argument cannot be taken as the first

Sutra of an AdhikaraUa. So, in the case of Bra.Su.III.2.22

Sankara does not seem to us to be correct in taking it as a new

AdhikaraUa.

(2) Bra.Su.III.2.38-1^ ft is our reading.® Sankara begins a

new AdhikaraUa, but we have shown that ft’ means “Because

one and the same .^ruti (does so)” and that this Sutra (38) is a

particular illustration of the general rule in Sutra III.2.37,‘ viz.,

[
i. e. l%fi&«lf5?r, which itself is

meant to support the main Proposition, viz., in the same

Sutra (37). In our Notes, we have stated our reasons why we

do not take Sutra 38 as beginning a new AdhikaraUa and why

we thus reject Sankara’s construction of the Sutra.

(3) Bra.Su.III.3.44 reads as

SaAkara begins a new AdhikaraUa with this Sutra. But the

Sutra contains fi^ and it means **Because that is more

authentic (lit. stronger; more prominent) because of the

majority of texts mentioning it Thusi the Sutra (44)

does not contain any Proposition and therefore it should be

(8) Vi^e our Notes on the Sutra in Fart I.
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taken as only supporting the Proposition in Satra 43. also

in Sutra 44 should refer to JMTR mentioned in Sutra 43 (which is

our reading instead of in the traditional pdfha).

(4) Bra.Su IV.J.18.—

i

Sankara takes this

Sutra ( fk

)

as a new AdhikaraUa. But it is -evident

that it is only a I3 and therefore it can only be taken p
supplying an argument in support of the Proposition in

Sutra 16.9

Thus, it can be shown that all Sutras with ^ should be taken

as only a part of an AdhikaraUa to which the preceding Sutra in

each case belongs.

In the above discussion of Sutras with (k we have not consi-

dered one Sutra with fk, viz., fk

Bra.Su.III.3.3. To us this Sutra appears to contaiu an expla-

nation of the argument in Bra.Sri.III.3.2

). The rule of does conflict with the

arguement that “even if etc., are the same in only

one .^akha of each Veda, Bnihm.an is
(
the principle ) to

be known from all the Vedanta .^rutis ( i. e. from the

accepted Upanisads ).” We believe, even without fk, the

sense of this Sutra (3) would be the same as with fk. We here

beg to leave out the interpretation of rk in this Sutra till further

study, admitting our inability to make out its sense as it is.

We may next take up the discussion of the Sutras with 3 in

them. It is well-known that the usual sense of the particle 3 is

‘but’ and it signifies the rejection of an Opponent's view (Purva-

pak§a) and that the Sutra in which it occurs is a SiddhSnta

Sutra. In this sense the word occurs in the following Sutras

according to .Sankara and we agree with him.

(1) I Bra.Su.III. 2.32. The Purvapaksa is stated in the

preceding Stitra*(III.2.31)aDd Saiikara explains 3 ‘3^^^

(9) For other arguments vide our Notes on SQtra IV. 1. 18.
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(2) <^3 Bra.Su.lll.2.41. The Purvapaksa is

given in the preceding Sutra.

(3) 3 Bra.Svi.iii.3.8. We have stated in our

Notes how and why we differ from Sankara as regards the inter-

pretation of this Sutra. Here ft is sufficient to say that Sankara

also takes 3 as the statement of the Siddhanta.

Sankara however seems to interpret 3 in the sense of which^o is

evidently wrong, because he takes ‘wn: 9% as the Opponent’s

arguement,a8 we also do. Thus, 3 here too means the refutation of

a PQrvapaksa stated partly in a preceding Sutra and partly in

this Sutra.ii

(4) 3 Bra.Su.TII.3.47. Though here we differ

from Sankara as regards the interpretation, we fully agree with

his view that the Purvapaksa is given in the preceding three

Sutras (III.3.46-46) and that this is a Siddhanta Sutra.

(6) ^ ^ Bra.Su.III.3.62. For our

difference from Sankara’s interpretation the Notes on this Sutra

may be referred to. Sankara and we take the particle ‘3’ as

denoting the refutation of a Purvapaksa mentioned in Sutras

III.3.46-46. Thus, inspite of the difference of interpretation

about the Sutra between Sankara and ourselves, it may be said

that 3 in this Sutra signifies the refutation of the Purvapaksa

stated in Sutra III.3.46-46.

(6)
Bra.Sfi.III.3.64 Safikara takes

the preceding Sutra as stating the Purvapaksa.

(7) «T«rR3 Bra.Su.III.3.60. This is

a Siddhanta Sutra refuting a Purvapaksa hot stated in the

preceding Sutra — (Bra.Su.III.3.62) but to

be easily inferred from it.

(10) Ct. in SAAkara bhaiyt on Bra.Su.Ill.3.8.

(11) \'be oomplete Purvapaksa statement is ^trnr : i being

understood from SQtra 6.
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(8) ?relRt*ii Bra.Sfi.III.4.8. The Purva-

pah^a is given in Bra.Su.III.4.2-7.

(9) 3?4 3 ?Ir^I Bra.Sri.TII.4.9. The Furvapaksa is stated

in Bra.Su.III.4.3 (

(10) ^ Bra.Su.III.4.42. Though we

differ from S.iffkara as regards the niterpretation of this Sutra

and the one which precedes it, viz., h <i?T5Hginsmwnra^;

we agree with him in taking thi.s Sfitra (III 4.42) as a refuta-

tion or rather a modification of the view expressed in Sfitra IIL

4. 41.
‘

3’ shows that the view in Sutra III.4.41 is refuted,

while shows that the refutation is not a cornplete one.

So, we can safely say that even according to Sankara '

3’ in

Sutra I1I.4.42, as in other Sutras, is an indication of the

refutatidn of a view expressed in a preceding Sutra.

In all these cases
'

3* is taken to mean the refutation of a

and the Sutra is treated as a Siddhfinta Sutra, The Purvapaksa

is given in a preceding Sutra or in the S^^tra itself except in the

case of Bra. Su.IIl. 3. 60, where it i-s to be inferred from the

preceding Sutra.

Now, we shall notice those Sutras with g, which are SiddhSnta

Sfibras according to Sankara with whom we agree, but in which

Sankara does not point out a definite Purvapaksa and thus does

not always give the sense of the refutation of a Purvapaksa

to the word 3,
but assigns some other sense to it, e. g., that

of qualifying (tk'i^ir) some statement:-

( 1 )
Bra.Su.llL2 .2?. Saffkara does not

seem to explain the importance of 3 at all. We have shown

that the preceding Sutra (III. 2.26 nviit gives

the Purvapak§ai®

Bra.Su.III.3.26. SaAkara

interprets 3 in the sense ui but this is not the usual sense of 8.

(12) • Vida oar Notes on VT in the SQtra in Part 1.

(13) Vide Note on Bre. 80. III. 3. 26.

41
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Moreover, he takes this Sotra as forming an Adhikaralla bjr

itself. We have snggested that the preceding SQtra

Bra.Sn.IIL3.2o.) contains the FOrvapak^a and both

these SQtras (together with Bra. SO. III. 3. 27) form one Adhi-

karaQa discussing the meditation on the Syllable Om

(3) Pf’TW'SIiT : I Bra 83.111.4.48. HereSaAkara takes ‘J*

in the sense of qualidcation.^^ We have shown in our Notes

how our interpretation differs> fro 11 that of .$i<,nkara and bow
Satra IIL4.48 contains a refutation of the view in Sfltra III 4.47

which makes the performance of all other helping .actions

optional for all the orders of life. Sitra 43 makes them compaU

sory for a householder seeking emancipation.

(4-7) 31 Bra.8Q.IV.1.14.

^ 3 I Bra. Su.I V.1.16.

3 I Bra. su.lV.1.16.

+ + +

I Bra.Su.IV.1.19.

Here we have a series of Sltras with 3. Sankara interprets

‘«nk 5’ in Sutra 14 as “35isisTTiWNt I tjw

Ikji : | we have shown

that ‘ilk 3’ means that the takes place not on the

attainment cf the knowledge of Brahman like the stated

in the preceding Sutra, but on the fall of the body. As long as

the body lasts, the knower of Brahman must continue his

contact with the religious good deeds. Thus, 3 in SQtra’IV.1.14

indicates the rejection of the view that also takes places

on the attainment of the knowledge of Brahman.

Sutra IY.1.16 contains 3 and it is, as shown by us in our Notes

on it, an indication that the view of stated in

S^tra IV.1.16 is modifit^d by Sutra 16. Sutra 15 does not accept

(14) «yide Note on Bra. SQ. III. 3. 25.

(16) s'*. iAofya—3 (^fNO
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the conclusion that *1? •in and 3“^ both as also

are respectively destroyed and dissociated from the sage—

a

view which may be taken as expressed in Sutras 13-14.
# *

Again, l^utra IY.1.16 restrict:^ the meaning of Sfitra lY. 1.

16. The latter conveys the sense that all good deeds which

are f :i.nd which precede the attainment of the know-

ledge are dissociated from the i^age on the fall of the body,

while butra IY.1.16 says that particular good deeds, viz.,

WNiur and others, which an- which precede the attain-

ment of the knowledge (SQtra 15) are useful to the sage for

getting Moksi, the aim of the knowledge of Brahman, i. e., these

particular good deeds work as help to Jhdna for the same

goal.

In SCitra IY.1.19 means («l3) In SQtras

IY.1.18 and iV.1.14 we are told that afZ 'preceding’ sins of a

sage are destroyed on the attainment of the knowledge of

Brahman; in S'^tra 15 we learn that only those ‘preceding sins

which are are so destroyed while Sutra 19 states that

the preceding sins are destroyed only by means of the

sage suffering their results during his life after tbe attainment

of the knowledge of Brahman. Again, from Sutra IY.1.14 we

gather that all good deeds <>f a sage are dissociated from him

on the fall of his body; in S'ltras I.5-I6 we learn that the prece-

ding good deeds both ( like sfihsnsni^ ) and others, which are

are dissociated from the sage only on the fall of the

body, while Sutra 19 tells us that the preceding good deeds

which are are dissociated from the sage only after he

has had their good results during his life after the attainment

of the knowledge of Brahman. Thus, 3 in Sutra 19 likes in

Bfitra 16 is a partial refutation of the view expressed in Sutras

13 and 14.

In short, the particle 9 in all these four SQtras (lY. 1. 14, 16,16,

and 19) signifies partial refutation of views expressed in a

preceding Sutra, which is also a Siddhfinta SQtra.
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It is necessary to add that Sailkara also does not re^krd any

of these four Sitras wi&h 3 as stutiiig a Piryapak^a; he rather

takes all of them as representing the Siddhauta. He does not

seem to us. to expressly emphasise the fact that the Purvapaksa

refuted partly by the repeated 3 is mainly the one implied in a

preceding SOtra which is here a Siddhauta Siitra.^^

In the above seven Sntras ^ indicates the refutation of a

pQrvapaksa; and, though Sankara does not make out the

Purvapaksa from a preceding Sutra, we have suggested

that probably inwall these cases the required Purvapaksa cau be

derived from a preceding SQtra.

We shall now quote examples of sntras with 3, which are

siddhauta SQtras and which refute a PQrvapak^a not expressed

but only implied :

—

(1) Bra.SQ.nr.3 IH. We have shown in our

Notes that this and the two Sutras which follow it mean

that in the meditation on the arUpavat or PradliSna aspect of

Brahman, the negative attributes are not to he collected for

the purpose of the meditation, ^i^adkara’s interpretation is

different from ours; yet he takes the SQtra as a SiddhSnta

SQtra and regards 3 as conveying the sense of the refutation

of a PQrvapaksa implied iu a preceding SiddhSuta SQora

(III. 3. 12). But this does not seem to us to be the

correct view; because the Siddhauta eatablished in this SQcra

(13) is only a repetition of the Siddlianta established in SQtra 11.

We rather think that the PQrvapakSi. insisting upon the medita*

tion on the negative attributes of the PradhSna, which is here

refuted, is not given in any SQtra here but is to be only inferred.

(2) Bra.sQ.III-3.33.

In our Notes on this SQtra, we have shown how this SQtra,

(16) Even SQtra IV.1.13 is a Siddhanta SQfcra.

(17) Le. the attribates like «l»t(|N^........Br.Upa.

(18) Vide Notes on Bra.SQ.IlI.8.13 in Part 1.
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though taken as an independent AdhikaraRa by ^.lAkara,

should have originally fogned part of an AdhikaraUa eonsisting

of Sutras III.3 31*33 and how ?T5V.^in this SQtra refers to Bra. SO,

III. 3. 13-15. We agree with .^.inkara in interpreting 9 «>8

expressing the refutation of a Purvapaksa. This SQtra (III. 3.

33) itself reasserts the siddhanta established in Sutras III. 3.

13-16, as made clear by so the Purvapaksa in both the

places is the same. It is not stated in any SQtra.

(.3) a I— Bra.Sii.

111.4 27. This Sutra refutes a Purvapak§:i, holding that one

who is possessed of the qualities of tranquility of mind, control

of sense, etns., mentioned in BriUpa.IV.4.23, need not perform

yajni, dana and tapas stated in Br.Upa.IV.4 22, as the acts to

be performed by a seeker of Mok^a. The preceding Siltra (26)

mentions only the yajna, ddna and tapas but 'does not give this

Purvapaks'a. Saiikara also takes this SQtra (27) as a SiddhQuta

Siltra.

(4) 9 I—Bra.Su.III 4.36. According to ^fiAkara

also this is a Siddhanta Siitra. We think that it refutes a Piirva<

pak^a, viz., a seeker of Muk^a must necessarily pass gradually

from one order of life to the other. In the Sutra (III.4.36) which

precedes this SQtra, it is stated that the Sruti shows that the

duties of the orders and the other duties of yajita, ddna and

tapas are not suppressed on account of li man being a seeker

of Mok^i; but there is no indication ‘of )^he compulsion about

these duties which would justify 9 iu SQtra 36. So, we have to

infer that *9’ refutes a Piirvapak?a not ktated in a preceding

SQtra.

(6) I Bra.SQ.III.4.39. As the word

shows, 9 is meant to refute only the comparative importance of

a view and not the view itself. This superior importance which

is the topic of refutation is not stated in a preceding SQtra.

(6) iTCjnfV 9 Bra.SQ^II.440.

We have shown in our Notes that 9 in this SQsra refutes the ,
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view that a seeker of Moksa who has become a hermit or an

ascetic may again become a bonsehoider er a student. Sankara

does not seem ‘to interpret 9.

The Furvapak^*stating the option denied in this Sutra (40)

is not given in a preceding Sutra.

I— Brn .Su l 11.4.43. Here ‘9’ seems to

refnte a Furvapaksa that a seeker of i^rahman, though he is

outaide the orders of a hermit or an ascetic^ should not

perform the priestly or professional or semi-professional duties;

but such a Furvapaksa is not stated in a preceding Sutra.

(8) 8TifUi% w I BrA.Su.IV.1.3. Here -Sankara

explains 9 in the sense of To us, 9 seems to refute the view

that the seeker of Brahman practising the Means of Moksa and

born repeatedly on this earth forgets everything of his past

births and begins his efforts quite trebh. But this view is not

given in a preceding Sutra.

(9) 4^1^ 9 I Bra.Sfi.IV.4.8. The Furvapaksa that

the liberated soul would create the objects of enjoyment by his

own physical labour or that the objects could be created for

him by the efforts of some one else, is not stated in a preceding

SCitra.

In all these nine Sutras (in Bra.Su.III.2.11-IV) 9 is not

interpreted by .^aAkara as used in a Furvapaksa Sutra to refute

or to criticise or to modify a SiddhSnta view or a view supposed

to be the Siddh§.nta. It may be that there were some Vedanta-

sfitras whose views were refuted in these Sutras without quoting

them in a preceding Sutra. It is not the habit of the S&trak9ra

to use 9 so often without giving it its due significance. In fact,

he does not seem to use any word that would be superfluous or

redundant. There are many Siddhfinta Sutras without any 9

at all. So, the use of 9 is significant, and it always means the

refntatio|i of a Fnrvapak§a either stated or not in a preceding

Btitra. One important point is that so far we have examined
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about 26 Sufcmn with 3 in them but none of them is, even

according to SaAkara, a Ptkrvapuks.i Sutra«

We shall now consider how far the copulative particle ^ oatt

help us in reconstructing the text of the Brahmasiitira. *The

importance of ^ in this respect would be nutnericaliy far more,

than that of any other particle, because in about 227 Sutras

(from Bra.Sii.ni.2.11 to Bra.S0.1V»4) the particle *** occurs

about 30 times.

The particle has its usual sense of ‘addition’ in the following

Sutras :

—

(1) Bra.Sii.TIT.2.13. w’ shows that this Sutra adds one

more arguemeut to the Sutrakara’s reply to ‘
*T

(2) Bra.Su III.2.15-18. As we have shown in our Notes,

Sutra lo is a Prtrvapak^a Sutra. It adds One more adjective to

the one, viz., aiupavat, stated in the preceding Sutra, while

Sutras III.2.16 to 18, each of which has % add three arguments

to substantiate 9^.T^lKin Sutra 15.

(3) Bra.SQ III 2.21 adds a ^ruti as an argument to

iu Sfl. III. 2. 20.

(4) Bra.Su.IIT.2.24*2o. The second n (JTW^rar) shows an

argument to support

(6-16) III. 3. 3, 6, 22, 39, 46, 48, 49, 60, 62, 62, 63. 64.

(17-31) III. 4. 7, 16, 16, 17, 18, 22, 24, 29, 30, 31, 36, 37, 38,

39, 43.

(32 34) IV. 1. 3, 8, 9. (36-37) IV. 2. 1, 17, 19. ,

(38-42) IV. 3. 8, 11, 13, 14, 16. (43^5) IV. 4. 17, 19, 20.

According to SaAkara, with whom we agree, the particle ^

in these (about) 50 Sutras adds one more argument {yuktt) to

that already given in a preceding Sdtra, or adds a Sruti as an

^.rgument, or shows the further
.
application of a Proposition

(e. g., in SQtta III. 3. 6).
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In oerbAin Sutras, ^ performs a double funobioti, that of

adding a final argument so that these Sutras show the end of

an AdbikaraOa as well as the addition of one more argument

to tl>ose already given. We simply give below a list of the Sutras

of this type only where we tiua our-selves in agreement with

SaAkara.

(lUII 2. 30, (2-4) III. 3. 4, 15, 66.

(6-5) ITT. 4. 17, 46. (7-8) lY. 1. 2, 10.

(9-11) IV. 2. 2, 14, 21. (12) IV. 3. 16.

(13) IV. 4. 9.

Besides these thirteen Sutras, there are several Sutras in which

according to Sankara, the conjunctive p.arbicle ^ serves also

as an indication of the Sutra beiug the last one in an AdhikaraOa,

e. g., (1) Bra. SQ. HI. 2. 21, (2-3) Bra. Su. III. 2. 22, g 62, (4-7)

m. 4. 22, 24, 31, 36, (8) IV. 4. 2, 11 (9) IV. 3 14i9. In these

nine cases, we do not agree wittj Sankara in taking each pari,.-

cular Sutra as the last Sltra of the AdhikaraOa. We may, how-

ever, note here that altogether there are about twentytwo Sutras

with which in the opinion of Sankara are the last Sutras

of their respective AdhikaraQas.

If we make a calculation from the above twofold usage of w

according to .Sankara, we find that in about seventy two places

he does not take a Subra with ^ as standing at the beginning of a

new AdhihaTafSa.

Now, we give a list of Sutras with w which .^afikara takes

either as ihe first sutra of an Adhikara^a or as the only Sotra of

a new Adhikaraija; ai»d we also give our own reasons why we do

not agree with ^afiikara.

(1) Bra.Su.III.3.9. I ^afikara makes one Adhi-

kara^a of this Sfitra. We think it is the last SQtra of an Adhi-

karaQa consisting of Sfitras III. 3. 5-9. Sutra III. 3. 9 gives the

(19) Out arguments for not taking these Sutras as the last Sutras of the

AdhikaraFa are given in their proper placet In Fart I. .
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last argument of the SiddhSluta for rejecting the Porvapakfa, viz.,

There should be no Collection Sutra 111.3.6).

(2) ^ a.Sii.TII.3.19. — SaAkara begins a new

AdhikaraAa, but we have shown with reasons that this SQtra

extends the rule or Proposition libont the A'pUrva mentioned

originally in the Upa. and discussed by the SOtrakara in

Bra.Sd.IlI.3.18, to other Upani^ads which also come within the

range of the title ‘VedSnta’ as much as ihe ]ir. Upa does. We
haveshown thatNNi^win this Sutra is 1 ike eiTT^ win Bra.Sft.III.3.6

w).

(3-4) Bra.Sa.lII 3.23. WT?r: I and Bra.Su.ni.3.24.

i SaAkara makes an Adhikara^a of each

of these satras. We have shown in our Notes that these two
SAtras give two more arguments for the Siddhantih’s lefutation

of the Purvapaasa stated in Sutra III.3.20 (
i
).

For this reason also Sutra III.3.22 should not be taken as

the last Sutra of the Adhikara^a. All these three Sntras (22,

23, 24) have each of them the particle w and we conclude that

SQtra 24 ends the Adbikara^A* Sutra 25 has no w in it and

makes a fresh Proposition, as we shall show below.

(6-6) Bra.SQ.III.4.25*«r?T tpl winflsiTSTBni^^ i and Bra.Su.ni.4.26.

w ^aAkara takes each of these two Sutras

as an AdhikaraQa by itself. We have given our arguments in

our Notes to show that Sutras 25 and 26 explain why the

knowledge of Brahman is something to be performed ( «l^ )

or even that the knowledge is of the nature of an Injunction

(i^-Sutra 20). Because the knowledge of Brahman is anusfheya

like the Vedic Sacrifices, there is a unanimity of sense between

the two Ea^das of the .^ruti {eltavdkyadd’-‘'Qtek. Su. III.4.24) and

it is for the reason of such a unanimity between the two that

the performance of the knowledge of Brahman does not stand in

need of fire, fuel, etc; which are needed in the PfirvakfiQ^A

(Sfitra ill.4.26) and that all requirements for its performance
42
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resuitiing from the Sriiti (Br.TJpa.lV.4.22) which lays down the

sacrifice, donation, and austerities for the knowledge of Brahman
are of the nature of the HorKe^** described at the beginning

of the Br« Upa. ( Sfitra 26). In our opinion, SQtra 26, with

N in it, is the last Sutra of the AdhikaraQa consisting of Bra.Su.

111.4.18-26, which discusses the question whether the knowledge

of Brahman is of the nature of simple reflection (Jaimini’s view*

Sutra 18 ) or is something to be performed (BadarfiyaDa's view-

Sutras 19—20).

(7) Bra.Su.ItI.4.2S. - srmRijir i Saflkara

begins a new Adhikarai^a with this SQtra. We have shown that

a new Adhikaraha should begin with Sutra III.4.27 which

asserts the Proposition that though a seeker of liberation is

possessed of the control of the mind (iama), the senses, {dama),

etc, he must perform the yajfia^ dana, tapas laid down in Bp.

Upa. IY.4.23 for him. SQtra II1.4.28 means that even if the

seeker be possessed of the &ama^ dama^ etc., be should not

break the rule about persons from whom be can eat his food or

about the eatable and uneatable food; the violation or setting

aside of that rule is allowed (sarvdnndumati) even to the seeker

possessed of iama, dama^ etc. only when he is in the danger of

losing his life {
prdnStyaye - Bra.SQ.III.4.28 ). Thus, this SQtra

is closely connected with the preceding SQtra.

(8) Bra.SQ.IiI.4.32. - i Here also Saflkara be-

gins a new AdhikaraQa, but we have stated with probability

that Sutra 32 is a continuation of the Adbikara^a begun with

SQtra 27 in so far as the latter aske the seeker to perform yajiktt

dana, tapas ( in accordance with Br.Upa.IV.4.23 ), while the

former adds to those the duties of the order to which the seeker

belongs. Only those two kinds of duties must be performed by a

seeker under any circumstances (Bra.SQ.ai.4.34).

(9) Br8t.SQ.III.4. 36. - 3 i Without repeating

onf acuments given in our Notes, we may here say that also

(so) Cf. 3VT «to. See ]^otes.
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this SQtra with W can be eaetiy understood to belong to a digre-

ssion discussed in Sutras 36-39^ which helps in clearing the

conclusion in SQtra 34. A seeker must perform the duties of

the Older to which be belongs, and though he can jump over an

order or even two orders of life (e. g., when a seeker belonging

to the order pf the celibate takes up the order of the renunciation

of the world in accordance with Sriiti. and Smfti allowing such a
jump); the one regularly passing from one order to another is

better than the one availing himself of the Scriptural concession

(SQtra 39).

(10) Bra.Su.III.4.41. ^ i SaAkara

does not see the connection of this Siitra with the preceding Sfitra

(III.4.40); most probably this Sutra is meant to prevent a seeker

belonging to the order of an ascetic from doing the (priestly or)

official duties of his varna .or caste.

(11) Bra.Su.IV.1.6. «lrfksin?*r?pri»lir i SaAkara takes this

Sutra as Adhikara^a V. We interpret it to mean that the

“returned” seeker has the notions of the Sun, etc., in the parts

(angoi) of the Lord. In fact, Sutras IY.1.3-6 tell us how a,

returned seeker looks upon Brahman Ueslef (SQtra 3), the Symbol

of Brahman (i.e., the PraQava, Sutras 4-5) and the external world

consisting of the S.un, etc., (Sutra 6). The Sutra is the last SQtra

of this Adhikara^a.

(12) Bra.8u.IV.2.7. nnihi i “And this

uthrdnti is common, during all his returns (avffft-SQtra IV.1.1)

after he begins (to go on) the Path of gods (having given up the

Path of the Pitfs) until the attainment of immortality So,

this SQtra is a part of the AdbikaraDa dealing with the process

of the uthrdnti described in SQtras IV.2.1.6.

(13) Bra.Su.IV.2.20. I The seeker who leaves

the gross body through the hundred and first artery joins on his

very departure the rays of the Sun, even though he may leave

the body at night (Sfitra 19) and even though he may do sfi during
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bhe six months of the S)in*« Southern Course {dah^v^yana-Brtk.

8fi.Ty.2.20). Thus, SQtra 20 solves the same doubt about the

seeker’s departisre in ddJc^iftayana,nH Sutra 19 about his departure

at night. So, Sutras 20''21 are parts of the same AdhikaraQa as

Siitras 18-39.

Wo have above discussed thirteen Sutras with w and shown

that in these cases where SuAkara begins a new AdhikaraQa,

really we have the continuation of the AthikaraQa to which the

preceding SOtra in each case belongs. We may here remark that

in all these Sutras S.inkara does not take W in its usual sense of

mere addition of one more argument for the statemenUmade in

a preceding Sfitra; he has to find some other theme of addition

. or, often, to leave W unexplained.

There are two Sfitras with w, which Safikara does not take as

the last SQtras of their respective AdhikaraQas, but which we

have proposed to regard as the last ones, viz., (1) I1I.2.39

(^Ririw) and (2) IV.4.21 ( «lfn*n5r«iw»%irw I

)

(1) Bra.Sri ni.239. i Sankara takes one AdhikaraQa of

Sutras 1II.2.39-41. We believe, w in Sutra 1II.2.39 shows that

we have here one AdhikaraQa of SQtras 111.2.38-39, because Sntra

111.2.39 gives- the second and the last argument for the statement

that *the Fruit in the form of Liberation is to be bad from this

onraanifest One’, Bra.Su.IIl.2.38). The fact that SQtra40

makes a fresh Proposition (See below) also supports our view

that Sutra I1I.2.39 is the last Sutra of the AdhikaraQa.

(2)

’
III.4.21. | Sankura takes an AdhikaraQa of

Sfitras 111.4.17-22. We have proposed to regard SCitra IV 4.21

as the last Sotra of the AdhikaraQa made of Sutras lY 4.17-20,

because we think that this AdhikaraQa deals with one topic,

while Sutra IV.4.22 deals with a different topic.

Besides the Sfitras with w already discussed, we may notice ^
in the following SQtras for the correct understanding of the import

of this conjunctive particle :*—(!) Bra.SQ.III.2.13« 18, 36; (2) Bra.
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SO. III.2.46, 64; (3) Bra.SQ.III.4.7, 16, 22, S3. lu all these SOtras ’ll

shows the. end of the arguments either of the Opponent or of

the SiddhSntin, e.g*, in Bra.Su.III.2.35 ^ shows that all the argu*

ments of the P6rvapak$a have been refuted; and in Bra.Su.III.4.7

^ signifies the end of the arguments of the Purvapakfa.

The above examination of the use of ^ in the Bra.SO. would

prove that (1) when a Sutra begins with w, most probably it is

not the first or only Sutra of an AdhikaraQa and (2) when A

Sntra with W occurs in course of an AdhikaraQa, it generally

signifies tlie last argument for the point in question and often

in this case the Sutra is the last Sutra of the AdhikaralJia,

though not always so.

We may here idd a note that in Bra.Su.II.2.1 we have the

single case of a Sutra with W at the very beginning of a Pflda.

In a separate Paper^^ published elsewhere we have tried to show

that Bra.Su.II.l deals with the SutrakSra’s view about the

Vedfinta of the Smytis like the Gitfi, while Bra.6u.II.2.1*>ll

present the same about the rational Sfiiiikhya School and thus,

w in Bra.SQ.II.2.1 is meant to include the arguments iq Bra.SQ.

II. l in those of the Sutrakara’s refutation of the rational

Sfiihkhya School, which also claimed the support of several Srutis

(discussed in Bra.Su.I.4l and Smytis discussed in Bra.Su.II.l.

Like the presence of w in a SQtra, the absence of the same In

some Sotras also should be examined. We have so far come

across only one such noteworthy case. SQtra III.3 62 ( i%i9sr

)

and II 1.3.64 ( ) have each of them w while the

intervening Sutra IH.3.63 ( wilKRf )
is without w. If there is

a seriea of 93s given here in Sutras 62^64 for proving the state-

ment in Bra.SQ.III.3.61 ( wjrf 9«?r«nww!
}, why have we no ^ in

Bra.S® III-3. 63? We believe, we should either have w in Sutra

III.3.63 or we should have one Sfitra, viz., insead of

SQtras 62 and 63. This latter seems to us to be the only possible

solution. We have shown in our Notes ^hat SQtra III.S.6I

(31) Vide the author's Paper on "Meaning of Sm^ in the Brabpia-SQtrn'*

in the Indian Historical Quarterly, 1936.
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refers to the notions of the bead, the eye« etc., in the Sky (^),

the Sun («hi^Nl), etc., mentioned in Cbs.Upa.V.12, 13, etc.,

while the PUfk “teaching? in a folJection” or ‘the collective

teaching’ refers to aW f ^ 5aNiH8<5fijwi: sm:

fUTfWRJTi etc., in ObS.Upa.V.lS. Thus, we should have

here one Sutra, viz., I This is our inference from

the absence of w in Bra.Su.III.3.63.

As regards the meaning of ^ we might here briefly say that

though Sankara mostly interprets it as a conjunctive particle,

there are some rare cases in which he gives it a meaning suitable

to him on the occasion. In Bra.Su.II.3.40 (nni w which

is not discussed by us in the present work, Sankara takes w in

the sense of 3®® while in Bra.Su.III.3.62 he explains w in the

sense of ai. We beg to suggest that it has always the sense of

‘and’ throughout the Brahmasutra.

For recovering the original reading (pMha) of the text of the

Brahmasfitra particularly with reference to the division of the

Adhikara^a, besides the above test of the study of the use of

particles like ^, 3, % etc., we have also one more difficult test,

viz., that of the study of the grammatical construction of

certain Sutras.
Ti

The most promieut among these Sutras with peculiar gra-

mmatical construction are the SHtras with words in the ablative

case having the sense of hetu ‘reason’, e.g., SQtra IV.3.5 (

) gives the hetu for Sutra IV.3.4 ( ).

In this case the hetusUtra is like a Sutra with f|, i.e., it is by

itself incomplete in sense and gives only a reason for a conclusion

in a preceding Siitra which may present the Purvapak^a or a

the Siddhanta. Thus, Sutra IY.3.6 could have as well been

worded as i If we do not take such a Sutra as

only a hetusHtra, we should have to make many additions to it

before could make outaponneoted complete meaning from it.

(22) Vide S'#, bhft. on Br».8Q.n.3.40. ^
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We give below a list of the hetuaUtras which SaAkara does , not

take as such and with which he begins a new AdhikaraDa, while

we take them as part of an AdhikaraOa to which the respective

preceding Sutra belongs. Onr explanation of the entire Sfitras

is aiven in our Notes. It wonld be eaily seen that these Sdtras

with oblative case in the sense of hetu are like the Sutras with

which we have already proposed to take as closely connected

with the preceding Sutra.
*

•-

(1) Bra.Su.III.3.14—snwrww Jl^EsimwRl.1 SaAkara begins a

new AdhikaraDa with this Siitra, but unless we make several

additions'^* to it, we cannot get a complete sense out of it. It

really gives only a hetu like the hetu siVemi'in^in SAtra 1II.3.13

and. supports 3’ iu the latter.

(2) Bra.Sfl.III.3.27—

I

This^utra

) gives only a heta^ and makes no self-complete state-

ment.

(3) Bra.Sfi.III.3.68— ‘WRiw: NRRt’ is

the statement of only a hetu and it is the reason advanced by

‘some*. The Sutra cannot be taken as the beginning of an

AdhikaraDa as is done by SaAkara.

(4) Bra.Su.ITI.4.44—

I

As in tbe case of the

above three Sutras, SaAkara takes this also as tbe first Sfitra of

an AdhikaraDa, but we think ’ gives only an argu-

ment for the Conclusion
" ” in the preceding Sotra, it

being the third argument besides* and mwiini stated in

Sfl.ilL4.43.

(6) Bra.Sa.IV.2.8—

I

We have shown that

this Sfitra supports the Assertion made in the preceding Sfitra.

(6) Bra.Sfi.IV.2.12—

I

This Sfitra supports

the statement in Bra.SA.iy.2.7. This Sfitra is like Bra.SQ.IlI.

(28) Cf^ Bra.8Q.III.2.22, III.S.44, IV.1.18.

(24) Vide oar Notes on the Sutra in Part 1.
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,

3.17 which Saftkara takes as an ar{, «ment

for the preceding Shtra.

AU these are hetusHtras with pancami (the Ablative Case) and

therefore should not be taken as the first Sfltras of an Adhikara^a.

There are some Sutras which have neither ft nor a word in

the Ablative as an indication of their being only an argument,

but which still do not seem to ns to begin a new Adhikara^a and

so far we difl!er from SaAkara. Our reasons for joining these

Sfitras with their respective preceding Sutras are mostly contextual.

Though these Sfltras are of the form of a statement, they serve

as arguments for the Cohclusion in a preceding Siitra. These

Siitras taken by themselves cannot yield a self-complete sense and

therefore tliey are of different nature from tho;»e which we would

call or “Sutras of Propositions” and which invariably

begin a new Adhikara^a ( See below ).

(1) Bra.Sii.in.3-6
I The meaning of

by itself is not clear and therefore we have to join this

Siitra to the preceding one. In fact the Sutra could have as well

been put us It is a Purvapak?a against the

upasathhdra proposed in the preceding SQtra.

(2) We have shown that SQtra III 3.19 Vi should

be connected with Sutra 111.3.18 (
We believe,

Siitra III 3.20 ( ) presents a Purvapak§a and thus

continues the same topic as in the preceding Sutra as is suggested

by TO grouped in the same

Adhikaraiia as the preceding two SDtras.

(3) Bra SQ.III.3.29 I This SQtra is closely

connected with ( Bra.Su.III.3.28 ) through the

word and gives a .15 for SQtra II1.3.28.

(4.4) Bra.Sli.III.3.22 1 and Bra.SQ.

1113.33 We think, these two

SQtras along with SQtra III.3.81 present the attributes ormedita-
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tional Uioaghts (^s) on the Furti^a and should be therefore

grouped together ex|<5tly like Sutra 1 11.3.1 1-13 (also 14-16)
which are taken as forming one AdhikarH^a by S.iAkara and

which present the attributes to be used in the meditation on the

Pradhana or Lhe Formless Aspect of Brahman.

(6l Bra.SQ.III.3.39 |
as Thjg

is a corollary of the Interchange ( vyaifiAam ) stated in Bra.Su.

1113 37.

(7-8) Bra.SCi.III.3.40 ( ) and Bra.sa.III.3.41
(

?naa[^«!R »). We Oo not know to what the non-dropping {9litn^

refprs, unless we connect the SHtra closely vrith Bra.Sii.ni.3. 37-39.

We have given in our Notes our reasons for takma SQtra 1II.340

as the P&rvapak^a and the Sutra III.'^41 ns the SiddhSota

(9) Bra.Su.III.3.42 ( i^irsjpirawsir:
i

). The
context shows that this Sutra must be grouped along with

Stttras III.3.S7—41.

( 10-11 ) Bra.SQ.ITL4.21 ( I ) and

Bra.SQ. 111.4.23 l Both these SQtras

contain a Furvapaksa and its refutation, thus proving the propo-

sition of Sutras Hi .4.19-20. TUey cannot therefore begin a new
AdhikaraQa.

(12-13) Bra.Su.IV.1.4 sT sr(I% *1 H b: i and Bra.Su.IV.1.6

The meaning of the negation in Sutra iy.1.4 can be

understood only from Bra.Su.IV.1.3 and the particle w in Bra.SQb

IV. 1.6 also shows that SQtras IV.1.3'6 should form only one

Adbikara^a.

(14) Bra.Su.IV 3 16 snwva:

If we compare this Sutra with Bra.SQ.lV.4.6-7 and Bra.Su. 1V.4.

10-12, we should come to the conclusion that in all these three

AdhikaraQas the SQtrakSra criticises two opposite views and then

gives his own view about the same tenet with the idea of

striking a reconciliation of the two conflicting views. Thus,

^trwr iy^.7-i6 would belong to the same Adhikara^a,

(26) Vide Notes on tho SQtrs for the ebangs in the reeding.

48
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(16-16) There are two more Sutras (BrH.SQ.in.8.31; and III.4.60),

each of which, according to Saiikara, formt an independent

AdhikarnDia. But Sutra IIT.3.34 ( ) gives by itself no

-complete sense. It can at most be a ^3^ bncause of the ablative

case of Even t itiu, wh think it cannot be construed as a

with the preceding Sutra. For this and other reasons, w’e

have proposed to combine Sutra 1 1 1.3.34 and Sutra 1 11.3 35

) and thus to make only o«? SutM (

I ) By comparing this new Su'ra with other SQtras

(1.3.25, 13.21, 1.2.7), we have shown bow this Sutra contains a

rule about the inward method of meditation on Brahman.

As regards Sfltra Iff.4.60 ( I ), we believe, this

S’ltra contains an explanation of which is mentioned in the

preceding Sutra and not of as SaAkara thinks it to do. So,

we propose to take it an a parenthetical remark on the sense of

Sdtra Iir.4.49 and thereture we include this Sotra (50) in the

preceding Adhikara^a.

Thus, it will be seen that in about sixteen Sutras we have to

depend upon the context which seems to indicate that these

Sfttras cannot stand at the beginning of an AdhikaraQa, as

S,iAkara understands them to do, but rather they form part of the

same AdhikaniQa as the Sutra or Satras which precede them.

Now, we shall discuss those SQtras, which, according to

SaAkara, belong to an AdhikaraRa to which the respective pre-

ceding Sutras belong, but which appear to os to be the first

satras of a new Adhikara^. Here a question would naturally

arise : What are the characteristics of the first SQtra of an

AdbikaraQa? We may say that generally the first Slltra of an

AdhikaraRa is not of the form of a ( simply giving a mere

argument), but it makes. an Assertion which is a self-complete

and easily comprehensible statement of a view and which may or

may not be accompanied by a We may give some examples:-

Bra.SQ.IlI.2.11 contains the Proposition
*

and one argument, viz., % Bra.Sn.lII.2.31 has the Proposition
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of the Opponent and the statement of arguments “espuisf-

Bra.Sri.Ill.3.38 presents the Assertion ‘’SaNN:’’ and

one reason, viz
,

the second reason being given in the next

Sutra (IIL3.39- I). We give here a list of (about forty-five)

Sutras, where we agrti^ with Sankara lu lakiog them as the first

Sutras of ail AdbikaraQa.

(1) Bra.Sri.TII.2.11, 31, £8.

(2) Br.Sri.III,3.1, 5, 10, 11, 16, 18, 26, 31, 37, 43, 67, 68, 69,

60, 61.

(3> Bra.Sn.III.4.1, 18, 40, 43, 61, 62.

U) Bra.Sri.IV.1.1, 3, 7, 11, 12, 13, 14, 16, 16 17, 20.

(6) Bra.Sri.lV.2.1, 16, 16, 17, 18.

(6) Bra.Su.IV.3.1, 2, 3,, 4, 7.

(7) Bra.S'J.IV.4.1, 4, 6, 10, 15.

We have seen that there are several Stitras which, though not

composed in the form of a^N ( with fk or the Ablative Case ),

are of the nature of a statement and serve to elucidate tho

Proposition in a preceding Sutra. Such L'.utras are not to be

confounded with the Sutras which we^are now discussing. The

former SQtras cannot be understood without the help of the

context, since they contain some word or words which can be

clear only t.|< rough iheir relation wit>h the preceding SOtra;

while the first .Sntras of an AuhikaraQa contain a self-

complete Assertion.

The following is n list of the S~tra^ which in our opinion

should begin an AdhikaraQa or should form the only Sutra of an

Adhikaraua, because they contain a Pratijiia with or without

an argument :

—

(1) Bra.SaJIL2.20--l(^^Nwnt»»NNW|N»roiiw^ The Adhi-

karaQa preceding this Sutra discusses the topic of the applicabi-

lity of the two-fold attributes to Brahman. The AdlifkaraQa

beginning with Sutra IIL2.20 deals with the two states of t%.
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growth and decrement, out of the six states mentioned

by Yaska.

(Q) Bra.Su.III.2.23—

i

This should be the first Shtra

of an AdhikaraUa just as s*dr d ( Bra.8u.II1.2.1 ).

(8) Bra.Su.Iir.2.26—

i

This Sutra begins a

new AdhikarnUa about the possibility of the^ uniting mYA the

Infinite from the Unmanifest. The Sutra is a Purvapaksd Sfitra.

. (4) Bra.Su.] 11.2.37— nSin?i?TOPn«Rn!Ui^vJr: i This Sutra dis-

cusses the topic of the omnipresence of the Unmanifest, a topic,

though connected with, yet different from, that of Bra.Su.lIL

2.31-36. The so-called always begin a new AdhikaraUa

because they begin a new topic, (’f. gHn wn^?nai: i

( Bra.Iir.l5U.12 ),
4iu: agqj:

| (Bra.SaII.1.3), also Bra.Su.II.3.8.

In these three cases Sankara also begins a new AdhikaraQa.

(6) Bra.Sri.III.2.40— u? i "-nu trV’ means

which ( argtiment ) is given in Sfitra 111.2.39. There is a sharp

distinction between Sutras with aw and with Wfl gf aier

shows a new AdbikaraUa, while wa g«r w the continuation of the

same Adhikaraha, We have shown that Bra.Sfi.III.2.38-39

discusses the topic about the attainment of the fruit from the

Unmanifest or from any other source, while the AdhikaraUa
beginning with Sficra 1II.2.40 discusses whether the fruit is

Dbarma or Mok$a.

(6) Bra.Su.IlI.3.28. | The context shows that

this Sfitra should begin a new AdhikaruUa and givA an option of

choice between the two aspects of Brahman.

(7> Bra.Sfi.III.4.27-gmg<rrayfr: 3
The preceding Sfitras discuss the unanimity of the two Kfiudas
while this Sfitra begins a new AdbikaraQa about the performance

(28) Of. we Hf !n»is BrK.S(i.T.1.2S, whiob S'afikara takes as a new AtUtikarapa.
we W ^l«|T Bra.8a.III.2.18. we ee Bra.Sfl.III.4.28,

And also B».8fi.IV.2.2, IV.4.2. *
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of yajHa^ d^tia, tapai, inspite of the seeker possessing ^ama,

dama, etc.

(8) Bra.Sfl.IV.2.6. I

(9) Bra.Sn.rV.3.6-l2^^ aani^: I SfitrasJV.3.4-6 discuss the

topic of the Flame or the Rays, etc., bKing conductiors of the

knower of Brahman, while Sutra IV.3.6 henins a new topic, viz.,

‘By which conductor is the Brahmavid led from onwards

(10-11) Bra.Sfi.TV.4.2.-ga5: and Bra.Su.IV.4.3—ainn

Each of these two Sutras begins a fresh Adhikara9'i>

because the topic of each is different. Sffjra 2 is concerned with

gu5 or aa while Sutra 3 with or

(12) Bra.Su.IV.4.1.3
—

'i'he AdhikarjpBa consisting

of SQtras lY.4.10-12 discusses the topic whether a released soul

has a body or not, while Sutras 1V.4. 13-14 discuss the question

of kow the released soul evjoyn the objects of enjoyment.

(!3) Bra.Su.IV.4.22~sii!ii%; The AdhikarsHa

of Sutras IY.4. 17-21 discusses the the topic of the form of the

liberated, being free from the transactions of the world, the

only resemblance between his existence and that of the world

being enjoyment (vilauiwaiiF?); while the Adhikara^a consisting of

this Sutra (22) discusses the question of the return or non-return

of the Mukta to the world.

Out of alj^these thirteen Sutras, SaAkara takes none as beginn*

ing a new AdhikaraQa while we are of the opinion that each of

them should begin a new topic, because each starts a new

subject and consists of a Proposition and an Argument, e. g.,

and in Bra.SQ.III.2.20;

and «n< if in Bra.SQ.III.2.28; (uf and

?wiii[ ftsir^in Bra.Sfi.III.2.26; and in

Bra.S3.IIL2.37; w IWll) and wei:S?l in Bra.So.

111.2.40. Similarly, it would not be difficult to make out the

Proposition and the Argument in other Sdtras. .
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Lastly, we may here briefly notioel some chango^, in the read'

ings of some of the Sutras, that we have suggested on the ground

of several c ritical considerations stated in 1 :

—

(1) We have combined Sutras III.3.84''3o of Sankara’s

pSiha and made out one Adhikara^a of one Svitra, viz.,

(2) We have transferred aww: from Sfitra III.3.38 to the

next Sutra; so that Sfitra III.3.38 reads as and Sutra

1II.3.39 as mr ^eHir^vir; i

(3) in Bra.Su IIL3.39 is changed to i., e,

the ^ lias been ^l.c rtened.

(4) On the analogy of in Bra.Sh.III.8.60 we have

proposed to change in Sutra TII.3.4-2 to

(1^1 being suggested to us by sw in Sutra ); so that Sfitra

111.3.42 reads as qwij. I

(6)

On the strengtli of in Bra.Su. 117*3.16 and swh in

Bra.Sfi.III.3.11 and we have cb'anged sr?l*T in Bra.Sfi.

111.3.43 to snrFT, so that Sutra II1.3.43 reads as

(6) We have proposed to transfer from Sfitra

III.3.46 to Sfitra 111.3.44 wbi'di wuuhl r) erefore read as

'^^fqE5q: i ui d Sutra III..3.46 would read as

(7) Moreover, we transfer from Sutra .IV.1.17 to

Bra.Su.iy.1.18; thus the two Sutras would be respectively tldis

s^niq and q»rq»: Hi

(8) We have also transferred _sifn5nH>Wl from Bra.SQ.IIT.2.34

to Bra.Sfi. III.3 36; so that Bra.Sfi.llI.2.34 reads ab and

Bra.8fi.iii.2.36 srewnHqyn^ I

The argum^ts for these proposed rbange<i in the readings

are stated by us in their respective places in Part l and we request

and expect the reader to have a perusal of the same.
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A thorough intensive study of the very text of the Brahma-

sGtra is bound tc^be very helpful in fixing the reading of the

text and the group! ii; of its AdhikaraDas. A study of the SQtras

with the particles Q, 3, and ^ and of the SQtras which are of the

forraiPf hetu either on account of an ablative 0 ipse or on account

of contextual evidence and also a consideration of SQtras which

can.oniy be at the beginning of a new AdbikarnDa (because they

have a self-complete sense) are only some of the important

points 8uggested*by us in Part I for the discussion of the SQtras

for the purpose of settling the original SUhapStha.

A critical study of the text like that of the vulgate text of the

Buddhacarita made by Bohtlingk is also instrumental in the

same direction. We believe, a further effort to fix the text on

inese pniioiugical anii ciilical lines would surely be fruitful.

The division of the SQtras into the Fadas and the AdhjSyas is,

as noticed by Dr. Ghate, the same with all the Commentators.

The most important question therefore regarding the text is

that concerned with the grouping of the Sutras into the Adhi-

karaBas and we believe; bue inquiry into this should proceed on

the lines suggested in this Chapter.^^

(37) We have given the patha of each Adhikarapa aa fixed by as (in Bra.8Q.

III.2.11-IV.4.32) in the devanagari Script in its proper place at the beginning

of each. Section in Part 1.



Chapter XUI

THE SYSTEM OF THE SUTRAKARA

RESUME
C N. B. : P. in the footnotes means Page of this work J

W© may lipre briefly mmuiarise tin* main results of our

investigation detailed in ths preceding Chapters.

Chapter 1 (Bra.Sri.III.2 j»ud 3)

CONCEPTI6N OF BRAHMAN AND MEDITATION ON IT

The Sutrakara believes in ;tvpo aspects of Brahman, but accord-

ing to him these two aspects are rvpavai and ariipavat or

purv§avidka Brahman and apuruSavidha Brahman since the

riipa, or form spoken of Brahman is that of a puruSa i.e., a human

form.^ Both these aspects are of equal status^ as far as the

achievement of Mok^a by meditation on either is concerned, so

that a complete vihalpa or option of choice between the two is

given to the seeker.^ The purusavidha aspect or the PiiruSa is no

mentation projected on the apuruSavidha or the Avyakta.^ The

SutrakSLra has a fixed terminology; so he always uses the words

pradhdna, suksma (BTa.S^.lA.2),aidipavat,mukhya (Bra.Su,iy,

3.12), Avyakta, in the same sense. He emphasises the use of

the word purusa for the rUpavat aspect.^ Each aspect haa its

6wn attributes.^ The Avyakta is taught in more Vedantas than

the Purusa.®

According to the SutrakAra, the prajdpatiloka is no ordinary

loka or world, but it is the rUpavat aspect of the kdrafia Brahman

Itself. BAdari calls it kdrya, but BAdarAyana objects to it.

t^ankara is not right in adding it to the worlds (or Stivahikas) in

(1) They are described in Bra SQ.III.2.11>28, III.3.8, III.3.11 and thaL.

Bubsequent Sutras. PP. 2*3. (2) Bra.SQ.IlI.3.28 eto. PP.17-18,20. (3) Bra.

Sa.III.3-46-47. PP.11-12. (4) PP.7.10, (fi) PP. 20-23. (6) PP. 17-1&
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bifl hhdsya on Bra. Su.iy.3.3.^ The Stlbraktra olearly states that

the sdkdri or riipavat aspect of Brahman, which is the same as

the Prajapatiloka, is not subject to the fault of lohdpatti^ the cont-

ingency of its being regarded as an ordinary world.®

The method of meditation »n either aspect is the dtmagrhtti

method.®

The Siitrakara says that the Avyakta is taught in more Veda-

ntas than the Purusa.

In his doctrine of the puritSavidha and apuruSavidha aspects

of Brahman the Sutrakara seems to adopt or to follow a view

of Brahman already adopted by a Vedanta School in harmony

with the two aspects of tlie Vedic deities as taught by Yaska.^®

The attributes of the Aksara, viz., ananu, ahrcisva, etc., etc.,

emphasised so often by Sankara, are not so important according

to the Sutrakara, because they are not useful for meditation on

Brahman, Priyasirastvddi attributes are also to be dropped.^®

The attributes dnandddayah, satySdayah and dyatanddayah -

form three grou|)8 of attributes and are mentioned in Bra.Su.III.

3.11 and 38-39. They refer respectively to the three sets of

attributes collected by the Sutrak3.ra in the first, second and

third Padas of the first Adhyaya. He further says that dnanda

etc., collected. in Bra.Su I.l, are attributes belonging to the Im-

personal One and are to be used in meditation on the same

only (Bra.Su. TII.3. 11); the group of (satyasamkalpa

and others, —Bra.Su.III.3.38-39) collected in Bra.Su. 1.2 by

the Sfitrakara and explained by him there as belonging to

the Personal Aspect may be used by the meditator, if be so

chooses, in meditation on . the Impersonal One; Badaraya^a

says the same for the dyubhvddydyatana and other attributes

collected by him in Bra.Sii.1.3 (Satyddayah Jcdmdd itaratra tatra

(7) PP. 1446. (8) PP. 72-73.

(9) P.17. (10) P. (11) Bra.Su.III.3.13-16. PP. 21-22, (12) JE>. 21-

44
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caya<a7i<ff?t6%a.%-Bra.Su.III.3.38-39). According to Badaraya^a
the ^rutis discussed respectively in Bra.Su.Ll, 1.2 and 1.3 mention

(1) only the arfipavat, (2) expressly the arupavat (while using

adjectives of the rupavat) and (3) expressly the rCipavat (while

using the adjectives of the argpavat). The reason for this

option is that the Srutis theiHselves make an interchange of

the attributes of the two aspects of 3 rahman; and the result

of this standpoint is that both the aspects are of an equal

status so far as the achievement of Moki^a is concerned. It

is not necessary to use in meditation all the attributes of

the aspect of Brahman on which one chooses to tueditate;

and, again, only those attributes of the other aspect ( than

the one chosen for meditation 1, which are present in the

Srutis one selects, are not to be dropped while meditating on the

aspect of one’s choice. In this way the Sutrakara’s system of

two aspects of Brahman is not in the least liable to be a dualistic

one. Brahman is only one,^^

A whole series of Sutras in Bra.Sii.lII. 3 deals with both the

aspects of Brahman. Thus we find both of them treated in Bra.

Su.III.3.8, 28,37, 16-17, 18-19, 34-36, etc.i^

The Sutrakara discusses three kinds of meditations on Brah-

man. (1) Meditations on Brahman fixed on the parts or limbs

of Brahman. One of the two aspects of Brahman is the puru-

Savidha aspect; in this aspect Brahman is thought of as possess-

ing limbs, the head, the eye, etc. Also in the so-called

YidyS.s, e. g., the Yidya, Brahman is supposed to have

parts. Meditations on Brahman supposed to have parts or limbs

form one kind of meditations. (2; Meditations on the arUpavat

aspect of Brahman form another class of meditations. These

two classes of meditions give Mok^a. (3) But there is a third

class of meditations on .Brahman, e. g., the meditations on Brah-

man conceived as ndman, etc
,

etc. in .the dialogue between

Sanatkumftra and Narada except the meditation on Brahman as

(13) PP. 24-28. 31. (14) P. 31.
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bkHmati. Tbe»e meditations are hdmya, i.e., they give a reward

other than Moksa. To discuss and explain in details these three

kinds of the meditations on Brahman is the sole aim of Bra.Su.

III.3. The meditations on Brahman not conceived of as possess-

ing parts or limbs, taught in the various Branches of all the

Vedas, mtist he collected for the purpose of that aspect of

Brahman, i.e., \>\\eariipavat aspect of Brahman. But if one chooses

to meditate on Brahman thought of as possessing limbs, e'g., the

vai^vdnara Brahman, or the Sodaiakala Brahman, he can collect

attributes, parts or limbs from another Sakha only if the latter

deals with the same form of the rupavat aspect; otherwise no

collection of the variou.s parts or limbs, of the various rUpas of

of Brahman, is permissible, e.g., the parts of the vaiivdnara

Brahman and those of the sodasakala Brahman cannot be

collected and employed in one and the same meditation^®.

A •number of Sutras undoubtedly deal with the meditation on

the PraOava as the only symbol of Brahman, e.g., Bra.Su.III.3.

26-27, IV.1.4-6, IV.3.15. The teaching about the PraJjava

should be gathered from all the Upanisads because the Pra^iava

taught in all of them is the same; and that teaching should be

systematised. The method of meditation on the Pra^ava is the

Penetration method { vedhddi) taught in the Mu^daka Upanisad.

“Om Brahma” is the form of this meditation, on the arupavat

and rupavat Brahman; thus, the Pra^ava is to be looked upon as

Brahman, not as the soul of the meditator (no utmagj'hUi in this

case). On his departure from this world, the meditator on the

Pra^ava is conducted immediately and directly to Brahman (neu.)

by the Samans unlike the meditators on the arupavat or the

fUpavat aspect of Brahman, who are carried to their destiny (viz.,

Brahman, neu.) by the dtivdhikas through the various worlds.

These are the chief points about the PraOava meditation discussed

by the SutrakSra.^®

(15) PF. 42-48. For distinction betW'een the first two kinds of meditations,

see also PP. 58-54.

(16) PP. 54-57.
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The Sutrakarn> seems to consider the three states of Brahman,

viz., the pari'^ama or the change, the vfddhi or the -increment

(growth) and the I rma or the decrement. These are tliree of the

six states of an entity mentioned by Y^ska. The increment and

the decrement of Brahman are by the self-concealment of Brah-

man in harmony with the fact that the Parinama of Brahman

is such that the effect is also Brahman. Thus, the greater the

the degree of concealment of Brahman (in the form of its effect),

the greater the decrement or hrdsi of Brahman. The vfddhi of

Brahman is nothing else but less degree of the concealment of

Brahman, in its effect.

The Sutrakara mentions the Grace of Brahman twice.^*

The state of the released soul is the permanent non-separation

from Brahman. We may therefore say that the Sutrakara believes

in what is called avihhagddvaita “non-dualism of Brahman”,

meaning non-separation of the soul ( and the world ) from

Brahman as the state of liberation.”

The Sutrakara explains Brahman on the lines of the explana-

tion of Dharma given in the Jaimini Sutras. Though according

to him the knowledge of Brahman is not simply of the nature of

reflection as was the view of Jaimini, yet it is something, to he per-

formed like a sacrifice and it is laid down by a vidhi or a Vedic

Injunction. A Series of SOtras are devoted to the discussion of

Brahman on the analogy of Karman. The Sutrakara says that

the Vedantas laying down dnaua, the knowledge of Brahman, are

no Stuti “recommendatory text” and’ that the episodes of the

Upanisads are not “meant for the pdriplava rite.”

The Sutrakara explains the unanimity (ekavdkyatd) of the

PurvakSll^da and the Uttarak&uda of the Veda by saying that each

K&n4a has its own vidhi and its own Apiirva The subject of

each Kauda is quite distinct from that of the other Kanda and

independent of it. Brahman is not taught in the Purvak§uda.

Such attributes of Brahman as are occasionally mentioned in

the Puryak§h)i4a should hot he collected in the meditation on

(17) PP. 67-61. (18) P. 6. (19) P. 6 .P. 86. PP. 37-40.
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Brahman. Only the Vedantas are the authority for the teaching

of Brahman.*®

In the course of his statement on the nature of Brahman (Bra.

SU.IIL2.11-III.3), the SntrakSra discusses several oppositional

views (Purvapaksaf-), which proceed from several Vedanta Schools

rather than from the SSihkhya School. Moreover, these opposi*

tional Vedanta Schools may be classified under two Vedanta

Systems, viz., the .^raata Vedanta System and the Smfirta

Vedanta System.

A few noteworthy views of the Srauta Vedanta Schools forming

the Purvapaksas against Badarayana are as follows :

—

(1) Each Branch or Sskha of each Veda should be in its phi-

losophical doctrines independent of all other Sakh^s.*^ (a) This

view opposes the SutrakSra’s Proposition ( Praiijnd) that Bra-

hman is to be known from all the Vedantas.** (b) It disagrees

with the SQtrakara as regards ^‘upasafhhdra'\ “the collection” of

all information about the meditation severally on the two aspects

of Brahman.*® (c) It urges that the names about the ultimate

principle are different in different Upanisads while the Sutrakara

admits only two different names of Brahman and says that there

are synonyms of these two names which (synonyms) are common
to the two aspects of Brahman and the frequency of use, in the

Upanisads, of a term for either of the two aspects, would show

that a particular term expresses a particular aspect**, (d) This

opposition argues that the meditations bn Brahman fixed on the

limbs or parts of Brahman should not be “collected” from any

particular .^fikhS by the followers of all other i^akhSs of all the

Vedas. It, thus, opposes the SutrakSra’s proposal to frame one

Vedanta Darian.*® (e) It also disagrees with the Sutrakara on the

point of “collecting” all information about the meditation on the

PraUava from the several Upani§ads.*®

(20) PP. 89-A2. also P. 6.

(21) P. 66. (22) P. (56. (23) PP. 66-67. (24) Vide our Notes on Bra^u.III.2.62.

(26) P. 66. (26) P. 68.
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(2) We find that a Forvapak^a not admitting that Brahman
has two independent aspects, but holding that the same Brahman
is to be meditated uj>on at the same time as both puruSavidha

and apurusavidha is refuted by the Sutrakara.®’

^ (3) Another Opposition School holds that arupavat is the only

aspect or in other words Brahman is only arU'pavat and that the

meditation on this arupavat Brahman as if it were rupavat or

puruSavidha is a mental projection of the idea of purusa on It

(
mdnasavat hriyd). The discussion seems to us to be based on

the Mu^daka Upanisad. The Sutrakara shows on the strength

of the same text that the meditation on Brahman aspurusa or

a super-personality is also Brahmavidya, just as the meditation

on it as an impersonal reality^® is. The same Purvapaksa argues

that the puruSavidha Brahman of the Sutrakara will be subject

to the fault of being regarded to be a world like the several

worlds of Indra and olihers. The SCitrakara refutes the

lolcdpattidosa. In this very connection the Sfitrakira rejects

one more argument, which we believe proceeds from the Srauta

Vedanta but is based upon the Bhagavadgita, viz., that the medi-

tation on Brahman as the Purusa or rupavat is taught in the

Scripture because the individual soul “being itself encased in

the body" can more easily meditate on Brahman if assumed to

have a similar body.®®

(4) The more important Srauta Purvapaksa is that the Purusa

or the puruSavidha Brahman is other and higher than the

apurusavidha or the arupavat Brahman. This Purvapaksa

holds that one who has reached the Avyakta, i.e., the arupavat

Brahman, goes further and unites with the Purusa who is the

infinite and, thus, it implies that the Avyakta is ‘not omni-

present’ or is 'limited’ [a-sarvagata). The discussion is based

ohiefly upon the text of the Katha Upanisad but generally on

what Peussen calls the Earlier Metrical Upani^ads and the

Bhagavadgitfi. On the strength of the same texts, the StltrakSra

(27) PP. 69-70. (28) P. 70 (29) P. 71.
'
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rejects this doctrine. He also appeals to the authority of the

BfhadaraQLyaka and the Ghaudogya Upani^ads in which we have

somei^rutis denying a second Brahman or Atman {anyaprati$edha)<,

i.e., Srntis denying two Brahmansand therefore a higher Brahman.

This Purvapaksa is mentioned and refuted by the Sutrak^ra

more than once in his work and seems to us to be the most

note-worthy as throwing a flood of light on the doctrines of the

EMU and the OPU regarding the relation of the personal and

impersonal aspects of Brahman, as understood even in the days

of the Sutrakara.®®

(5) One more Srauta Purvapak^a is that Brahman is rUpavat in

the states of waking and dreaming {jdgaritasthdna and svapna^

«<A«»a)and arUpa^aiin the state of deep sleep {su^uptasthana).

The arguments of the Purvapaksa are based upon tlie MSi^diikya

Upanisad and the SfitrakSra refutes them on the strength of the

statement in the Chandogya Upanisad that Atman is the same

in all the states.^^

(6) It is, again, a Srauta Purvapakfa that Brahman is like the

Light, i. e., of the nature o the Light. The SutrakSra admits

that Brahman is like the Light but not of the nature of light.^^

There are also a number of Purvapaksa views proceeding from

what may be called the Smirta Vedanta System, which chiefly

believed in the authority of the Bhagavadgita and which inter-

preted the Upani^ads in the light of that Sm^ti. The most

important of these has been already noticed above. It is aii

argument that the meditation on the PuruSa is taught in the

Scripture because the soul being encased in the body can better

understand and meditate on the arupavat Brahman if the latter

be assumed be of the form of a Puru?a. This argument is used

by the Srauta Vedanta School.®* The SutrakSra remarks that a

doctrine that ‘a knower of Brahman who is a yogin must depart

from the body at day time in order that he goes to Brahman, and

(80) PP. 73-75, (31) PP. 75-77. (32) P. 77. (33) PP. 75-76.
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. not at night’ is a doctrine of the Smirta Vedanta System.®*

We may be allowed to state here that in our opinion Bra.Sri.L4

and II.l are partly devoted to the discussion of the 'pard and

apard Prakytis of the Bhagavadglta ( r.athcr than the Prakrti of

the atheistic Sankhya ). We have elsewhere stated our arguments

for our concision that Bra.Su.lI.l which is called “Srarti-pada”

discusses several topics of the BhagavadgitS and the Sutrakara

explains them in the light of the Srutis he accepts as authority

and the System he forms out of them.®^

BadarayaHa’s main work seems to ns to be that of constructing a

Vedanta System, accepting the 8uper-»personality of Brahman

taught in the Earlier Metrical Upanisads and the Bhagavadglta,

but rejecting the second place given in them to the Impersonal

Brahman, thus upholding the supreme importance of the Imper-

sonal Brahman of the Oldest Prose Upanisads (the Brhadaranyaka

and the Ohandogya Upanisads). In effecting this reconciliation he

gave the option of choice between the ardpavat and riipavat aspects

of'Brahman, both being recognised to be of an equal status.

Thereby he saved the Vedanta School from becoming a System of

two spiritual principles as in the E.M.U. and a Remi-material

dualistic spiritualism as was the tendency in the Bhagavadgitl.

His other great merit seems to ns to be that though he believes in

tbe word of the Scripture, he gives a literdl sense to the Vedantas

and the Smrtis and in doing so he even rejects the Vedantas and

the Smrtis which do not agree with his System, e.g., he rejects

(the authority of) the priyoiirastvddi Sruti for this very reason.®®

Chapter II (Bra.Su.lIL4)

ACTIONS AS HELP TO KNOWLEDGE IN ACHIEVING MOKSA
The fourth Pada of Bra.Su.III chiefly deals with the actions

which a seeker of Brahman should do or is allowed to do. In

this connection the following points are discussed and we be-

lieve that we have discovered some of them for the first time

(31) P. p. (35) Vide Indian Historioal Quarterly, 1936. (36) PP. 82-83;
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(1) The most important theme of Bra. Sh. III. 4 is the Sutra*

kira’s discussion about the nature of the knowledge of Brahman.

According to Jaimini this knowledge is of the nature of reflection

(par&maria)^ while BadarlyaUa emphatically says that this

knowledge is something to he performed (anustheya) and that it

is, like karman, laid down by an Injunction (Vidhi).

(2) BldarayaUa holds that Moksa is achieved by the combina-

tion of the knowledge of Brahman and certain religious actions

though the former is the more important of the two, unlike

Jaimini who also believes in the combination but holds that the

knowledge acts subsidiary to karman and unlike -Sankara who

is in this respect a hevalavidydvddin, one who holds that the

Jsnowledge alone is the means of Moksa.

(3) On the strength of ChS. Upa. 11.23.1 the SutrakSra

asserts that a mumuTtSu (a seeker of liberation) may belong to

any stage of life (d^rama) ^ and that he may pass from the

stage of studentship to that of an ascetic but that having be-

come an ascetic he cannot revert to the stage of student-ship or.

householdersbip; though the Sutrakara prefers the regular
*

course of passing from the airamas one by one.

(4) According to the Sutrakara all seekers of Moksa belong*

ing to any stage of life must perform two types of religious

actions as auxiliary to the knowledge of Brahman, viz., (1) the

Sacrifice {yajna)^ the Donation and the Penance (tapas) as

laid down in Br.Upa.lV.4. 22, and (2) the duties of one’s own

airama which are also laid down for the airama but which he

shall perform as help to the knowledge of Brabman.^^

(6) The Sruti mentions several other duties (Ttarmans) as means

to Mokfa, e. g., the study of the texts of one’s own Sfikha, silence

(mauna), faith, celibacy, truthfulness, etc., etc. These actions

form a third group and are, like the above-mentioned two types

of actions, admitted by the Sfitrakara as direct means to Moksa

(87) P. 88 and R 89. (88) P. 91. (89) P. 99.t(40)P. 97. (4l) P. 92f
4fi
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though subsidiary to the knowledge. But the Sfltrakara makes

them compulsory for the seeker belonging to the stage of a

householder and optional for other seekers.^^

(6) An ascetic seeker may perform official (priestly) duties of a

secondary nature, likeU^asti CakrayaUa ‘in the time of adversity.’*®

(7) A householder seeker is allowed to do both the official

duties of a secondary as well as those of a primary nature in the

time oj adversity. **

(8) Besides this, a householder seeker should perform worldly

duties (aihikam harma\ not of course as a help to the knowledge,

hut in order that there be “no obstruction to the worldly duties

already begun” {ayrastutapratibandha). These aihika or worldly

actions may include the caste duties also. In the case of a

Brahmin householder seeker, the Sutrakara allows the practice

of priestly duties for others (drtvijya) but not that of teaching

because the former are done for, and sold to, a sacrificer while the

latter cannot be so sold. *®

^ The last point the Sutrakara emphasises at the end of his state-

ment of the Means, i.e., in the last Sutra of the SSdhanadhySya

(Bra.Sti.IIL4.42) is that unlike in the KarmakaQ^a which asserts

that a sacrificer who has performed the Jyoti^oma sacrifice,

goes to the heaven in the very next birth, there is in the

JnSnakfiuda no certainty (as regards the period of time), even

for one who is able to carry out all means stated in the

Sadhanadhyaya, of his getting Mokfa immediately in the next

birth. He may have to be reborn on this earth not once before

he achieves Mok^a.*®

Chapteb III (Bra. Su. IV. 1)

BEFORE AND AFTER THE ATTAINMENT OF THE
KNOWLEDGE OF BRAHMAN

The third chapter corresponds to Bra.Su.IV.1 which, in our

opinion, states the Sfitrak&ra’s views on two topics.

(42) PP. 92-93. (43) P. 99. (44) P. 100. (|5) P. 94. P. lOl eto. (46) P. 102.
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The first topic is the description of the state of an advanced

seeker when reborn again and again on this eabh. This state

is the stage of Practice and Preaching. The Sutrakfira describes

the attitude of the advanced seeker reborn on this earth, as

regards the Symbol of Brahman *Om’, the limbs or parts of

Brahman when conceived as puni^avidha *a superpersonality’,

his activity which is only that of sitting ( in meditation ) as

described in the picture of the sthiiaprajna in the Bhagavadgitfi

( Gba. II ) and lastly the place of residence of this sage. Accord-

ing to the Sfitrakfira such an advanced seeker is the person fit to

be a preceptor since he automatically approaches Brahman as his

Self and can make others understand it in the same way.

The sage remains in this stage till his (last) departure from the

body.^'^ This state of Practice and Preaching is more like the

Goal ( phdla ) than like the Means ( scLdhana ) and is therefore

treated of by the Sutrakara after the statement of the Sadhana

and at the very beginning of the Phala.*®

The second topic is the state of the knower of Brahman on

this earth or we may call it ^HJie state of sinlessness^'. This may
be also regarded as the state of jivanmuhii because, though in

the opinion of the Sutrakara no final liberation is possible until

the Mukta travels over the Devayana Path and reaches the

presence of Brahman (neu.), it is the state of the highest self-

purification possible on this earth. This stage begins on the

attainment of the knowledge of Brahman in this life. On this

achievement the soui becomes free from ail sins except the

drabdhalcSrya (those sins whose result he has begun to experi-

ence); but he does not become free from religious merits till bis

body falls. The religious good deeds unlike sins are never destroy-

ed by the knowledge. Even after the attainment of the knowledge

he continues doing good deeds (religious merits) and these help

him in the attainment of the goal of the knowledge of Brahman.

According to the Sutrakara union with Brahman is the only

(47) PP, 106-106. (48) P.106.
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state when a son! is no longer in the need of religious good deeds,

or we may say, is ‘above religion.’*®

The insistence of the SutrakSra on the need of the religious

good deeds as cooperating with the knowledge is noteworthy.

He seems to say that (1) even if a seeker be possessed of mental

peace control over senses {dama), etc; he must perform

the Sacrifice, Donation and Penance as prescribed by the BF*

Upa.; (2) that the obligatory duties must be performed as auxi-

liary to the knowledge, and (3) that even the voluntary {hdinya)

rites may be performed for the same purpose as that of the

knowledge, and (4) lastly that he does not make even the

knower of Brahman free from good deeds. ^

These religious good deeds are help to the knowledge in getting

Mok^a; they are not for the birth of the knowledge itself i^idyot-

pAiti), as with Safikara. Thus karmAn and jndnA cooperate

with each other in realizing Moksa.'^^

Chapter IV (Bra. Su. IV. 2)

DEPARTURE OF THE SEEKER FROM THE BODY

The departure (from the body) of the ignorant man {anAtmavidy

istdd'^Arin

)

and his return to this world are described in Bra.Su.

III.1.7-8, not in Bra. Su. IV. 2, as Sankara says.

When a man begins his evolution on the DevaySna Path

( dsrtyupakrcmdt

)

which is the Path of the meditator unlike the

PitryaQa which is the Path of the ritualist, his departure from

the body assumes the form of an orderly union of the senses of

the knowledge, the mind, the breath, the individual soul, and

the subtle elements, each preceding uniting with each succeed-

ing in a sequence of order.*^®

This form of the union ( saihpaiii ) always characterizes the

departure as long as the soul on the Devayfina continues his

progress on it, i.e., seeks after and attains any station on it.^

On the attainment of the Immortality there comes the last

departure from the body. Besides the five steps of union there is

(49) P. 107. (60) P. 111. (61) P. 109. (6^) P. 116. (69) P. 116.
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a sixth step in this uikrcinti, viz., the elements unite with

. the Supreme Being in the heart of the knower of Brahman**; and

the knower, then controlling his subtle body and with the top-part

of his heart illumined, departs from the body through the hundred-

and-first artery, unites with the Bays of the Sun and is then

conducted onwards to the Supreme One.*®

It seems that the subtle body of the knower of Brahman is

destroyed or dissolved after he reaches the presence of the Sup-

reme Being, 'when only his soul becomes manifest in its own

original form.^

The departure and the return of the yogin described in Bhaga-

vadgItS VIII are smdria, not irautay^

Chapter V. (Bra. SQ.IV.3)

JOURNEY OF THE BRAHMAJNANIN ON THE
DEVAYANA PATH

After bis departure from the body the knower of Brahman
joins the Bays of the San even if he d^rts at night. Coming to

the Devayana, he passes by a number of worlds or stations on

the Path of Gods. The SQtrakara has tried to fix the order of

these on the basis of the Chandogya'and other texts. Sankaracarya

proposes to add three worlds (Devaloka, Indraloka and Prajapati*

loka) to those given by the Sutrakara. ®® We think that the

Sfitrakara purposely drops them because, he identifies Devaloka

and Indraloka with some of the stations mentioned by him and

that be takes the Prajapatiloka as identical with Brahman It-

self, i. e., with the purusavidha aspect of Brahman, which is

according to the SutrakSra the Cause Itself.

The SutrakSra’s identification of the Prajapatiloka with Causal

Brahman is proved by his answers to the Pflrvapaksas raised by

Badari and Jaimini. The main disgussion between these three

^cflryas is based upon the interpretation of the Sruti endn

Brahma^ gamayatC' ( Chil. Upa.IV.16 6 ). ‘/Sa’ refers to the

Conductor {vaidyuta dtivdhiha) and the three teachers differ as

(64) P. 117. (66) P. 117. (66) P. 121. (67) P 121. (68) P.123.
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I

to the capacity of tho Conductor to go to the Kftrya or the

KSraua Itself. In Bra. Su. lY. 3. 7 {haryam Bddarir asya gaty~

upapatteh) asya refers to the vaidyuta dtivahiJca, the Conduol^or

who conducts the knower of Brahman from the Yaruualoka to

his destination. How far can the Conductor go ? Here the

difference between the ChSndogya Upa. and the Brhadarauyaka

Upa. Srutis is required to be explained. BadarayaUa seems to us

to interpret the latter in the light of the Cba.Upa. text because

he takes the Prajapatiloka of the Br.Upa. as the EaraUa

Brahman Itself, not as KSirya Brahman as understood by
.
both

BSdari and Jaimini and as is very probably the original sense.

BadarayaQa does not tolerate that Brahman in the Cha.Upa.

Sruti should be interpreted in a secondary sense.^ It may also

be noted that BadarayaUa also sticks to the utkrdnti of the

knower of Brahman stated in the Cha.Upa. and interprets the

Bf.Upa. (both the recensions of which clearly deny the uikrdnti)

in the light of the Cba.Upa.

Other evidence in support of the correctness of our sugges-

tion that BSdarayaUa takes the PrajSpatiloka as an aspect of the

ESlraua Itself is as follows :—(1) He does not mention the
*

Prajapatiloka in the S'eries of the stations on the Devayana

Path, (2) He says that Purusa or the purusavidha aspect of

Brahman ("the Superpeysonality of Brahman) is not subject to

lokdpattidosa, (3) He gives an unqualified option of choice to

the meditator from between the sdkdra and the nirdkdra aspects,

saying that either of them directly leads to Moksa; and (4)

nayati in Bra.Sti.IY.3.16 shows that the Sfitrakara refers to the

Conductor by asya in Bra.Su.IY.3.7.®®

An important point to be emphasised here is that all the

three Xoaryas, Badari, Jaimini and B&darSyaua, agree that

“going to the Para’’ is absolutely necessary for one who gets the

final liberation.^ SafikarScSrya takes asya in Bra.Sli.IY.3.7 as

(69) P. 136. (60) P. 6. P. 126 ff. (61) P.,129. (62) P. 188. (68) P. 181.
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Brahmanalji and gati as gantavyatci and gives his own argu-

ments as to the impossibility of going to Brahman. ^

We have discovered that daring the above discussion,

BadarSlyaua distinguishes between the meditators on the

PraUava the Symbol of Brahman and the meditators on

Brahman Itself. Fra. Upa.Y.2.6 seems to us to have been

referred to in Bra.SCi.IV.3.16 and particularly 16. The medi*

tators on the Symbol are led to Brahman by the Samans them-

selves; and out of the personal and impersonal aspects of the

(Causal) Brahman Itself, the former is the Prajtpatiloka. Thus

according to the Sutraklr^ the difference {viiesa) between the

PrajSpatiloka and Brahmaioka (of the Bp. Upa.) is not the

difference between the Earya and the E&raua, as supposed by

Badari and Jaimini but it is the difference between the two

aspects of the Earaua Itself. BadarayaUa modifies the view of

Badari and Jaimini.

Chapter VI. (Bra.Su.IV.4)

STATt OF UNION WITH BRAHMAN
^Safhjpadya' in Bra.Su.IV.4.1 refers to ^uyasafhfadya' in Chfl.

Upa.VIII.12.3 and therefore it means “after reaching".^ After

reaching Brahman, the liberated soul becomes manifest in his

own original form (of the nature of Brahman, or of consciousness)

and remains in non-separation (avihhdga) from Brahman. The

Sutrakfira seems to use the word ^^avibhdga" to denote .the union

of the pva as well as the jagat with Brahman in accordance with

the Sruti^^ and we may note that Vijnfinabhik^a emphasises the

doctrine of avihhagddvaiia as being the original Vedanta doctrine.

This union is characterized by the liberated soul enjoying all

objects of desire presented 'by the mere force of bis will’.^^ As to

whether he should have a body for this enjoyment, he has an option,

and he has an option also as regards the number of bodies he

should have.^® We have shown that according.to the Sfitrakfira, the

(64) P..132. (65) P. 128. (66) P. 185. (67) P. 187. Note (67) Br.npajy.3.23-82.

(68) P. 138. (69) P. 139. *
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released soul has the quality of pervasion {dve^a) but this perva^

sion is like that of a lam<p pervading the place where it is placed.

In.so far as he has this power of pervasion he has the substance

of the power of omnipresence of Brahman.’® We have also

discussed that Bra.Su.IY,4.17 emphasises the fact that the libera-

ted soul becomes free from the operations or dealings of the world

(jagadvy&'paravarjam) in the sense that he has no sins, no old

age etc., and no relationship of parents and children, castes, etc.’^

Our interpretation of Bra.Su.iy.4.17 also differs from that of

Sankara because we take it to mean that the form of the released

soul is above any change ( vikdrdvarti ) and is a permanent form

(ethitim dha)"^^. The Only point of resemblance between the soul’s

state of liberation and that of bondage is the enjoyment of objects

of desire; in all other respects the two states differ entirely’®.

The above is a Very short summary of most of the points where

we differ from the interpretation of Saffkaraclrya. In orde^to

make it an exact continuous account we have stated also some

points where we agree with him. Now we sC^all briefly recount

the themes treated in Chapters VII-XII which discuss the chief

problems raised by our interpretation of Bra.Bu.III.2.11-IY.

Chapter YII

THE SUTRAKARA’S INTEPRETATION OF CERTAIN SRUTIS

(1) The most important point about the Sfitrakara’s interpre-

tation of the Srutis about Brahman is that he holds that these

Srutis do not make a sharp dUtinetion hetvieen the two aspects of

Brahman, viz., the Purusavidha and the a-Purusavidhay since

they describe the purn§avidha with the attributes of the a*puru§a-

vidba and vice versa. (1) Srutis discussed in Bra.SQ.I.l describe Only

the ardpavat aspect; but those in Bra. Sfl. I. 2 and 3 are, in the

opinion of the Sutrakara, to be taken as describing

Furu$a. The SfltrakSlra gives as arguments for this preference

(70) P.*140. (71) P. 140, Note (36-87). (72) P. 141, Note (41).

(73) P. 141, Note (44).
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the attributes {visefa^oB or dharmas) of the Furusa as well as the

very word ‘purusa* or ‘puru§avidha* or a word for the urn?: found

in the respective Srutis (See Srutis referred to in Bra.S6.I.Q-3.)

Thus in the light of our inquiry the basis of the distribution of

the Srutis in the first three Padas of the first Adhyfiya is respec-

tively that the Srutis describe the arUpavat Brahman only (Pada 1);

that they profess to describe the arUpavat aspect but the SCitrakfira

prefers to take them as dealing with the rUpavat aspect (Pftda 2);

and that they profess to narrate the rUpavat while implicitly refer-

ring to the arUpavat and the Sfitrakfira takes them us dealing with

the Purusa but allows a meditator to regard them, just as he

does in the case of the Srutis discussed in Bra. Sfi. I. 2, as

describing the arUpavat. We have shown how the views of the

XcSryas about the Sutrakara’s distribution df the selected

Srutis discussed in Bra. Su. I. 1*3 are nntenable.^^

(2) The Srutis about Brahman in the Saiiihitfi, BrahmaQa,

7ra9yaka and Khila which form the first Kallda are not to be

considered in the Brahmasutra which proceeds to discuss only

the Second Efillda, i. e., the Upanisads.*^^

(3J In'the.^ruti of the Br.Upa. where the Prajfipatiloka is dis-

tinguished from the Brahmaloka the former is the Purusa aspect

of the KfiraQa Brahman itself, not the Karya.^^

(4) The <^rutis ( and Smrtis ) stating the cogita oppositorum

mention the puru?avidha and a-^urusavidha aspects as both

being (equally) true.^"^

(6) .Srutis which describe Brahman negatively or the ak^ara-’-

Srutis deal with the a~‘puru?avidJia aspect of Brahman which is

called the Avyakta."^®

(6) According to a Purvapakipa several Srutis declare the Purusa

or the puru§avidha aspect to be higher than the Avyakta, the

dk$ara or or^rii^avidha aspect. The Sutrakfira also agrees

(74) P. 141. & P. 145. (76) P. 147. (76) P. 148. (77) P. 149.
(J8)

P. 149.

46
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with the Purvapaksa so far as the interpretation of the Avyakta
or the Ak^ara and the Pnrusa in such Smtis is concerned; but

he explains the Mgherness X'paratva) of the Parana without

making the Avyakta lower than HimJ® (Vide Katha Upa.I!!.-

10-11, which is an instance of this kind of Srutis.)

(7) The Stitrak&ra classifies the meditations on Brahman taught

in the several Srutis into three divisions, (a) meditation on

Brahman, not fixed on its limbs or parts, and (b) meditation on

Brahman fixed on its limbs, e.g., Mu. Upa.IL1.2-3,or parts, e.g.,

in the ^oda^akala vidyA Both these forms of meditation lead to

Moksa. (c) The third kind of meditation is the hamyg, or the

voluntary meditation on Brahman which leads to a worldly or

otherworldly reward, e.g., the meditation on nama as Brahman

in Cha.Upa.VII.1.80

(8) The Sutrakara regards updsUa, veda, dtstavyah, etc. as

injunctions laying down the knowledge of and meditation on

Brahman.^^ He takes these potential forms as prescribing an act

of knowing, to be performed.

(9) None of the Xcarayas says, that the meditation on the

Pra9ava and the Srutis relating to it are discussed in any Sutras

of the Brahmasutra. We have discovered that the Brahmastitra

deals with the same in three different places and explains Mu.

Upa.II.2, Pra.Upa.V, etc.®^

(10) According to the Siitrakfira, the meditation on Brahman
is of the shape of “I am Brahman” ahafh Brahm dsmi. The

text laying down this method is Br.Upa.I.3.7-?>10 (particularly

1.3.7). The result of this meditation is not the realization of

one’s Self as Brahman to the exclusion of the former, but the

realization of one’s Self at all, as described in Br.npa.L3.10.

This result, moreover, is Apfirva ‘not already mentioned in the

Earlier Kfi^^a of the Veda’.®®

(11) A view based upon the MAci^fihya Upani^ad holding that

ihe tthdnas or the three states of waking, dreaxning and deep

(79) P.*l62-i68. (80) P.168-169. (81) P. 164* P. 168. (82) PP. 169-170,

(88) P,168. '
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sleep ftffeot Brahman and make it rUpavat and arUpavat is refuted

by the SfitrakSra on the ground of the ChS.Upa. Sruti, which

says that Brahman is the samejn all the three states. Thus,

according to the SfitrakSra, Brahman is both rupavat and

arUpavat in all the three states. The SutrakSra’s interpretation

of the Ma^dukya Upanisad is quite different from that of

Sankara and GaudapSda.^^

(12) Another conclusion which seems to be based upon the

MS^^ukya Upani§ad, viz., ‘Brahman undergoes increment and

decrement ( lit. is vTddhihr&sahhdk ) owing to the three states

which really affect it,’ is also refuted by the SutrakSra on the

ground of Oh3..Upa.VII, particularly Cht.tJpa.VII.26.1, which

according to the Sutrakara holds that Brahman undergoes in>

crement and decrement owing to the lesser or greater degree of

the self-concealment of Brahman respectively. Vfddhi and

hrSsa are two of the six states of an entity {hhdva) mentioned by

Yaska and they are discussed by the SutrakSra with reference

to Brahman.®®

(13) Mu.Upa.I.2.11 mentions **ak$ara puru§a*’. The Sutrakara

discusses whether the purusa idea is a mental projection on

the Ak^ara. He concludes that the same Brahman is aksara or

apuru^avidha and also punisavidha and that the meditation

on Brahman as PuruSa is not a mdnasa hriyd but is BrabmavidySi

itself.®®

(14) A very great importance attaches to the Katha Upa. An
important Furvapaksa is raised by the followers of the Katha

Upa. to place the sdhfira aspect above the nirdkdra. The Sutrakara

refutes this-Opposition and establishes the view that these two

aspects are aspects of Brahman of the same status and thjsrefore

giving the same result. In giving this judgement the SUtrakSra

has done only partial justice to the doctrine most prominent

in the “ Earlier Metrical Upani$ads ” and the Bhagavadg^tS

(84) PP. 189-161. (86) P. 162. (86) PP.160.162.
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(Vide 6 above). In accepcing the rUpavat as on eqtubl status ivith

the nirSkarat the SutrakSra seems to us to have been influenoed

more by the Ch5.Upa. and Bf.Upti. than by the E. M.

(15) The SutrakSra admits that the priyaSirastva and other

attributes in the Tai. Upa. are attributes of Brahman but he

rejects them as implying bhsda ‘a distinction withiU Brahman
Itself,* in the form of greater or lesser degree of the Bliss of

Brahman. Thus, he interprets the ^ruti literally, unlike Sahkara

Vr’ho tries to explain it with reference to his doctrine of the five

sheaths of the individual soul.®®

(16) Besides these there are numerous other Srutis which we
have collected and which we have shown to have been explained

by the Sutrak3,ra differently than by Sankara.®®
«

(17) We may also note that where the Sutrakara finds a Smrti

not in agreement with a Sruti, he boldly rejects the Smrti accord*

ing to the rule of virodhe tv anape^afh sydd asati hy anurndnai/n

(Jai. Sn.)

Chapteb VIII

THE SUTRAKARA AND SANKARA
The comparison offered in this Chapter ( YIII) is only tentative,

(a) Both the Sutrakara and <^afikara hold that Brahman has two

aspects, the personal and the impersonal. But according to

.^afikara, they are saguna and nirguna^ while according tO the

Sutrakara they are r^avat and ariipavat, there being no aspect

absolutely attributeless.®® (b) Unlike t^afikara who takes the

personal aspect as lower than the impersonal, the Sfitrakfira

regards both as of absolutely equal status so far as tbe achieve*

ment of Mok$a is concerned.®^ (c) -^afikara takes the ^Prajfipati*

loka as the Brahman; tbe Sutrakara takes it as au aspect,

viz., tbe rlipavat aspect, of tbe Eara^a ot absolute Brahman

Itself^®® and says that It is free from the fkult of lokdpatti* (d)

According to Safikara, Brahtnan is aboHe any Vedio Injunction

whatsoever; according to the Sutrakftre, Brahman is laid down

(87) P. 184. (88) P. 168. (89) PP. 165-171. (90) P. 174. (91) P. 176476.

(§9) P. 177. ^
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by a Vidbi and its knowledge is something to be performed

{anusfheya\^ and on this basis we have the Scriptural ananimitiy

of the two Kdijldas of the Veda, (e) The negative attributes {neti,

neti) so important with .^adkara* are not important for meditation

on Brahman in the Sutrakdra’s System.^ (f) According to Sankara,

Brahman somehow associated with Maya, creates the creation.

The Sutrakdra, however, emphasises the atmahYti as the transfer*

mation {parinama) of Brahman and consistently with this

parinama he explains the vfddhi ‘increment’ and hrdsa ‘decre-

ment* by the self-concealment of Brahman, two out of the six

states of an entity according to Yaska. Besides thse there are

several other vital points of difference between the Sutrakdra

and <^ankara, e. g., (1) the nature and the effect (kdrya) of the

ahaihgrha meditation, (*2) the sarhpatti or the union of the

senses, etc., of the released soul, (3) the giver of the fruit in the

form of Moksa, (4) Brahman is like a hka but It is no lokci itself,

(6) the relation of jndna and karman, (6) the state of the

sage after the attainment of knowledge, (7) the nature of the

knowledge of Brahman which is, according to the Shtrakara,

something to be performed, (8) the admission of a householder

as a seeker of Brahman, and (9) the relation of the Jndnakdft4(Z

and the Karamakdnda. All these points of contrast between the

two Xcaryas we have tried to bring out only tentatively as the

present statement is intended to be only the forerunner of a more

complete one.

Chapter IX.

IMPORTANCE OF BRA. SU. III.3

We regard this Pdda (III. 3) as perhaps the most important

part of the Brabmasutra. We have "given a long quotation from

Dr. Ghate and the opinion of also Dr. Belvalkar to show how

according to the -Scdryas this Pdda is a reconciliation- of various

<^rutis oi9k the same vidyd ‘Lore’ or vijndna ‘Oongnition’, the

variops gu^as or qualities about each of which are to be colleoted

{upasathhdra) from the various <^rutis for the purpose of medit-

(93) P. m. fU) P. 178. (96) P. 178.
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ation, and bow these modern scholars regard this purpose as

trivial and of no philosophical importance. We suggest that

after the general rale of Bra.Su.I.4.28, a discussion of this kind

is not likely to be given in the Bra.Sii. Or, if at all, it should

have been given in the Second AdhySya {yirodhaparihUr&dhydya)

or in the first Adhyaya where some of the visayavSkya Srutis of

Bra.Su.III.3 according to the Ticfiryas are already discussed.

We point out fourteen remarks made by Sankara iu his

commentary on this PSda consisting of sixtysix Sutras, which we

believe are sufficient to make the accuracy of this portion of his

bhS§yA highly suspicious.^ There are nineteen more points

which we have called defects or blemishes of the bhdsya, seven

of which are ordinary and the remaining twelve such as would

suggest themselves only to a more critical eye. Such defects

are due to the bhd§ya-method of interpretation of our Scriptures,

and Safikara shares them in common with all the bhdsydkdrds]

but these defects preponderate particularly iu the interpretation

of Bra.SQ.III.3®’.

Moreover, S'afikara had no correct F&tha of Bra.Su.III.3. In

this Fada we h4ve to suggest several text corrections both in the

words of the Sutras and in the grouping of the Sutras into Adhi*

karaHas, which show that the XcSryas were particularly unlucky

in having neither a correct Pa^ha nor a correct meaning of this

Fada.8®.

This Ffida contains several critical SQtras, which in our

opinion hold the key of the Sutrakara’s System and of his scheme

of the distribution of S'rutis discussed in Bra.S&I. 1-3. Stitras

11, 37-42, 43-64^are the most important in this respect. The

three groups of attributes dnandftdayaf^ (III.3.1 1), satyddayajs

(111^3.37) and Syatanddayah (III.3.38) mean the •Gratis discussed

respectively in the first, second and third Fadas of Bra.SQ.L

l^one of the i^oaryas could satisfactorily explain these three

groups. The meaning of Bra.Su. 37-42 and 43-54 as discussed
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by us, if correct, throws a flood of light on the Sutrakara’s

System.®®. • •

There are five tad ukidm Sutras in this Pflda and a reference

to the Bra.Su. itself seems to us to be the only proper explanation

of tad uhtam in all these cases, unlike the Xc&ryas who explain

the reference to have been made to various works, viz., Bra.Sfi.,

Jai.Su., Upani^ads, the Bhfigavata Furai^a, etc.

The siztysix SQtras of this F^a form according to i^afikara

thirtysix AdhikaraiQias, while according to us only eighteen.

In Chapter 9 we have given side by side the interpretation of

Safikara and our own in the form of a very brief summary of the

contents of this Fada.^®® This comparative statement will at

once impress the reader with the sequence of thoughts and

consistency of topics underlying our interpretation and the

absence of the same in Sa&kara’s. It is impossible to present

here a summary of this summary. We only point out that the

succession itself of the various links in the chain of thoughts in

the Fada may be by itself regarded as very noteworthy.

We have above mentioned several reasons which make us

believe that Bra.Su.III.3 is the most . important portion of the

entire work and that it holds the key of the interpretation of the

book as a whole.

There are other ver^ important portions of the Bra.Su., e.g.,

Bra.Su.III.2.11-41, III.4 (wherp jndna of Brahman is declared

to be something anustheya and to be of the nature of Vidhi), etc.

Bra.Sfi.II.l called Bmftipdda deals, in our opinion, with Smrti

in the sense of the BbagavadgftS, etc., and not in the sense of

.atheistic SfUhkhya, as, is till now believed, andns therefore im-

portant, and this importance is partly derived from the position

which the GItS itself occupied in the days of the StItrakSra and

still occupies as a religious work. FSda 8 of Adhyflya III is,

however, of a unique significance for the stand-^point of the
'

•
'

'

'

(99) PP. 196-198. (100) PP. 198.211.
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Brahmaedtra itself, and for the history of the Indian Philosophy

in general, since it very clearly tells us how one of the most

important eternal problems of Philosophy, viz., the relation of

the personal and the impersonal aspects of the ultimate Principle,

was understood in the days of the SutrakSra with reference to the

Upani^ads and, thus, it helps us in appreciating the System of the

SQtrakSra as well as the interpretation that must have once been

given to the Upani^ads. It is traditionally called gunopasaihhdra

Pada and guf^ as in Jai.Su.II.3 may mean a secondary element,

a subsidiary part, here, of the meditation on Brahman which is

anu?theya like a sacrifice having the gunas i.e. subsidary rites. The

Stitra laying down the upasafnhdra ( Bra.Su,IlL3.5. ) gives the

illsutration of those rites which are subsidiary to a vidhi ( vidhi~

ie^avat ) and supports our meaning of ^gunopasafhhdra' as the

designation of this PSlda.

Chapter X

. SANKARA’S METHOD OF INTERPRETATION

In this chapter we have examined Sankara’s method of inter-

pretatiou as a typical example of the method of the Xcfiryas.

We admit that just as without the commentary of StyaQa the

Rgveda would have been a sealed book, even so the Brahmasutra

would have sufiered the same fate had there been no commentary

on it like that of •^afikara. Not only this, but there are, we

positively know, several cases in which a modern studenc would

have found all his scholarship baffled by the difficulties facing

him in interpreting this very ancient work, had he not got the

help of i^afikara’s bhdsya, which his successors got from him

even though li|iey started with a definitely different system of

philosophy. This is particularly the case when we have to dis-

cover a Sruti referred to by a Sutra. As an example, we' are

quite sure, would have been almost impossible to find out the

vi^a^avSkya for Bra.SU.III.3.23, had not Safikara preserved it and

had we r^ected bis v^iiayavShya as, impossible one out of mere.

lUejudioe against the method of i^ryas. We should examine
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the correct vi§avavahyca and find out the rules which ensure us

of their correctness, and applying those rules we should test the

validity of those vi$ayavdJeyas of Safikara about which we feel

doubtful.

Similarly, we owe to Sankara the preservation of the traditional

titles of the Adhyayas and of some of the FSdas. Keeping in

mind this tradition preserved by -Sankara and inherited from him

by the succeeding Xc^ryas we should examine how far the dis-

tribution of the themes discussed by Sankara himself is in

agreement with the traditional names of the Adhyayas and

PSdas. Thus, partly at least, the very acceptance of Sankara’s

interpretation as embodying correct traditions about and correct

meanings of the Brahmasutra would lead us to doubt the cor-

reotness of some portions of his bhasya.

While examining Sankara’s method of interpretation, therefore,

we meet with several difficulties which make us often doubt and

sometimes reject his interpretation. These difSoulties we have

called defects or blemishes of Sankara’s interpretation. The

purpose of this Chapter fX) is to collect such blemishes and to

illustrate them. We may briefly enumerate them as follows :

—

(1) As stated already, Safikara preserves a tradition about the

names of the Adhyayas of the Brahmasutra and of some of their

Padas. We believe that we have no reason to doubt this tradition

and that the author of the Sutras strictly adhered to the division

of his subject-matter as indicated by the names of the Adhyayas

and the PSdas. So a commentary of an XcSrya is defective in

.those places where it neglects this division.

(2) Sometimes -^afikara gives two different interpretations of

the same Sruti or Smfti both of which are found either in the

bhS^ya on the Brahmasutra or one in the bhd§ya on the Brahma-

ligtoa and the other in the bhS§ya on the U{Mkni§ad in question or

in the BbagayadgStS.

47
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(3) Often the vi§uyavdkyA in Brqi..Su.III.2*3 is either wrong

or no visayaoSkya is meant by the Sfitrakara, if we test the

vi^ayavShya suggested by Sahkara with rules deduced from those

cases where he undoubtedly gives a correct vi§ayavdJcya as stated

above.

(4^ The Sutras by the nature of their very form are elliptical

and require to be completed by the addition of Several words.

We hold that these additions should be such as can be gttardnteed

by the context. If an interpreter, ancient or modern, makes ad-

ditions to suit his own interpretation but not supported by the

context, we should take them as a blemish of the interpretation.

-

We find too many of such spurious additions in Sankara’s bha$ya,

(5) In a numSer of cases .Sankara wrongly splits up the words

of a Sutra and thereby makes two or more sentences where there

is actually only one sentence. These are cases of wrong gram*

matical construction.

(6) Another class of defects is that of the oases where Sankara

gives unusual or wrong meaning or meanings to a word or words

in a Sutra.

(7l As distinguished from the oases of the wrong division of

the words of a Sutra ( No. 6 above ) there are some oases of the

wrong construction of the words of a Sutra. The former are

cases where no splitting up of words is meant by the Sutrakfira,

but ^afikara splits them up so that in the place of one sentence

as originally meant by the Sutrakfira, we find more sentences.

In the latter case certain word or
,
words are construed with

words in the same SUtra, other than those meant by the Sutra-

kfira. In both the types of defects we have a wrong sense of

the Sutra.

(8) A great number of wrong interpretations are due to

.^afikara’s giving wrong, absurd or impossible PUrvapakfa views.

We bbld that the FUrvapaki^a must be in agreement with the

vi^ayavdifyas and must look probable or plahsible if we give

simple sense to the latter.''
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These are some of the defects of the hhSsya of Sa&kara and we

shall DOW illustrate them from his hh&sya.

1. Under the first kind of defects we have to consider the

following varieties of defects :

—

(a) Safikara discusses topics which cannot he possibly discussed

in the Brahmastitra because they cannot be even remotely con-

nected with the Inquiry of Brahman (Brahmajijn38a-Bra.Su.-

I.l.l). Thus, we find iu his bhdsya discussion of topics fit for

discussion in a Smrti like the Law Book of Manu or a book

on the Rituals.^®**

(b) Again, if the Sutrakara taught or accepted two aspects of

Brahman of the nature admitted by Sa&kara, be would have

discussed them in certain regular divisions of AdhikaraQas,

Pfidas or AdhySyas. We ourselves have shown that the Sutra-

kfira does accept two aspects, purusavidha and a^purusavidha,

of Brahman and also that he treats them in certain definite

order in his work (Pfidas 1-3 of Adbyfiya I and PSdas 2 and 3

of Adhyaya III). Safikara gives no such order of Sutras dealing

with nirguna Brahman, saguna Brahman and Ignorance or

a-vidyd u®. We fail to see whether any explanation of the pro-

portion in which the Sutras about these three standpoints occur

according to Safikara, can be at all ofiered.^®^

(o) According to the traditional titles of the Adhy3yas of the

Brahmastitra, the topic of each Adbyfiya is sharply distinguished

from those of the rest. But Safikara does not observe this

distinction, (i) There are several cases of cross references (of

different Adby3yas) given by Safikara himself, where be says

that the discussion of a particular subject in one place is resumed

in another place (AdhySya) either for further enlightenment or for

(101) Vide S^Sfikara bhS^ya on Bra.Su.Vide PP.224-225.

(102) Vide S^i.bha. on Bra.SB. Vide 225-228.

(108) Fox examples, of S'afikara’s division, ofa-vidird, a-para vidya and para

vide PP. 216-228.

(104) Vide xemarks on PP. 222.228.
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some modificabion of the first view. We do not object to the

comparison of the two Sutras or groups of Stitras in two different

Adhylyas of the Brahmasutra; rather we adopt it as an impor*

tant part of the critical method of interpretation suggested by us

(in Chapter 11). But we should remember that the Sutra style

itself will mean that the same topic is not likely to be discussed

once in brief and again in detail or vice versa, and that we
cannot disregard a distinction made by the author of the Sutras

himself. (ii) Besides those noted by Sankara himself there

are not a few cases of cross references not noticed by Sankara as

such but gathered by us from his bhasya

(2) Defects of the form of two different interpretations of the

same ^ruti or Smrti :

—

(a) There are cases of the interpretation of a •^ruti given by

Safikara in the bhasya on the Brahmasutra, being inconsistent

with the same given by him in his bhasya on the Upani^ad in

question. Thus, be explains, e.g., a ^ruti of the Mu^daka Upa. as

dealing with the personal or the saguna aspect in his bhasya on

the Bra.Su., while be interprets the same as dealing with the

nirguna aspect in his commentary on the Upani§ad.^®'f

(b) There are several cases where Sankara interprets the same

Smrti in two different ways in ( different places of ) his bha§ya

on the Brahmasutra itself.

(c) Moreover, there are very curious cases where Sankara is

forced by the clear words of a set of Sutras to give an inter*

pretation of a <^ruti (or a Smrti) which is the correct meaning

of the text accepted by the Sutraktra; but Safikara on finding

that this meaning is inconsistent with the doctrine of his School

sets it aside and tries to draw out from the same grou;p of Sutras

a sense of the Sruti ( or the Smrti) that would be accptahle to his

(105) Vide examples on FP. 228-232.

. '.'^06) Vida examples on PP. 282*288 and other detailed etampies on

PP.286-238«

(107) Vide examples on P. 288.
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School; or, otherwise, he becomes bold and says that he does

not agree with the sense of a text given by the SCttrakSra as

interpreted by him and that therefore he rejects the Sfitrakdra’s
t

view, and thus, gives another interpretation suitable to his

system.^®^ The example of the anandamaya Adbiktra^a is too

well known to be reproduced. (But, in fact, there are several

•^rutis in the interpretation of which Safikara differs from the

Sntrakara, Vide Chapter VII.)

(3) Cases of wrong visayavdkyas or no visayavdkyaa :

—

We must admit that there are several Sutras in the bhdsya

on which Sankara gives the exact visayavdkyas which it would

be very difficult if not impossible for a modern Scholar to dis-

cover from the ocean of the Scriptures. But having appreciated

bis exactness in those cases, we should draw our attention to the

following facts also :

—

(a) Cases where Sankara gives visayavdkyas, but as a matter

of fact, the Sutras in question refer to no <^rutis.^^

(b) Cases where •Sankara gives wrong <^rutis as visayavdkyaa

(c) Su^as which Sankara takes as referring to an argument

{yukii) but which really refer to a ^ruti.^^i

(d) Cases where Sailkara gives the reference to be to a Smrti

or a Sutra, other than the Smfti or Sutra intended by the Shtra-

kSra to be the visayaodkya.

(e) Besides these there are several cases where Sankara gives

such visayavdkyas or quotations fr7)m the Scripture as do not at

(108) Vide examples od P. 233-234.

(109) Vide examples on FP.240-241. (110) Vidf examples on PP, 241-246

speoially in S'fi.bha. on Bra. Su. HI. 2. 12, 22. 31; III. 8. 24-26/ 88. III. 4.80;^

etc. We have suggested the correct S rtttis.

(111) Vide examples on P. 246, partioolarl:^ in S'inkara bhfifya on Bz«. Su

III.4. 11, 26, 42; and on P. 247 particulatly iu S'&.Bhft. on Bra.Si^II.4.42.

(112) Vide examples on P. 247.
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all support bis o\7a conteubion. For this reason, these are cases

of absurd quotations.

(4) Cases of “unwarranted additiions*’ :—How far can we add

to the very words of a Sutra ? How far are the Siitras elliptical ?

No commentator should take too much liberty with the text

itself. Every addition must be justiiSed by the context. Sankara

(and those who adopt his method of interpretation) cannot stick

to the pure wording of a Sfitra-^^*

From the great number of Sankara’s mistakes or rather defects

of types (3) and (4) we conclude that the iTTcaryas had no un-

broken tradition about Bra.Su.III.2-3.

(5) In a number of cases, Sankara wrongly splits up the words

(padas) of a Sutra and thereby makes two or more sentences

where there is actually only one.^®

Such defects are found in a large number in Bra.SuJII.3.

(6) Cases of words to which Safikara does not assign their

correct sense or to which -^ailkara gives a limited or modified

sense are as follows :

—

(a) Cases of words to which only one sense is assigiied.^i®

(b) Cases in which Safikara gives two or more meanings to

the words of a Sutra and therefore to the Sutra itself.

(c) There are several Sutras to some words of which Sankara

gives a sense which makes these or other words of the same

Sutra redundant.il®

(118) Vide examples from Bra.Su.iy.4 on P. 247-248. Vide.remarks on P.248.

(114) Vide examples from Bra.SQ.III.3 on PP. 249-263; examples from Bra.Su

III.4 on PP. 253-256; examples from Bra.Su.IV.l on P.255-266; examples

from Bra.Su. IV.4., PP. 256-257.

(116)

Vide examples from Bra.SQ,III.3 on PP. 257-259 and from Bra.SQ.III 4

and IV on PP. 269-260.
'

(116) Vide examples from Bra.SQ.III.8 on PP. 261-262, from Bra.SQ.III4 on

PP. 262-268 and from Bra.Su.IV.4. on P. 268.

(117) Vide examples on PP. 264-265.

(118) Vide examples on P. 265,
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(7) Cases of a wrong construofcion of the words of a Sfltra.^*

(8) Cases of wrong, abs.ard or impossible pUrvapak^a views,

if we look to the vi^ayavSkyas.^^

We may conolude by saying that we may not be correct in

all the exampjes given by us to illustrate these defects, as we
have called them, of SaAkara; and that we may have ourselves

committed similar mistakes. But inspite of these possibilities,

our general conclusions will be found to be valid.

Chapter XI.

METHOD OF INTERPRETATION : SOME SUGGESTIONS.

The necessity of fixing some rules for interpreting our Scrip-

tures was felt by Jaimini. The same for interpreting the Sfitras

was felt by -Sahara. Thibaut, Srauss, Deussen,' and Taliwala

complain of the absence of clearness and conciseness of the

Brahmasutra. Ghate enumerates bis difficulties and mal:e8 some

suggestions for the rules of interpretation.

Ghate says that the essentials of the critical method are

contained in the famous verse

:

Upakramopasamhardvabhyaso s purvatd phalam
Arthavddopapattii ca lingam tdtparyanirnaye.

But Ghate also admits that the XcSryas have followed this

method. And we may say that even the modern scholars have

partly at leaset followed the same method. Ghate also deserves

the credit of being more critical than others.

The traditional critical method of.examining the beginning,

the conclusion, etc., should not be neglected, but at the same

time, it does not l|pear to us to be sufficient for our purpose.

We must remember that the Sutras can have one and only one

meaning and one Sfitrapatha as well as one Adhikaraljiapfltha.

(119) Vide examples on P. 266.

(120) Vide examples from Bra.SQ>I11.2 on PP. 266>269; from &a.SQ.III.8 on

PP. 269-282; from Bra.Sn.III.4 on PP. 282*290.
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After the necessary preliminary stndy of the PrasthSnas and

the commentaries, we should devote ourselves to the Brahma-

sutra itself intensively and internally. For this inquiry, we

make the following practical suggestions:

—

(1) We should inquire whether the SutrakSra in the course of

his work refers to what he himself has said in his own work.

Thus, we find that the Sutras with * tad uhtam^ has been

stated ’ refer to some statement iu the Stitras that have preced-

ed the particular Sutra in question. We have given a list of

six Sutras with ‘ tad uTctani ’ stating in a tabular form the

number of each Sutra, the earlier Sutra referred to, the topic of

both the Sutras and the reference according to .^afikara. Be-

sides these \Ce find two more Sutras with ‘ tad uktam. ’ In our

Notes in Fart I, we have given the views of Ramanuja and

Vallabha about the expression * tad uktam.

'

(2) A 'study of several bahuvrthi compounds in the Bra. SCi.

shows that such compounds refer to a statement in the Sfitras-

preceding the Sutra with a hahuvrthi compound. We have

shown that dnandddayah, satyadayah and dyatanddayah in Bra.

SQ.III.3.11, 38, 39 refer to Bra.Su.I.l, I. 2 and I. 3 respectively.

^ahdddi in Bra.Su.III.3.58 refers’ to ^abda, prakarana and

safhjnd in Bra.Su.III,3.6~8.

(3) When a ^ruti which is the visayavdkya of a Sutra, is to

be found out, as a rule we should expect that some word in the

Sutra (or, as is sometimes the case, its synonym) must be also

present in the Sruti. Also the sense of the Sruti and that of

the SGtra should be the same. Both these conditions must be

equally fulfilled. We have thus discovered^ number of the

original vi§ayavdkyas. For the purpose of illustration, we have

given a table containing the SGtras together with the visayavdkyas

proposed as probable by us and also the references given by

oafikara. We have also given a list of the SGtras along with

the Upaui$adic numbers of the vi§aya»dkyas discovered by us.

The arguments for these are given in Part I.
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(4) We should as far as possible compare and contrast the

words and their contrary terms used in the Sutras, (i) The

motdi pradh&na in Bra.Su.III.3.11, III.2.14, and in III.3.48 has-

the same sense, viz., the arUpavat aspect of Brahman, (ii) The
word ' sthana ’ in Bra.Su.III.2.11 and III.2 34. (iii) The word
‘ upasafhhara

*

in Bra.Su.III.3.5 and III.4.48 (and also II.1.24).

(iv) The word aprSpH in Bra.Sri.III.3.12 and II.2.22, II.2.18.

(5) We should also study the synonyms of the prominent

words used in the Bra. Su. We find that muTchya in Bra.Sh.

IV.3.12 is a synonym of pradhdna, one of the very important

words in the Bra. Sfi. Similarly silJcSmam in Bra.Su.I.4.2 stands

for arUpavat in Bra.Su.III.2.14 and avyakta in Bra Su.III.2. 23.

(6) Several expressions in different parts of the>Bra.Su. must

be compared, (i) Eltasydm apt in Bra.Su.III.3.2. means ekasydm

iakhSydm apt, because we find idhhdsu in Bra.Su.IlI.3.55.

(7) A comparison of doctrinal statements will also prove use-

ful. We have given four very prominent oases of this kind of

comparison.

(8) Like comparison, contrast presented by contrary terms

should he carefully noticed. Thus, arUpavat in Bra.SCi.III.2.14

should be contrasted with rUpa in Bra.Su.1.2.23. The contrast

shows that the Sutrakara believes in nirdhdra and sdkdra aspects

pf Brahman.

(9) Above all, the context should be the most important

factor to be considered in interpreting the Sutras. The Xcfiryas

have often neglected the context. Though the Sfitras by the

very nature of their style are elliptical, we should add no

words to the Sfitras which are not strictjy guaranteed by the

context. We have given in Fart 1 not a few cases of SaAkara’s

unguaranteed additions to the words of a Sfitra. In Chapter 10

we have examined how SaAkara makes such additions so often.

(121) PP. 80ai304.

48
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In the present Ohapter we have briefly stated eight Sutras or

Adhikara^as as examples where strict adherence to the context

leads us to quite different conclusions than those of the Xcaryas

who seem to care for the context of the Sfltras with the Srutis

or visayavakyas as they understand the latter, rather than for

the context of the SUtras themselves,

(10) Apart from the question of filling up the ellipses due to

the nature of the Sutra style, a practical suggestion regarding

the question of discovering the exact context can be made in

the case of certain words when they occur in the Sutras. In

these cases, we must follow the context strictly^ as these words

can never be taken as referring to something not stated in the

immediately preceding Sutra or Adhikarai]ia. We have illustrat-

ed this by interpreting words like «I?T:,

or aiftf (in the sense of inclusion), etc. We have examined eighteen

Sutras and shown how these words should be interpreted in strict

agreement with the preceding Bfitras, rather than with what the

^cfiryas add to the preceding Sutras or with the Srutis they have

in mind^^^*.

The subject of this Chapter can be further amplified by that

of Chapter X which deals with Safikara’s method of interpreta-

tion. Besides the ten suggestions about the rules of critical

interpretation some more suggestions can be made. All these

we have tried to follow in Part I. More help in this direction

may also be had from the fixation of the text of the Brahma*

sutra proposed in the next Chapter.

Chaftbb XII
THE TEXT OE THE BRAHMASUTRA

The problem of fixing the text of the Brahmasutra, which is

of a double nature, viz., (1) the grouping of the SCitras into Adhi-

karanas and (2) a change in the very reading of a Sfitra, is not

less important than that of interpreting it. Safikara had already

the problem before him. Dr. Belvalkar has been able to gather

evidenoe«tending to prove that the • later Bha^ykSras freely

(122) 305-308. (122a) PP. 309-312.
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altered the text of the Sutras in a variety of ways, even by omit-

ting and actually inserting Shtras. Dr. Ghate emphasises the

fact that no fixed division of the Stitras into Adhikara^as un-

animously accepted has come down to us.

We propose to suggest some rules derived from critical tests

to fix the text.. These tests are the following —
(a) Examination of the use of the particles, viz., (1) hi, (2) tu,

(3) ca,i23 (b) study of the grammatical construction of certain

Stitras, viz., (1) the Sutras with an ablative form having the

sense of hetu or argument, (2) the Sutras without such an ablative

form and yet to be taken as supplying only an argument, (3) the

Sfitras having the characteristics of the first Sutra or the only

Sutra of an Adhikara^a; and lastly (c) Evidence leading to a

change in the reading of the Sutra itself, viz., (1) the,combination

of two Sutras into one, (2) the transference of some fada of one

Sutra to another, (3) the shortening of a vowel e.g. ^ (to (), and

(4) the change of a consonant in a Sfitra.^^^

Without reproducing the arguments, we may here give the only

possible summary of this kind of discussion, viz., the statistics

of the Sutras examined and the net Sutras affected by the results

of the examination.

(a) Examination of the use of the particles :

—

(1) We have altogether examined twentythree Sutras with hi.

In thirteen out of these, we find ourselves in agreement with

Safikara in our interpretation that hi in these Sutras supplies

an argument for a Proposition in the same Sutra in which it

occurs; and in five an argument for a proposition in a preceding

Sutra. In the case of four Sutras we have shown that though

Safikara takes the SCttra in question as the first or the only

Sutra of an Adhikara^a, we have reasons to take them as part

of the same Adhikara^a to which the preceding Sfitra belongs,

(las) PP. dl6'319, S19>327, and 827-382. respectively.

(124) PP. 884-886. 336-338. 888-389 respectively.

(125) PP. 339-341 respectively.
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In one Sutra ( Bra. SQ.IIT.3.3 ) we cannot explain the presence

of hi.

We have also noticed yfve Sutra with iathU hi in the sense of

hi, though we fail to explain why the Sutrakflra prefers to use

the longer word instead of the shorter one.

We have concluded that a Sutra or a part of a Sutra with hi

or tathd hi is only an argument in support of a preceding Sfitra

or the earlier part of the same SQtra. When a Sutra with hi

has no such earlier part of the nature of a Proposition, but is

itself an argument only, it cannot begin an AdhikaraQa; it can

only be in the middle or in the end of an AdhikaraQa.

(2) In all we have examined twentysix Shtras with tu in

them. In ten of these we find ourselves in agreement with

Sankara who interprets it in the sense of the refutation of an

Opponent’s view given in a preceding Sutra, and the Sutra in

question is treated by .Sankara also as a Siddhfinta Sutra.

There are seven Siitras with tu which, in our opinion, refute a

Purvapaksa not stated but implied in the preceding Sutra which

is itself a Siddhanta Sutra though Sankara does not clearly

assign to the tu in these Sutras the sense of the refutation of a

Purvapaksa, but says that here tu means *

modification
’

( vi^esana

)

etc. of the statement in a preceding Sutra. It

would appear that .Sankara sometimes takes tu as superfluous,

but we suggest that it is always significant and refutes a

Purvapaksa either stated in the preceding Sutra or not. None

of all these twentysix Sutras is a Pflrvapaksa Sfitra, even in the

opinion of Safikara. Therefore, the presence of tu in a Sfitra is

by itself a sufficient indication that the-' Sfitra is a Siddhanta

Sfitra.

(3) Examination of the use of the particle ea. It occurs about

eighty times in about 227 Sfitras ( Bra.Sn.III.2.11^IV ). There-

fore, the value of the information derived Irom the examination

of ca, will be numerically far greater than that of either hi or tu.

In abo^t fortyfive cases, the particle ca ^s the usual sense

of addition ( aamuccaya ) of one more argument (either a yukti
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*
or a .^ruti); while id thirteen Sutras ca adds one more ar^piment

which is the final argument so that it also indicates the last

Sutra in an AdhikaraQa. In these fiftyeight Sutras, Safikara

and ourselves are in agreement. In nine other oases ^afikara

takes Sutras with ca as the last Sutras of an Adhikara^a, but

we differ from him. (Altogether*in sixtyseven cases Safikara does

not take a Sutra with ca as the prst Sfttra of an Adhikara9a).

There are thirteen Sutras with ca which -^afikara takes as the

fint or the only Sutra of an Adhikara^a, but where, in our opi-

nion, we have the continuation of the Adhikara^a to which

the preceding Sfitra in each case belongs. In these thirteen

cases, it ma'y also be noticed here, .Sankara does not take ca in

its usual sense of mere addition of one more argument for the

statement made in a preceding Shtra, and hence he has to find

some other theme of addition or often to leave ca unexplained.

^There are two Sutras with ca, whieh we, differing from ^afikara^

take as the last Sutras of their respective Adhikara9tts> We have

also noticed nine Sutras with ca, where it indicates the end of

a series of arguments either of the Pflrvapaksa. or of the

Siddhfi.nta. From this inquiry about the sense of ca, we may
safely conclude that (1) a Sutra with ca, cannot be the flirst

Sutra of, or cannot begin, an AdhikaraQa; it must be. either in

the middle or in the end of an Adhikara^a; and (2) when a Sutra

with ca occurs in the course of an Adhikara^a, it generally signi-

fies the last argument for the point in question and often in this

case the Sutra is the last Sutra of an Adhikarava, though not

always so. As an exception to (1) we have the ^first Sfitra of

Bra.Su.II.2 at the very begining of a Pada.

We have also proposed that like the presence of ca in a Sfitra,

the absence of the same in some Sfitras also should be examined.

Accordingly, Bra;Sfi.III.3.62 and )33 will be only one Sfitra. As

regards the meaning of ca, we believe that it should be always

interpreted as a copulative or conjunctive particle, as Sankara

also usually does, though he rarely explains it as tu ‘Jbut’ or va,

‘or’ also.
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(b) Study of the grammatical oonstraptipna of SQtras

(1) Among the Sutras, with peculiar grammatical cpustiiactions

we have first examined the Sutras with words in the ablative

case having the sensQ of ‘reason’. All these give

only a reason for a cohclusion in^a preceding Shtra. If they are

not read in this context, or in relation with the preceding Sfitra>

we have to make many additions to each of them before we can

make out a connected complete sense out of it, These Sutras

with the ablative form are like the Sutras with hi. We have

examined six.hetusutras which Safikara takes as the first SCitra

of an Adhikarajpa, but which we have proposed to take only as

an argument fpr the statement in a preceding Stitra, A pure

hetusHtra can never be the first Sutra of an Adhikara^a.

(2) We have also discovered that there is a third type of

Sutras (about sixteen in Bra.Sii.III.2.11-I'V) which must also

be taken e,BhetusUtras on purely contextual grounds and each

of which should therefore be only the second or a subsequent

Sfitra in an Adhikarafia, though Safikara takes them as the first

SCitras of the respective Adhikara^as.

(3) We have also discussed the nature of the first Sutra of an

Adhikara^a. We believe, the first SCitra of an Adhikara^a should

contain only a Proposition with or without an argument for

the Proposition which is either a Purvapaksa or a Siddhanta.

We have given a list of about forty such Sfitras where we

agree with Sankara. Besides these we have pointed out thirteen

Sfitras which on contextual grounds, viz., that they contain a

self-complete statement with an argument, that this statement

or PratijnS is different from the one in the preceding Sutra, etc.

etc., must be taken as the first Sutras of their respective Adhi-

kara^as, though Safikara regards them as Sfitras in the middle

of the Adhikari^as.

(o) Lastly, we have proposed changes in the case of eight

Sfitras, of tlie nature of the transposition of a pada from one
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SCifera to another or of reading i for dh for gh, dh for ^ in a

SQtra. In these changes we are not supported by any XoSrya

or any MS. Still we have supported them on oontextnal basis,

just as Bdbtlingk h&d suggested variants in the Bnddhacarita,

which are now justified by the recovery of its Tibetan transla-

tion. The number (twelve) of these suggestions of ours is not

too great to make our very interpretation doubtful, since they

are made in our entire portion of Sutras (Bra.Sfi.IlI.2.11*>IY.),

which come to 227 in all.










